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Abstract 

    The originality of this study stems primarily from its comparative nature, with its substantive 

focus on the Egyptian playwright,        ʻ      -     r, who wrote in Arabic and the Nigerian 

dramatist, Wole Soyinka (1934), writing in English. It thus attempts to address a gap in 

comparative research which has so far been largely confined to comparative studies of either 

Western writers and African counterparts or Western writers and Arab counterparts, but rarely 

combined Arab and African writers. This thesis investigates selected dramatic works of the two 

playwrights seeking to reveal the various manifestations of poetics and politics in their drama. 

The aim is to find the theatrical connection between the two dramatists, a connection that could 

shed more light on the aesthetics of their drama and the sources of influence on them.  

     My main concern has been, firstly, to explore Nietzsche’s inf  ence on their  r m ; secon  y, 

to analyse the dynamic relationship between their dramatic content and the local cultural and 

political environment of Egypt and Nigeria; and thirdly, to examine the use of history as a 

means of addressing contempor ry iss es. The first ch pter is    isc ssion of Soyink ’s The 

Bacchae of Euripides. It investig tes the imp ct of Nietzsche’s i e s, particularly those voiced 

in The Birth of Tragedy (1872), on Soyink ’s critic    n   r m tic perspectives.  

     In the second chapter, ʻ      -     r’s Night Traveller is discussed. In this chapter I attempt 

to exp ore how the Egypti n p  ywright presente  Nietzsche’s theo ogic   i e s in    r m tic 

form. I also attempt to show how ʻ      -     r    pte  Nietzsche’s concepts to fit in with the 

aesthetics of modern drama in Egyptian culture. Chapter Three examines the use of religion in 

their drama. Religion features as an important source which afforded both ʻ      -     r and 

Soyinka sufficient material for rituals, symbols, allusions, metaphors and language.    

     In Chapter Four, the  r m tists’ views and use of history is explored. The value of history 

and its intricate relationship to aesthetics in drama is discussed within the frame of modernism 

and in the light of Nietzsche’s controversial ideas of history. Chapter Five examines the 

interrelation between politics and poetics in the theatre of the two dramatists. It presents an 

attempt at a postcolonial reading of selected plays. Chapter Six explores the image, role and 

dilemma of the intellectual. The role assigned to this figure is important in understanding their 

view of theatre and its function in society. 

     The thesis finally argues that both ʻ      -     r and Soyinka established a theatre that was 

based on syncretism of indigenous traditions and foreign influence. Their dramatic works tackle 

local issues in theatrical forms that are not necessarily indigenous. While ʻ      -     r’s  r m  

was highly literary and its theatricality was not obviously compe  ing, Soyink ’s possesse  

theatrical elements that made their performance vividly interesting for audiences. 
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Introduction 

     This thesis is a comparative study of the dramatic works of the Egypti n p  ywright,        

ʻ      -     r (1931-1981) and the Nigerian playwright, Wole Soyinka (1934- ). Henry 

Remak provides a fairly str ightforw r   efinition of ‘comp r tive  iter t re’  s  

The study of literature beyond the confines of one particular country, and the study of 

the relationships between literature on the one hand and other areas of knowledge and 

belief, such as the arts (e.g., painting, sculpture, architecture, music), philosophy, 

history, the social sciences (e.g., politics, economics, sociology), the sciences, 

religion, etc., on the other. In brief, it is the comparison of one literature with another 

or others, and the comparison of literature with other spheres of human expression. ( 

Stallknecht and Frenz 1) 

     

The two parts of Rem k’s above definition apply to what the present study intends to address 

as its objective: first, to explore the dramatic link between the two playwrights and second, to 

find the relationship between their dramatic works and other fields such as philosophy, 

history, politics, myth and religion. From this perspective, the study is placed within the field 

of comparative literature. Moreover,  ep rting from M thew  rno  ’s view th t “Everywhere 

there is connection, everywhere there is illustration. No single event, no single literature is 

adequately comprehended except in relation to other events, to other  iter t res” (Qtd in 

Bassnett 1), the aim is to contribute to more understanding of the politics and poetics of their 

dramatic works through the study of the Western influences on them. A number of academic 

studies have examined the writings of each playwright. However, there is no current study 

that combines both. The affinities between the works of the two dramatists have been 

overlooked by critics although they are regarded as leading figures of modern Arabic and 

African drama.  

     Considering the reasons the choice of the two dramatists in particular to study, they are 

definitely not limited to just the strong interest in their works which I have developed since 

my final undergraduate year. In fact, both belong to the same generation of African writers; 

the 1960s generation that eyewitnessed the independence of Africa and its liberation from 

colonisation. Moreover, the 1960s proved to be a flourishing period for drama and theatre in 

both Egypt and Nigeria. Academically speaking, drama and theatre started to be taught at 

academic institutions and governments started to sponsor students to study theatre arts in 

Europe. Dramatists tended to be inspired both by the revolutionary sense prevalent at the time 

and by the ongoing critical trends of thought in Europe. In Egypt, the state sponsored theatre 

as part of its resposnsibility towards culture in a socialist scheme. In addition, theatre was 
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regarded by the new regime as an invaluable means of propaganda for disseminating its 

ideology to the public audience. Yet, the theatrical movement found its way out of this 

dilemma of being sponsored by the ruling regime and simultaneously crticising it by resorting 

to symbolic representation and hiding behind foreign masks of thought. In Nigeria, theatrical 

movement became active and upon returning from London, Soyinka established the "1960 

Masks", a theatre company of part-time semiprofessional actors, which performed A Dance 

of the Forests. Later in 1964 and for professional and political reasons, he founded the Orisun 

Theater as the first full professional theater company in Nigeria to perform in English and his 

group produced many performances around the country.            

     The flourishing of the theatrical movement in the two countries fruited diverse trends and 

critical debates. Authors and critics alike began to revise the ideological trends at the time. 

Not only this, questions of language, audience and form were foregrounded. In Egypt, 

discussions on the language of drama turned around colloquial vs. classical Arabic and poetic 

vs. prose. In Nigeria, the question has been whether to use the indigenous languages or 

English as medium of expression. But the common point here is that poetic langauge opened 

new pathways for theatre in the two countries. Poetic drama launched on a new course 

through the works of ʻ      -     r and Soyinka who found the medium of free verse more 

congenial. As far as form is concerned, the two playwrights have launched on the ambitious 

projects of adapting the Western forms to the local tradition. These projects have been part of 

a long history of experimentation in theatre which began after independence in the 1960s. In 

a nutshell, the political independence was accompanied by a literary revolution which was 

marked by an exploration of wider ranges of forms.    

     Soyink ’s theatrical career began roughly seven years before that of ʻ      -     r with 

two plays, The Swamp Dwellers and The Lion and the Jewel, written while he was in London 

around 1957. They started writing at what could be considered as a transitional period in 

which their countries stood at crossroads, with a colonial past behind them, a new present 

taking shape, and a challenging future to come. At the time of independence and due to the 

contemporary political conditions, a sense of revolution was prevailing in many African 

countries and the literary atmosphere underwent a drastic change. African writers later found 

that a lot of ideas, concepts, and issues in literature needed to be revised; especially that the 

cultural milieu in their countries had been influenced by colonialism. Soyinka and ʻ      -

     r who belong to the 1960s generation found in contemporary European thought a source 
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of inspiration for themes that preoccupied them. However, as both are deeply rooted in their 

own cultures, they attempt in their works to phrase these preoccupations in local contexts. 

When it comes to the aesthetics of drama and theatre, they have similar visions which 

establish the foundation of this comparative study. The essence of these visions is to opt for a 

dramatic synthesis that reflects their indigenous tradition and simultaneously keep them 

connected to ongoing European intellectual and critical debates.        

     The affinities between the works of the two dramatists are not limited to their belonging to 

a new generation of modern African writers who appeared after independence. In addition to 

this chronological relationship, both are poets and playwrights writing literary verse drama 

but each in a different   ng  ge. Soyink  writes in Eng ish, Nigeri ’s offici     ng  ge 

inherited from colonialism, and ʻ      -     r wrote in Arabic, the native language in Egypt 

since the Arab conquest of the country circa 642 AD. Both are African (the distinguishable 

geopolitical and cultural position of Egypt is debatable), from two countries that suffered 

long under the rule of the same power of colonisation, and hence both have grown in almost 

similar political and social circumstances that extensively contributed to shape the type of 

writings they have produced. They have been recognised as influential writers in their own 

cultures. ʻ      -     r’s St te  w r  honouring him posthumously in 1918  n  Soyink ’s 

Nobel in 1986, provide enough evidence for this fact. So, apart from the language factor, the 

similar historical, political and social circumstances in which the two writers lived have 

strongly spurred me to study them comparatively in order to explore the multiple theoretical 

and philosophical undercurrents that run through their dramatic works. 

     To help acquaint the reader with the two playwrights, particularly the Egyptian one, a 

brief outline of their lives is indispensable here. ʻ      -     r, a poet-cum-dramatist, whose 

full name is Mohamed        El- Din ʻ      -     r was born in Al Sharqia governorate, a 

rural province in the east of Egypt, and belonged to a middle class family. He received his 

early education in Egyptian public schools and then studied Arabic language and literature in 

King Fouad I (Now Cairo University). Cairo, through contact with the renowned modern 

Egyptian thinker, Shaykh Amin Al Khuly,
1
 sharpened his literary sensibilities. There, he 

enthusiastically joine  ‘The Liter ry Society’  n   ec me one of its  ctive mem ers. It w s 

                                                           
1
  Amin Al-Khuli (1895-1966) was an Islamic reformer, thinker, judge and a writer. He moved between Rome 

and Berlin in the period from 1923 to 1926 before returning to Egypt in 1927. He taught Arabic at Cairo 

University where Abd al-Sabur studied. (cf. Biographical Dictionary of Modern Egypt by Arthur Goldschmidt 

pp 105-106).  
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during his undergraduate years that ʻ      -     r first tried his hand at writing poetry. He 

also made some attempts at writing short stories and philosophical fragments, but soon 

realized that poetry was the literary genre in which he excelled.  

     ʻ      -     r started to use this poetic talent in writing drama in the early 1960s, but his 

plays have enjoyed little comment from the growing scholarly attention to modern Arabic 

drama. This could be attributed to the fact that critics have been paying attention to his 

preferred genre, poetry. The Egyptian writer was more hailed as a poet than a dramatist in 

modern Arabic literature. This tendency to approach ʻ      -     r - first and foremost- as a 

poet has evolved as a result of his simply having written more poetry than drama. However, 

moving from one genre to another was one of his distinguishing features as a multi-talented 

writer. ʻ      -     r tried his hand at various literary genres with a great measure of success. 

Lending his creative poetic talents to the genre of drama, he wrote five plays in less than a 

decade between 1964 and 1973 (El Sakkout 24-25).
2
  

     Like most Arab poets, he was influenced by, among other sources of influence, the Arabic 

literary heritage accumulated for centuries and particularly prolific in poetry. Of all the 

ancient Arab poets who had influence on him, the prominent Abu al Tayyeb Almutanabbi 

(915-965AD), and Abu al-Ala' al-Ma'arri (973- 1057 AD) are singled out as the ones he 

favoured most. However, in addition to being faithful to his Arab tradition, he also developed 

a strong interest in Western culture and literature. T.S. Eliot is the Western poet who captured 

his attention most. He came under the spell of Eliot and adopted free verse as a style in his 

poetry. Indeed, ʻ      -     r’s free verse opene    new p thw y for the mo ern Egypti n 

drama. He also wrote critical essays on Eliot and translated two of his plays: Murder in the 

Cathedral and The Cocktail Party.
3
 ʻ      -     r is acknowledged as one of the avant-garde 

who introduced the free verse play to audiences in Egypt. The style of free verse produced by 

him was regarded as a revolution against the long tradition and history of rhymed verse in 

Arabic (Dawara 14). Other Western influences on ʻ      -     r came from Bertolt Brecht, 

the German playwright and critic and the theatre of the Absurd. These influences marked his 

search for new forms of drama to fit both the new language he wrote in and the new 

                                                           
2 Hamdi El Sakkout and M rs en  ones p   ishe  this  i  iogr phy on             -Sabur as a book in a series 

of bibliographies on modern Arabic authors published by Arabic Studies Bio-bibliographical Research Unit of 

the American University in Cairo. 

3 Both plays were published by Ministry of Information, Kuwait in 1982.  
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conditions of society. He experimented with the dramatic form, wrote of the poor class, 

presented themes of persecution and injustice, and the need to deliver humans from tyranny. 

He also touched on issues related to the audiences and their awareness and participation in 

shaping things around them. 

      Murder in Baghdad (1964) represents ʻ      -     r’s  r m tic  e  t  n  rem ins his 

tour de force. The play is an adaptation of the story of the murder of Al-Hallaj, a Sufi
4
 man 

who lived in Baghdad in the ninth century, as a punishment for his publicly criticising the 

evil represented by the ruling regime, a deed the regime misinterpreted as blasphemy. The 

play covertly unveils the assumed democracy of the contemporary ruling regime of Egypt, 

using an old story from the Islamic historic   reservoir to h r o r its   thor’s criticism. Thus, 

although ʻ      -     r is referred to primarily as a poet, he was also a committed playwright. 

His plays are often dramatically well-constructed and have the same strong attentiveness as 

his poetry. In this play, he brings out in a highly philosophical manner the different attitudes 

to resist evil in life, and shows the human conflict people face to fulfil this duty: action or 

non-action, sword or word. This philosophical concept of the opposition between the word 

and the action runs through all his plays and it is a central guiding thread that is 

systematically developed in his later plays, Musafir Lail (or Night Traveller) (1968), Al-

Amira Tantazir (or The Princess Waits), Laila wa’l-Majnoun (or Laila and the Madman) 

(1971), and Ba’d an Yamut al-Malik (or Now the King is Dead) (1975).    

     As for the Nigerian Akinwande Oluwole Soyinka, he enjoys success and influence 

unparalleled among African writers. He is one of the most prominent contemporary African 

writers writing in English to whom the credit goes in charting hitherto unexplored pathways 

in African literature. He has earned a world-wide reputation as one of Africa's most profusely 

gifted writers. Soyinka is a multi-talented writer who has tried his hand at almost all the 

known literary genres with a great measure of success. He is a playwright, poet, novelist, 

critic, and journalist. However, of all the literary forms, drama is his number one choice and 

it remains his most favoured form of expression. Interviewed by Jane Wilkinson, Soyinka 

exp  ins: ‘I’ve been interested in theatre since I was a child . . . I participated in school plays 

 n  gr    te  from there to writing sketches, when I w s in schoo   n  then  t  niversity’ 

                                                           
4 The  exic   root of the wor  ‘S fi’ is the  r  ic ‘S f’ which me ns ‘woo ’. The S fi  se  to we r simp e 

clothes made from wool as a token of purity and adhering to the mystical and ascetic aspects of religion. Cf. 

Winston Waugh’s Sufism: The Mystical Side of Islam, Some Developmental Aspects, p. 12. 

   

http://www.google.co.uk/search?hl=en&tbo=d&tbm=bks&tbm=bks&q=inauthor:%22Winston+E.+Waugh%22&sa=X&ei=rMPdUKmVBrHL0AWE4IDAAQ&ved=0CDgQ9AgwAA
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(Wilkinson 96). It is as a playwright that he has done his major work so far and, it is also as a 

playwright that he earned the Nobel for Literature (1986) to become the first African author 

to be so honoured. 

     As a child, Soyinka was raised in a well-educated and politically involved family; in a 

village where mysticism and superstition reigned supreme. He was born to Christian 

converts; his father was the headmaster of an Anglican primary school, and his mother was a 

teacher and an influential Egba
5
 mother. The two parents had a strong thirst for knowledge, 

and they passed on their passion to their son. 

     For many decades Soyinka has been one of the most controversial African writers. For 

some, he is the most gifted of African writers in the twentieth century. For others, he is 

vague, sophisticated, and sometimes obscure. For everyone, he is somewhat difficult to read 

and most of his dramatic as well as critical oeuvre demands onerous effort to understand. The 

quality and number of Soyinka's dramatic works up to the present could be taken as a sign 

that African drama has reached new heights in terms of content, dramatic style and technique. 

Each of his plays is written with a distinguished dramatic skill. However, the most 

noteworthy is probably A Dance of the Forests (1960) whose hero is modelled on Ogun, 

Soyinka's favourite Yoruba god. It is no accident that this dramatic tour de force was chosen 

to be first performed on the occasion of celebrating Nigerian independence in 1960. 

     While searching for the theatrical link between ʻ      -     r and Soyinka, I found 

Nietzsche the first common thread. Among the remarkable works of European thought that 

had an impact on them are those of Nietzsche which are the subject of discussion in the first 

two chapters. In their preoccupation with the in ivi    ’s q est for free om,  i erty and 

fulfillment, particularly after long decades of colonisation, the two playwrights found the 

Germ n phi osopher’s i e s  ppe  ing for  r m tis tion in spite of the  iffic  ty to recr it 

them. Nietzsche’s influence can be attributed to the contemporary prevalence of 

‘Existenti  ism’ which f o rishe  in the 1940s  n  1950s. The in ivi    ’s re  tionship to the 

world, the will to act, and the freedom of choice are recurrent themes in their plays and 

Nietzsche eloquently and extensively expressed similar concerns in his writings. His 

existenti   views h ve their p r   e s p rtic   r y in Soyink ’s Yor    wor  view. Soyink  

                                                           
5 The Egba people form one of the main tribes in Nigeria. They live in southwestern Nigeria and are a sub-

group of the Yoruba. For more details cf. Toyin F  o    n   nn Genov ’s Historical Dictionary of Nigeria, 

Scarecrow Press, 2009. p. 110
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stresses Og n’s str gg e for free wi   to  ct. This concern is in ee  p rt of the two 

playwrights’ visions of pro  cing    r m  which reflects the status of man in a police state 

negating his right to express himself freely and the frustration that follows, particularly after 

independence.  

     In chapter one of this thesis, I examine the influence of Nietzsche on Soyinka. In his 

approach to Yoruba myth and tragedy, Soyinka seems to consciously follow the path mapped 

out by Nietzsche in his approach to Greek myth and tragedy. The former attempts to 

appropriate the method utilized by the latter in his interpretation of the Greek myth, and he 

applies it to the Yoruba mythology, establishing in the process his own theoretical enterprise 

of African tragedy. The Bacchae of Euripides. A Communion Rite (1973) could be interpreted 

as evidence of the undeniable influence of Nietzsche’s philosophy on African modern drama. 

     Soyinka was detained from 1967 to 1969 at the time of the Biafran civil war (1966-1970) 

in Nigeria because of his engagement in political activities. The prison years, no doubt, left 

him with indelible memories and experiences, which he subsequently published as The Man 

Died: Prison Notes of Wole Soyinka (1975). Not so long after his release The Bacchae of 

Euripides was commissioned by the National Theatre in London. Soyinka adapted the 

origina  text of E ripi es, ‘Yor   izing’ or ‘ fric nizing’ it in the process, to give voice to 

issues relevant to Nigerian society. It is well known that myth and ritual constitute a major 

contour of the play and its meta-tragic quality cannot be missed as Euripides entirely devoted 

the play to Dionysus, the Greek god of wine. In his The Birth of Tragedy (1872), Nietzsche 

(1844-1900) saw the play as an attempt on the part of Euripides, best known throughout his 

life as a devotee of the Socratic rational approach, to reconcile with and glorify Dionysus (BT 

81-82). On his part, Soyinka has expanded the hermeneutic atmosphere of the play to include 

the Greek as well as the African, the religious as well the socio-political, the tragic and the 

comic and above all his Yor    wor   view. P tting Dionys s’ myth to wh t co     e c   e  

  ‘mythopoeic’  se, Soyink  incites his    ience to think of what is behind the myth, opening 

it to further interpretations and simultaneously fusing African and European elements of 

drama in a harmonious whole.  

     Wilson Knight
6
, with whom Soyinka had a strong link during his study at Leeds, is 

 e ieve  to  e the scho  r who first intro  ce  Soyink   c  emic   y to Nietzsche’s tho ght 

                                                           
6
 George Richard Wilson Knight (1897-1985) w s Soyink ’s te cher  t the University of Lee s. Professor 

Knight’s interest in the rit     n  sym o ic e ements of  r m  inf  ence  the Nigeri n writer  n  from there 

existed a strong relationship between both. Nei  Rho es ex mines this re  tionship in   ch pter entit e  “T r z n 
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and writings. Knight himself was influenced by the Germ n phi osopher. Nietzsche’s 

presence co     e recognize  with his sh  ow  ooming over Soyink ’s text,  n  in ee  the 

play presents a great deal of evidence for this influence. It is no wonder that Soyinka should 

 r w,  mong other so rces, on Nietzsche’s BT. As a whole, the adapted text could be 

reg r e   s p rt of Soyink ’s ‘syncretic’  ppro ch to  r m ,  n  ppro ch th t wi    e 

examined in detail in the fifth chapter of this study. A close reading of the play shows that it 

is a dramatic mixture of different cultural signs, indigenous and European, imbued as it is 

with rich elements: mythical, ritual, philosophical, historical and socio-political. These 

elements are the focus of analysis in Chapter One of this thesis.   

     Chapter Two pursues the exploration of Nietzsche’s inf  ence which found its way to the 

Egyptian playwright as well. The attempt here is to investigate the contentious Nietzschean 

ideas running through the heart of ʻ      -     r’s Night Traveller and see how he presented 

them in a local dramatic context. The chapter addresses the question of whether ʻ      -

     r presented these ideas as Nietzsche voiced them or presented what seems to be his 

 n erst n ing of Nietzsche’s tho ght to which he was exposed through translations. The aim 

is to throw light on the position which the playwright assumed and see how far this 

influenced his drama. Again, the play is an example of the machinery of theatre weaving 

abstract notions, philosophical and theological, into a spectacle that could be acted and 

viewed on stage. It also shows how ʻ      -     r combines different elements from Egyptian 

and European traditions in his drama.   

     In Chapter Three, I examine the inf  ence of re igion on        ‘      -     r and Wole 

Soyinka and how religious material is utilised in their drama. This influence could be 

discerned in numerous plays, particularly their tragedies. However, each has his own point of 

departure when it comes to theological themes, and their works are permeated by the 

religious heritage to which they were exposed. It is a heritage that could be mainly described 

as rich and diverse, comprising various components, both monotheistic and polytheistic, such 

as Christianity, Islam and paganism. Its robust influence on Soyinka is not limited to his 

plays, but appears also in his critical works. His Myth, Literature and the African World 

(1976) contains essays that testify to his awareness of the importance of religion in shaping 

 fric n writings. “I sh     egin  y commemor ting the go s for their se f-sacrifice on the 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
of  thens, Dionys s in  fric : Wi son Knight  n  Wo e Soyink ” in Tr ge y in Tr nsition.London: Blackwell, 

2007. Pp 233-248. 
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altar of literature, and in so doing press them into further service on behalf of human society, 

and its quest for the exp ic tion of  eing” he s ys,  eginning his ess y “Mor  ity  n  

 esthetics in the Rit     rchetype” (1). This essay is part of his critical project to theorize the 

re  tionship  etween  fric n  r m   n  in igeno s go s. In his other critic   writings, 

Soyink  se rches for the me ning  n  origin of tr ge y in the Yor    p g n re igion.        

‘      -     r is no less influenced by religious heritage. He springs from a framework of 

reference that comprises both Islam and Christianity and religion is a source of inspiration for 

him in his poetic and dramatic works but its application to drama is not similar to the way 

Soyinka approaches it. In other words, the religious world view is not used to theorize 

dramatic experience.       

     It is important to consider the context in which the two playwrights grew up and lived for 

most of their lives. ‘      -     r and Soyinka could be said to have grown up in societies 

where re igion is  n import nt p rt of peop e’s   i y  ives. One co    c  im th t in co ntries 

such as Egypt and Nigeria, the religious feeling surmounts any other common feelings, 

including the national one. In Egypt this could be attributed to the teachings of Islam, the 

religion of the majority, which calls Muslims to practice a sense of brotherhood and a feeling 

of oneness irrespective of their differences. To illustrate the status of religion, suffice it to 

refer to a recent global survey of religion and its importance which shows that: “In Egypt, 

peop e  re more  ike y to  efine themse ves  y re igion th n  nywhere e se in the wor  .” 
7 

It 

also reveals that the massive majority of Egyptians affiliate themselves with religion and that 

it was the most important thing, giving them the strongest religious identity of any country 

surveyed.
8
 In Nigeria, however, the conditions are slightly different and Nigerians seem to 

define themselves by ethnic tribe where religion still defines the whole tribe. Nevertheless, 

the similarity between the Nigerian society and the Egyptian one lies in their multi-religious 

nature. In Egypt, the monotheistic religions of Islam and Christianity co-exist, and in Nigeria 

these two religions live side by side with polytheistic pagan religions.  

      For a dramatist such as Soyinka, indigenous myth, rituals, and religious celebrations are 

rich ingre ients for   goo   r m . Yet, Soyink ’s  r m   enefits   so from the diverse 

sources he came across through his education and during his stay in London. This could be 

                                                           
7
 http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/world/middle_east/4246764.stm Monday 14 June, 2010.  

8
 Ibid 

http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/world/middle_east/4246764.stm
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seen against the syncretic approach he adopts and this entails integrating Christian and 

Islamic signs and metaphors into his drama. 

     Chapter Four covers the intricate relationship between the   thor’s view of history  n  

dramatic aesthetics. The focus of this chapter is on the conception of history in two of 

Soyink ’s most ce e r te  p  ys: A Dance of the Forests (1960) and Death and the King’s 

Horseman (1975), and ʻ      -     r’s Night Traveller (1968) and Now the King is Dead 

(1971) to show how their views of history intersect with and are influenced by modernism. 

My debate covers three main points: the periodization of modernism in Africa, 

experimentation in Soyinka and ‘Abd al-Ṣ  ūr’s works, and the revision of history and 

rupture with the past. 

     Chapter Five discusses selected dramatic texts from the perspective of the postcolonial 

critical approach. As Ng gi w  Thiong’o points out, African theatre has been a crucial part of 

the process of decolonization and understanding of modern reality of Africa (Theatre and 

Postcolonial Desire xii). There are four main points which form the core of discussion in this 

chapter, namely, power of language/language of power, postcolonial nation and national 

identity, syncretism of indigenous and western cultures, and syncretism in theatre. Language 

has been a controversial issue in the postcolonial dicourse anaylsis. The chapter illustrates 

how important language is as a means for subjugation in contesting for power and hegemony.  

     Language for Abd   -     r was a crucial issue, and his originality showed itself 

o tst n ing y in m king his ‘poetic’   -fuṣḥ   nswer the nee s of the people. His efforts to 

develop the language of drama helped the Egyptian theatre get rid of the intense sentimental 

lyricism. The lyric language which was commonly associated with poetic drama before 

independence was no longer appropriate to express the p  ywright’s vision in   postco oni   

era.  

     Soyink ’s use of English has its own peculiarity. Showing great awareness of the 

sensitivity of language function in cultural contact, cultural tension and cultural interaction in 

a postcolonial context, he addressed this question not only in his drama but in his critical 

writings as well. Soyinka had a strategy of creatively adopting and adapting the language of 

the ‘other’ to cre te a synthetic revolutionary image that could replace the invented image of 

the indigenous culture of the colonised. The different views on the  se of the co oniser’s 

language as a medium of expression in African literatures are shown in this section of the 

chapter. Soyink ’s  se of Eng ish h s  een   me ns to reach a wider audience in his 

homeland and to appeal to world readers. Additionally, considering the variety of languages 
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used in Nigeria, Soyinka has regarded English as a neutral and unifying language until an 

indigenous language features as a common medium that could produce native literatures.   

     In Soyink ’s Death and the King’s Horseman there is a contest for power and language 

features as an important aspect of this contest. Soyinka in this play gives a fine example of 

how the ‘empire writes   ck’. Besi es the ver      ng  ge, he  r ws he vi y on the the tric   

language of drums. Yoruba drums talk and deliver messages, and only the indigenous people 

of Oyo who are deeply rooted in their local culture can decipher its messages and understand 

its rhythms. By resorting to the language of the drums, Soyinka presents a challenge to the 

British characters and also provides the native characters in the play with a vantage position. 

However, in The Lion and the Jewel (1963), Soyinka mocks the superficial use of language 

by natives who try to comprehensively imitate Western culture and regard it as superior to 

their own. 

     ‘      -    r and Soyinka started to establish their status as distinguished dramatists 

during a crucial period in the history of their homelands, a period that marked the transition 

of their countries from colonised protectorates to independent states. This crucial period 

demanded addressing questions of nation and national identity. Again, these are questions 

that occupy a central position in the postcolonial studies debates and chapter five of the thesis 

discusses these questions. ‘      -    r and Soyink ’s concern with questions of nation and 

national identity are examined in the light of the ideological movements of that time and the 

historical and political context in their societies.  

     The movements that emerged in Egypt after independence envisioned the Egyptian 

identity within a broader project. Some Egyptian nationalist initiatives were taken by national 

Egyptian figures during the preceding century. After independence, the Islamist movement 

and Arab nationalism came to the foreground. The former conceived of the Egyptian identity 

as part of a bigger Islamic world and the later saw it as part of the Arab territory. The Islamist 

movement strived to construct a Muslim identity while the Arab nationalism movement 

attempted to construct an Arab identity.  

     For Soyinka, the project to construct a national identity is debatable. He advocated an 

adversarial attitude to the movement of Negritude. The birth of Negritude coincided with the 

call for African independence and the liberation of the balck man worlwide. The movement 

cherished the notion that in order to resist white-cultural hegemony, Africans need to take 

pride in their pre-colonial past and the history of their nations. Soyinka provided a critique of 

this notion both in his critical and dramatic writings. He did not particularly advocate the 
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sentimental approach of the movement. His critique can be summed up in his statement: “the 

tiger does not go about proclaiming its tigritude   t mere y  ives  n   cts it” (Qtd in Jeyifo 2). 

It is a critique which reflects his vision as a committed writer and enriches the postcolonial 

debates about African literature as discussed in the thesis.  

     The discussion of the postcolonial nation and national identity is followed by a discussion 

of one of the s  ient  spects of ‘post-co oni  ’  r m , ‘the tric   syncretism’. The term refers 

to a process which involves the combination and amalgamation of indigenous forms within 

the framework of the Western notion of theatre. It is a process in which culturally 

heterogeneous signs and codes or originally different forms are merged together. As the 

thesis shows, ‘Syncretism’ is  t the core of Soyink 's  r m tic works. H ving  een schoo e  

into the ways of the western world through an early exposure to European culture and 

tradition, Soyinka finds himself in an epistemological quandary; torn between his nature as 

African and his nurture in Europe. The only safe haven, for him, has always been to embrace 

‘Syncretism’  s  n  ppro ch to express his vision of the postcolonial Africa. As a play 

projecting this approach and betraying the influence of Western theatrical forms, Opera 

Wonyosi is analysed.  

     The chapter also discusses the Western theatrical influence on ʻ      -     r. The 

relatively short history of theatre in the Arabic cultural life led dramatists to wed local 

content and Western form. There are signs of influences coming from Brecht and the Absurd 

dramatists. These influences could be found in Night Traveller, Leila and the Madman, and 

Now the King is Dead. An additional source of the Western influence is also shown in ʻ    

  -     r’s   ng  ge which te  s of E iot’s impact on the Egyptian dramatist.  

     The final point in this chapter explores the Yoruba and European influnces on Soyinka. 

This part of the chapter shows that, in addition to the Yoruba heritage, Soyinka has been 

influenced by the European world. Whereas aspects of the former influence can be seen in the 

elements of oral tradition abundant in his plays, aspects of the later influence can be spotted 

in Christianity, the English language, and the Western dramatic veins. Moreover, Soyinka has 

been culturally nurtured on the works of distinguished European writers from early 

childhood. He is influenced by a number of European dramatists, starting from writers of 

ancient Greece up to modern writers. Sophocles, Euripides, Shakespeare, Synge, Beckett and 

Brecht are said to have considerably influenced him. These influences are explored in some 

selected works as the chapter shows.         
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     The concluding chapter in the thesis explores the image and role of the public intellectual, 

and the dilemma facing this figure in selected plays of the two dramatists. In these plays the 

plight of this character lies mainly in its attempt to emancipate the community from illusions 

while this community is divided against itself. Exploring this image has its importance in 

reflecting an autobiographical aspect of the life of each playwright. Both started their careers 

in what can be described as police states and the image of how their intellectuals could 

oppose forms of tyranny is important in understanding their visions as committed writers.  

     Critics such as Edward Said and Arthur Melzer have their own views of what the 

intellectual is. However, they agree that the committed public intellectual is a person 

endowed with certain faculties that make him the antithesis of the ruling elite who try to 

manipulate the masses whereas the intellectual attempts to illuminate them. He strives to 

make a difference and effect a change, and he is concerned with issues of freedom and 

justice. Gramsci, on the other hand, sees that all individuals of society are, theoretically 

speaking, intellectuals but not all of them in fact can function as such.  

     The image of the intellectual and how this figure acts in society is explored in selected 

plays in the light of the above views. As the chapter demonstrates ‘      -    r and 

Soyink ’s inte  ect    ch r cters are not separated from the world in which they live. Some of 

them fit the description of the Gramscian model of intellectual in that they come from among 

the people of their own class. In their attempt to change the conditions around them, they 

sometimes choose to sacrifice willingly to make a difference. They strive to set an example to 

the masses and their dilemma hints at personal experiences in the lives of their authors.  
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Chapter One 

1. The Bacchae of Euripides: a Theatrical Example of Dionysus’s Metamorphosis 

     Soyink ’s The Bacchae of Euripides is the subject of this chapter in which the adapted text 

is  n  yse   g inst Soyink ’s views of  fric n  r m   n  in the  ight of Nietzsche’s 

influence. This is a Soyinkan dramatic text which reflects the impact of the German 

philosopher on him. It is an ancient Greek text in which he addresses through myth 

contemporary African issues as well.  

    

1.1 Myth, Ritual and Mythopoeia  

     Produced posthumously around 405 BCE, The Bacchae is E ripi es’   st p  y.  s its title 

suggests, it is based on the story of the mythical appearance of the ancient god, Bacchus and 

his worshippers, the Bacchants and the conflict that arouse between him and the opposing 

forces in ancient Thebes. It is worth mentioning th t “Euripides was not the first to put this 

story on the Attic stage. Aeschylus before him had written Pentheus, a play which formed 

part of a trilogy now lost, dealing with the intro  ction of Dionysi c worship” (Winnington-

Ingram 2). So the myth of Dionysus was a subject for preceding plays by other notable 

ancient Greek dramatists as well. However, it is fair to say that the play has a special status in 

E ripi es’  r m tic corpus.  

     The p  y is  istinctive  mong E ripi es’ p  ys  s it is not consistent with the r tion   

mode of thought that was used to criticise the power of myth, a mode known to be adopted by 

its author throughout his life. R. P. Winnington-Ingram refers to Euripides, together with the 

Greek philosopher, Xenophanes (560-478 BC) and Plato, student of Socrates, as three 

opponents of myth. To him, Euripides was distinguished in his resistance to myth as a 

tragedian, not a philosopher. Whereas Xenophanes  n  P  to “could reject it openly, 

Euripides must, by tradition of his calling, use it, and so provides the paradoxical spectacle of 

the sacred dramatist using the myth to destroy the myth” (Winnington-Ingram 15). Here, 

Ingram implicitly refers to the strong relationship between the literary and the mythical; the 

fostering context which the latter provides helps nurture the former. Even in his attempt to 

undermine the edifice of myth, Euripides, according to Ingram, uses myth itself to fulfil the 

task. Doing so, Euripides attempts to put myth to an anti-mythical use, employing the thing to 

attain its opposite. 

     However, of     E ripi es’ p  ys, no other play is entirely devoted to the story of a deity. 

The play is nevertheless viewed from other perspectives by some scholars as an attempt on 
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the part of Euripides to reconcile with Dionysus and to eventually mitigate a life-time 

intolerant attitude to myth. Nietzsche clearly articulates this view. He remarks:  

In the evening of his life, Euripides himself propounded to his contemporaries the 

question of the value and significance of this tendency, using a myth. Is the Dionysian 

entitled to exist at all? Should it not be forcibly uprooted from Hellenic soil? 

Certainly, the poet tells us, if it were only possible: but the god Dionysus is too 

powerful; his most intelligent adversary- like Pentheus in the Bacchae- is unwittingly 

enchanted by him, and in this ench ntment r ns to meet his f te … This is wh t we 

are told by a poet who opposed Dionysus with heroic valour throughout a long life- 

and who finally ended his career with a glorification of his adversary and with suicide 

(BT 81-82).   

 

So the play is distinct from E ripi es’ prece ing plays in taking as its subject the myth of 

Dionysus. Nietzsche, in his BT, hails Dionysus as a deity of art, a unifying force, a symbol of 

freedom and irrational ecstasy; features that oppose the rational attitude highly valued and 

adopted by Socrates and his follower, Euripides.  

     Exhaustively saturated with the mythical element as such, the play has always been a 

source of inspiration for many dramatists from different cultures. Among those dramatists to 

whose imagination the play has strongly appealed is Soyinka. He adapted the source text and 

presented it as: The Bacchae of Euripides. A Communion Rite. It was commissioned by the 

British National Theatre in 1973. Again, Soyinka in his critical writings and particularly in 

his ess y “The Fo rth St ge” sets   comp rison  etween the two Greek go s,  po  o and 

Dionysus and the Yoruba duo, Obatala and Ogun. He also argues that the similarity between 

Dionysus and Ogun in particular is so strong that they could be regarded as twins. “The 

Phrygian god and his twin Ogun exercise irresistible fascination” (ADO 37). This is an 

indication that Soyinka had been fascinated by Dionysus perhaps even before writing the 

play. The play then was an opportunity for Soyinka, the writer, to put onto stage what 

Soyinka, the critic, upholds as a theory of drama.  

     During his college years in the then British-colonised Nigeria, Soyinka encountered the Greeks 

in school and made efforts to learn to read the classics in the original languages as he states in the 

  thor’s  cknow e gements to his version of The Bacchae. James Gibbs refers to the fact that 

Soyink ’s interest in E ripi es goes back even to the period in which he was still an undergraduate 

at Ibadan (Gibbs 112). Mpalive Msiska also believes that Soyinka did first come across and read the 

play during his undergraduate study at Ibadan. Msiska sees the play as part of a cultural corpus that 

has been available for Soyinka to employ as a model in establishing his Yoruba cultural project. As 

Msiska comments:  
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The play, which Soyinka had studied as an undergraduate student at the University of Ibadan, 

must have been one of the early texts that introduced him to ancient Greek writing and culture 

which have provided him with an important cultural resource in terms of which and, perhaps, 

also against which to rethink and elaborate Yoruba cosmology into a modern African poetics of 

tragedy (Wole Soyinka 66).  

 

     It could fairly be s i  th t it w s on y  fter Soyink  h   enco ntere  Nietzsche’s writings, 

particularly at Leeds, that he embarked seriously on the enterprise of ‘rethinking’  n  ‘e   or ting’ 

the Yoruba cultural heritage and world view. Again, Soyinka himself acknowledges this: “  

twenty-year rust on my acquaintanceship with classical Greek made it necessary for me to rely 

heavily on previous translations for this adaptation of The Bacchae” (BOECR iv). Of all the English 

translations available for The Bacchae at the time of writing his play, Soyinka chose Gilbert Murray 

 n  Wi  i m  rrowsmith’s versions to re y on. It sho     e note   t this point th t M rr y, in 

particular, emphasized in his translations the ritual aspect of Greek drama. Murray’s full conviction 

that Greek drama is based on the ritual goes as far as holding the ritual to be at the heart of the 

Greek world view. He argues that:  

It is not on y th t… Greek tr ge y w s re igio s; th t it w s  eve ope  o t of    efinite 

rit   …. It is th t the rit    on which tragedy was based embodied the most fundamental 

Greek conceptions of life and fate, of law and sin and punishment. (Euripides and His Age 

38) 

 

Fion  M cintosh refers to “M rr y’s insistence on the ritual origins of Greek drama” (Murray 

Reassessed 148). Introducing the story of Dionysus’  irth,   ne H rrison fo n  M rr ys’ 

translation of The Bacchae the most appealing to resort to simp y “because it renders so 

convincingly the stately, almost stiff, dogmatic, ritual (my emphasis) tone of the hymn” (Themis 

33). This partially highlights Soyinka’s  ppro ch to the play; a tendency to exploit and put more 

emphasis on the ritual qualities of the original text. This is an anticipated tendency from a writer as 

well as a critic who holds rituals as the root source from which African drama evolved.  Referring 

to the origin of African drama, Soyink  views th t “what started out- probably- as a ritualistic ruse 

to effect the funeral obsequies of an Oyo king had, by the mid century, evolved into a theatrical 

form in substance and practice” (ADO 135).  To exclude traditional African festivals from the orbit 

of human pure art is a view that needs re-ex min tion in Soyink ’s opinion. Rather, as Soyinka put 

it, “it is into the heart of many African festivals that we should look for the most stirring expressions 

of m n’s instinct  n  nee  for  r m   t its most comprehensive and community-involving” (ADO 

138). Soyinka goes one step further to equate some forms of traditional festivals and celebration 

with some modern forms of American and European theatre. As a proponent of the ritual theory of 
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drama, Soyinka sees the boundary established between ritual and theatre as not a spontaneous 

demarcation line but rather as a man-made one. When it comes to African theatre, he seems 

inc ine  to  ismiss this synthetic  ivision.  s he p t it, “The q estion therefore of the s ppose  

dividing line between ritual and theatre should not concern us much in Africa, the line being one 

that was largely drawn by the European analyst” (MLAW 7).   

      In Soyink ’s view, Dionys s  n  Og n  re simi  r in m ny  spects. The physic   

appearance of their figures as dictated by their myths of origin tells of a close resemblance. 

“Og n’s st ve” is eq iv  ent to “Dionys s’ thyrs s”. Og n’s reve  ers carry palm branches 

simi  r to the ivy ones c rrie   y Dionys s’.   so, the s crifice offere  to Og n,   

 ismem ere   og, is  oth reminiscent of Dionys s’  ismem erment  y the Tit ns  n  is 

equivalent to a bull which was torn limb from limb in the Dionysian rituals (ADO 37). 

According to their myths, there is, of course, much more that the two gods have in common 

than the mere physical appearance. Both are powerful and kind, destructive and creative, 

joyful and tragic at the same time, both stand for the exercise of free will. Ogun embodies the 

‘Wi  ’; he h s within himse f the e ements of  oth  estr ctiveness  n  cre tiveness (ADO 32). It is 

these seemingly contradictory qualities that enriches the figure of Dionysus and makes his 

myth an interesting material for a poignant drama. Born of a god father, Zeus, and a mortal 

mother, Seme e, Dionys s is   go   n , he is h m n. “He is one  n   oth, h m n  n  

 ivine…. In the Bacchae we catch the god in the three stages of his making, stages that shift 

with the changing scenes. He is   h m n  e  er…he is h  f  ivinized, a daimon more than 

mortal” (Themis 47-48). He is both native and alien, European and Asian, masculine and 

feminine. His figure crosses the boundaries and contains the opposites. So Soyinka draws on 

a connection between Dionysus and Ogun in writing his essay and, of course, it is Nietzsche 

who draws his attention to such a connection.   

     Since The Bacchae is mainly a glorification of Dionysus, so Ogun, the Yoruba twin deity 

of Dionysus as held by Soyinka, is the god whose name will be repeatedly mentioned in this 

context. It is also noteworthy th t Og n,  fter    , is Soyink ’s f vo rite go   mong     the 

others in the Yoruba pantheon which consists roughly of four hundreds deities. Soyinka 

himse f exp icit y  rtic   tes in the forewor  of the p  y th t: ‘Some  ines in this version of 

The Bacchae will be familiar to those who are acquainted with the Yoruba deity; Ogun, god 

of metals, creativity, the road, wine an  w r’ (BOECR vi). The sources of these lines, 

according to him, are the traditional Yoruba chants sung in praise of the deity and Idanre, a 

 ong poem  y Soyink  first p   ishe  in 1976 in which he ce e r tes Og n’s heroic  ee s 
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(BOECR vi). This indicates that there exists a mixture of multiple rich ingredients in the play; 

the Yoruba mythical elements are intertwined with the Greek ones.  

     The more pressing q estion, however, is this; of     E ripi es’ p  ys, why  i  Soyink  

choose The Bacchae in partic   r to    pt? Soyink ’s  iogr phy might hint to   p   si  e 

answer for such a question. The issue of the freedom of the individual has always been 

Soyinka's preoccupying concern. He advocates the freedom of humans and, he claims to have 

only one abiding religion: human liberty as he has a strong incessant enthusiasm for freedom, 

something which he highlights in his prison notes. E ripi es’ p  y with its stress on freedom 

seems to have responded to this concern.  s Gi  s exp  ins: “The reason Soyinka gives for 

his political involvement is related to his insistence on his integrity as a human being and to 

the following statement from the Wor     thors entry: ‘I have one abiding religion: human 

liberty’” (Critical Perspective 10). 

     In his prison notes, Soyinka reveals that he would condone only one kind of war as a last 

resort: a war in defence of liberty (Man Died 48-49). A writer with such enthusiasm for the 

triumph of human liberty finds in the classical Greek text the opportunity to achieve what 

seems to be difficult in reality. That is, this adaptation is a vehicle for commentaries on 

contemporary events. Based on an ancient Greek myth, The Bacchae helps Soyinka celebrate 

the triumph of human liberty and criticize the contemporary socio-political African reality. In 

this adaptation, the freedom of the underprivileged classes is won and the force of tyranny is 

eventually overthrown. The celebration of freedom comes at the top of Soyinka's artistic 

agenda and The Bacchae seems to fit the bill. That is why he finds the play unparalleled 

among all Euripides’  r m tic works  n  c  ssifies it  s s i generis in cert in w ys. In his 

introduction to the play, he states: 

No other play of his, and few others among extant Greek drama are so thoroughly 

impregnated with image and essence of human passage in conflict and resolution: life 

itself and death; womb and destroyer; order and chaos (inchoate essence); ecstasy and 

serenity; h  ris  n  h mi ity; the viscer    n  form  istic …the  ist is en  ess. Its 

totality: a celebration of life, bloody and tumultuous, an extravagant rite of the human 

and social psyche (BOECR xi). 

 

It is worth noting th t the  in ry im ges  se   y Soyink  here echo Nietzsche’s im ges in the 

first few pages of BT where Apollo is said to epitomize order, serenity, and the formalistic 

and Dionysus stands for chaos, ecstasy, and the visceral. 

     The story of the original play is widely known but in order to see how far Soyinka has 

gone in his version, it is necessary to mention it concisely here. Simply told, the story tells of 
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the journey of the ancient god, Dionysus (known by some other names such as Bacchus, 

Zagreus, Dithyramb and Bromios) from the near east to his destination of Thebes, the seven-

g te   ncient Greek city fo n e   y C  m s. Dionys s’ myth of origin is poetic   y n rr te  

throughout the play. It was said that he was born to Zeus from the human Semele, daughter of 

Cadmus. Some people in Thebes did not believe in the myth and denied the existence of 

Dionys s   together. Foremost  mong them w s Penthe s, C  m s’ gr n son,  n  co sin of 

Dionysus. He was also the ruler of Thebes, following his grandfather who relinquished the 

throne.  g ve, Penthe s’ mother, his  unts and other women were caught up in the frenzy of 

the Dionysian worship which overwhelmed the whole city. Pentheus arrested Dionysus and 

left no means untried to stop his worship. Eventually, Pentheus was trapped by Dionysus and 

was victimized by his own mother, her sisters, and the other Maenads who tore him limb 

from limb in a ritualistic slaughter that testified to the power of their god. Agave was 

punished by being banished from Thebes forever. Cadmus and his wife Harmonia turned into 

snakes and both were sent into exile as well. A punishment unbearable and horrific as such 

clearly shows the fierce side of the dual nature of Dionysus who is described by Cadmus
9
 as 

‘j st,   t not f ir’.  

     The Bacchae of Euripides: A Communion Rite is the f    tit e of Soyink ’s p  y. The s  tit e, ‘A 

Communion Rite’  enotes  n eq    opport nity for     the mem ers of the comm nity to p rticipate 

in the rite. A communion rite is a ritual performed by people who share the same religious faith and 

practices. Soyinka wants to tell from the very beginning that the new Dionysian movement with its 

ritualism shifts religion from the domain and monopoly of microcosmic aristocratic priesthood to 

macrocosmic communal participation. Religion, in this sense, becomes a communion grassroots 

rite. When at the end of the play the head of Pentheus turns into a fountain of red wine, this 

provides an occasion for an egalitarian communion in which all, slave and master, drink and bathe. 

Soyink ’s conc   ing rem rk in his intro  ction to the p  y refers to two f ctors th t j stify his 

choice of the subtitle. First, it is a community-wide ritual, a social dinner attended by all classes of 

the Theban society. Second, it provides a therapeutic release for passions and grievances long 

accumulated by strictly following reason and by fear of external power: 

I see The Bacchae, finally, as a prodigious, barbaric banquet, an insightful manifestation of 

the universal need of man to match himself against Nature. The more than hinted-at 

                                                           
9
 The n me of Penthe s’ gr n f ther is spe t  ifferent y  s ‘C  m s’ in E ripi es’ origin   tr ns  te   y 

Proffessor Gi  ert M rr y  n   s ‘K  mos’ in Soyink ’s adapted text. Depedning on which text I refer to, the 

name is spelt accordingly.  
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cannibalism corresponds to the periodic needs of humans to swill, gorge and copulate on a 

sc  e  s h ge  s N t re’s on her monstro s cyc e of regeneration. The ritual, sublimated or 

expressive, is both social therapy and reaffirmation of group solidarity. (BOECR x-xi)  

    

This theme of regener tion is fo n  in m ny of Soyink ’s serio s  r m tic works. It is   theme, of 

course, that has occasionally preoccupied Soyinka. For regeneration to be attained, Soyinka usually 

ends these plays with the death of the protagonist. He firmly believes that in order to release the 

society from the grip of fear, injustice, sins and all the other rotten forces, it has to come to a 

purgatory end and this entails the death of some for the regeneration of the whole community. This 

is where death comes as a redemptive and regenerative force. The play is an account of how the 

devotees of Dionysus collectively celebrate the rites of their god and earn their liberation or 

salvation.  

     Soyink ’s    pte  text is not remove  from its origin   setting; The es of  ncient Greece. 

However, he has rewritten the Western classical text to serve his purposes. The play is more about 

the worship of Dionysus, the Greek half-god of wine, than about the downfall of Pentheus. The 

Nigerian playwright focuses on the dual nature of the Greek half-god and parallels Ogun to 

Dionysus whom he regards as the western counterpart of the Yoruba deity. As Wiveca Sotto points 

o t: “Soyink  reinterprets  n   rings to the fore the recre tive force of N t re,  inke  with 

Dionysus, a god of growth and renewal, who offers his wine to his followers and receives their 

violent, ecstatic worship. But like his twin brother Ogun, Dionysus also destroys, kills and 

 isintegr tes in  ccor  nce with the princip e of comp ement ry opposites” (Sotto 30-31). The 

myth of Dionysus is well-known in Western traditions and Soyinka manipulates this myth to show 

the similarity between the two gods; both are creative and destructive at the same time.  

     To show the horrifying fate of those who oppose the gods, Euripides made Dionysus take his 

revenge through Agave, Pentheus's mother and one of Dionysus' devotees who kills her son in a 

state of ecstasy. Dionysus wreaks vengeance on Pentheus in the play's starkest, most brutal scene; 

the mother, apparently thinking the son was one of the sacrificial animals, killed him. Actually, 

what Dionysus did to Pentheus is extremely terrifying. This atrocious punishment leads the 

audience to feel disgust at this god's extreme ferocity and brutality. Soyinka, in order to alleviate the 

pressure of the killing scene, effects certain changes in the original text. For Soyinka, it is to be 

understood that even in his violence, Dionysus is the wine-god. To fully exploit the occasion, the 

 fric n p  ywright    s   n m er of mo ific tions to E ripi es’ work to bend it to his purposes.  

     The play demonstrates how the forces of the Dionysian rituals prove instrumental in unleashing 

the energies of liberty, latent in the underprivileged classes. The Slave Leader gives expression to 
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this intern    s we    s etern    onging for  i erty when he s ys: “  scent of free om is not e si y 

forgotten. Have you ever slept, dreamt and woken up with the air still perfumed with the fragrance 

of gr pes?” (BOECR 3). The slaves find their freedom in welcoming and embracing the Dionysian 

religion,   re igion th t “transferred its ritualism to communal participation and identified self-

renewal with the truth of land renewal and food production fed, not on illusion, but on a long 

represse  re  ity.  s   soci   force, its powers were inc  c     e” (BOECR x). The slaves are 

leading a barren life under the rule of Pentheus. They severely suffer to the extent that they feel 

“The  ir of The es is steri e. Nothing  re thes in it. Nothing- really-  ives” (BOECR 3). They act as 

the scapegoat to cleanse the society of its annual transgressions though they are not benefiting from 

their sacrifice. They sacrifice and others reap and enjoy the fruit of their sacrifice. It is in the very 

re igion of Dionys s th t the s  ves fin  the f  fi ment of their wish  s, in Soyink ’s wor s, “Wh t 

the class-conscious myths of Dionysos achieved was to shift the privilege for the supply of 

scapegoats to the classes which had already monopolize      other privi eges” (BOECR x). 

     Soyink ’s    pte  text    resses the  ownf    of the prot gonist, the King of The es  s   

downfall of an individual rather than a downfall of a whole community. The community is 

represented as victorious though its ruler is defeated. The community earns its freedom and liberty 

by the very defeat of its despotic ruler. In its ritualistic presentation of life in Thebes, the play 

dramatises the death of Pentheus who keeps within himself death-instincts. “Soyink ’s Pentheus is 

  so  istinctive,  eing  ssoci te  very strong y with  e th, repression,  n  meg  om ni ”, th s 

comments Gibbs (Wole Soyinka 114). Ketu K tr k  n erpins   simi  rity  etween Penthe s’  e th 

and that of Professor in The Road (1965), a play that portrays the death-obsession of road-accidents 

looters. “Both  e ths”, she conten s, “re e se society from prot gonists oppose  to  ife-instincts- 

Professor’s  e th en s his soci   y  etriment   pr ctices; Penthe s’  e th removes his  nti-life 

impulses from the comm nity” (K tr k 75). For society to be purged, Soyinka sees that it is not 

enough to have a symbolic rite like the one he inserted at the beginning of the play, in which 

Tiresias offers himself for flagellation. Authentic sacrifice based on non-discrimination is all what 

society needs to achieve purification. 

     Though Pentheus shows all these features of ferocity and tyranny, he has been in fact an easy 

victim to the lure of the god. Dionysus has overwhelming powers and he touches the people of 

Thebes, especially women, with bacchanalian frenzy, causing them to leave their homes and move 

to the mo nt ins. Both the son  n  his mother  re conj re   y Dionys s. In f ct, Penthe s’ fort ne 

started to deteriorate when he allowed himself to be attired in female bacchic dress which he 

thought to be armour and he surrendered himself to death at the hands of his mother and her cult 
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women mates, the Maenads. His mother took him for a beast and he is torn limb from limb by her 

and the rest of Bacchantes.  

     In the prefatorial note to the adapted version, Soyinka states that he is dissatisfied with 

E ripi es’ en ing of the Bacchae and that the play deserves a more fitting one: 

The ending especially, the petering off of ecstasy into a suggestion of a prelude to 

another play. But The Bacchae is not an episode in a historical series, and this is not 

merely because Euripides did not live to write the next instalment. The drama is far 

too powerful a play of forces in the human condition, far too rounded a rite of the 

communal psyche to permit of such a notion. I have therefore sought a new resolution 

in the symbolic extension of ritual powers. (BOECR xi)  

Soyink ’s innov tion or ‘new reso  tion’ is th t he m kes the ch r cters reve  in the fo nt in of 

wine that gushed forth from Penthe s’ he    fter his  e th. Doing so, Soyink  removes the sense of 

horror fe t  t the en  of E ripi es’ origin   p  y; he t rns the   oo  into wine  n  th s t rns the 

situation from one of horror and pity into one of delight and celebration. It is intended for the 

audience to regard this rite as a celebration of the victory of the forces of life represented by 

Dionysus and his devotees over the forces of tyranny and death represented by Pentheus. In the 

rationale of the play, Pentheus’ is a death which st n s for the regener tion of  ife  n  is  eeme  “  

necessary and purposeful sacrifice for the beginning of a new se son” (Sotto 31). By turning the 

  oo  f owing from Penthe s’ he   into wine, Soyink  exp oits   s  ient gift th t  e ongs not on y 

to Dionysus but also to Ogun in whose worship the use of wine is not forbidden (MLAW 30).  

Doing so, Soyinka deviates from the tragic mode of Euripides. The slaying of Pentheus is seen as a 

revitalizing ritual, a communal sacrifice necessary for the vitality and renewal of society.  What we 

have in the adapted text of Soyinka is a re-working of the role of Dionysus. Soyinka implicitly 

 r ws   re  tionship  etween Dionys s  n  Og n.  s Soyink  s ggests, “Og n, for his p rt, is  est 

understood in Hellenic values as a totality of Dionysian, Apollonian and Promethean virtues” 

(MLAW 141). Commenting on the end of the play, Helen Gilbert and Joanne Tompkins stress 

the revit  izing fe t re of Penthe s’ rit     e th: 

The tragedy of the situation is not undermined; rather, the ritual also demonstrates the 

importance of rejuvenating other emotions and energies thro gh Penthe s’  e th,  n 

event which represents community good and restoration of harmony, rather than the 

tragic fate that death usually signifies. (Gilbert and Tompkins 41) 

 

Gi  ert  n  Tompkins’  rg ment  grees with Bio  n  eyifo’s view th t Soyinka has 

developed an interest in “the theme of rebirth and renewal after decay or death” 

(Conversations xiii-xiv). Though this theme may be universal, its strong appeal for Soyinka 

is attributed to the tradition   Yor    festiv  s  n  rit   s.  s K tr k points o t “The go   of 

Yoruba tragedy is to energize the community at the conclusion; therefore, the need for 
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c   mito s en ings is e imin te . The reso  tion  ies not in the prot gonist’s  e th   t in his 

bringing new strength into the communal life-blood (Katrak 19). The circumstances of 

Penthe s’  e th  re me nt to s ggest   Yor    wor   view which ho  s  e th neither “ n 

iso  te  inci ent in the  ife of one m n” (MLAW 51) nor the finale of existence, but rather as 

a transitional stage or a part of the cyclical frame of existence.  

  

1.2 The Historical and Socio-Political Context      

     Euripi es’ The Bacchae does indeed have a strong alluring power, politically speaking, to 

invite a writer so much inclined to the arena of politics such as Soyinka to adapt it. There 

have also been a number of modern adaptations of the text before Soyinka’s, foremost among 

which is Dionysus in 69
10

. Soyink ’s version fe t res  s   serio s  ttempt to revive the text 

and exploit its meta-tragic potential. He manipulated the conflict to include a group of black 

slaves in order to reflect the political troubles of his homeland Nigeria.  

     The tragedy depicts a conflict of opposing forces; a tyrannical force that seeks to preserve 

its existence as a dominant power in the society and a new force that challenges the status 

q o  n   cts for ch nge  n  renew  . However, written   ring E ripi es’   st   ys, the p  y 

reflects, among other things, the aftermath of the Peloponnesian War (BCE 431-404), an 

ancient war within the Greek empire between two camps led by Athens and Sparta. Losing 

the war, Athens no longer had its previous political power and cultural influence. The golden 

days were gone and a new era of despotism started. This was not something to satisfy a 

 r m tist s ch E ripi es. M rr y refers to E ripi es’ re ction  s fo  ows: 

 Euripides, like ourselves, comes in an age of criticism following upon an age of 

movement and action. And for the most part, like ourselves, he accepts the general 

standards on which the movement and action were based. He accepts the Athenian 

i e  s of free tho ght, free speech,  emocr cy, ‘virt e’,  n  p triotism. He  rr igns 

his country because she is false to them. (Euripides and his Age 7) 

 

Towards the end of the war, Euripides went into a sort of voluntary exile as he migrated to 

“the M cedonian court of King Archelaus” (Easterling 5). One could perceive striking 

similarities between the prevailing context in which the original tragedy was created and the 

conditions that surro n e  Soyink ’s    pt tion. Tow r s the en  of the Bi fr n civil war 

and after his release from prison in 1969, Soyinka, unsatisfied with the undemocratic 

                                                           
10 This version of The Bacchae was staged by Richard Schechner for the New York Theatre and performed by 

his The Performance Group in 1968. 
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situation in his country, left Nigeria and went into exile as well. Such similarities between the 

surro n ings of E ripi es  n  his origin    n  Soyink ’s own time were not to  e over ooke  

by the Nigerian dramatist. Surely, he must have been in full awareness of them as evidenced 

by his introduction to the adaptation.          

      In the foreword to his version of the tr ge y Soyink  comments: “The Bacchae belongs to 

th t sp rse  o y of p  ys which evoke  w reness of   p rtic   r moment in   peop e’s 

history, yet imbue that moment with a hovering, eternal presence” (BOECR vii). It is worth 

noting that Soyinka supports the view that the mythical and the historical are so much 

attached to each other. And in a tragedy such as The Bacchae where what might be historical 

is presente  in   mythic   setting, Soyink ’s view seems more vi   e. The historic    n  

political circumstances of the Greek society and state during the fifth century B.C caused the 

emergence of the mythical figure of Dionysus. Thus, the Dionysian movement was mainly a 

response to the socio-political conditions prevalent at that era. Worshipping Dionysus then 

w s,  s Soyink  p t it, “nothing more than the natural, historic process by which populist 

movements (religious or political) identify themselves with mythical heroes at critical 

moments of social upheaval” (BOECR viii). A similar view is held by Paul Cartledge as he 

briefly chronicles the history of Greek tragedy in relation to the political institutions of 

ancient Athens. Cartledge argues that the Athenian society resorted to the Dionysian 

movement out of a political need for democracy and liberation from tyranny. As he points 

o t: “The   option- or nationalisation of his cult was intended among other things to safe-

g  r   thens’ frontier  g inst Boeoti n encro chment. B t Dionys s w s   so himse f a god 

of liberation” (Easterling 23). This socio-political aspect of the play is emphasized by 

Soyinka in the attempt to reflect his vision of a contemporary African society going through a 

transitional stage and searching for democracy.     

     Euripides, as shown in the tragedy, does not overlook the socio-political dimension of the 

Dionysian movement; however Soyinka succeeds in making it chime with other dimensions 

of the myth. Euripides is criticising the autocracy of Pentheus and his stubbornness in the 

face of liberating forces. As a historical fact, this unwelcome state of autocracy and anarchy 

was brought about by the Peloponnesian war. Athens, defeated in the war, witnessed an 

“  rog tion of  emocr tic government,  irect y impose  this time by the Spartan victors” 

(Easterling 32). Murray also explains the view that at the time of the Peloponnesian War 

Athens was a tyrant city, compelling its allies to serve her for the sake of her safety, thus 
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establishing what seemed more to be a despotic empire rather than a democratic 

confederation (Euripides and his age 68). 

     Against this background, it seems thus that Soyinka has approached the original text with 

a mind preoccupied with the political situation back in his home country. The play belongs to 

the post-prison st ge in Soyink ’s  ife  n  responds to Soyink ’s experience of the Civi  War 

in Nigeri   n  its  fterm th. Soyink  opens the p  y with the sight of the “cr cifie  s  ves” to 

directly hint at the socio-political class struggle embedded in his version. By doing so, he 

adds more emphasis to the socio-political dimension of the play, merging the past and the 

early modern in a context that never suggests lack of hope. Soyinka does employ the play to 

refer, among other things, to the haunting memories of the experience of slavery and the 

slave trade in West Africa.  

     The play does have multiple religious and political implications that add to the thickness 

of its meaning. It is not easy to separate the religious from the political here as both are 

skilfully intertwined. The coming of Dionysus to Thebes was met by diverse attitudes, each 

expressing and throwing light on the situation of its advocates. Each attitude will be 

scrutinised in order to see how it fits into the general structure of the play.  

     The second coming of Dionysus to Thebes was hailed by some characters such as Kadmos 

 s new   oo  p mpe  into the veins of The es. B t wh t K  mos recognize   s “  new 

vit  ity”, Penthe s  eeme  a “new  ise se”. K  mos m y  e t ken  s the p r  igm of the 

Lear character, the prototype of a king who wilfully, and alas prematurely, gives up his 

throne to those who are abusers of power. Only when it is too late, does he realise that 

Penthe s is not the right person to  e   the st te  s he    ses his power to stif e peop e’s 

freedom and opposes Dionysus.       

     In E ripi es’ p  y it is Dionysus who speaks about restoring order in the city, not 

Penthe s. Dionys s: “But once I have set things in order here,| And have established my rites, 

I will move| And show myse f in  nother co ntry” (Curry 120). In Gi  ert M rr y’s 

tr ns  tion, the  ines  re ren ere : “Then to another land, when all things here/ Are well, must 

I fare onward, making c e r/ My go he  ’s might” (The Bacchae 9). In Soyink ’s p  y, it is 

Pentheus, in his militaristic appearance, who is absolutely obsessed with order. The very first 

entrance of Pentheus tells of this over-obsession with order: 

[Enter Pentheus, straight, militaristic in bearing and speech. His attendants have to run to 

keep up with him. Once on stage he strides angrily up and down.] 

Pentheus:               I shall have order! Let the city know at once 
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                  Pentheus is here to give back order and sanity. 

                  To think those reports which came to us abroad are true! 

                  […] It’s  isg sting! 

                  I  e ve the co ntry, I’m  w y on y a moment 

                  Campaigning to secure our national frontiers. And what happens? 

                  Behind me- chaos! The city in uproar. Let everyone 

                  Know I’ve ret rne  to re-impose order. Order! 

                  […] I w nt Or er and- 

                  I want immediate results (BOECR 27).  

 

These lines are very telling and they give an overall picture of not only the character of 

Pentheus but of the situation in the society he governs as well. It is clear that Pentheus is not 

only securing the physical geographical territories of the country against military forays, he is 

also securing the cultural boundaries against any foreign interference. He is keen to keep his 

country closed against outside influence which may bring freedom to the population he wants 

to s ppress. Th t’s why Dionys s is   gre t thre t to him. The im ge of   ‘city in  pro r’ 

rec   s the 1967 Bi fr  secession w r in Nigeri . Penthe s’ o session with sec ring the 

‘n tion   frontiers’ is   so  n in ic tion of ex ggerated forms of ultranationalism, usually a 

political strategy adopted by dictators which Soyinka opposes. The repetitions of the word 

“or er”  e ivere  here in j st one speech stresses his ‘or er psycho-comp ex’ or  et  s c    it 

‘ isor er ment  ity’,  s Penthe s’   rning  esire for or er  is extreme y ex gger te   n  

hence it deviates pathetically towards its opposite. Eventually, the kind of order sought by 

Pentheus to be enforced on the people of Thebes is not attained, and his violent actions beget 

nothing   t more  ev st ting  ctions. Penthe s’ m in y po itic   or er is rep  ce   y  nother 

type of order; a ritualistic one that is controlled by Dionysus. That Thebes is in a state of 

‘ pro r’  emonstr tes th t Penthe s’    se of power is no  onger e si y tolerated. The rigid 

controls which he exercises are still intact only because he leads what looks like a modern 

po ice st te. The wor  ‘reports’ here is  n  nmist k   e sign  s it context    y informs of his 

h rsh regime. Soyink ’s     sions here to some contemporary police states, especially in 

Africa, cannot be missed.  

     The play thus is a powerful condemnation of Pentheus and any tyrant like him. Soyinka 

foregrounds this theme as the play opens with a comment on the tyranny imbedded in Thebes 

as one of the things that challenge the existence of Dionysus. It is something that the god 

cr e  y imp gns: “The es t inte  me with   st r y. I  m t rne  into  n   ien, some foreign 

outgrowth of her habitual tyranny” (BOECR 1). The play also subtly explores the moral 

confusion that a dictatorship provokes both in the dictator himself and in his subjects. 
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Thebans are now disunited and their opinions of the foreign god are divided. This might seem 

to be a re-working of the original historical conditions of ancient Greece and is very much 

related to the Peloponnesian War. Murray explains the impact of that war on the Greek 

society as follows: 

 But this particular war was specially harmful. For one thing it was a struggle not 

simply between two foreign powers, but between two principles, oligarchy and 

democracy. In almost all the cities of the Athenian alliance there were large numbers 

of malcontent rich, who were only too ready, if chance offered, to overthrow the 

constitution, massacre the mob, and revolt to Sparta. In a good many of the cities on 

the other side there were masses of discontented poor who had been touched by the 

breath of democratic doctrines, and were anxious for a chance to cut the throats of the 

ruling Few. (Euripides and his Age 73)    

 

Even the slaves who are supposed be a united minority have become a fragmented group 

lacking the sufficient solidarity that should be demonstrated on such occasions. They are torn 

between two positions both of which do not go beyond mere submission (an innate 

characteristic of their being slaves): either to the coming Dionysus or their current king, 

Pentheus. Some of them stood for following the foreign god, some saw it as rashness, and 

others suggested waiting and observing until the free citizens would determine which way to 

go  n  “ ec  re for this stranger or against him” (BOECR 8).  

     One of the important characters that stood for Dionysus is Tiresias. For the blind seer who 

acts as a mediating agent not only between gods and humans, but also between the state and 

the slaves in this play, Dionysus was more than a welcome god. Seeing that the slaves are 

burdened with what their souls and bodies can no longer withstand, Tiresias wilfully offered 

himself to be beaten throughout the streets in a mock ritual of cleansing. His interference is 

but to save Thebes from unknown risks the future may harbour if one more slave is killed in 

the annual ritual. In fact, he accepted to play the flagellant this time, not out of pity for the 

slaves or to provide a signal of democratic equality, but just to do Kadmos a favour and to 

help Thebes maintain its stability. When asked by Dionysus about the reason why he did it, 

he cannot but tell the real reason in a simple and straightforward way, and this time there is 

no place for riddles or mysteries. His are political motivations in the first place. However, he 

me nt it to  e j st   mock “sym o ic f ogging”, not   re   one. ‘Sym o ic f ogging,’ he ye  s 

o t  t the s  ves, ‘th t is wh t I keep trying to drum into your thick heads’ (BOECR 9). The 

comic hint undermines the solemnity of the ritual. Unlike the slaves who were flogged until 

the last breath left their  o ies, Tiresi s is mere y “tappe  […] gent y from time to time” 

(BOECR 9).  Thus, he cannot taste the real feeling of the rit   .  s Dionys s te  s him: “Poor 
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Tiresias, poor neither-nor, eternally tantalized psychic intermediary, poor agent of the gods 

through whom everything passes but nothing to ches” (BOECR 11). Thus, Tiresias 

represents the model of the intermediary politician who interferes when necessary to save the 

face of the state.  

     Speaking about the freeing power of Dionysus, Tiresias says:                    

When he invades the mind 

 Reason is put to sleep. He frees the mind 

Expands and fills it with uplifting visions. 

Flesh is transcended. What else? Where else? 

 t w r yo ’   fin  him, confo n ing the enemy 

With the unnatural courage of his followers. 

And at Delphi too, home of Apollo, sanctuary 

Of reason. How else does the priestess enter 

The oracular state?  (BOECR 31-32). 

 

In Soyink ’s version, the opposition  etween  po  o  n  Dionys s is wi ene  to inc   e the 

human advocates of the two gods. On the one hand, Apollo, as an Olympian god and a son of 

Zeus as well, is supported by the head of state, represented here by Pentheus. On the other, 

Dionysus, a non-Olympian and probably a foreign god bringing a new religion that 

encompasses all, the haves and the have-nots, the slavers and their slaves, the old and the 

young whether men or women, is supported by the downtrodden and the underprivileged. 

Tiresias exposes the all-embracing n t re of Dionys s  s s ch: “He has broken the barrier of 

age, the barrier of sex or slave and master. It is the will of Dionysus that no one be excluded 

from his worship” (BOECR 26). Stressing the political dimension, the play depicts Dionysus 

as an impetus for a standpoint of a democracy that, not only ancient Thebes but most 

contemporary African states did and still do call for.  

     Penthe s, in the r tion  e of Soyink ’s    pte  text, and in his militaristic walk and talk, 

stands symbolically as an icon for all military leaders, highly likely, the heads of some 

African states. What tyrannical African leaders of some states do in reality is echoed in the 

play. To fight each and every new form or wave of change, social or otherwise, under the 

pretext of keeping the national identity intact is a known tactic adopted by presidents-for-life. 

In  n ess y entit e  “King B      n  the Ren iss nce Vision”, Soyink  sees th t for  ny 

society that aspires for enlightenment, there must be a state of harmony between and among 

all religions that exist in such a society. He comments:  

An enlightened society understands that it must create space where all religions are 

given free and equal reign, but only on the clear understanding that religious faith is a 

private compact between each individual and his or her concept of godhead and can 
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have no place whatever in the governance of the totality of community. (African 

Drama & Performance 20) 

 

Pentheus thus is an example of an anti-enlightenment leader. He launches a battle against 

what is new simply because it is new and different. He would not allow the religion of 

Dionysus simply because he is for the reign of the one and the only religion that dominated 

Thebes at that time: the Apollonian. The message is that these militaristic heads, like that of 

Pentheus, are to be resisted by new waves of democratic movements, not necessarily 

religious as the text seemingly dictates; these movements could be political or social. This 

hints at the fact that Dionysus is not merely a religious god; he is a symbolic force for 

ch nge;    i er tor  n    freer of the oppresse . This testifies to Nietzsche’s inf  ence  s 

Soyinka did not translate Dionysus literally. What he did is that he attempted to far better 

exploit the symbolic significance of the Dionysus interpreted by Nietzsche. This influence is 

the subject of discussion in the following part of the chapter. 

      

1.3 The Nietzschean Echoes 

     Soyinka was an undergraduate at the English department of the University of Leeds from 

1954-57. During these years he met with G. Wilson Knight, the leading Shakespeare critic of 

the mi  twentieth cent ry. Knight w s Soyink ’s t tor and a strong academic link developed 

between the turor and his student. Jones points out that Soyinka “w s one of of G. Wi son 

Knight’s memor   e p pi s. The gre t literary critic in his preface to The Golden Labyrinth, 

 cknow e ges his  e t to Soyink ’s interpret tion of the ch r cter of King Le r, which in 

turn influenced his conception of the work” (Jones 9).    

     It is    ike y hypothesis th t Soyink ’s expos re to the writings of Nietzsche st rte  in his 

homeland, Nigeria before 1954. Soyinka, as a voracious reader, must have read Nietzsche on 

his own initiative there. Nigeria during that period, like many other African states, was 

colonised  y the British Empire. One wo     rg e th t Nietzsche’s  esthetic,  theistic  n  

political stance was not to be very much welcomed by the educational policy adopted and 

implemented by the British in the colonies at that time, though English translations of some 

of Nietzsche’s  ooks were published as early as the beginning of the twentieth century. 

Education at that time in Nigeria was mainly sponsored by the Christian missionaries and part 

of the colonial scheme was to convert the natives to Christianity, a religion that was critically 

t rgete   y   v riety of Nietzsche’s texts, well-known for their rejection of Christian values. 

Therefore, Nietzsche’s  ooks were not e si y to  e to er te  or permitte   y missionaries in 
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Nigeria. Nevertheless, Soyinka belongs to West Nigeria where it is possible to get books 

from many parts of the world as trade has always been active there. Andrea Nouryeah asserts 

that Soyinka must have read Nietzsche, and he bases his view on the fact that Soyinka was a 

drama student. Yet, he does not clarify where, as ‘a student of drama’, Soyinka would have 

done so. He simply says: “ s   st  ent of  r m , Soyink  s re y h s re   Nietzsche’s 

interpretation of the Dionysian rites in The Birth of Tragedy” (Nouryeah 165).   

     This m y  e   to the conc  sion th t Soyink , s re y, confronte  Nietzsche’s ch   enging 

thought and was extensively exposed to his writings during his undergraduate study at Leeds. 

It is through his education at Leeds and the concomitant expansive reading he did while there 

th t he  eve ope  f mi i rity with  t  e st some of Nietzsche’s writings. Yemi Ogunbiyi 

refers to the important impact of Leeds on the type of writings he then produced as follows: 

Although his [Soyinka's] writing career goes back to the early 1950s when he was a 

very young undergraduate at the then University College, Ibadan, he did not embark 

upon serious writing until he went to the University of Leeds in England. Leeds, 

through contact with the renowned English scholar of Shakespeare, George Wilson 

Knight, sharpened his critical and literary sensibilities. (Before Our Very Eyes 51) 

 

It could be argued that it was Knight who first brought Nietzsche, academically speaking, to 

the  ttention of Soyink .  s Nei  Rho es points o t “Knight’s views on Sh kespe re n 

interpretation ultimately converge on an ideal of synthesis … and here he was hugely 

influenced by his reading of Nietzsche- not just The Birth of Tragedy, but also, more 

crucially, Thus Spoke Zarathustra (1887)” (Tragedy in Transition 234). Soyinka refers 

explicitly to The Birth of Tragedy in his ess y “The Fo rth St ge”, t king the opposition he   

by Nietzsche between the Greek gods Apollo and Dionysus as his point of departure in 

exploring the Yoruba world view and its arena of myth and ritual. Like his tutor whose 

“concept of the Dionysiac derives from both Euripi es  n  Nietzsche,” Soyink , in forming 

his concept of the Dionysiac, is influenced as well by Euripides and Nietzsche. However, he 

slightly deviates from the image presented by Euripides (Tragedy in Transition 235).  He 

took E ripi es’ im ge of Dionysus, deconstructs and then reconstructs it for his purpose. If 

Knight’s concept of the Dionysi c is,  s Rho es st tes, “responsible for his ideal of 

synthesis”, it is not s rprising then th t Soyink  h s   opte    ‘syncretic  ppro ch’ in his 

drama. Sotto views this  ppro ch  s “a fruitful method employed by the author to elucidate 

social, political, religious, moral and, to some extent, aesthetic issues” (Sotto 8). It is these 

iss es of the  esthetics in Soyink ’s tr ge ies th t vigoro s y intersect with Nietzsche’s 

aesthetics of the tragic. This part of the chapter is a study of the Nietzschean sources in order 
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to assess the inf  ence of Nietzsche’s tho ght on Soyink ’s concepts of tr ge y  n  myth  s 

exemplified in The Bacchae of Euripides.      

     Nietzsche’s writings on  Greek tr ge y  n  myth p  y   signific nt ro e in sh ping 

Soyink ’s  rg ments   out Yoruba tragedy and myth and this influence appears not only in 

the   tter’s critic   enterprise   t in some of his  r m tic works  s we  . When it comes to 

The Bacchae of Euripides, no doubt, there is a Nietzschean shadow looming large over the 

adapted text. The imp ct of Dionys s’s movement on the s  ves  n  other  owntro  en 

classes of Thebes is one example among many. Soyinka typically applies to his text what 

Nietzsche conceives to be the resulting impact of the fulfilment of the Dionysian. As 

Nietzsche argues: 

Under the charm of the Dionysian not only is the union between man and man 

reaffirmed, but nature which has become alienated, hostile, or subjugated, celebrates 

once more her reconci i tion with her  ost son, m n … Now the slave is a free man; 

now     the rigi , hosti e   rriers th t necessity, c price, or “imp  ent convention” 

have fixed between man and man are broken. (BT 37)  

 

The fact that the worship of Dionysus is allowable for all people with no discrimination, rulers and 

ruled alike, makes the s  ves fee  th t they  re: “no longer alone- slaves, helots, the near and the 

 ist nt  ispossesse ! . . . N t re h s joine  forces with  s” (BOECR 7). Feeling one with nature 

which is a feature of the Dionysian is spread now in Thebes to the extent that the Slave Leader feels 

th t: “There is he ven in this j ice. It f ows thro gh my  ips  n  I s y, now I ro   the s n  pon my 

tongue and it neither burns nor scorches. And a scent-laden breeze fills the cavern of my mouth, 

pressing for release” (BOECR 3). 

     Soyink ’s version, no  o  t, is sever   steps remove  from the origin   text,   t  y no 

means free of problems. His theoretical views on the Greek deities are at odds with his 

portrayal of Dionysus, especially the alteration done to his vengeance at the end of the play. 

Soyink ’s view is: “Like the Yoruba gods, but to a thousandfold degree, the Greek gods also 

commit serious infractions against mortal well-being. The Greek catalogue is one of lust, 

greed, sadism, megalomania and sheer cussedness” (MLAW 14). Disregarding his argument 

that Greek gods are extremely fierce in their punishment and would look whimsical in their 

judgment of humans, Soyinka alleviates both the horror and terror of the play by turning into 

red wine, not blood, the liquid that g she  from Penthe s’ he  . By  oing so, he f   y  n  

positively exploits one of the gifts of Dionysus, wine, and presents a fairer image of the god 

th n the one cont ine  in E ripi es’ origin  . Wh t we h ve here is, to q ote B khtin, “the 

‘Vineye r  of Dionys s,’ the vendange, the feast of the grape harvest” (Bakhtin 209). Here, a 
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number of hypotheses are posited when facing the amended end of the play. The first and 

most pertinent one to the present context is th t Nietzsche’s gre t f scin tion with Dionysus 

and his aesthetic aversion to Euripides strongly influenced Soyinka and this potent influence 

shows itself clearly in the way he alters the end to give the god a more tender glance. What 

we have here is a Dionysus who appears more kind than cruel and vengeful. This is indeed a 

particularly Nietzschean concept of the god as the German philosopher clearly over-identified 

himse f with Dionys s. Nietzsche rem rks: “In this existence  s    ismem ere  go , 

Dionysus possesses the dual nature of a cruel, barbarized demon and a mild, gentle ruler” (BT 

73).  

     It is the gent e si e of Dionys s’ ‘     n t re’ th t receives more emph sis in Soyink ’s 

version. Dionys s in Soyink ’s text is not  rimming with vengeance as he is in Euripides’ 

original in which Dionysus swears vengeance in the exposition scene not only on Pentheus 

but on his family as well. In the original, Dionysus seems determined from the beginning to 

t rget Penthe s  n  his f mi y; he  vows: “Therefore on his own/ He    n  his peop e’s sh    

my power be shown” (The Bacchae 9). Some critics even hold the view that Soyinka 

discharged the play of its revenge theme, foremost among them is Msiska who argues that 

“Soyink ’s reworking of the p  y  oes  w y with its original theme of revenge” (Wole 

Soyinka 67). But to tot   y  rop the revenge theme in Soyink ’s text, as Msiska claims, is to 

miss the aesthetic power of the original and leaves it as a mere disjoined sequence of events. 

In my view, there is revenge in the adapted text though not so exhaustive as in the original. 

There is violence initiated by human beings, Pentheus, and revenge serves a complementary 

f nction th t m kes the comm nion rite re ch its pe k. In ee , witho t revenge Penthe s’ 

role as a sacrifice will lose its value. It is true that Soyink ’s work is not   typic     oo y 

revenge tragedy. However, that revenge is there is not a point of dispute; Dionysus also 

swe rs venge nce in Soyink ’s text   t he  oes not sing e o t Penthe s  n  his f mi y. This 

time his vengeance is directed towar s “all who deny my holy origin and call my mother- 

slut” (BOECR 2). Here, Dionys s’s venge nce is mere y re  ce  to    egree which renders 

Dionysus, not as the original C  m s  eems him,   t ‘j st  n  f ir’. Soyink ’s Dionys s 

attempts throughout the play to guide Pentheus to knowing himself better. He attempts to 

help, but Pentheus callously resists these attempts. He even addresses Pentheus as a king: 

“You are a king. You have to administer. / Don’t t ke sh  ows too serio s y. Re  ity/ is yo r 

only safety. Contin e to reject i   sion” (BOECR 69).  
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     The concepts of i   sion  n  re  ity were themse ves extensive y  isc sse  in Nietzsche’s 

BT where Apollo symbolises illusion and appearance and Dionysus is viewed as symbolic of 

reality (BT 35-7). In Nietzsche on Tragedy, M.S.Silk argues that what Nietzsche did was to: 

“take the Greek Apollo and Dionysus, extend their significance, raise it onto a symbolic 

plane, and then use his symbols as quasi-historical verities like the “re  ” Greek go s 

themselves” (Silk 168). In his approach to Yoruba deities Soyinka did adopt a method that is 

not  issimi  r to Nietzsche’s tho gh he is one step remove  from Nietzsche  ec  se for him 

these deities are part of his pagan religion. Here, there seems to be a basic distinction between 

Nietzsche’s  se of c  ssic   myth  s   reservoir of sym o s- when he was writing, very few 

people worshipped Apollo or Dionysus in formal terms, though some English poets 

continued to hail Apollo as their patron due to the lingering conventions of their art, for 

ex mp e,  ohn Ke ts wrote “O e to  ppo  o” (1815)-  n  Soyink ’s eng gement with tri    

beliefs. In the latter, myth informs spiritual belief- it might even be considered to be truth by 

some people. Soyinka takes the Yoruba deities both as gods to be worshipped, that is, he has 

a literal belief in their being, and as met phors  s we  . In his ess y “Who is  fr i  of E esin 

O  ?” he criticises his Nigeri n fe  ow p  ywright  n  poet Femi Ososfis n for his “failure to 

see Ogun also as a metaphor” (ADO 70). For Soyinka, Yoruba gods like the trio of Ogun, 

Obatala, and Esu are not just existent deities that reside in indigenous mythical stories or 

inhabit the Yoruba world view but also symbolic figures that set exemplary deeds for human 

beings. He sees them  s “gods they are unquestionably, but their symbolic roles are identified 

 y m n  s the ro e of  n interme i ry q ester,  n exp orer into territories of ‘essence-i e  ’ 

around whose edges man fearfully skirts” (MLAW 1). It could fairly be said that this symbolic 

 se of the fig res of go s is wh t m kes Soyink ’s p  ys rich in me ning  n  it en   es him 

to act freely towards mythical sources.   

     The theme of  ppe r nce vers s re  ity is very centr   to Soyink ’s    pte  text. In his 

introduction to the play, Soyinka points out that the Dionysian religion and the rituals that 

 ccomp ny it  re roote  in re  ity, not in i   sion.  s he points o t: “  re igion which 

transferred its ritualism to communal participation and identified self-renewal with the truth 

of land renewal and food production fed, not on illusion, but on a long repressed reality” 

(BOECR x). Soyink ’s interest in the  istinction  etween i   sion  n  re  ity co     e 

 ttri  te  here to Nietzsche’s inf  enti   tho ght, p rtic   r y his  rg ment about Apollo and 

Dionysus in BT. For Nietzsche, there exists a territory of illusion behind the ostensible 

intelligible world represented by Apollo, and this illusory territory lies under his control and 
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its “ e  tif   i   sion” is   fe t re th t  efines the symbolic world of the Olympian deity. 

Nietzsche  escri es  po  o  s th s: ‘His eye m st  e “s n ike,”  s  efits his origin; even 

when it is angry and distempered it is still hallowed by beautiful illusion’ (BT 35). That is 

why Nietzsche calls us to be c  tio s  n  to ‘inc   e in o r im ge of  po  o th t  e ic te 

boundary which the dream image must not overstep lest it have a pathological effect (in 

which case mere appearance would deceive us as if it were crude reality)’ (BT 35). It is this 

“ e  tif   i   sion”  ttri  te  to  po  o, Nietzsche  rg es, th t m kes h m ns withst n   n  

bear the world for all its agonies. As Allan Megi   comments, “In Nietzsche’s view, men 

cannot bear the full burden of reality. Consequently, only in illusion does culture flourish or 

even survive” (Megill 41). However, Megill finds it unconvincing that illusion could protect 

men from the re  ity of existence if it is i entifie   s i   sion,  s in s ch c se its “protective 

force wi    e  ost”. Even when men  re  n w re th t it is i   sion, sti   the i e  c nnot  e 

promote   ec  se the ‘the concept of i   sion seems to pres ppose   contr ry concept, th t of 

“re  ity”’, wh tever this kin  of re  ity m y  e. Hence,  g in i   sion c nnot  e   concept th t 

men could become unaware of. Megill goes on to find a fitting context that could 

 ccommo  te Nietzsche’s position which he sees repe te   g in  y Miche  Fo c   t. It is 

on y in “the  esthetic context” th t Megi   seems to fin  Nietzsche’s view resisting collapse. 

This is  ec  se “In the realm of the aesthetic, we engage in the willing suspension of 

 is e ief … We know and at the same time do not know that the illusion is an illusion” 

(Megill 42). Megi  ’s effort to  ccommo  te Nietzsche’s  rg ment with  esthetic theory is 

interesting but not very convincing. Humans are intelligent creatures and are motivated by the 

survival instinct. It could be said that we as humans are aware of reality but we tend to escape 

from its horrors and pains via illusion. We know that illusion is nothing but illusion, and yet 

we still cling to it as a kind of what might be called a ‘ efence mech nism’ or   ‘wi f   

s rren er’ to i   sion. In   gence in i   sion, for m ny, is   so rce of p e s re from which 

they take what sustains their lives though temporarily.   

     The st te of  eing spe   o n   y the ‘ e  tif   i   sion’ effecte  through Apollo soon 

gives way to another mysterious charm; this time it is the consolidative Dionysian charm 

which re ffirms the  nion  etween m n  n  m n  n  reconci es n t re to m n. It is ‘ s if the 

veil of maya had been torn aside and were now merely fluttering in tatters before the 

mysterious primordial unity’ (BT 37). Nietzsche renders an ideal romantic image of the 

procession of Dionysus, the Greek Dionysus, for there are other versions of Dionysus found 

in other parts of the world which missed a rational god like Apollo to act as a bridle for the 
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 oose  ttit  e their Dionys s which he c   s “  r  ri n”. Festiv  s for the   tter were 

performe  in orient   c  t res where they ‘centre  in extr v g nt sex     icentio sness, 

whose waves overwhelmed all family life and its venerable traditions (BT 39). As Megill puts 

it “It w s ‘the fig re of  po  o’ that made the difference between barbarism and culture” 

(Megill 40). Thanks to the censorship exercised by Apollo, the Greeks were protected from 

the ‘feverish excitements of these festiv  s’.  po  o, the shield against extravagance and 

orgies of irrationality, helped set the balance for the festivities held by the rejoicing crowds 

celebrating the Dionysian procession in ancient Greece. Apollo did not, or perhaps could not, 

force Dionysus out of Greece. All the Olympian god did was just to render the chaotic 

creative energies of the Dionysian into an element of formality that could build up the Greek 

c  t re. It is  s if  po  o’s   ty were to tr nsform things wi    n  ch otic (represente   y 

Dionysus) to things of form and order. Megill points out that the opposition between the two 

go s h s its roots in Schi  er’s writings, tho gh  n er    ifferent r  ric. In other wor s, this 

opposition constructed by Nietzsche which Gianni Vattimo sees as a signpost for reading 

Nietzsche’s phi osophy (Nietzsche: An Introduction 8), did exist in the German Romantic 

thought of the late eighteenth century. It is this opposition between Apollonian formalism and 

Dionysian formlessness (Megill 38), which Giles Fraser sees as a mere continuation of the 

opposition proposed by Schopenhauer between appearance and reality, again in its turn a 

reiteration of the distinction made by Kant between the phenomenal and the nominal (Fraser 

53-54).   

     In Soyink ’s text, the theme of  ppe r nce vers s re  ity is centr   to the p  y. Penthe s, 

for example, becomes bewildered when confronting what Nietzsche sees as a two-faced 

image of existence. He does not learn from history, and he insists on repeating an offence so 

much akin to the one his cousin committed before; challenging gods. His cousin, Actaeon 

challenged Artemis, Greek goddess of the hunt, claiming his hunting skill surpasses that of 

the goddess. He was torn asunder on the mountain of Kithairon in a similar manner that 

forete  s Penthe s’  e th  n  in the s me p  ce he meets his en . It is c e r from the text that 

both Tiresias and Kadmos had repeatedly tried to give Pentheus advice but their warnings fell 

on deaf ears. Even Dionysus himself adopted a persuasive attitude at the beginning of the 

play, and when he had found no positive response on the part of the stubborn Pentheus, he 

event    y imp emente    zero to er nce  ppro ch tow r s him. Tiresis ’s prophetic 

know e ge m kes him more  w re of Penthe s’ n t re th n his gr n f ther is.  n  ysing 

Penthe s’ person  ity, the blind seer comments “Pentheus does not know his own flesh. And 
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when he  oes he’   think he’s   ty-bound to cut it out of himself. If you held out the mirror of 

 onging to him, he wi    tter y f i  to recognize his own im ge or e se he’   sm sh the mirror 

in anger” (BOECR 24).  

     If Pentheus fails to recognise his own image in a mirror, it is scarcely viable that he could 

learn from previous misdeeds of others. His is a radical character that goes to the extremes 

 n  this is  iter   y ref ecte  in the “mirror” met phoric   image provided by Tiresias. For 

Pentheus, it is either to know himself, something that he hardly can do, or trying to shatter 

what his recognizing ability falls short of grasping; the self or the other, and this is embodied 

in his attempt to defy the foreign go , Dionys s. Penthe s’s ch r cter sho    not  e t ken 

limitedly as expressive of an individual. His is a personality that may exist at any age and 

place. Soyinka skilfully employs the symbolic and the actual mirror in the play. It is 

interesting to reve     prophetic  imension in Tiresi s’ wor s  s when Dionysus harnesses 

Pentheus and lures him to practice transvestism and dress as a woman, the latter fails to 

contemplate or even to acknowledge his true image in what seemed to him to be a real mirror 

or to  isting ish  etween women’s  ress  n  mi it ry  ttire. He even co    not  etect if there 

is   tr e mirror or not, for Dionys s ho  s o t his p  m  ike   mirror. Penthe s’s transvestism 

is unconscious and ironically diverges from the masculine appearance that defines his 

character from the first entrance he makes. Here, we have a sudden shift not only in the 

ch r cter’s o ter sh pe   t in voice  s we  . This might      e to Nietzsche’s inf  ence  s this 

is a salient feature of Nietzsche’s sty e. Penthe s’s transvestism is also combined with 

symptoms of voyeurism, a character flaw that Dionysus exploited to lure him to go to the 

mountains.  

     It co     e f ir y s i  th t this in  i ity to  chieve ‘ n gnorisis’ or recognition (of the se f 

or the other) is   prev  ent phenomenon in the K  mos’ family. Kadmos could not recognise 

the hi  en me nings of most of Tiresi s’ wor s  n  t kes them  s something th t wo    

q   ify  s mere “ri   es”. He co    not recognise Penthe s’ n t re  s we    n  yie  e  his 

throne to him. Again, at the end of the play, he could not distinguish between blood and wine, 

and he could not recognise the liquid that gushes from Penthe s’ he  .  ske   y Tiresias 

  o t it, K  mos rep ies: “ g in   oo  Tiresi s. Nothing   t   oo ” (BOECR 78). Again, 

 g ve, K  mos’    ghter  n  Penth es’ mother, co    not recognise her son and saw him as 

  wi    e st even tho gh he ‘to che  her face and hoped for recognition’ (BOECR 70). 

 g ve w s simp y “blind (my emphasis) to all plea for pity” (BOECR 70). As her father 

vio ent y o tcries: “She sho    h ve known him!” (BOECR 74). She even thought the trophy 
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w s   s  ve’s he   even  fter her f ther h    rge  her to scr tinize it. It w s on y when her 

father asked her to examine closely the head that Agave cou   recognize th t it is her son’s 

and here comes a change from complacent ignorance to shocking knowledge. This series of 

failures to experience ‘ n gnorisis’ on the p rt of the mem ers of K  mos’ f mi y c sts 

doubt on the human ability to realise the reality of o jects in  ife. This rec   s Nietzsche’s 

 rg ment on  po  o’s princip e of i   sion. K  mos’ f mi y h s  ong  een oriente  in the 

worship of Apollo, and hence they have  een “wr ppe ”, from he   to foot, ‘in the vei  of 

m y ’. Once confronte  with the Dionysi n power of ecst sy which excites  n  reve  s, they 

c me to experience ‘the  nnihi  tion of the vei  of m y ’ (BT 40). Of     the K  mos’ f mi y, 

Pentheus is the one who h s  een irrevoc   y wr ppe  in this vei  to the f r  imit of ‘  

p tho ogic   effect’. His min  co    not  iscern  etween re  ity  n   ppe r nce; 

overwhe me  thro gho t  y ‘the principi m in ivi   tionis’. His is the kin  of woef   p ight 

that only through playing the role of the pharmakos that Pentheus could be redeemed.   

     Nietzsche’s portr y   of Dionys s f nctions  s   mo e  for Soyink  in his    pte  text. 

Soyinka hints occasionally at the idea of disintegration, dissolution or fragmentation and 

reintegration. The idea, coincidently, has its roots also in Yoruba myth which tells that Ogun 

suffered disintegration and only through the will he could restore himself back and did 

achieve reintegration. Tiresias refers to this process when he asks Dionys s: “Why you all 

seem to get torn to pieces  t some point or the other?” (BOECR 11). It could be said that the 

concept of reintegration echoes the concept of redemption attained through Dionysus as 

shown in Nietzsche’s writings.  g in, this concept is  ehin  Soyink ’s    e  scene in which 

Dionysus is presented as a Christ-like figure who turns water into wine; an image that 

m tches  n  foresh  ows the im ge of Penthe s’   oo  t rning into wine  t the en  of the 

p  y. This  rings to min  Fr ser’s  rg ment that “Dionys s’  ppe r nce in The Birth of 

Tragedy has considerable parallels in Romantic literature which corroborates its 

soteriological intentions” (Fraser 57). This also testifies to the Nietzschean tones that run 

thro gh Soyink ’s text and shows that Soyinka has read Nietzsche well, and that he has 

tended more to express his interpretation of the philosopher in a theatrical form.  

     However,   tho gh “Dionysus is usually thought of as the god furthest removed from 

Jesus, and in modern times that is how Nietzsche pre-eminent y tho ght of him” (May 36), as 

Keith M y p t it, it is not h r  to fin    j stific tion for Soyink ’s represent tion of Dionys s 

as Christ-figure in this scene. One of Dionys s’ m in   ties in the    pte  p  y is the 

salvation of the slaves, the weak and the oppressed; a burden that Jesus committed himself to 
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as well though in a more comprehensive sense for Jesus aimed for the salvation of humans, 

all humans. One more aspect of similarity is the concept of resurrection; Dionysus was torn to 

pieces  y the Tit ns  t the comm n  of Her , Ze s’ wife,  n  w s s ve   n  res rrecte   y 

his father. This scene in which Soyinka compares Dionysus to Christ is one of the new 

ingredients added by the African dramatist to the play. Although the scene proceeds without 

any conversation, it is very telling and symbolically expressive. Soyinka on his part gives a 

detailed direction note for this scene in particular out of caution that altering it would spoil its 

power.  g in, wh t m kes Soyink ’s Dionys s more  kin to the im ge of  es s in gener   is 

that he is presented as less vengeful and kin er th n E ripi es’. Tho gh Cadmus’ p r  oxic   

comment on Dionys s in the origin    s “j st   t not f ir” m y h ve eq    reson nce in 

Soyink ’s version, it is on y towards the end of the play when the word ‘wine’ is uttered that 

the comment is receive  with scepticism. Dionys s in Soyink ’s version is not   go  seeking 

revenge as much as a god seeking renewal. It is no  cci ent then th t Soyink ’s Dionys s 

should be portrayed as such bearing in mind the image presented by Nietzsche in The Birth of 

Tragedy.   

     The alteration done to the end of the play could however be explained from another 

perspective. Soyinka sees that there is a strong correlation between Dionysus and Ogun, the 

Yoruba god, and it could be said that he means Dionysus to be taken for Ogun in this 

p rtic   r p  y. Th t Og n is Soyink ’s f vo rite go  is not   conteste  iss e. This means 

that one need not be surprised to find that Soyinka cares to show the god in a benign image. 

This   so  e  s  s to the conc  sion th t Soyink ’s portr y   of Og n is m rke   y the f ct    

as well as the hypothetical, the mythological as well as the personal; in other words; marked 

by mythopoeia. In Yoruba myth, Ogun is best known as the god of iron and metal crafts; he is 

also a god of will. A good deal of what is uttered by the slaves and their leader in praise of 

Dionysus simultaneously evokes the image of Ogun. Thus said, they serve to set an African 

cultural context, in a way Africanizing the Greek setting. Slave Leader would supply some 

among numerous ex mp es when h i ing Dionys s: “I bind my seed in hoops of iron/And 

though all seek him” (BOECR 17). He   so s ys: “He m kes  n  nvi  of the mo nt in-peaks/ 

Hammers forth a thunderous will” (BOECR 21). In a direct reference to the Yoruba world 

view, Le  er s ys: ‘Tri  te to the ho  y hi  s of Ethiopi / C ves of the  n orn,  n  the   rk 

ancestral spirits. Home/ Of primal drums round which the dead and living/Dance’ (BOECR 

17-18). This reflects the Yoruba concept of time; the interrelated cyclical stages that stand as 

signposts on the ro   of existence which Soyink  exp  ins in “The Fo rth St ge”:  
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The past is the ancestors', the present belongs to the living, and the future to the 

unborn. The deities stand in the same situation to the living as do the ancestors and 

the unborn, obeying the same laws, suffering the same agonies and uncertainties, 

employing the same Masonic intelligence of rituals for the perilous plunge into the 

fourth area of experience, the immeasurable gulf of transition (ADO 32). 

 

According to Yoruba myth, it is Ogun who first plunged into this fourth stage to lessen the gap 

between  eities  n  h m ns. Soyink  exp  ins: ‘The first  ctor- for he led the others- was Ogun, 

first suffering deity, first creative energy, the first challenger, and conqueror of transition’ (ADO 

30).  

     However, in Soyink ’s project, Og n  oes not possess an immaculate divine record. At no 

times, we find Soyinka sanctifying his favourite god or showing him as faultless; rather, he 

shows his points of weakness and the traumas that marked the course of his worship. It seems 

that these points of weakness help to bridge the gap between gods and humans, which, in 

Soyink ’s view, Og n attempts all the time to lessen. The god, like other humans, does have 

a tragic flaw, but surprisingly enough, his hamartia is by no means a cause of a downfall. On 

the contrary, it w s t rne  into ‘  ch   enge for the const nt exercise of wi  ’,  s Soyink  p ts 

it (ADO 38). The cause of his tragic flaw is wine and it seems that excessive drinking of wine 

used to be an epidemic habit among the Yoruba gods. It was not only Ogun who marred his 

reputation by wine, but Obatala as well. However, O  t   ’s position is m ch worse th n th t 

of Ogun. Yoruba myths tell that both gods did commit grievous offences against the Yoruba 

mortals; Ogun, thanks to wine, in one of his fights could not discern between the ally and the 

enemy, and hence punished all alike. As for Obatala, he was assigned the task of creating 

people and moulding them. Once, under the charm of wine, his hands quivered and he 

moulded some humans in distorted images. As a result, Obatala, contrary to Ogun, entirely 

forbids his worshippers to drink wine. Soyinka explains it as such:  

Like Obatala also, the gods commit their error after an excess of the potent draught. 

Ogun was full of wine before his battle at the head of the Ire army. After his dark 

deed, the wine fog slowly lifted and he was left with nothing but dread truth. Obatala, 

mo   er of men, fe     so to the f mes of wine; his cr ftsm n’s fingers  ost their 

control and he moulded cripples, albinos, the blind and other deformed. Obatala the 

eternal penitent therefore forbids wine to his worshippers in or out of his seasonal 

rites while Ogun, in proud acceptance of the need to create a challenge for the 

constant exercise of will and control, enjoins the liberal joy of wine. The palm fronds 

are a symbol of his wilful, ecstatic being (ADO 38).   

 

It co     e conc   e  th t it is the “ecst tic  eing” of Og n th t serve   s     se of the im ge 

presente  in Soyink ’s    pte  text. It is  g in   s  ient ch r cteristic th t  e ongs to 
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Dionysus and Ogun which makes the parallelism between them a more likely convincing 

hypothesis. The “ecst tic  eing” of Og n  oes m tch the en  of the p  y to   gre t extent. 

However, there is no trace in the play of using wine to indicate a challenge for the will, unless 

Soyink  inten e  to test on y the wi   of the B cch e, p rtic   r y th t of Penthe s’ mother, 

 g ve. It is interesting to fin    simi  rity  etween  g ve’s   tt e  n  th t of Og n. 

Penthe s’ mother co    not  isting ish  etween the foe and the son, taking her son for a lion; 

she becomes the cause of his death as she was the generator of his life. Agave represents the 

“power of …cre tive wom s” (BOECR 123) that gives birth and life, yet at the same time she 

stands for the harsh hands that bring death. Interestingly enough, the consequence of the will 

test held for Agave could be interpreted simultaneously as a failure and success. On the one 

h n ,  g ve f i e  the test simp y  ec  se, imit ting Og n’s e r ier sottish  eh vio r, she 

committed an irrevocable fatal error when she, unaware of who is the foe and who is the 

friend, ripped apart her own son. On the other hand, it could be claimed that she succeeded 

the test of will as when she killed Pentheus, she really killed a stubborn foe of the god. No 

won er then th t,  n ike wh t  efe   her in E ripi es’ p  y; she is not   nishe  from The es. 

In a sense, Agave stands for an Ogun-like figure in the play and letting her to stay in Thebes 

was a sort of reward for serving her god best. Here, Soyink ’s hypothesis of compens tion is 

achieved; the Dionysus-Ogun god has compensated the mother for her deed and was not too 

cruel.                   

     Still one more way to approach the issue is that Soyinka is likely to prefer the argument 

that Dionysus is not of Greek origin altogether and that he came from the East, and hence the 

intrinsic characteristics of indigenous Greek gods do not apply to him by virtue of his exotic 

geographical rootage. After all, Dionysus is not a member of the association of the Olympian 

gods and their common features do not necessarily apply to him. Altering the end of the play 

is definitely an attempt on the part of Soyinka to pose a question and to provoke the audience; 

devices, once again, that were commonly used by Nietzsche in his writings.    

  

1.4 Power of Performance 

     E ements of perform nce in Soyink ’s The Bacchae are very much interrelated with the 

ritual structure of the play. Since ritual here is a central thematic and structural focus, the use 

of space, body movement, dance, and songs contributes significantly to the overall ritualistic 

frame of performance which is circular in its nature and diffusing in its effect. Sotto observes 

th t the m in  ifference  etween E ripi es’ Bacchae  n  Soyink ’s as far as structure is concerned 
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is the   tter’s  se of the ‘p  y-within-the-p  y’ techniq e in the form of mime (Sotto 32). Soyink ’s 

fondness for using this technique could be seen as inspired by a Brechtian influence. Though the 

story of Dionys s  egins  ong  efore (Dionys s  irth, his mother’s  e th, his  p ringing, etc), 

Soyinka, like Euripides, does not create separate scenes for these events but rather begins the action 

late in the story, weaving the antecedent episodes into the initial exposition of the play. Such a 

concentration enhances the ritualistic theme of revenge, liberty and renewal by enabling the action 

to focus on the relevant actions which stress the theme. However, there are a couple of structural 

insertions that Soyinka adds to the original; the visionary pageants and the messenger reports. The 

two wedding festivals are used to arouse Penthe s’ c riosity. The mime incre ses the  r m tic 

effectiveness of the action by maximizing its potential as good theatre. It is also one of the few 

occasions on which Soyinka uses a flashforward, a technique that "would take the actors into some 

future event" (Mobley 55), instead of a flashback, as part of his theatrical practice of moving back 

and forth through time. It is a practice that seems also to reflect the Yoruba concept of the 

circularity of time and the interrelation between past, present and future. The messenger's reports, 

particularly those by the herdsman and the officer, deal with almost the same theme and the first 

foreshadows the second. They are long rhetorical passages, almost epic in their tragic reverberation 

and this is a sign of the Brechtian influence. The reports contribute to the structural density of the 

play as a lot happens off-stage and later gets reported. Violent events such as the freeing of the 

imprisoned Bacchae, the earthquake and the demolition of the palace, the rout of the shepherds by 

the Maenads, and the death of Pentheus are also reported. Reporting offstage incidents especially 

the bloody ones can be credited to technical limitations as well as the Greek theatre tradition that 

keep violent events offstage.    

     It c n  e f ir y s i  th t the the tric   re  iz tion of Soyink ’s i e s could be powerfully 

reinforced when performed on stage. To begin with, the bodies of slaves in the first scene 

constitute a spectacular site where the community could be shown as divided by tyranny and 

injustice. Soyinka starts the play with a lively image that testifies to the tyranny of the ruler of 

the p  ce. One’s  ttention is prim ri y  r wn to the scenogr phic   ckgro n  of ‘the  o ies 

of cr cifie  s  ves’. No other im ge co     e more s ggestive of the s ffering of this 

downtrodden class; especially as it has a religious connotation as well. By setting these 

cr cifie   o ies  t the   ckgro n   n  the g te to Penthe s’ p   ce  t the foregro n , the 

dramatist renders the image more suggestive of the extensive gap between the ruler and the 

ruled; the oppressor and the oppressed. Not all the slaves are presented in the image of 

crucified bodies; those who are still alive are burdened with the drudgery of threshing the 
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grains. The contrast lying in the scene sharpens as “the main gate to the Palace of Pentheus” 

is foregrounded whereas the slaves are presented as “dim fig res … flailing and treading” 

(BOECR 1). It is harvest time and the scene intensifies the sense of forced labour done by the 

slaves. 

     The p  y is rep ete  s we   with the   thor’s  irection notes which  ct  s signposts for the 

perform nce. Soyink ’s  irection note in the  eginning where he points o t th t “The S  ves, 

and the Baccahantes should be as mixed a cast as is possible, testifying to their varied 

origins” (BOECR xiii), indicates that Soyinka is intending to express a universal suffering of 

the oppressed homo sapiens in general. The only reason why he prefers a black actor to 

perform the S  ve Le  er’s ro e is,  s he p t it, “the ‘ho  ering’ sty e” th t q   ifies this 

character.   

     As for the integration of dancing in the play, Soyinka skilfully intertwined dancing with 

the action of the play. Helen Gilbert and Joanne Tompkins see dance as one of the defining 

fe t res of Soyink ’s text. D ncing in Soyink ’s p  y t kes   v riety of forms th t high ight 

the importance of the ritual movement  s   ‘signifying pr ctice’ (Gilbert and Tompkins 39). 

It is fair to say that dancing here facilitated the evolving of the adapted text into a new 

speciation. In Soyink ’s text it is     en  of tr  ition   Yor    forms of   nce  n  M ypo e 

Greek dance. It also ranges from the comic dance of Tieresisa and Kadmos to the serious 

ritual dance of the bacchants. Commenting on the ritual dancing, Murray holds the view that: 

The dance was as old as mankind; only it was a kind of dance that we have almost 

forgotten. The ancient dance was not, like our ballets, rooted in sexual emotion. It was 

religious: it was a form of prayer. It consisted in the use of the whole body, every 

limb and every muscle, to express somehow that overflow of emotion for which a 

man has no words. (Euripides and his Age 149-50) 

 

In M rr y’s view,   ncing h s   f nction of expression   t its  irection is o twards. That is it 

is used to express the unspeakable sentiments; a function that Soyinka skilfully emphasises in 

the tragedy, especially in the mime wedding scene. Katrak agrees on the functionality of 

dancing, but she holds dance as one of the aiding means used by Dionysian worshippers to 

achieve self-discovery (Katrak 81). Thus she sees that its effect is related to inward 

reflections rather than outward expression.  

      Dance is, of course, one of the common ingredients of the tradition immense store 

available for Soyinka. Traditional Yoruba festivals are primarily based on dancing and drums. 

Indeed, dance is not on y  n e ement in Soyink ’s  r m ; it is   s  ient p rt of Soyink ’s 

cultural background. Ko e Omotoso v  i  tes this contention s ying: “He w s  orn into   c  t re 
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of celebration, public and private, a culture of dance and song in such a variety it could be 

bewildering” (Omotoso 53). And “  tho gh p  ywrights in the Yor      ng  ge h    se  these 

 evices,” however, K tr k cre its Soyink  for  eing “the first  r m tist to incorpor te them 

into his English-language theater” (Katrak 30). 

     According to Isidore Okpewho:  

Dancing is indeed closely related to dramatization in the oral performance; it is a way 

of making the performance a thoroughly attractive spectacle. Dancing has an appeal 

of its own, of course and no doubt every African community has a number of 

traditional dance groups who sing and dance on a variety of occasions purely as 

entertainment. But certain dance movements are specifically aimed at giving vivid 

emphasis to actions expressed in a song and may indeed suggest those actions without 

any need for words. (Okpewho 47) 

 

K tr k gives voice to   simi  r view: “ t c im ctic moments in tr gic  r m  me ning is 

conveyed not through dialogue but through music and dance” (Katrak 30). In Soyink ’s 

adapted text, dance is a unifying force. It is dancing first that embraces all the vestals and 

slaves in their welcome of Dionysus. In the rationale of the play, dancing does also have a 

therapeutic power. In the scene in which Tiresias and Kadmos head to the mountain to honour 

the god, Tiresias spurs Kadmos to dance, briefing the significance of dance as follows: 

“When yo  step into the   nce yo ’    ose     yo r si  y notions. Yo   ccept,  n  th t’s the 

real stature of man. You are immersed in the richest essence of all-your inner essence. This is 

what the dance of Dionysus brings forth from you, this is the meaning of dance” (BOECR 

26). D ncing h s   rej ven ting stim   s th t  rings forth  ife  s we  . Like Dionys s’ 

religion, it is for all young and old, slaves and masters. It is no accident then that Soyinka 

makes dancing stop when either Dionysus leaves or Pentheus enters on two occasions. This 

symbolic pause of dancing is very much telling of the main characters of the play. Thus, dance 

in Soyink ’s text is not mere y  se   s   form   e ement of the ritual; it is employed to expose 

characters as well.    

     It is only in the prolepsis scene of imagined wedding that dancing causes disorder. 

Referring to the  ri egroom’s   nce in the  irection, Soyink  s ggests “[The   nce en s with 

a leap on the  ri    t   e,  psi e  own, his   ck to the shocke  ‘high t   e’. The  ri e 

scre ms, the f ther rises in f ry….] (BOECR 107). Here, dancing expresses, as Murray once 

s i , “th t overf ow of emotion for which   m n h s no wor s” (Euripides and his Age 150). 

It also hints at the undesirable fate that will meet Pentheus at the end of the play.  
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     Even Pentheus can not totally resist the enchantment and temptation of dancing. 

Eventually he is f ce  with something of   Ho son’s choice. It is only when Dionysus dresses 

him in the bacchae attire that Pentheus shows willingness to dance. Tempted to do so, 

“[…Penthe s throws himse f p ssion te y into the   nce, exhorting Dionysos’s efforts.]” 

(BOECR 104). Here, Penthe s’   nce is  n initi   p rt of the rite of passage to his ritualistic 

and historic death.  

     Commenting on the effect of   ncing in Soyink ’s text, Gi  ert  n  Tompkins view th t: 

The dancing returns the power of the past to the people, the power that Pentheus’ 

cruel governance had denied them. All the different forms of dancing also image an 

end to the political and historical structures that empire had imposed on the region- 

both specifically in Nigeria and more widely throughout Africa- and which power-

hungry rulers like Pentheus retained: dancing is liberation. (Gilbert and Tompkins 40) 

 

Indeed, dance is quite f nction   in Soyink ’s p  y  s it serves m  tip e p rposes. It is   force 

of life, a source of a comic relief, a sign of accepting Dionysus, a therapeutic power, and 

above all a means of freedom.  

     Other elements of performance are very much integrated in the structure of the play. There 

 re p r   e s in the opening  n  c osing of Soyink ’s    pte  text. These p r   e s, no  oubt, 

invite us to compare the beginning and the end of the play. A careful reading of the play 

reve  s th t Soyink ’s text  nfo  s itse f to en   t   point where things  re t rne   psi e 

down. Although the play ends spatially where it begins, at the gate or entr nce to Penthe s’ 

palace, Soyinka skilfully establishes a clearly evident opposition between the first 

  ckgro n  im ge of the ‘ o ies of cr cifie  s  ves’  n  the conc   ing im ge of Penthe s 

beheaded. This opposition, in my view, runs parallel to the opposition between Apollo and 

Dionysus throughout the text at a more subtle level. This reversal of images in which the 

  cer te   o y of Penthe s s pp  nts the “ o ies of cr cifie  s  ves” is emph tic   y 

 n er ine   y K  mos  n   g ve’s reiter tion of the same speech act delivered at the 

beginning by Slave Leader and Herdsman. Although the slaves in the play act as the 

scapegoat to cleanse the society of its annual transgressions, they do not benefit from their 

sacrifice, rather they feel alienated from the whole society. They sacrifice and others reap and 

enjoy the fruit of their sufferings. Thus, a feeling of indignation is naturally born inside them 

but they cannot protest since the power of the dictator, Pentheus, is so overwhelming and 

they are marginalized in a society in whose fabric they are not a real part. This prompts Slave 

Le  er to p thetic   y  sk the Her sm n: ‘Why  s? Why   w ys  s?’  n  the  nswer is 

simp y s  missive: ‘Why not?’ (BOECR 4). However, Slave Leader provides a reasonable 
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justific tion for the s  ves’ comm n   wish for not  e ring the   r en of c e nsing the 

society  nymore  n   e ving this   r en to the profiteering c  sses when he s ys: ‘Bec  se 

the rites bring us nothing! Let those to whom the profits go bear the burden of the old year 

 ying’ (BOECR 4). At the end of the play Kadmos reiterates the question asked by the Slave 

Le  er  t the  eginning: ‘Why  s?’,   t this time he me ns the r  ing c  ss  y his q estion, 

not the ruled one. Retorting, Agave also restates the arbitr ry rep y: ‘Why not?’ 

Illuminatingly enough, Kadmos, unlike Slave Leader, is incapable of providing any 

j stific tion wh tsoever to ref te  g ve’s rep y,  n  Soyink  on his p rt, s spen s the 

dialogue between both at this point and in a flash brings it to a dead end. This proves that 

K  mos h s nothing more to s y  n  th t he c nnot  efen  his st nce. ‘In this tort re , 

roundabout way she has accepted a sacrificial role which at the beginning of the play was the 

 ot of  nwi  ing s  ves’,  ones comments (Jones 125-26). Surely, there exists a wide gap 

between the experience of Thebes before and after the coming of Dionysus. At the end of the 

play, the slaves are free and, like other classes, participate in the feast of celebration, the 

comm nion rite in which they  re serve  the wine po ring o t of Penthe s’ he  .  

     Soyinka makes the opening and closing scenes similar to suggest that the events have 

gone full circle. The play begins and ends in the same location, but the differences between 

the two scenes communicate a great deal about the changes which have befallen the 

community. The oppressed community has now rid itself of the tyrannical rule of Pentheus. 

The community is cleansed by sacrificing its king. Soyinka has skilfully used the dialogue 

and setting to draw a physical parallel between the two scenes.   

     There are plenty of performance ideas from different schools of theatre represented in the 

play. This indeed enriches the play and its theatrical power. For example, the flogging of 

Tiresias could be seen as a projection of the Bakhtinian carnivalisque form where the 

orthodox hierarchical ranking imposed on community is subverted, though temporarily.  

Gi  ert  rg es th t the “C rniv   represente  more th n    icense  inversion of  ccepte  

norms; it embodied an ongoing struggle against inequity and oppression” (Gilbert and 

Tompkins 79). In Soyink ’s text  spects of the B khtinian carnivalesque are by no means 

limited to Tieresia’s flogging scene, it is embedded both in the structure of the play and 

Penthe s’ re emptive  e th,  n  the p rticipation of the whole community members in 

celebrating his sacrifice gives it particular significance. Tiresias, the priest, is transformed 

into a clown when he offers himself instead of one of the slaves in an attempt to save the state 

from a possible mutiny. 
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     As for the end of the play, there is a lot to be said. By altering the final scene of the play, 

m king wine, not   oo , spo ting from Penthe s’ he  , Soyink    opts the techniq e of 

distancing the audience. This could be easily attributed to Brecht. However, traces of the 

concept of  ist ncing the spect tor co      so  e fo n  in Nietzsche’s BT. Nietzsche argues: 

“For we h     w ys  e ieve  th t the right spect tor, whoever he might  e, m st   w ys 

remain conscious that he was viewing a work of art and not an empirical reality” (BT 57). 

Nietzsche goes on holding to the view th t consi ers “the individual spectator the better 

qualified the more he was capable of viewing a work of art as art, that is, aesthetically” (BT 

57). By rendering the expected actuality (blood) into a far-fetched unexpected liquid (wine), 

Soyinka alerts the audience to the fact that what they are viewing is a work of art. It could be 

fairly said that Soyinka mixes the real and the imagined, the historical and the mythical, or 

the ritual and the carnival. Where in ritual, as Gilbert and Tompkins point out, “emphasis on 

the ‘re  ity’ of   performe  present tion, C rniv   is centre  on fiction and fabrication” 

(Gilbert and Tompkins 88) .  

     What Soyinka has done could be read as an anti-rational gesture that could also be fairly 

attri  te  to Nietzsche’s imp ct. It is here th t Soyink  stim   tes the    ience’s 

consciousness, calling their attention to the aesthetic gravity of the play. Here, the theatrical 

illusion is effaced and a sort of anagnorisis is attained for the audience.  

      s mentione  e r ier, Soyink ’s mo ific tion of the c osing scene of the p  y co     e 

seen  s we   in the  ight of B khtin’s critic   theory which Soyinka must have read. In his 

Rabelais and His World (1965), Bakhtin epitomizes some defining signs of the carnivalisque 

form in what follows:  

Th s   oo  is tr nsforme  into wine; r th ess s   ghter  n  the m rtyr’s  e th  re 

transformed into a merry banquet; the stake becomes a hearth. Bloodshed, 

dismemberment, burning, death, beatings, blows, curses, and abuses-all these 

e ements  re steepe  in “merry time” time which ki  s  n  gives  irth, which    ows 

nothing old to be perpetuated and never ceases to generate the new and the youthful. 

(Bakhtin 211) 

 

Wh t h ppene  to King Penthe s in Soyink ’s p  y is, to q ote from B khtin, “a dimension 

in which thrashing and abuse are not a personal chastisement but are symbolic actions 

directed at something on   higher  eve ,  t the king” (Bakhtin 197). Again as mentioned 

 efore, Penthe s’  e th is f nction   in the process of comm nity renew    s   who e r ther 

th n   c im x of Dionys s’ venge nce. It is tr e th t Penthe s’ en  is    e th, yet it is    e th 

of   r  er, not of   n tion. ‘The King is  e  . Long  ive the comm nity’ seems to be the final 
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implicit announcement of the play. The p rpose of renew   which is   f nction in Soyink ’s 

concept of the tr gic is   so reminiscent of B khtin’s view th t “   se is  e th, it is former 

youth transformed into old age, the living  o y t rne  into   corpse. It is the “mirror of 

come y” ref ecting th t which m st  ie   historic  e th. B t in this system  e th is fo  owe  

by regeneration, by the new year, new youth, and a new spring (Bakhtin 197-8). Penthe s’, of 

co rse, is ‘  historic  e th’ inten e  for the we fare and joy of the community.   

     Bakhtin defines three steps for the transformation of a character of a high status such as a 

King. The str tegy is gener   y m rke   y gr       egr   tion. “Here we see the e ements of 

the traditional system of images: uncrowning, travesty, thrashing” (B khtin 198). Soyinka 

fo  ows ex ct y these three steps when he m kes Dionys s p sh Penthe s’ to his en . In the 

scene in which Dionysus lures Pentheus and helps him to dress as a woman, he also 

 ncrowns him  n  inste  ,  s Soyink  rem rks in the st ge  irections, “[P  ces   wig on his 

head and ties it with a ribbon]” (BOECR 111). This action represents simultaneously both 

‘ ncrowning’  n  ‘tr vesty’. Penthe s himse f, trying to sh n the i e  in the beginning, 

admits that if he is to go to the mountains dressed as a woman, this would be an act of 

 ringing himse f “Down to such a mockery of the throne” (BOECR 109). The final step of 

thrashing happens when the King is thought to be a wild animal and is torn to pieces by his 

mother and the Maenads.   

     The Bacchae of Euripides. A Communion Rite, thus, transpires as a Euripidean text 

rewritten  y Soyink  p rti   y in the  ight of Nietzsche’s i e s propo n e  in The Birth of 

Tragedy and partially in the light of the Yoruba cultural texts. Nietzsche’s inf  ence on 

modern dramatists has not been limited to what he wrote on tragedy. His philosophical ideas 

on God and religion have been influential as well. This can be shown in the following chapter 

in which ʻ      -     r’s  r m tis tion of the i e  of the  e th of Go  is  isc sse .  
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Summary 

     In this chapter I argue that the thought and writings of Nietzsche have a strong influence 

on the dramatic theory and texts of the Nigerian dramatist. Characterized by richness and 

 eepness, Nietzsche’s phi osophy seems provoc tive to him as it addresses conceptual issues 

that unmask the essence of humanity and hence it becomes inviting for exploring the hidden 

areas of the human experience and thought at multiple levels, religious, historical, 

psychological, social, and political. As shown in the chapter, some  spects in Nietzsche’s 

thought and philosophy that might infuriate writers, thinkers and other philosophers with a 

logical and rationalist bent seem to appeal to Soyinka. This is evidenced by the fact that some 

of the dramatic works he has produced appear to derive their themes from the philosophical 

canon of Nietzsche. His dramatic output could be viewed as an example of the machinery of 

theatre turning abstract thoughts of philosophical and theological nature into spectacles. 

     Though Nietzsche’s i e s c nnot  e easily recruited, my aim was to dig deep into his 

aesthetics of art and his theory of tragedy to show his philosophical impact on Soyinka. The 

scope of the chapter was limited mainly to his philosophical concepts and ideas related to art, 

theatre and tragedy. These are mainly found in his The Birth of Tragedy, a book that has 

generated a lot of controversy. The opposition of the Apollonian and the Dionysian which 

forms one of the major contours of the book serves as a signpost for  n erst n ing Soyink ’s 

opposition of Obatala and Ogun in his book Art, Dialogue and Outrage and understanding 

his representation of Ogun in the adapted text of Euripi es’ p  y.  

     In this ch pter I  n  yze  Soyink ’s The Bacchae of Euripides to throw light on this 

influence. With its focus on the myth of Dionysus and the rituals associated with his worship, 

the play has been a source of inspiration to Soyinka. I argued that he used the play to 

celebrate Ogun, the Yoruba god, comment on contemporary events, and engage with 

Nietzsche’s  esthetics of tr ge y. He chose E ripi es’ origin   The Bacchae in particular as 

the play seemed to respond to his concern with the freedom of the individual and the 

redemption of the community. This redemption is attained in the play by modifying its end. 

Inste   of  eing   tr gic rit    of  e th, Penthe s’ is represente   s   s crifici    e th  n    

regeneration of life and celebration of its vitality. Soyink  shows his ‘mythopoeic’ cre tivity 

by turning the blood gushing from Penthe s’ head into red wine. In other words, Penthe ’s 

death is meant to reflect a Yoruba worldview of death as a transitional stage or a part of the 

cyclical frame of existence.  
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     The influence of Nietzsche could be underlined in the way Soyinka adapts the original text. He 

focuses on the regenerative force of Nature, linked with Dionysus. Like Ogun, Dionysus was 

celebrated as a god of wine who offers his wine to his followers and receives their ecstatic worship. 

Dionysus also destroys and kills. He creates and destroys and posses the power of creativity and 

destruction associated with Ogun in Yoruba myth.   

      Also, the historical and socio-political undertones of the original text invited Soyinka to adapt it. 

The tragedy depicts a conflict of opposing forces; a tyrannical force that seeks to preserve its 

existence as a dominant power in society and a new force that challenges the status quo and 

acts for change and renewal. I argued that there are striking similarities between the 

prevailing context in which the original tragedy was created and the conditions that 

s rro n e  Soyink ’s    pt tion. The socio-political aspect of the play is emphasized by 

Soyink ’s attempt to reflect his vision of a contemporary African society going through a 

transitional stage and searching for democracy. In fact, it belongs to the post-prison stage in 

Soyink ’s  ife  n  responds to Soyink ’s experience of the Civi  W r in Nigeria and its 

aftermath.    

     Soyink ’s interest in Nietzsche’s i e s of myth  n  rit   s  n  his re ying on these 

elements in his drama emanates primarily from his Yoruba heritage and his strong contact 

with his tutor G. Wilson Knight during his course in Leeds. I argued that it was Knight who 

first brought Nietzsche, academically speaking, to the attention of Soyinka. Knight’s concept 

of the Dionysiac which, as critics pointed out, was responsible for his ideal of synthesis 

inf  ence  Soyink ’s resort to ‘syncretism’  s  n  ppro ch in his  r m . Soyink   ses the 

indigenous elements of dance, music, and songs that enrich the theatrical presentation of the 

play. The chapter concludes that Nietzsche’s writings on  Greek tr ge y  n  myth p  y   

significant ro e in sh ping Soyink ’s  rg ments   o t Yor    tr ge y  n  myth  n  this 

inf  ence  ppe rs not on y in the   tter’s critic   enterprise   t in some of his  r m tic works 

as well. Nietzsche’s inf  ence sho    not  e viewe  in iso  tion   t  oth  s   st rting point 

referring to Soyink ’s ‘syncretic’  ppro ch exp ore  thro gho t the st  y  n    constit ting 

thematic thread linking the two playwrights concerned in the study as shown in the second 

ch pter which  isc sses Nietzsche’s inf  ence on ʻ      -     r. 
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Chapter Two 

2. Nietzsche’s Theo ogic   I e s on St ge 

     ʻ      -     r was open throughout his life to literary and philosophical influence from 

different cultural territories. Night Traveller (1969), his second play, derives its themes from 

the European philosophical canon as it introduces the idea of the death of God which is a key 

concept in the writings of Nietzsche. Also, the play contains echoes of Western influence as 

far as style and technique are concerned. ʻ      -     r’s style of writing appears to be a 

mixture of his poetic style and the legacies of experiments in theatre, mainly represented by 

the theatre of the Absurd in the play concerned here. Ali al-R ’i o serve  th t the re    irth of 

poetic drama in Arabic theatre was brought about by the plays of ʻ      -     r, tho gh the 

sty e w s not initi te   y the writer himse f. Long  efore him some writers h   written p  ys 

in verse s ch  s   m   Sh wqi   (1868-1932), a neo-classicist poet known as amīr al-

shuʿarāʾ, Poet Laureate of Arabic poetry in the twentieth century  n   n  v nt-g r e of 

 r  ic poetic  r m .   so,       -R  m  n al-Sharqawi   (1920-1987) left a remarkable 

dramatic output in verse. However, al-R ’i  rg es th t those writers wrote  r m tic poetry 

rather than poetic drama (al-Ra'i 159), as their plays focused more on lyrical language than 

dramatic techniques.   

     

2.1 The Historical Background of the Play 

    On 5 June 1967, Israel waged a war against Egypt, Syria, Jordan and parts of Palestine. It 

occupied large territories of their land in a short period of time. In the wake of this war, 

n me    so  s ‘ n-n ks ’ (set  ck) or simp y the 1967 War, collective sentiments of 

frustration spread through Arab societies, particularly the Egyptian one. Roughly two decades 

before the play was written Egypt had witnessed drastic changes in its political and social 

life. The homeland of one of the most ancient civilizations in the world got its independence 

in 1952 when the July Revolution broke out. The belief in Arab Nationalism was very strong 

 n  the high y ch rism tic N sser, Egypt’s  e  er  fter the    y Revo  tion, w s reg r e   y 

millions, not only in Egypt, but across the Arab world, as the new National hero destined to 

bring about the Arab unity. This period is generally known as the heyday of national 

liberation movements in the Middle East and Africa. The aspiration for a unified nation was 

dealt a severe blow when the 5 June War started. In this war the dream of unity sadly came to 

an end with Israel occupying several territories of the Arab world.  In Egypt, the defeat was 
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eminently disastrous as it shook the popular belief in the revolution itself. A widespread 

communal sense of pessimism and indelible frustrating memories were left in the aftermath 

of the war. This sense of pessimism found its way into all genres of literature, ʻ      -

     r’s compositions inc   e .  

     As a poet and dramatist highly conscious of the historical context in which he existed, 

ʻ      -     r suffered from this common feeling of pessimism. Ahmed Sakhsoukh observed 

th t “ʻ      -     r had a restless desire to reform the world, and he passed through moments 

of strong pessimism in the wake of 1967 defeat. Influenced by the writers of the Absurd 

theatre, he wrote Night Traveller (Sakhsoukh 139 [my translation]). Summing up the cultural 

scene of this period in the history of modern Egypt, Nehad Selaiha comments: 

In the 1960's almost any human activity in Egypt became heavily politicised; and 

theatre was no exception. Indeed, more than books or newspapers, and to almost the 

same degree as cinema, radio and television, it was regarded by the new regime as an 

invaluable propaganda organ for disseminating the new socialist ideology to a largely 

illiterate population. It could also serve as a kind of political forum or, more to the 

point, a safety valve for dissenters to let off steam (and allow the regime to keep an 

eye on them into the bargain). (Selaiha, Al Ahram) 

 

ʻ      -   u r, it seems, w s one of those writers who chose to ‘ et off ste m’. In    ition to 

poetry, theatre was an arena that enabled him to vehemently express his political concerns 

and humanitarian anxieties. Mohsen Moselhi argues that: 

 Whereas the Egyptian regime of the 1960s tended to move in the direction of 

socialism, a tendency that many playwrights drummed for and supported, a conflict 

arose between individualism on the one hand and the freedom to criticise and the 

requirements of social change on the other hand was a feature of the theatrical works 

of that period, though not salient in all. (Moselhi 97 [my translation]) 

 

In Night Traveller ʻ      -     r casts light on this conflict in his attempt to criticise the state 

while hiding behind the Nietzschean mask. We cannot dismiss the relevance of Nietzsche 

here. ʻ      -     r’s attitude echoes Nietzsche’s who remained discontented with whatever 

 n  whoever c  ime  to  e   “gross  nswer” (Ecce Homo 236). What I argue here is that 

ʻ      -     r, due to the circumstances mentioned above in the 1960s and in particular the 

  ne  efe t, s w in Nietzsche’s tho ght  n  phi osophy   tempor ry o t et  s we    s 

inspiration for his writing at that period. For ʻ      -     r was not a pro-Nietzschean 

apologist all along. The influence of this thought and philosophy on ʻ      -     r is strongly 
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visible only in Night Traveller. Certain aspects of this influence can be clearly observed and 

specified with respect to three main ideas- viewed as basic elements of Nietzsche’s 

philosophy- the death of God, master morality, and slave morality.  

 

2.2 Nietzsche’s Idea of the Death of God 

 

     Night Traveller: A Black Comedy or Musāfir Lail   omedia  awdaa is the full title of the 

play. ʻ      -   u r, attempting to discuss the idea of the death of God, a shocking theme and 

perhaps even a taboo in a conservative religious community like Egypt, must have thought 

carefully about the genre that could best suit such a daring idea. It seems that he found no 

other way to temper the angry reaction an idea like this may spark but to present his play in a 

light-hearted manner. Presenting Nietzsche’s notion of ‘Go  is  e  ’ in   non-European 

context, ʻ      -     r  might have thought that neither the purely tragic nor the strictly 

comic would be accepted as an appropriate form and might be misinterpreted as heretical. 

How the play would be received must have been a major concern for him. It could be said 

that the Egyptian audience would have been appalled if   gr ve concept s ch  s Nietzsche’s 

‘the  e th of Go ’ h    een presente  thro gh the serio s genre of the tr gic. On the other 

hand, it might have been deemed blasphemous if ʻ      -     r had resorted to the strictly 

comic. Thus, it seems that in order to avoid criticism from audience as much as possible, 

ʻ      -     r opted for a middle way, choosing wh t he s w  s “   ck come y” to intro  ce 

his play.  

     This view is supported later in 1998 by the Egyptian director Walid al-Shahawy who had a 

similar approach and vision in directing the play. Sakhsoukh discusses al-Sh h wy’s  ttempt 

and argues that it did little justice to the text. According to him, al-Sh h wy’s performance 

attempt subverted the text, and erased its essence, the idea of the death of God. He notes that 

the director presented two narrators instead of one as in the original, one serious tragic and 

the other comic (Sakhsoukh 141). While this theatrical experience of directing ʻ      -

     r’s work m y s ggest that the text of the play can be read in different ways, it also 

strongly hints at the sensitivity of its content and the reluctance of presenting something that 

q estions peop e’s  e ief in Go  in   serio s m nner.     

     Nevertheless, despite the comic vein that runs through the play, the dramatic atmosphere 

is thickened by the tragic. The tragic elements derive their force from the intricate web of 
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 e th th t perv  es the p  y. It is not on y the  e th of the p ssenger, “the hero”,  t the en  of 

the play that might tempt us to regard it as a tragedy; there are also the shadows of other 

deaths looming over the play. Apart from the fictional or figurative death of God, in itself a 

tellingly tragic and bleak image, there is also the symbolic death of freedom in modern 

Egyptian society. What also makes ʻ      -     r’s p  y c oser to   tr ge y is th t the 

passenger could be seen as an example of a human sacrifice, a ritual practiced on a regular 

basis in modern society. He has been subjected to, as Raymond Williams once p t it, “the 

conversion of the ritual figure to a form of the modern hero: the hero who in liberal tragedy is 

also the victim, who is destroyed by his society but who is capable of saving it” (Modern 

Tragedy 45). The on y  evi tion from Wi  i ms’ view here is th t the hero is not   s vio r of 

his society. He is solely a victim and his victimization does no good whatsoever to it. 

     ʻ      -     r was not one of those fortunate writers who could direct their own plays. His 

relation to the work does not continue beyond the script. However, in the postscript of the 

play he mentioned that if he had had a chance to direct it, he would have done so in the 

tr  ition of the f rce. He comments: “If I h   to  irect this p  y, I wo     o it within the 

tr  ition of ‘f rce’. I wo     ike the    ience to fe r the con  ctor with   smi e on their f ces, 

to ‘pity’ the p ssenger, to ‘ ove’  n  ‘ espise’ the n rrator, in the same jovial mood” (NT 57). 

This statement clearly suggests that ʻ      -     r expected an equally vacillating response 

from his    ience. Even in expressing his wish to present the p  y  s   ‘f rce’, the  r m tist 

co    not  ispense with the termino ogy common y  ssoci te  with tr ge y s ch  s ‘fe r’  n  

‘pity’. He c   s for   re ction that combines what seem to be discrepant emotional 

expressions. He th s w nte  his    ience, to  se  . L. Sty n’s wor s, to “s ffer witho t the 

re ief of te rs  n  to ... mock witho t   tr e re ief of    ghter” (Dark Comedy 249). Night 

Traveller then  e ongs to “ a prolific line of modern plays which refuse to be pigeon-holed as 

comedies or tragedies” (Dark Comedy 1). It is true that the play has some farcical elements 

and it is easy to categorize it as a farce but it also contains elements that can be described as 

tragic. The play in fact develops from farce to tragedy, adopting the pattern of the theatre of 

the Absurd. Arnold Hinchliffe hails Ionesco as the dramatist who attracted the audience 

 ttention to this type of ‘mixe  p  y’, writing tragic plays that yet give rise to the laughter of 

the audience (Hinchliffe 112). ʻ      -     r admits the influence of Ionesco in the postscript 

as will be shown later.               
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     Moreover, in ʻ      -     r’s p  y,  n ike wh t might p rti   y  e inferre  from 

Nietzsche’s writings, there is no  etter  ife promised after the death of God, no prospects of a 

brighter future, no indication of liberation from the shackles of orthodox beliefs. The end of 

the play does not provide any glimpse of hope. There is a vast shadow of nihilism over the 

play and we shall examine what kind of nihilism emerges from it. For Nietzsche 

differentiates between two senses of nihilism: active and passive (Dialogue with Nietzsche 

134). It is the former type that Nietzsche propagated. It is true that ʻ      -     r passed 

through moments of pessimism in the wake of 1967 war (indeed almost every Egyptian did) 

as Sakhsoukh mentioned, particularly before writing this play, and to ignore this would mean 

to close one’s eyes to  spects of nihi ism in his work. But Sakhsoukh did not tell us what kind 

of nihilist ʻ      -     r was. Was he, like Nietzsche, an advocate of active nihilism, or was 

he an exponent of its passive ramifications?             

     The play is set in a train carriage where the traveller, referred to in the play as the 

passenger, is sitting alone after the middle of the night, hence the title of the play. We do not 

know what the hero does and “His  ine of   siness [is] ... ny  ine of   siness” (NT 18). We 

  so know nothing   o t his  estin tion except th t “He’s going somewhere  y tr in” (NT 

18). The p  y st rts with the n rr tor’s expos re of the p ssenger. We know no name for him 

 t this point except th t he is “the P ssenger”  n  the n rr tor himse f  ttempts to  essen the 

signific nce of person   n mes. N rr tor: “The hero, the c own, of o r p  y is   m n c   e .../ 

We  , he’s c   e  wh t he’s c   e . / Wh t’s in   n me? ...   rose/ By  ny other n me wo    

sme    s sweet./  n    he gehog  y  ny other n me/ Wo    ro   itse f  p...     the s me!” (NT 

18). L ter on in the p  y we wi    iscover th t his n me is “    ” which me ns in  r  ic   

‘s  ve’,  n  to  e more  cc r te ‘His s  ve’;   sym o ic n me, no  o  t, that has a telling 

signific nce p rtic   r y when pose   g inst Nietzsche’s concepts of ‘s  ve mor  ity’  n  

‘m ster mor  ity’. So wh t the n rr tor, or his   thor, w nts to te    s is th t this tr ve  er 

could be any Egyptian man of his type. ʻ      -     r ’s g iding notes explicitly emphasize 

this notion by referring to the P ssenger  s: “a type- a non-dimensional man, that is, a man 

who can be described only from the outside, as fat or thin, tall or squat, dark or fair, though it 

all amounts, in fact, to the same thing” (NT 17). 

     But despite the anonymity of the Passenger, we can elicit something more from the 

N rr tor’s  escription of his ch r cter. He is fe   p with the kin  of  ife he is  iving. Th s he 

tries repeatedly to escape from the reality he faces by resorting to a brain game through 
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counting the telegraph poles. Not sufficiently satisfying his discontented self, he abandons the 

brain game and replaces it with another kind of game, a memory one. While doing so, the 

P ssenger  rops his ‘mis  h ’ or ros ry,   string of  e  s used by Muslims in their prayer. It 

is a symbol of religiosity and an icon in the traditional culture of society. The Passenger 

drops the rosary as he releases his clasp on it and consequently its beads, undone, become 

loose and scattered around in the carriage. 

     The sc ttering of the ros ry  e  s  n  the P ssenger’s f i  re to retrieve or string them 

together again is a symbolic gesture that his faith is waning or that he is not holding on to his 

f ith  s he sho   . For the ‘mis  h ’,  n e ement of folkloric religiosity stands symbolically 

for the m n’s f ith. The im ge of the ros ry th t f   s with its  e  s ro  ing  oose echoes 

Ye ts’ pessimistic im ge of the wor   in “The Secon  Coming”:  

Things fall apart; the centre cannot hold; 

Mere anarchy is loosed upon the world, 

The blood-dimmed tide is loosed, and everywhere 

The ceremony of innocence is drowned;  

The best lack all conviction, while the worst 

Are full of passionate intensity. (Yeats 187) 

 

     The story of the play is so simple that it could be summed up in one sentence: a man kills 

  m n in   r i c r. Three ch r cters represent the p  y’s person e; the tr ve  er, the con  ctor, 

and the narrator. Since ʻ      -     r’s m in foc s is on phi osophic   concepts, the p  y is 

not burdened by much action or character development. Even the little action there is almost 

confined to just two characters, and the narrator whose role is traditionally restricted to 

occasionally providing comments, is eventually asked to become directly involved just a few 

lines before the play comes to its finale. It seems that what interests ʻ      -     r here is the 

development of the idea; something that he strenuously attempts to do, but at the expense of 

action. It is worth noting that, thanks to his mastery of standard Arabic, the development of 

the idea is mainly achieved through dialogue. The conductor and the passenger get involved 

in sophisticated conversations, using a refined poetic language saturated with extracts from 

other poetic works and hence making the play rich in intertextuality. Whatever action there is 

in the play, however minimal, it mainly helps to develop and dramatise the philosophical 

idea. 

     Throughout the play, the conductor assumes different roles: those of Alexander the Great, 

an American sheriff, a four-coat man, and a ten-coat man. He acts as a prosecutor, a judge, an 

investigator, at some moments implicitly a god, and finally a criminal. Each of these roles 
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imposes a certain kind of speech that matches the situation. At the end of the play, the 

conductor kills the passenger; the man of master morality kills the man of slave morality, the 

man of experience kills the man of innocence like a tiger killing a lamb.  

     Although the play ends with the murder of the innocent traveller whom the conductor 

stabs with a dagger, this tragic end does not seem to emerge as a surprise for the 

audience/reader. On more than one occasion in the play the audience have been prepared 

through the dialogue and other theatrical devices for a violent action to be carried out by the 

conductor. Right from the beginning there is a sense of threat that hangs over the traveller. 

For ex mp e: Con  ctor: “Ignor nt! Don’t yo  know my re   worth?/ I’    re k yo  in, I 

swe r,  s I  roke in the wi   co ts!” (NT 22). The conductor is also armed with a wide range 

of  evices s ch  s ‘  fo  e  whip’, ‘    gger’, ‘  revo ver’, ‘  poison t  e’,  n  ‘  rope’;     

signal a death trap held for the traveller. Towards the end of the play, the conductor accuses 

the passenger of metaphorically killing God by stealing His identity card. He then stabs him 

without reasonable excuse, justifying his violent action under the pretext of maintaining the 

order of the valley.      

     It co     e  rg e  th t some  spects of Nietzsche’s tho ght  n  phi osophy th t might 

infuriate writers, thinkers and other philosophers with a logical or rationalist bent seem to 

appeal to a dramatist such as ʻ      -     r. He is generally regarded by critics as a writer of 

a metaphysical bent; his poetry provides ample and solid evidence for this view. Oddly 

eno gh, ‘The  e th of Go ’, Nietzsche’s high y controversi   c  im  n     t nt  ec  r tion of 

his turning against metaphysics, represents in this play the main idea the writer is attempting 

to expose in a dramatic context. Again, this play seems to offer an example of the machinery 

of theatre weaving abstract notions, philosophical and theological, into a spectacle that could 

be acted and viewed on stage.   

     It was in The Gay Science (1882) th t Nietzsche first intro  ce  the  ec  r tion th t “Go  

is  e  ” (108), and since then his claim has triggered a lot of controversy. In this book, what 

Nietzsche does is not just proclaiming that God is dead but he expresses his view of what he 

sees as an event in a form of an allegory or a parable. Richard Schacht describes this event as 

“a cultural event of profound significance for people who from time immemorial have been 

accustomed to thinking in terms of a theocentric interpretation of themselves, their lives, 

v   es,  n  re  ity” (Nietzsche 119-20). Nietzsche weaves a story of his notion of what he 

sees as an event of the death of God, a story in which we, as readers, are drawn to the details 

of, not just the abstract core of the idea, but are also attracted by the narrative style itself. This 
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is    isting ishing fe t re of Nietzsche’s sty e that afforded him the means to freely 

crisscross the borders between the realm of philosophy and the world of literature. J. P. Stern 

observes that Nietzsche wrote in a rhetorical language and this made him ‘   iter ry 

phi osopher’(Stern 105). Megill also sees that the writings of Nietzsche and his successors are 

perme te   y “This theme of    re king  own of the   rriers  etween  iter t re  n  

phi osophy” or wh t he c   s ‘  hy ri   isco rse’ (Megill 17).This is how Nietzsche voiced 

his notion through the madman: 

H ven’t yo  he r  of th t m  m n who in the  right morning  it     ntern  n  r n 

 ro n  the m rket p  ce crying incess nt y, ‘I’m  ooking for Go ! I’m  ooking for 

Go !’ Since m ny of those who  i  not  e ieve in Go  were st n ing  ro n  together 

just then, he caused great laughter. Has he been lost, then? asked one. Did he lose his 

way like a child? asked another. Or is he hiding? Is he afraid of us? Has he gone to 

sea? Emigrated? - Thus they shouted and laughed, one interrupting the other. The 

m  m n j mpe  into their mi st  n  pierce  them with his eyes. ‘Where is Go ?’ he 

crie ; ‘I’   te   yo ! We h ve ki  e  him- you and I! We are all his murderers. ...God is 

dead! God remains dead! And we have killed him! How can we console ourselves, the 

murderers of all murderers! (The Gay Science 119-20) 

 

The discussion about the concept of the death of God was not initiated by Nietzsche. The 

concept is older than him at least by a generation. Hegel (1770-1831), for example, identified 

by some critics as the father of modern atheism,
11

 was one of the avant-garde who raised 

questions about the existence of God. But it is Nietzsche who brings us directly face to face 

with the concept. Moreover, he makes it available for narrative treatment. What we have in 

his declaration is, at least, the essential elements needed to make up and develop a good 

story; theme, setting, dialogue, climax, and characters. The declaration thus, despite being a 

matter of abstract theological and philosophical dispute, has a substance and narrative 

potential rich enough to tempt ʻ      -     r to dramatise it.    

     Nietzsche’s controversi    ec  r tion,  rtic   te   y   phi osopher known for his  o   

views and unorthodox thought, a thinker equally known for his comprehensive revaluation of 

all values and concepts, may not emerge with particular force especially for the Nietzsche 

reader. For Nietzsche was dissatisfied with the values and morality of the age. The decadence 

of morality made him discontented with the conditions of European man. Also, a look at 

                                                           
11

 Cf. Anderson, Deland. Hegel's Speculative Good Friday: The Death of God in Philosophical Perspective. 

Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1996.  
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Nietzsche’s n mero s writings reveals that he was against religion- he received a religious 

education in his youth though (Kaufmann 21-22); his attacks appear to be mainly directed 

 g inst Christi nity in p rtic   r. “For every re igion was born out of fear and need, it has 

crept into existence along paths of aberrations of reason” (Human 62), thus Nietzsche 

explains his rejection of the religious experience. Moreover, Nietzsche cautiously 

contextualizes his discourse; he regards Europe as the locus of what he considers to be an 

event of the death of God (The Gay Science 199). But for the idea of this event, cultural in its 

nature as Schacht views it, to find its way to a different culture that has a long history of 

religion, particularly monotheism, let alone a Muslim one, would be a potential surprise 

strong enough to raise a big question mark for those who are interested in Arabic drama.  

     Nietzsche’s notion of the  e th of Go  w s intro  ce  in “The M  m n” section of The 

Gay Science. Some critics h ve  ttempte  to fin     ink  etween Nietzsche’s concept of the 

death of God and madness. Commenting on this section, Walter Kaufman equates the sense 

of losing God with madness. In his view Nietzsche suffered madness because he had 

discovered this loss before others. When the rest of humanity will come to know this, 

madness will eventually be a common feature (Kaufmann 97). Richard Friedman also 

wonders if there is any connection between madness and the death of God in Nietzsche. He 

finds it difficult to cast doubt on a potential connection particularly in the light of the context 

in which Nietzsche announced the death of God. After all, it is a madman who declares 

Nietzsche’s view.   tho gh Frie m n  oes not go so f r to envision m  ness  s the 

apocalyptic end of a God-less humanity as Kaufmann does, he does not totally exclude the 

impact of the loss of God on society. He holds a similar view to that of Kaufmann when it 

comes to Nietzsche’s m  ness (Friedman 173). 

     A close study of the character of the conductor will reveal that he, at some moments, 

appears as a madman. The conductor seems to have the symptoms of a split personality. For 

example, in taking on the role of Alexander, he could be seen as paranoid. The symptoms of 

paranoia recur when he assumes the role of American sheriff, the four-coat man or the ten-

coat man. This is clearly  pp rent when he e ts the p ssenger’s tr in ticket which he h n e  

to him. Not only does he eat it, but he also denies that he did eat or even take it. He also 

forgot that he told the passenger his name is Zahwan in the beginning: 

Conductor: What did you say your name was? 

Passenger: Abdu 

Conductor: Mine is Sultan 

Passenger:  Zahwan you said it was! (NT 31-32) 
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It is not certain whether the conductor really suffers from presenile dementia or whether he is 

feigning amnesia. It could be part of his manoeuvre to act as a madman, especially if we 

come to know that Nietzsche invites those who feel the necessity of getting rid of morality to 

act as if they were mad in the event they are not genuinely so (Dawn of Day 14). 

     ʻ      -     r himse f, in   rem rk   e note th t evokes Nietzsche’s  ttit  e tow r s 

Zarathustra, warns us in the beginning of the play against the conductor when he describes 

him  s “s spicio s y innocent” (17). Put differently, ʻA     -     r calls us not to take what 

the conductor says for granted. Nietzsche gave a similar warning where, in a note in his The 

Will to Power, he asks readers to be careful when listening to what Zarathustra says. 

Nietzsche warns: “Z r th str  s ys he would; but he will not- Do not misunderstand him” 

(Qtd in Nietzsche: Critical Assessments 261). Nietzsche’s pec  i r notion of vo  nt ry- and 

particularly pretended- madness seems to have parallels in ʻ      -     r’s p  y. ʻ      -

     r’s con  ctor  ppears occasionally to be in a state that borders on madness. The point is 

that the line between sanity and insanity is rendered unclear by ʻ      -     r, and the role of 

intention in relation to madness is ambiguous in his formulation. While this may be viewed as 

a Nietzschean echo in the play in the sense that ʻ      -     r’s con  ctor is the eq iv  ent of 

Nietzsche’s m  m n in The Gay Science, it might also have a traditional element behind it. In 

Egyptian culture, madmen are not to blame for anything they say or do, neither legally nor by 

local custom. He, like the fool in Elizabethan drama, has the freedom to say what he wishes 

without reservation. Thus seen by Egyptian audience, the conductor could say what he wants 

even if it something that might be regarded as blasphemy if said by someone else.    

     That ʻ      -     r borrows the idea of the death of God from Nietzsche is hardly a matter 

of doubt. There is more than an indication that his dramatization of this concept reflects the 

influence of Nietzsche. It is true that he could not read German, thus he must have read 

tr ns  tions of Nietzsche’s  ooks p   ishe   t the time. The first  r  ic tr ns  tion of 

Nietzsche appeared in 1948 and it was of Thus Spake Zarathustra. Also, in the 1950s, 

professors of philosophy in Egypt started writing critical analysis of Nietzsche’s tho ght. 

Fouad Zakaryyah (1927-2010) was a distinguished professor of philosophy who published a 

book titled Nietzsche in 1956. Th s, Nietzsche’s i e s were circ   te   t  e st  mong the 

intellectual elite at that time. These translations and critiques afforded a writer such as ʻ    

  -     r the opport nity to  e  w re of Nietzsche’s phi osophy. 
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     If ʻ      -     r’s view of the notion of the  e th of Go  is  erive  from Nietzsche’s 

writings, something that seems more plausible to validate rather than negate as mentioned 

before, the question to be asked then is: does ʻ      -     r refer to the same divine power 

that Nietzsche had in mind? ʻ      -     r refers to the  ivine power  y the wor  ‘    h’,  n 

Arabic term used by Muslims to refer to the Lor . Un ike the wor  ‘Gott’ in Germ n or 

‘Go ’ in Eng ish th t is  se   y Christi ns to refer to the Lor  on y with the c pit  ize  G 

and to other supernatural powers in paganism if its g is minisc  e, the  r  ic wor  ‘    h’ is 

unique in the sense that it is strictly used only to refer to the Lord in Arabic diction. It is not 

certain which God Nietzsche had in mind when he declared the death of God. Whether he 

refers to the death of the divine power; the Lord or the death of Jesus remains a point that 

needs further philosophical discussions.      

     Like Nietzsche, ʻ      -     r’s i e  of the  e th of Go , of co rse, c nnot  e t ken 

literally. But unlike Nietzsche, who leaves his readers struggling to fill the gaps deliberately 

left by him, ʻ      -     r is direct and straightforward. The dramatist adopts a clear 

approach in the play where nothing enigmatic is left for the audience to decipher.  

Con  ctor: Now when I s y “Yo  h ve ki  e  Go ” I  o not me n, of co rse 

                  That (may God forgive me!) you have... 

                  Certainly not! What I mean, rather, is that you have stolen 

                     His identity card- which amounts to the same thing! (NT 48) 

 

The unfinished second line above indicates the ineffable nature of such a crime. ʻ      -

     r seems to be cautious about the problematic nature of the notion of the death of God. 

After all, it is mainly a provocative subject of a philosophical and theological discourse. From 

this perspective, he does not hesitate to push the idea to the point where he explains it in 

order to cross the intellectual radar of large audience whom, he might have doubted, would 

not grasp the fictional death of God. He would not put himself at the risk of leaving the idea 

vulnerable to literal and naive interpretation. However, this act of directness seems to weaken 

the development of the idea rather than enrich it. ʻ      -     r’s  r m  here  ppe rs to  e 

performed for education. Denying his audience the possibility to appreciate the aesthetic 

experience presented, ʻ      -     r simplifies the core idea of the play in a crude way. 

Rather than giving his audience the opportunity to contemplate the idea as intellectual 

nourishment, he produces it for them as ready-made food for easy consumption. Doing this, 
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he seems to have spoile  the met phoric    e  ty of Nietzsche’s phi osophic   im ge of the 

death of God.  

     ʻ      -     r’s  ttempt to overemph sise the  e th of Go   s a fictional matter leaves one 

wondering what position he upholds. This also raises the question of on what philosophical 

basis ʻ      -     r approaches the notion of the death of God. In other words, what issue did 

ʻ      -     r attempt to raise when he presented the play? The issue might be clear if seen 

 g inst Nietzsche’s concern. Nietzsche is concerned about the future of human beings in what 

he considers a godless universe. He contends that men could do better without God. Friedman 

comments th t: “In Nietzsche it is   m tter of rejecting  eities for the s ke of h m nkin ’s 

own development. It is even a matter of replacing gods with ourselves” (Friedman 187). Two 

points arise here: rejecting gods and replacing them. Nietzsche seems to be aware that after 

excluding God, humankind will struggle to occupy the void left by Him. But how can 

humans achieve this extraordinary task? Nietzsche proposes a solution, though ideal: 

“Beho  , I teach to you the overhuman: it is this lightning, it is this madness” (Thus Spoke 

Zarathustra 13). The idea of the superman, in Nietzsche’s tho ght, is   comp ement to the 

notion of the death of God, though not in any way an accomplishment. For even if it is 

assumed that humans have killed God, they still have to conquer his shadow and remove 

from their consciousness all traces of religious belief. Not only this but to overcome the 

metaphysical need which Nietzsche claims to be an offshoot of religion and not the other way 

round. They might yet wait for millennia for this to happen (The Gay Science 109).    

     Th s, where s Nietzsche’s  ec  r tion of the  e th of Go  m y  e reg r e   s   c    for 

emancipation from the bonds of religion and orthodox thought, freedom in the non-existence 

of God, ʻ      -     r’s  r m tisation of this declaration seems to reflect a temporary feeling 

of nihilism emerging on the Egyptian literary scene of the late 1960s. Moselhi observes that 

the play is a reflection of this particular period of time in Egyptian history. He comments “it 

is about us, in this specific time episode. It was of no avail to have a dramatic disguise in this 

play. It was necessary then to hide under the umbrella of the Absurd in order to avoid a direct 

conf ict with the contempor ry   thorities in Egypt” (Moselhi 132 [my translation]). 

      ‘Go  is  e  ’ then seems to  e p rt of   Nietzsche n gr n  project th t st rts with the 

deconstruction of what Nietzsche sees as religious myths and ends with the construction of 

another myth as well, the myth of the ‘overh m n’, or ‘s perh m n’. In the rationale of ʻ    

  -     r’s p  y, if Go  is to disappear from human life, there will appear a multitude of 
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quasi-divine figures, each trying to hold power. The character of the Conductor is just an 

example of these figures that may prevail in an otherwise godless universe. Nietzsche’s 

polemic then is primarily directed against religion, but ʻ      -     r’s is not. For ʻ      -

     r is neither an atheist nor an attacker of religion per se. He is attacking those who abuse 

religion or assume the role of divine power, particularly the politicians. This difference 

between complete rejection of religion and criticism of religion as practiced in everyday life 

m st not esc pe one’s  ttention when  ppro ching ʻ      -     r’s p  y  nd measuring it 

 g inst Nietzsche’s phi osophy. ʻ      -     r’s con  ctor, who c  ims th t Go  is ki  e , is 

clearly a religious man in terms of the ritualistic aspects of the word. The conductor performs 

the everyday Muslim prayers, employs in his speech religious phrases, and even repents 

when he exp  ins to the p ssenger th t it is   fiction    e th: “Now when I s y ‘yo  h ve 

ki  e  Go ’ I  o not me n, of co rse,/ Th t (may God forgive me!) you have” (NT 48). ʻ    

  -     r then is not an advocate of an anti-religion attitude in the Nietzschean sense of the 

term. 

 

2.2 Master Morality and Slave Morality 

 

     In Night Traveller the two characters of the conductor and the passenger stand for two 

opposite moralities. It can be argued that there is a remarkable similarity between their 

mor  ities  n  Nietzsche’s notion of mor  ity. In Beyond Good and Evil, Nietzsche speaks of 

two types of morality: “There is master morality and slave morality” (Beyond Good and Evil 

194). Two models, we are told by Nietzsche, the ruler and the ruled, and the types of 

characters ʻ      -     r presents here c ose y correspon  to Nietzsche’s  escription of these 

two moralities. Departing from this point, it is possible to explore some overlooked aspects of 

Nietzsche’s inf  ence on the Egypti n writer.   

      The conductor emerges as a man of master morality. His identity is projected in the play 

as an uncertain, phantasmagoric figure. And his metamorphosis is as phantasmagoric as his 

identity. He assumes different characters and different roles within the play such as 

Alexander the Great and acts out accordingly. In his introduction to the English translation of 

the play, Samir Sarhan attributes this technique of character metamorphosis to the influence 

of the Absurd dramatists, particularly Eugène Ionesco. He comments:  
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The typically Ionescan rubric of memory, metamorphosis and stasis is used by the 

p  ywright in tr nsforming the con  ctor, thro gh the p ssenger’s  ttempt to esc pe 

from a static life into memory, from a diligent civil servant into the prototype of a 

historical tyrant- Alexander. (NT 8) 

 

One just wonders why Sarhan relates the use of metamorphosis technique particularly to the 

Ionescan tradition. Metamorphosis itself, as a theatrical device, has old and deep roots in the 

Greek the tre. It is worth noting th t the con  ctor’s met morphosis is on y extern  ,  n  

inwardly he remains the same swaggering, violent and dominant personality. One is tempted 

to cre it the con  ctor’s met morphosis to Nietzsche’s inf  ence  s we  . If we t ke the 

conductor to be a representative of master morality, it is no accident then that he is an ever-

changing personality as Nietzsche believes that the man of master morality possesses “the 

ability to  e  s m nifo    s who e” (Beyond Good and Evil 13). 

     Egyptian critics are divided in their opinions of the changing character of the conductor. 

Some view him as a symbol for the authorities of the state or the political regime. For 

example, Moselhi, approaching the play from a political point of view, argues that, in his 

‘khaki’ coats, the conductor stands for the absolute power and dictatorship of the state 

(Moselhi 135-36). Sakhsoukh views that the conductor mirrors universal dictators who exist 

in every age of human history such as Alexander, Hannibal, Timur Lane, and Hitler 

(Sakhsoukh 140). Lewis Awad holds a view that touches on both Moselhi’s foc s on the 

 niform  n  S khso kh’s foc s on history:  

As for the Conductor who corners the Passenger in the train, where there is no escape, 

he is representative of conqueror emperors and tyrants of history... for tyrants of 

history share some common features, among them is their uniform; a symbol of their 

common mentality which does not acknowledge that every man has his own identity 

 n  h s the right to  ive his own  ife. This exp  ins the Con  ctor’s  eh vio r of 

sw   owing the P ssenger’s ticket  n  his  ttempt to sw   ow his i entity c r  in ʻ    

  -     r’s p  y. ('Awad 117 [My translation]) 

 

Whereas Moselhi, Sakhsoukh and Awad use a historiopolitical lens to view the symbolic 

significance of the conductor, Selaiha uses an existential one when she argues: 

The con  ctor who q otes Nietzsche’s f mo s “Go  is De  ” to the p ssenger is the 

em o iment of Nietzsche’s s perm n, the history m ker, the n ke  “wi   to power” 

 n  of his i e  of history  s “etern   rec rrence” witho t mor   p rpose or hope for 

improvement. By i entifying Nietzsche’s s perm n with po itic    ict torship  n  

oppression, past and present, Abdul Saboor w s offering   critiq e of Nietzsche’s 

view of history rather than endorsing it. (Qtd in Abul Hassan 204) 
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It seems that Selaiha conf ses Nietzsche’s s perm n with the m  m n. Nietzsche  i  not 

place his announcement of the death of God in the mouth of the superman in his writings. It 

was the madman who declared the death of God, not the superman. The popular image of the 

superman being violent, a dictator, and tyrannical is but one among various attempts of 

twisting Nietzsche’s i e s to serve the N zi en s. Gi nni V ttimo, who prefers ‘overm n’,  s 

  tr ns  tion, to ‘s perm n’, offers   more convincing argument about the figure of the 

superman as follows: 

 Nietzsche cannot think the Ubermensche in terms of force and the capacity to impose 

on others,  ike    or  over his s  ve...If he were   “ or  y” fig re o t ine  st rk y 

against a mass of slaves, he would still be the stern and violent subject of tradition, 

bearing the scars of the battle for power and always vulnerable to the interiorized 

neurosis and violence entailed by that battle. (Dialogue with Nietzsche 131-32) 

  

Selaiha then seems to restrict herself to the popular imagery of the superman which the Nazi 

apologists and interpreters tried to circulate. Nietzsche would not imagine his superman in the 

image of a violent or dictatorial figure as Nietzsche himself was against violence. Richard 

Frie m n refers to two episo es in Nietzsche’s  ife which in ic te th t the Germ n 

philosopher was a highly sensitive personality allergic to violence. The first one was in 

  n  ry 1889 when Nietzsche s w   m n whipping   horse in T rin. “Nietzsche r n to the 

horse, put his arms around its neck, passed out, and was never sane again” (Friedman 146). 

The second episode concerns a photograph that Nietzsche took with his two friends, Paul Ree 

 n  Lo  S  ome whi e they were in L cerne. “Lo  pose  the pict re, in which she is sitting 

in a little two-wheeled wagon ... while Ree and Nietzsche pretend to be horses, with ropes 

around their arms binding them to the wagon. Lou is holding a whip over their heads, which 

was made by tying some strings (and flowers) to a stick. The effect is comic and also a little 

weird” (Friedman 150). Friedman connects this photograph to the advice which the old 

wom n gives to Z r th str : “Yo ’re going to women? Don’t forget the whip!” It is   line, as 

Frie m n comments, “that has long served to persuade readers that Nietzsche was an 

outrageous misogynist” (Friedman 150). The picture, of course, invites us to reconsider the 

im ge conveye   y the o   wom n’s  m ig o s   vice. In the light of this argument it is 

hardly convincing then to assume a similarity between ʻ      -     r’s con  ctor  n  

Nietzsche’s s perm n.       

     However these critics differ on the symbolic embodiment purported by the conductor, they 

all agree on one point; he has an authoritative nature. This feature highlights my opinion of 
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him as a man of master morality. Whether he might be a dictator, a military prosecutor, or a 

tyr nnic    e  er, fig res encomp sse   y the ch r cter, he is f r from  eing Nietzsche’s 

superman.   

     As for the Passenger, with his symbolic name, one could say that he stands for that type of 

slave morality. All along throughout the play his acts and speech send a strong signal that he 

belongs to those of salve morality whom Nietzsche describes as: 

The cowardly, the timid, the petty...those who abase themselves, the dog-like type of 

man who lets himself be mistreated, the fawning flatterer, above all the liar- it is a 

fundamental belief of all aristocrats that the common people are liars. (Beyond Good 

and Evil 176) 

 

Nietzsche’s  escription c n neither  e t ken for gr nte , nor teste  in reality. To ignore this 

wo    me n to c ose one’s eyes to the f ct th t there is    egree of ex gger tion in wh t he 

says here. It is not my intention here to discuss Nietzsche’s concepts on their own   t r ther 

to discuss their relevance to ʻ      -     r’s p  y. 

      n  yse   g inst Nietzsche’s notion of s  ve mor  ity, the i entity of the P ssenger 

typically represents this type of morality attacked by Nietzsche. Every single feature 

mentioned by Nietzsche is shown by him. The man is a coward. When the Conductor 

presents himse f  s ‘  ex n er the Gre t’, the P ssenger gets stricken  y the sit  tion,  n  he 

shows timidity. His fear grows little by little as the Conductor threatens to hurt him with his 

set of tools. The Narrator renders a portrayal of how he looks at that moment the conductor 

declares himself Alexander:  

The Passenger is astonished 

Open mouth and raised eye-brows 

Like a painted face on a poster! 

He is even afraid, 

Though to be fair, just a little. (NT 21) 

 

After a while, the slight fear he has intensifies to the extent that he becomes “feverish with 

fe r” (NT 23). He is   so   very s  missive  n  o e ient ‘yes-s ying’ person. In    og-like 

m nner, he te  s the con  ctor “Give me yo r or ers/  n  I’    e q icker th n yo r echo!” 

(NT 23). He is also inclined to humble himself to satisfy the conductor. His stream of 

conscio sness is reve  e   y the N rr tor who  ppe rs to  e omniscient: “The P ssenger s i  

to himse f,/ Let me h m  e myse f to him.” (NT 24) The passenger goes even to extent of 

abasing himself to avoid the danger looming over his head. The more the conductor bullies 

him, the more he    ses himse f. He st rts with “Wo    yo  m ke me   s    e for yo r 
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horse?” then goes  ower to “How   o t  n inso e for yo r shoe?” (NT 24) The passenger goes 

on making more concessions to the conductor: 

Let me heat the water for your bath 

Let me take care of your rosy towels 

Let me carry your golden slippers around for you 

B t  on’t ki   me...p e se! (NT 25) 

 

The Passenger suggests doing things that used to be jobs of slaves. At certain moments in the 

play we get the sense that what we have is the figure of Alexander the Great together with 

one of his servants. If the case is that ʻ      -     r wants to show the passenger at some 

points as a slave in the real sense of the word, one could argue that this seems to be a literal 

tr ns  tion of Nietzsche’s notion of ‘s  ve mor  ity’. For Nietzsche does not mean by slave 

morality to be a morality of the unfortunate or downtrodden classes in this narrow sense. As 

Frithjof Bergmann points out: 

Nietzsche’s “s  ves”- he again uses the word provocatively and in his own way- are 

not the members of a lower disenfranchised class, nor are they in any obvious way an 

oppressed group of people. Instead they are the collectively of the untalented and 

ungifted- poor in stamina and health, poor in energy, vitality and spirit, poor in 

physical or sexual attractiveness- the wretched, the dregs, those who are weary 

because they are a constant burden to themselves. (Reading Nietzsche 30) 

  

It could be possible then, according to Nietzsche, that a member of an upper class- to use the 

terminology of sociology- could also have a slave morality. It is a matter of how people, 

regardless of their social status, conceive of what is right and what is wrong, or to use 

Nietzsche’s terms, goo   n     . Neverthe ess, it is the p ssenger who chooses to  ct in   

w y comp ti  e with wh t Nietzsche views  s s  ve mor  ity. “Perh ps if I give w y he’   

leave me   one” (NT 24), the passenger soliloquizes about his submission, not realizing that 

his passive reaction is merely a boomerang. He could have easily refused from the beginning 

the temptation to believe that the conductor could harm him. Denying himself the ability to 

act, he does not show any sign of resistance what so ever, physical or intellectual, to fight 

  ck. P t  ifferent y, he     y   cks wh t Nietzsche c   s ‘the wi   to power’. R ther, he is, to 

use S rtre’s wor s, “the coward [who] makes himself cowardly” (Sartre 43). It is true that the 

passenger has faith, carrying a rosary pinpoints this, but it is a shallow one. It may be also the 

type of f ith th t S rtre c   s ‘    f ith’ which makes a person adopt an attit  e of ‘se f-

neg tion’  n  “ ies to himse f”.   
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    Hence, there are two metamorphoses in the play, that of the Conductor to Alexander the 

Great and that of the Passenger to a slave. The metamorphosis of the Conductor sets off the 

metamorphosis of the Passenger, and the whole situation turns up to yield a concourse of 

phantasmagoric shadows. It is a sort of a play within a play, particularly with the Conductor 

changing the style and tone of his speech and acting.  It is worth noting that by the time the 

slave figure reaches the brink of absolute submission, the Alexander figure, all of a sudden, 

shifts back to the normal character of the conductor. As the play proceeds, the characters 

move between the roles determined by their metamorphoses and the whole atmosphere 

becomes one of interchangeable parts; a movement backward and forward between past and 

present.    

     The conductor, then, asks the Passenger for his ticket. However, the latter still thinks he is 

Alexander. However, Conductor tel s him th t his n me is ‘Z hw n’,   n me which h s 

signific nce in  r  ic. It  iter   y me ns ‘swe  e ’, referring to   person of   se f-

aggrandizing character. The Passenger gives his ticket to the Conductor who, we are told by 

the Narrator, tastes and eats it in a bizarre and surprising manner. The Conductor then asks 

 g in for the P ssenger’s ticket. The P ssenger gets  ewi  ere   n  conf se    o t the whir  

of the situation he is caught up in. We could easily notice traces of the Absurd theatre in what 

the conductor does. However, there are some features that make him different from a typical 

character of the Absurd theatre. He is well articulated and explicit in his complaining against 

the monotony of his work and the tediousness of his life.  

     When it comes to language, it is clear that ʻ      -     r deviates from the norm of the 

dramatists of the Absurd. Whereas the dramatists of the Absurd Theatre were known for their 

“ nti- iter ry  ttit  e”  s M rtin Ess in points o t, “t rning  w y from   ng  ge  s  n 

instrument for the expression of the  eepest  eve s of me ning” (Esslin 328), ʻ      -     r 

was testing his faith in words. Murder in Baghdad (Ma’sa  t al- alla  j 1964), his theatrical 

debut, depicts a word/sword struggle going on between the hero and authority. A similar 

struggle recurs in Leila and the Madman (Leila wa-al-Majnu  n 1971) where opinions among a 

group of young journalists and their professional are sharply divided about which form of 

resistance against the colonizer they should use, words or arms. This existential moment of 

choice is always confronting his heroes and the value of their existence is very much related 

to their ability to voice their beliefs. Language then in the theatre of ʻ      -     r is not 
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merely an effective medium of communication; it is a pivotal part of the thematic structure of 

his plays.    

     ʻ      -     r thus did not wholeheartedly adopt all the techniques of the Western Theatre 

of the Absurd. He wrote plays where rhetoric is brilliantly employed to emphasise the 

possibility of a successful and accurate communication through language, let alone a literary 

one. And though Night Traveller could be claimed to belong to the Absurd, this applies only 

to its framework but in its core, elements of realism could be found. It could be fairly said 

that ʻ      -     r presented in this play a world of mixed ingredients where realism and 

fantasy are intertwined. It is true that we have here a real situation in which a conductor asks 

  p ssenger for   ticket  sing re   speech,   t f nt sy  rises from the former’s recourse to 

phantasmagoria. Thus while ʻ      -     r’s, fo  owing in the steps of E gène Ionesco (1909-

1994), may have succee e  in    ing to his p  y “a measure of abstraction which should set 

them [characters] at a distance from actual or real people” (NT 57), and hence moving away 

with his characters from realism, he comes closer to it partly because of the situation in which 

they are involved and the nature of dialogue exchange. We cannot claim that communication 

in the Theatre of the Absurd is impossible but rather difficult as Ionesco explains. In his 

 efence  g inst Kenneth Tyn n’s criticism of wh t he s w  s Ionesco’s  ttit  e of   ck of 

re  ism  n  impossi i ity of comm nic tion  y   ng  ge, Ionesco rep ies: “The very f ct of 

writing and presenting plays is surely incompatible with such a view. I simply hold that it is 

difficult to make oneself understood, not absolutely impossible” (Esslin 129). In the 

postscript of the play ʻ      -     r explicitly admits the influence of Ionesco: 

Five years ago I made my personal discovery of Eugène Ionesco, when I saw his 

Chairs [sic] in Cairo. I devoured his works, subsequently, and for a while, believed I 

preferred his dramatic method to all others. A couple of years later, I wrote a play 

“The Tragedy of Al-Hallaj” which bore no resemblance whatsoever to any modern 

technique. This one, however, is different. There is Ionesco here- without a shadow of 

doubt. (NT 62) 

 

Two points arise here. First, ʻ      -     r’s expos re to Ionesco is  irect, that is, he watched 

the performance of his plays, not just read them. Second, his  iscovery of Ionesco’s mo ern 

techniques is a personal one. So it is a personal understanding of Ionesco not supported by 

reading other writings about him. We can agree with him th t Ionesco’s techniq es  re 

definitely there in the play, presenting nameless characters and mixing tragedy with laughter 

are but examples of their functioning in the play. However, if ʻ      -     r took some 
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elements from Ionesco, among them the one of abstraction, he left many behind such as, to 

 se Ess in’s wor s, “the pro ifer tion of things” (Esslin 328).   re  ing of Ionesco’s The 

Chairs reveals the extent of the challenge modern man has to face in order to solely use 

verbal language to communicate. The old man in the play makes it clear that he has much to 

say but unable to easily deliver his message. In the lengthy dialogue with the old woman, he 

shows his anxiety over self-expression: “ h! I fin  it so  iffic  t to express myself ... and I 

must tell everything, too” (Ionesco 47). He goes on repe ting: “B t I fin  it  iffic  t to 

express myself; things  on’t come e si y to me (Ionesco 47). Contrarily, ʻ      -     r gave 

weight to language at the expense of other elements of drama and overlooked other media of 

expression such as body language, silence, and movement of characters to concentrate only 

on the verbal one. He did not give sufficient consideration to the idea of acting without 

speech.         

     The conductor gets angry when the Passenger tells him that he already gave him the ticket 

and that the former  i  e t it. It is  t this moment th t the P ssenger te  s th t his n me is ‘His 

s  ve’. It seems that the relation between the Passenger and his identity is, unlike the normal 

relation between things and their names, not arbitrary. ʻ      -     r chooses a name that 

suits best the character and reflects his morals and morality. The Conductor then takes on 

another form of character. He takes off his own khaki coat, symbol of the military machinery, 

and sits beside the Passenger. Underneath, there is still another khaki coat. Here, ʻ      -

     r puts the coats the conductor changes on-stage to a theatrical use nearly tantamount to 

th t of m sks when it comes to the ch r cter’s met morphosis.   tho gh the m sk is not   

component ingredient in the theatre of ʻ      -     r, this does not prevent him from 

employing other devices that help him achieve his theatrical purpose. His purpose here is to 

help the character shift from one role to another. The Conductor is wearing numerous coats 

and he is acting different characters within one character. We do not have a single character 

rather layers of persona, one hiding under the coat of another. He is endowed with a sufficient 

ability to manifold his persona.  

     The Conductor tells the Passenger th t his n me is ‘S  t n’, which me ns   r  er. B t the 

Passenger reminds him that he said before his name is Zahwan. The Conductor tells him that 

‘Z hw n’ is his s perior’s n me  n  expresses his wish to ki   him to t ke over  oth his post 

and spouse. The Conductor asks the Passenger again about his name. He tells him the same 
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name, Abdu ‘His s  ve’. However, the Con  ctor  cc ses the P ssenger th t he is    i r  n  

this is not his real name.  The passenger replies: 

But I am Abdu! I swear! 

My father is Abdullah, my eldest son Abed, 

My youngest Abbad, and family name Abdoon! (NT 33) 

 

As shown by the passenger, the names of other family members are also religiously 

connotative. Abdu, Abdullah, Abed, Abbad, and Abdoon are all names whose origin is the 

s me  n       re  se  in simi  r contexts to refer to ‘s  ve’.  

     The conductor asks the passenger for his identity card, and the latter gives it to him. As he 

is about to eat it as he did eat the ticket before, the Passenger asks him not to do so. The 

conductor turns to a rational mode of behaviour, and he tells the passenger that papers cannot 

be eaten. The conductor: 

Eat it?  

I thought you were a man who, well, who had some sense left! 

Eat it? Goodness gracious me! Eat it 

Can anyone eat a card? 

This is unheard of! 

We’ve he r  of e ting horses’ me t,  esert  oc sts, frogs’  egs 

Sea weeds, and, sometimes, how cruel, of eating the 

Flesh of the living or the dead, 

But we never heard of eating paper! (NT 35) 

 

The examples he gives of what may be eaten testify to what type of character he is. This also 

hints at what would eventually happen to the Passenger. The Conductor informs the 

Passenger that he has to deal with him in a formal way. He then remembers the unequivocal 

statements of his superior. These are a mixture of sayings that belong to tyrants from different 

cultures. These s ying  re  ttere   y the N rr tor who  escri es them  s “pe r s of wis om”. 

Narrator: 

“Keep yo r  og h ngry: he’   fo  ow thee”  

M ster N ’m n I n   -Mundhir 

“When I he r the wor  ‘c  t re’ I fee  for my pisto ” 

Master Herman Ibn Goering 

“Te ch them  emocr cy, even if yo  h   to ki   them    ” 

Master Lyndon Ibn Johnson 

“I c n see he  s th t  re ripe  n  re  y for the picking” 

Al-Hajjaj Ibn Yusuf 

The words of the ten-coat man himself, however, were: 

“Lenient y investig te: severe y c stig te.” (NT 36) 
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These words are quoted from sayings by domineering personalities known in history for their 

authoritarian attitudes. There is a common thread that relates all them together where the 

sentiment is clear; there is no mystery but mastery. The explicit intertexuality here gives the 

indication that men of ‘m ster mor  ity’ co     e fo n  in  ny c  t re. It is men  ike these 

th t set the ex mp e for the Con  ctor. Of p rtic   r signific nce here is    M n hir’s s ying 

 s it coinci es with Nietzsche’s view of the m n of s  ve mor  ity whom Nietzsche  escribes 

 s “the  og- ike type of m n”.  

      fter this exhi ition of these short memor   e s yings th t  isp  y ‘m ster mor  ity’  y 

domineering personalities of the Middle Ages, and modern history, the Conductor 

metamorphoses to an American sheriff. He starts to exercise his power, conducting an 

investigation into a crime the Passenger knows nothing about. This is another play within a 

play that further heightens the master/slave morality point. It is here that the play reaches its 

climatic stage.  

     The climactic point of the play is focalized in the accusation hurled at the innocent 

P ssenger. Victimizing him, the Con  ctor  cc se  the P ssenger of ki  ing ‘    h’, the 

name referring to God in Arabic. It is clear that this accusation forms the centre of gravity in 

the play. The conductor: 

Abduh! 

Stand up and listen to the charge! 

You have killed God 

And stolen his [sic] identity card, 

And I, Ulwan Ibn Zahwan Ibn Sultan, 

Chief law-enforcing officer 

In this part of the world, 

In your name, O Ten-coat Man, 

I declare the court in session. (NT 39) 

 

Every time the Conductor bullies the Passenger, a new name for him is added to the list. The 

new n me this time is “U w n” which re  tes to height  n  e ev tion. The  cc m   tion of 

these names, Ulwan Ibn Zahwan Ibn Sultan, contributes to the control the conductor 

exercises on the passenger. But the surroundings of the scene do not in fact match the 

seriousness of the idea. Moreover, reporting the loss of an identity card claimed to belong to 

Go  wo      so echo Nietzsche’s story in terms of t  king   o t Go  in   frivo o s w y  n  

ascribing to Him human attributes. Yet, anthropomorphism of God cannot be solely attributed 

to Nietzsche’s inf  ence. It w s   common fe t re in  ncient Egypti n re igions. There are 

stories of ancient Egyptian deities getting married or involved in conflicts similar to those of 
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humans. Anthropomorphizing God is strictly forbidden in Islam and can not be easily 

excused in Muslim communities even for art sake. This might possibly explain why the 

tr ns  tor writes the possessive   jective ‘his’ with   sm    ‘h’   tho gh it c e rly refers back 

in Arabic to ‘Go ’ with   c pit  ize  ‘G’.  

     The passenger then asks for the justice of the ten-coat man; superior of the Conductor. The 

con  ctor rep ies with   stress on the ‘form  ities’ of j stice. The N rr tor comments here 

with the following:  

That is right! 

Justice without formalities 

Is like a woman unpainted, 

Like a stage (even like this one of ours) without curtains! 

And this is why the conductor jumps up to sit on the luggage net 

Hangs down his legs, and swings his boots over the p ssenger’s he   

Don’t  e s rprise ; this too is right; 

It’s  een s i  th t the   w is above the heads of individuals. (NT 40)  

  

It is worth noting that the narrator explicitly comments here on the play in a meta-theatrical 

language. ʻ      -     r uses meta-theatrical devices on a larger scale in other plays. In Leila 

and the Madman, as an example, there is a play presented as part of the larger plot. It is 

interesting also to note the harmony effected by the coincidence of the conductor’s j mp  p 

to sit on the   gg ge r ck   ng ing  own his  egs over the p ssenger’s he    n  the common 

s ying th t “the   w is   ove the he  s of in ivi    s,”  n  more interesting is the irony 

created by it. Further, this movement simultaneously enacts and presents a visual imagery of 

the   str ct i e  cont ine  in the n rr tor’s wor s in the  eginning of the p  y:  

Great men can come back if you summon them from the memory of history 

To impose their greatness and dominate the humble, 

And the humble can come back, if you summon them from your memory 

To be trampled underfoot by the great! (NT 20) 

 

On his part, the passenger yells his innocence and asks for the help of the ten-coat man. To 

the surprise of the passenger, and ours as well, the conductor turns out to be the ten-coat man 

in  isg ise. N rr tor: “The Con  ctor  n  ttons his co t-/ Once, twice... seven times over!” 

(NT 41). The multi-coated conductor dramatically shifts to the last character he could pretend 

to  e  s “The   ttons shine thro gh right  p to his skin!” (NT 41). His skin now provides the 

final layer he could ever hide under. By making the conductor hide behind this whole series 

of coats, ʻ      -     r is probably using one of Nietzsche’s metho s of  isco rse. Like 

Nietzsche who is known for hiding his views behind masks as any attempt to find the true 
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Nietzsche seems to be an otiose undertaking, ʻ      -     r also masks his character 

throughout the play.  

     Now, the conductor performs the character of the ten-coat man who investigates the 

passenger. This affords us the opportunity to watch another play within the main play. In this 

part of the play the passenger shows more humility. It seems that his morality makes him a 

prey ready to undergo one humiliation after another in a long process of self-abasement. The 

passenger flatters the conductor quoting from famous poets of the Arabic literary tradition. 

He ex  ts him to    niq e r nk s ying: “Yo r j stice is  neq    e  on this e rth!” (NT 41). He 

then  escri es his kin ness  s s ch: “Yo ’re  s kin   s   mother or   f ther, s ch in ee  is 

re   kin ness!” (NT 41). This is a line that was originally written by Shawqi   in his religious 

poem ‘  -Hamziyah al-N   wiy h’ (1917), a poem dedicated to praise Prophet Muhammad 

(S WS). Spe king of the con  ctor’s know e ge, the p ssenger s ys: “He knows the secrets 

of languages and religions;/ His meditations puts [sic] al  to sh me,  oth men  n   ooks” (41-

2). This is a line taken from a poem by al-Mutanabbi (915 – 965) which he wrote to praise 

Saif al-Dawla (916-967), Prince of Aleppo. The passenger then borrows a poetic line from 

  o  T mm m to pr ise the con  ctor for his generosity: “If he h   nothing  eft to give 

away but his  ife,/ He wo    g    y  o it! So fe r the Lor  when ye  ppro ch him!” (NT 42). 

The conductor objects to this particular line as his life is crucial, as he claims, to keep the 

world balance. He s ys: “I c n’t give  w y my  ife! Not to  nyone!/ Not because I’m   

nigg r ,   t I j st wo   n’t w nt/ To upset the cosmic order!” (NT 42).  

     It goes without saying that ʻ      -     r had available an immense store of poetic lines 

by means of which he could provide a detailed image of the conductor. The intertexualized 

famous poetic lines uttered by the passenger were used by different poets for the sake of 

praise. Using them all in one context idolizes and raises the character of the conductor to a 

high rank. That is why we see him going beyond his Rubicon regarding himself as the centre 

of gravity in the cosmos.  

     The conductor tells the passenger that it is rumoured that someone killed God. Explaining 

to him further, the conductor says that he does not mean that someone literally did so, but he 

stole the identity card of God; a theft that implicitly means he has killed Him. For the 

conductor, the identity card is a symbol of existence. Once someone loses it, he no longer 

exists. What ‘      -     r seems to argue about then is not the idea of killing God itself, but 

the absence of God and the appearance of semi-go s to occ py his p  ce in peop e’s  ife  n  

consciousness. As a proof of the absence of God the conductor mentions that: 
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God has forsaken this part of the universe! 

He never looks this way now as He was wont to do 

He never gives us anything now! 

We’ve won ere  wh t h s h ppene , 

And the answer is: someone has killed God in these parts! 

This is why He has abandoned us! (NT 48) 

 

We could also easily detect strong lines of existentialism in these words. The nihilistic view 

which '      -     r articulates here does not seem to purport an active sense of the term.  

     As an authoritarian prosecutor, the conductor numerates the exhausting efforts he has 

taken for the identification of the killer. These efforts included, among other things, arresting 

thousands of suspects and torturing them. Still, he is not convinced that the killer is one from 

 mong them  s “Go  sti      n ons  s!” (NT 49). The conductor asks the passenger to help 

him find the killer. Surprisingly enough, the passenger is not yet aware that the conductor 

wants him to be the murderer even though he is innocent and his criminal record is clear. In 

other words, he intends to make him a scapegoat. The conductor wants to kill the passenger 

in the name of keeping stability in the valley. He makes it clear that he has a wide selection of 

death instruments and asks the passenger to opt for one of them. Though the passenger 

swears by God that he has not killed God, the conductor eventually makes the choice and 

opted for the dagger to stab the passenger with. It is in this moment that the conductor shows 

the identity card stolen; an indication that it is he himself who metaphorically killed God. Not 

only this, he also asks the narrator, who states that he has but his comments, to help him carry 

the body of the passenger.  

      The play ends as the passenger is stabbed with a dagger and, now a corpse, is carried 

away. What started as a phantasmagoric stunt ends up as a heinous murder of an innocent 

victim. The conductor has denied the passenger every opportunity to defend himself. 

Everything he has done is terrifying; he has deceived him and lured him into his trap. ‘    

  -     r indeed succeeded in giving the conductor the ability to change his form; he granted 

him a twist that separates a recycled prototype from a new born original. However, he seems 

disinclined to present the character of the passenger in a lively or agential way. The passenger 

did not raised a hand to defend himself. The tendency to approach him as a representative of 

slave morality might have been uppermost in the mind of the playwright, particularly when 

he is set against the character of the conductor. What we have here then seems to be a 

theatrical interpretation and dramatic presentation of what ʻ      -     r might have regarded 

 s Nietzsche’s concept of master morality and slave morality. Thus, the play could be seen as 
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a portrayal of contrasting attitudes, of the conductor exercising his boundless power, acting as 

a master, and the helpless passenger, brought into submission to the will of the former.   

     On the basis of this chapter, we may note that ʻ      -     r emp oye  Nietzsche’s 

concepts in his Night Traveller to express the current of existential thought in Egypt in the 

1960s. In addition to the intersection of poetry, theatricality, and narrativity in the play, 

Nietzsche’s i e s r n through the entire text, granting it philosophical weight. However, in 

doing so, ʻ      -     r deviated somewhat from the track of these concepts and imposed his 

personal print on them. It is not clear whether he had a full grasp and  deep understanding of 

Nietzsche’s tho ght   ring th t perio ,  n  hence, whether the deviations were deliberate, or 

whether his play reflects his own personal understanding of a philosopher whose ideas are not 

easy to recruit.  
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Summary 

     ʻ      -     r’s Night Traveller is  n  yse  in the  ight of Nietzsche’s phi osophic   i e s 

to show how differently the Egyptian playwright responds to the same source of influence 

which   so fe t res in Soyink ’s critic    n   r m tic writings.  

     Nietzsche’s inf  ence on ʻ      -     r could be viewed alongside the wave of pessimism 

that engulfed the Arab writers in the 1960s particularly after independence from colonisation 

and then the defeat from Israel. As the chapter shows ʻ      -     r saw in Nietzsche’s 

thought and philosophy a temporary outlet as well as inspiration for his writing at that period. 

However, he was not a pro-Nietzschean apologist all along. The influence of this thought and 

philosophy on him is strongly visible only in Night Traveller discussed in the chapter. Certain 

aspects of this influence are clearly observed and specified with respect to three main ideas- 

viewe   s   sic e ements of Nietzsche’s phi osophy- the death of God, master morality, and 

slave morality.  

     In this play, ʻ      -     r presente  Nietzsche’s notion of ‘Go  is  e  ’ in   non-

European context and consequently certain changes were made to make the notion agreeable 

to the different culture concerned. In the play, unlike what might partially be inferred from 

Nietzsche’s writings, there is no  etter  ife promise   fter the  e th of Go , no prospects of   

brighter future, no indication of liberation from the shackles of orthodox beliefs. The end of 

the play does not provide any glimpse of hope. There is a vast shadow of nihilism over the 

play. However, it is not the active nihilism cherished by Nietzsche, rather the passive 

ramifications of nihilism.             

     ʻ      -     r presents Nietzsche’s notion in the form of   simp e story of   con  ctor 

who accuses a passenger of killing God and stealing his identity card. The accusation is not 

meant to be taken literally and the symbolism in the play refers to an absolute power of the 

conductor whose phantasmagoria indicates the despotism of the police state. But despite the 

the tric   present tion of wh t co     e consi ere    gross y ‘   sphemo s’ notion, ʻ      -

     r remains far from being an advocate of the anti-religion attitude adopted by Nietzsche 

in his writings. 

     There are other of Nietzsche’s concepts presente  in the p  y thro gh ch r cteris tion. 

ʻ      -     r’s two ch r cters of the con  ctor  n  p ssenger c n  e viewe   s 

representatives of master morality and slave morality. The controversial character of the 
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conductor led some critics, Selaiha for example, to view him as an embodiment of 

Nietzsche’s ‘s perm n’. This view I criticise   s it conf ses the ‘s perm n’ with the ‘m   

m n’. The p ssenger, with his sym o ic n me, is the em o iment ‘s  ve mor  ity’  n  the 

incarnation of helplessness.   

     ʻ      -     r m n ge  to give sh pe to Nietzsche’s   str ct i e s within the fr me of the 

theatre of the Absurd. But his play falls short of fulfilling all the conditions of the theatre of 

the Absurd because of its literary language. The Egyptian playwright’s poetic   ng  ge  se  

effectively to express deep levels of meaning and to achieve communication takes him a step 

 w y from the typic   mo e s of the  r m  of the   s r . With Nietzsche’s controversi   

ideas standing as a common source of influence on the two p  ywrights,  ike Soyink ’s, ʻ    

  -     r’s p  y exp  ins his position on ‘syncretism’.    
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Chapter Three 

Religion and Sacrifice 

     The history of literature shows that religion has always been a rich source of material for 

the world of art in general and for tragedy in particular. The view that the origin of tragedy 

itself could be traced back to religious rituals performed for the appeasement and celebration 

of ancient Greek gods has received significant support from critics who generally agree that 

tragedy comes out of a religious legacy. This robust relationship between tragedy and religion 

flourished for centuries, and has generated much discussion. As an example, Christiane 

Sourvinou-Inwoo   rg es th t “ in the eyes of the fifth-cent ry    iences … tr ge ies were, 

among other things, a discourse of religious exploration, part of the religious discourse of the 

po is.” (Sourvinou-Inwood 1). The treatment of religious themes was also a basic and salient 

feature of the genres of the Medieval European theatre. It is only in fairly recent times, since 

the beginning of modernism, that tragedy started to hesitantly turn its back on religion. Still, 

 s Terry E g eton comments, “For    ine ge of mo ern thinkers from Hegel and Baudelaire 

to Nietzsche, Dostoevsky, Yeats, Claudel, Mauriac, and T.S.Eliot, tragedy represents a 

privileged mode of cognition, a spiritual experience reserved for the metaphysically minded 

few. It is, in effect, an ersatz form of religion for a secular age, countering its vulgarity with a 

higher wisdom” (Sweet Violence 46). For playwrights, the interest in presenting theological 

themes or portraying religious characters has not completely lost its vigor. This features 

strongly in mo ern tr ge y; E iot’s p  ys  re   goo  ex mp e. My intention in this ch pter is 

to explore and to analyse the employment of religio s m teri    y        ‘      -     r and 

Wole Soyinka, giving particular attention to sacrifice as a religious, cultural and political 

motif in some of their drama. Some of their tragedies are selected for the purpose of this 

chapter, among them are Murder in Baghdad or (Ma’sāt al- allaj) and Death and the King’s 

Horseman.  

     The i e  of ‘s crifice’ h s  een often re  te  to the tr gic  rt since the  eginning of its 

history. Sacrifice, literally to make holy, is a term used to bestow honour on protagonists who 

die for altruistic purposes. The protagonist is described as a sacrifice if she dies for example 

in order to save her community or to defend a cause relevant to society as a whole. In his 

Culture and Sacrifice (2007), Derek Hughes explores sacrifice not just as a literal 

victimization of a human being but also as a ritual and religious symbol reflecting the image 

of its age. Hughes refers to different theories explaining and chronicling the origins of 

sacrifice, some of them trace the practice of sacrifice back to very ancient communities 
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(Hughes 1-12). I venture to think that the issue of sacrifice started with Adam and Eve 

themselves. They could be regarded as the first humans accepting to lose something in return 

for something else, losing the guaranteed for the promised and the known for the unknown. 

They so ght eternity,  n esc pe  s it seems from  e th, not knowing th t, to  se Nietzsche’s 

wor s, “Know e ge  n  Becoming exc   e one  nother” (Qtd in Hollindale 132). Eagleton 

sees th t “S crifice is not   m tter of re inq ishing wh t yo  fin  worth ess,   t of free y 

surrendering what you esteem for the benefit of others. It is this which marks the difference 

between the suicide and the martyr” (Sweet Violence 35). If suicide means killing the self for 

some kind of egoistic reasons, then martyrdom lies on the other side of the scale. A martyr 

chooses  e th  s  n optim m option for the we f re of others or  s E g eton p ts it “…the 

particular is subordinated to the well-being of the whole” (Sweet Violence 44). E g eton’s 

view here is est   ishe  on the g in o t ine  from s crifice, ‘the  enefit of others’. H ghes 

also adopts a similar view when he points o t th t “the expectation of reciprocation implicit 

in many forms of sacrifice is a distinctively human characteristic” (Hughes 9). In terms of 

c  c   tion of  enefits, s crifice is,  s H ghes p t it, “often reg r e   s   tr ns ction with the 

gods: a gift given in expectation of return” (Hughes 10). In both cases, the suicide and the 

martyr, there is a willful choice of death and self-annihilation. One could say that all martyrs 

project themselves as examples of sacrifice but the opposite is not necessarily true. Not all 

sacrifices are martyrs and here the idea of a willful choice of death is the criterion of 

differentiation. There are two types of protagonists, those who are sacrificed, the scapegoats, 

 n  those who  re s crificing. Penthe s, the prot gonist of E ripi es’ The Bacchae, for 

example, is not a martyr though he is a clear example of a human sacrifice.  

     The ritual of sacrifice is one that divides the protagonist into pieces, turning the whole into 

parts, and as a consequence changing the entire sphere around the protagonist. It is a process 

that, accor ing to E g eton, consists of  osing the se f  n   eing expose  to ‘ ismem erment’ 

(Sweet Violence 41). E g eton’s view of s crifice is obviously Dionysian. Sacrifice for him, 

even in modern times, is a re-enactment of what happened to Dionysus in ancient times. 

Nietzsche encapsulated that notion long  efore when he  ehe   Dionys s’ dismemberment as 

a basis for tragedy and a prototype of a sacrifice tantamount even to that of Christ. 

     That sacrifice induces loss for some is an issue of no doubt. The victim loses herself, 

mourning strikes those around, and the community is touched by sympathy for that loss and 

oddly enough find solace in the gain expected out of that loss. The question arises as to what 

gain sacrifice could offer. If sacrifice means the death of one or even some, it also means the 
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survival of others. In ancient times, humans used sacrifice as a guarantee for life renewal, a 

shield against total destruction, communal life paradoxically derived from individual death. 

Among the approaches of sacrifice which the French critic and historian René Girard refers to 

in his Violence and the Sacred (1972) is the one that interprets it  s ‘ n  ct of vio ence’. 

Some critics interpret s crifice  s “a deliberate act of collective substitution performed at the 

expense of the victim and absorbing all the internal tensions, feuds, and rivalries pent up 

within the community” (Girard 7). The victim in this context offers the community a chance 

to release the unwanted desires accumulated over the whole year inside its members. This 

form of sacrifice was common in some pagan communities and it is not completely absent 

from modern societies though it takes different forms, for example collectively punishing 

thieves if they are caught on the spot. This collective aggressive behavior could be 

 n erstoo  in the  ight of Gir r ’s view th t the vio ence to which s crifices were expose  in 

ancient communities triggered no vengeance. It is an act th t, to  se Gir r ’s wor s, 

“furnishes an outlet for those violent impulses that cannot be mastered by self-restraint; a 

partial outlet, to be sure, but always renewable, and one whose efficacy has been attested by 

an impressive number of reliable witness” (Girard 18). Even the term ‘scapegoat’ is still used 

today in diverse discourses when an individual is punished for a wrong deed done by others. 

This approach to sacrifice is based on the idea that the whole community sins, but the 

punishment is directed to a single individual whose death passes without vengeance.    

     In modern societies, as Erika Fischer-Lichte points o t, “the idea of sacrifice reappeared in 

a changed version- it was no longer a year god, a scapegoat or a totem animal or plant that 

had to be sacrificed in order to bring about community or to guarantee its survival. The 

sacrifice was conceived as self-sacrifice by the members of the community (Fischer-Lichte 

201). Hughes observes that the idea of sacrifice features in the writings of many philosophers 

and analysts of modern society. It is only recently that writers lost interest in the theme due to 

the horrors of the twentieth century wars (Hughes 2). Writers tended to dispense with the idea 

of sacrifice not because it is becoming less interesting, but because humanity has massively 

sacrificed, particularly in the World Wars.  

     The practice of human sacrifice has deep roots in both Egyptian and Nigerian traditions. In 

ancient Egypt, evidence for the practice of human sacrifice was found by anthropologists 

(Bremmer 131). Acts of animal sacrifice are still practiced in modern Egypt. The sacred event 

of   r h m’s s spen e   ttempt to s crifice his son is commemor te  in Is  m  y 

slaughtering an animal as an ersatz, a sacrificial substitution that is commonly a sheep, in 
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annual celebration named Eid al-Adha (Feast of the Sacrifice). The idea of sacrifice then is 

present in modern Egyptian society however, its effect may be limited to the occasion of the 

celebration. What started as an archetypal human sacrifice turned into the most commonly 

and regularly practiced animal sacrifice in the history of humanity. It was revealed that the 

event was a test of obedience and Abraham was tested to the limits. The event eventually 

swelled to become a major annual festival in the Muslim world. In Nigeria, the practice of 

animal sacrifice does still exist but Soyinka presents in his Death and the King’s Horseman 

an example of the practice of human sacrifice in the pagan culture of the Yoruba. In an 

interview, he stresses th t the concept of ‘s crifice’  i  not origin   y  rise  mi  the Christi n 

E rope n c  t re. He views th t its roots  re r ther ‘p g n’. “I c nnot  ccept, I  o not reg r  

the principle of sacrifice as belonging to the European world. I completely reject the idea that 

the notion of scapegoat is a Christian idea. This scapegoat idea is very much rooted in 

African religion” (Conversations with WS 54). 

     The p  y is one of Soyink ’s m sterf   tr ge ies in which many of the traditional dramatic 

ingredients are present to create an atmosphere where one of the Yoruba religious rituals 

occupies centre stage. Set in the Yoruba land, the story is based on a historical event that took 

place in Oyo, an ancient Yoruba city, in 1946.  As a creative writer, Soyinka did not abide by 

the f ct     et i s of the historic   event. “The ch nges I h ve m  e  re in m tters of detail, 

sequence and of course characterisation. The action has also been set back two or three years 

to whi e the w r w s sti   on, for minor re sons of  r m t rgy,” Soyink  c  rifies in the 

  thor’s Note (5). Soyink ’s is not the first  r m tic present tion of the story,   t it is the 

first English version of it. Duro Ladipo (1931 – 1978) presented a Yoruba version entitled 

Oba Waja or The King is Dead in 1964. The story also formed the basis for a German film 

th t Soyink  seems not to  pp     in the   thor’s Note (5).  

     The play centres upon a traditional religious ritual performed after the death of the king of 

Oyo. E esin O  , the king’s horsem n, is expecte  to en  his own  ife in a ritual of willful 

death. He, as the m in fig re in the p  y, “dances from the condition of life towards the 

condition of  e th,”  s Ger    Moore p t it (Critical Perspectives 126). He had to voluntarily 

sacrifice himse f in or er to  ccomp ny the king’s spirit on its jo rney to the  fter ife 

otherwise it would aimlessly wander and might curse the whole community. This indigenous 

ritual is interrupted by the British District Officer of the city. Acting on his wife’s   vice, 

Simon Pi kings  ttempts     he co    to prevent wh t he reg r s  s ‘  r  ric’ s ici e,   p rt 

of   ‘m m o-j m o’  n  ‘j j ’ c  t re  y  rresting E esin whi e  eing on the  rink of the 
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death ritual. Observing the significance of the death trope in the play, Lokangaka Losambe 

 rg es th t “in Death and the King’s Horseman Soyinka has turned death into a space of 

power contestation, not only between the colonizer and the colonised, but also between the 

essentialist and the syncretist elements within the Yoruba cultural order” (Losambe 22).  

     In p rs ing the i e  of  e th  n  s crifice in Soyink ’s p  y, I  m inclined to focus my 

 ttention here on O  n e  s   s crifici   son  n  his re  tion to his f ther. In the   thor’s 

Note, Soyink  points o t th t the kerne  of the p  y is its ‘met physic   confront tion’ 

 we  ing  s it is within ‘the h m n vehic e’, E esin,   t I see O  n e’s ro e not j st  s 

comp ement ry to th t of E esin   t cr ci   to  n erst n ing the f ther’s ch r cter (5). As 

E esin’s e  est son, O  n e ret rns home from Eng  n  to   y his f ther to rest  n  ‘perform 

the rites over his  o y’,   t s   y he  e rns of his f ther’s sh mef   neg igence of his 

o  ig tion. So, to keep his comm nity int ct  n  stop  nything th t ‘might jeop r ise the 

we f re of my peop e’, he f  fi s wh t w s s ppose  to  e his f ther’s s cre    ty. In his grief 

over the filial sacrifice of Olunde and motivated by what seems to be a feeling of a paternal 

guilt, Elesin also kills himself, leaving us to wonder whether his death is a sacrifice as it was 

intended to be or a mere suicide as the Pilkings considered it. As Olufemi Obafemi comments 

“E esin’s   ter  e th is not   rit     e th. It is s ici e. It is not tr nscen ent    s he  oes not 

‘r ise his wi   to c t the thre   of  ife  t the s mmons of the  r m’” (Obafemi 130). Whether 

E esin’s event     e th is   rit    s crifice or mere s ici e, it remains a wilful death, an act of 

free will.   

     Wh t Los m e sees  s ‘e ements of contest tion’ in the p  y, Emm n e  O iechin  c   s 

‘perspectives’. He o serves th t Soyink  exp ores the theme of victimiz tion from three m in 

perspectives: the metaphysical communal perspective, the perspective of the individual 

caught in the web of a personal dilemma,  n  the o tsi er’s perspective (Obiechina 153). But 

the play ends with a note of hope and Soyinka similarly, as ʻ      -     r did in Murder in 

Baghdad, calls us to turn our minds to the future, represented in Yoruba culture by the 

‘ n orn’ chi  . Iy  oja  sks E esin’s yo ng wife to “Now forget the  e  , forget even the 

living. Turn your mind only to the unborn” (Death 76).  

      Olunde is the representative of a perspective th t com ines ‘mo ernity’  n  ‘tr  ition’. 

He sets an example by first accepting to go and study surgery in England and then respecting 

his indigenous tradition and fulfilling the role primarily commended to his father. He is an 

em o iment of ‘over  pping c  t re’  efining not on y his  ocal city but the whole country 

(Amkpa 36). He s ccessf   y m n ge  to com ine  oth tr  ition  n  ‘mo ernity’. Mp  ive 
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Msisk  comments on O  n e’s reconci i tory  ttit  es s ying: “We  re th s shown th t the 

transgression of cultural boundaries may not necessarily lead to the transformation of a 

s  ject’s f n  ment    e iefs  n  th t, if  nything, it m y in f ct entrench them more  eep y” 

(Wole Soyinka 77). Not only did Olunde wilfully embrace death, fulfilling the role assigned 

to him  s the chief’s e  est son  n  giving   pr ctic   ex mp e of s crifice,   t he   so stoo  

as a theoretical defender generating counterarguments to the Pilkings. Taken by O  n e’s 

capacity to reason and his power of speech, Jane Pilkings exclaims, “So it isn’t j st medicine 

you studied in England” (Death 53). But for all his Western education and his ability to 

rationalise things, B. M. Ibikot n reg r s O  n e  s   m n “more of the heart than of the 

intellect” (I ikot n 49). 

     Olunde embodies the dilemma of the modern African intellectual  n  to  se I ikot n’s 

wor s, “a character meant to demonstr te Soyink ’s negrit  ist vein” (Ibikotun 49). Torn 

between two cultural contexts, he got the chance to fathom the English mentality and he 

chose to be on the side of his indigenous one. He is educated, eloquent, endowed with 

rational thought, and is capable of developing strong arguments. However, Ibitokun sees in 

his education a sign of alienation from Yoruba roots (Ibikotun 49), something that is absent 

from the play. Oddly enough, despite seeing him as an alienated African, Ibikotun describes 

O  n e  s ‘  m rionette of tr  ition’,  n im ge th t  oes not fit with one’s   ien tion from his 

roots. Olunde shows deep understanding of his people and their indigenous traditions. He 

  so  isp  ys signs of  n  n i se  view of the Eng ish  ife. He te  s Mrs. Pi kings “I fo n  

your people quite admirable in many ways, their conduct and courage in this war for 

instance” (Death 50) He also shows subtle signs of awareness of how the English think of the 

other. “Yo  forget th t I h ve now spent fo r ye rs  mong yo  peop e. I  iscovere  th t yo  

have no respect for what you do not understand” (Death 50), is a statement that makes Mrs. 

Pilkings remain uncomfortably silent.  

     Olunde is familiar with the experience of death due to his training as a doctor during 

Wor   W r II. “I h ve seen  e th too often.  n  the so  iers who ret rne  from the front, 

they died on our hands all the time” (Death 56). That he would die in case his father fails to 

sacrifice himself is a fact known to the Yoruba people of Oyo. Like his father, Olunde was 

born for it. So Elesin could certainly anticipate the pending destiny awaiting his son if he 

refrains from committing the death ritual. In leaving the ritual unfulfilled deliberately, Elesin 

then  etr ye  his ro e first  s the King’s horsem n  n  then  s   f ther. To  e   f ther me ns 

to protect yo r son,  n  hence “to leave a child in danger betrays the f ther’s ro e  s 
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protector” (Miller 164). There are some doubts thrown on the fatherhood of Elesin to Olunde, 

especially after the latter left for England. Mrs. Pilkings refers to Elesin’s  eni   of O  n e’s 

sonship. “B t he  isowne  yo . When yo   eft he swore p   ic y yo  were no  onger his son” 

(Death 57),   ne te  s O  n e. Sti  , this  i  not ch nge the f ct th t O  n e is E esin’s son. 

O  n e seems conscio s of this  n  “… mong o r peop e, yo   on’t  isown   chi   j st  ike 

that. Even if I had died before him I would still be buried like his eldest son” (Death 57). 

There is something here that seems to save the characters from complete nonrelatedness and 

oddly enough it is death. Ap rt from forete  ing O  n e’s  e th  efore his f ther, these wor s 

shows burial as a sign of true fatherhood, something that recalls to mind the story of King 

Priam and his concern to bury his eldest son, Hector. The implication is clear here that as 

Olunde is the son of his father, his burial is the work of his father as well.  

     The ambivalence of the father-son relationship unfolds itself further by the end of the 

same scene when we witness a reversal of the situation. Now, it is the son disowning the 

father and denying his fatherhood. Olunde disowns Elesin when he sees him still alive. 

E esin: “O  n e? (He moves his he  , inspecting him from si e to si e.) O  n e! (He 

co   pses s ow y  t OLUNDE’s feet.) Oh son,  on’t  et the sight of yo r f ther t rn you 

blind!” (Death 60). O  n e  ecomes   in  to the sight of his f ther  n   e f to his wor s. “I 

have no father, eater of left-overs” (Death 61), O  n e s ys to E esin. Soyink ’s st ge 

directions here show that Elesin poses himself in an inferior position to his son.  

     There is one common e ement  etween the story of E esin’s s crifice of O  n e  n  the 

story of Abraham. Surely the details of the two stories do not at all correspond. If there is one 

thing the analogy could be based on, it is the notion of   f ther’s  ttempt to s crifice his son. 

But whereas Abraham was charged with this duty to prove that he fears God (Derrida 71), 

E esin  i  it  ec  se he fe re   e th. Yet, D vi  Mi  er cites: “The   r h m story remin s 

us, pointedly and repeatedly, that a father who sacrifices his child undoes his own paternity” 

(Miller 17). In this perversion of father-son relationship, we could see different aspects of the 

n t re of ch r cters. O  n e’s  eni   of the p ternity of his f ther co     e  ttri  te  to his 

f ther’s in  i ity to protect his son’s  ife. He is th t type of son whom Mi  er c   s ‘spec   r 

son’ who  cts  ike   mirror “giving   ck the f ther’s ref ection” or ‘spectr   son’, “returning 

from death to beseech or accuse the father who made him a ghost. There is no much 

difference between the two an  Mi  er  rg es th t they  re “as closely related as piety and 

horror: where we find one, the other is never far away, however masked, buried, or 

repudiated” (Miller 48-49). When the women  ro ght O  n e’s  o y to the st ge wr ppe  in 
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c oth, E esin fe t horror  t seeing the gothic im ge of his son’s  o y. “I c nnot  ppro ch”, 

Elesin says,  sking Iy  oj  to “T ke off the c oth”. It is worth noting th t the  e th of O  n e 

was dict te  not on y  y his f ther’s re  ct nce to s crifice himse f   t   so  y the Yor    

tradition plot. Here, it is to be understood that sacrifice can be made by choice, though that 

choice may well be influenced by social or cultural constraints. In other wor s, O  n e’s w s 

an inevitable death, and he heroically embraced it.   

     Olun e is, in his f ther’s wor s, “something in yo r (Pi king’s) im ge.... He who m st fo  ow 

my footsteps is taken from me, sent across the ocean” (Death 63). Elesin seems lacking knowledge 

of the real nature of his son who is not of the same substance as his father. Much doubt is cast on 

E esin’s wor s in the  ight of the previo s scene in which O  n e’s ch r cter is shown thro gh his 

argument with Mrs. Pilkings. Soyinka puts us in a privileged position where we could examine the 

characters through their actions, not through the eyes of other characters. 

     But it seems that Olunde is the most able person to fathom his f ther’s ch r cter  n  to re  ise 

that his failure to die after the king’s  e th is   person   one. When O  n e s w his f ther   ive  n  

ch ine   y Pi kings’  i es, he w s not wi  ing to give him the  enefit of the  o  t,  n  he  i  not 

stop to see what actually hindered him from performing the death ritual. The filial bond is severed 

on the spur of the moment and the negative experience of this confrontation remained vivid in 

E esin’s min . It w s, in his wor s,   “re nion of sh me….the wor   reversed itself and the father 

fell before his son, asking forgiveness” (Death 63). Since O  n e is expecte  to perform E esin’s 

duty, he must assume the role of the father. This is a peculiar kind of relationship in which the 

living of one embodies the death of the other. Elesin realises   ter on th t “Wh t he (O  n e) s i  

must never be unsaid. The contempt of my own son rescued something of my shame” (Death 63). 

While the son acted as a rescuer, the father acted the role of the abandoner. By abandoning his 

responsibility, Elesin is, in effect, sacrificing his son and making him a sacrificial surrogate. One 

m n’s  ife is  nother’s  e th  s the f ther’s wish for  ife is tr ns  te  into the son’s wish for  e th. If 

 nything one co    n me  s O  n e’s inherit nce from his f ther it is chosen death. Olunde is the 

inheritor of the responsibility of a death ritual and his eventual self-sacrifice provides clear evidence 

that he remains to the last minute faithful both as a son to a treacherous father and as a member of 

the Yoruba Oyo community. Elesin then is a murderer, for he consents to put his son to death. By 

leaving his responsibility, Elesin becomes a treacherous man who betrays the patriarchal bond that 

relates him to his son, betrays his late king whom he is supposed to accompany in the other world, 

and betrays his community which trusts him with this sacred duty, and above all betrays himself 

when he blames others for his own lack of will.  
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     However, Elesin still represents the constructive and destructive features which are deep-rooted 

in Yoruba mythology of gods. Like Ogun, Soyink ’s most f vo re  go , E esin is  s m ch   

fruitful producer as he is an annihilator. It is true that he caused the death of his son by deliberately 

postponing his duty. But also true is the fact that his marriage to the young bride would fruit the 

unborn child. From this perspective, O  femi O  femi views th t “Elesin is not a total failure as his 

wedding with the virgin performs a unique role of transition. It links both the living and the dead 

with the unborn and thus ensures the continuity of the race, and of his own lineage”  (Obafemi 130). 

Yet, Elesin sacrificed an existing son for an unborn child, not yet known, that is, he sacrificed the 

known present for the unknown future, similar to what Adam and Eve did. He sought a change and 

a challenge, and he forged a crisis to attain what he desired. Elesin is thus viewed by Ibitokun as 

“the greater hero because he is bold enough to challenge the age-old ethic of the (Messianic) carrier 

in the society in which he is  orn  n   re … the tr gic revolutionary hero of our times” (Ibitokun 

49). 

     Soyink ’s portr y   of Yor     e iefs c e r y signifies specific ‘ fric n’ notions of  e th, 

existence  n  contin ity: “Contin ity is  n essenti   concept in the  fric n cosmo ogy” (Obafemi 

30). As Soyinka explains “The Yor    wor   view . . . is one which  ccepts the contin ity of the 

world of the living, the world of the ancestor and the world of the unborn. This, of course, reduces 

the kind of finality which death h s for cert in other societies” (Qt . in Death xIvii).  Daniel Gover 

comments “E esin O   is   m n who is c p   e of joining in    yric   em r ce two seeming 

contr  ictory  ppetites for  ife  n   e th. He c n  o so  ec  se he reg r s  e th  s  ife’s   tim te 

experience rather than its end, a new beginning for which one can develop eager anticipation” 

(Gover 146). Soyink ’s represent tion of the king’s  e th  n  the Yor    f ner   process is one 

significant aspect of Yoruba traditional beliefs that shapes the dramatic construct of African-ness. 

I itok n exp  ins th t Yor    concept of  e th  oes not invo ve “the  nnihi  tion of  eing” (21), 

but rather, it is the attainment of another metaphysical world:  

It is simply a rite of p ss ge,   tr nsition from h m n to  ivine essence….The Yorù á 

world-view is multi- dimensional. It is not restrained to the physical, tangible plane of 

existence. Besides the earth which is the measure of the present, and the locus of 

mortals and where you and I, in the form of existence, dramatize our distinctive 

destinies, there are the realms of ancestors (the past), gods (the eternal) and the 

 n orn (the f t re). The  ncestr   wor    e ongs to the ‘òkúòr n’ (the  ep rte ) who, 

having attained the age of maturity and adolescence, pass away. (Ibitokun 21-22) 

 

The smooth transition of the deceased, however, often depends upon the fulfilment of certain 

tr  itions: “In Yorù á  n ,  s in m ch of  fric , the spirit wor   of the  ncestors  n  the go s is 
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accessed through special rituals. There seems to be a clear danger inherent in crossing into the spirit 

wor   witho t proper prep r tion thro gh rit   ” (Quayson 105). In Death and the King’s 

Horseman, the king cannot enter the ancestral realm without the accompaniment of his horseman: 

“He knows he h s con emne  o r King to w n er in the voi  of evi  with  eings who  re enemies 

of  ife” (Death 71). The natural order of things is thus disrupted if the ritual is hindered or not 

properly prepared. Iyaloja, the woman of the market, thus advises Elesin: "Prepare yourself  Elesin" 

(Death 23).  

      Elesin, who represents the perspective of the individual caught in the web of a personal 

dilemma, made an error of judgment when the British Officer had interfered to prevent him from 

s ici e. E esin    mes the ‘other’ for his   ck of wi  . He  oes not w nt to em r ce  e th wi f   y. 

However, as a conscientious writer, Soyinka manages to achieve a balance in the play as to on 

whom the blame should be laid. He does not favour the perspective that regards the play as a clash 

of ‘cultures’ or ‘tr  itions’ (Death 6). What Soyinka attempts to throw light on is the fact that 

E esin’s f i  re to f  fi  the tri    m n  te is not   e to the British Officer’s intervention   t  ue to 

 n intern   wish which the king’s horsem n  esire . This is o vio s y voice  when E esin m kes 

the following confession to his new bride, uncovering his own tragic flaw to the audience:  

Perhaps your warmth and youth brought new insights of this world to me and turned 

my feet leaden on this side of the abyss. For I confess to you, daughter, my weakness 

came not merely from the abomination of the white man who came violently into my 

fading presence, there was also a weight of longing on my earth-held limbs. I would 

have shaken it off, already my foot had begun to lift but then, the white ghost entered 

and all was defiled. (Death 65) 

 

Th s,  s Soyink  exp  ins, Simon Pi kings’ interference is on y one f ctor among others that 

demonstrate the possibility of there being a larger metaphysical tension within society (Death 6). It 

is, to  se Soyink ’s wor s, ‘  c t  ytic inci ent mere y’ (Death 6). Elesin disliked the responsibility 

charged to him: a human life sacrifice for the welfare of the whole community. Obiechina argues 

th t E esin’s sens   ist n t re w s the re son th t impe e  the progress of the s crifici   rit   : 

The critic   iss e of the p  y, therefore,  ecomes the q estion of E esin’s   i ity to 

shoulder his onerous burden, to fulfil his great destiny. As a sensualist with an 

enormous capacity for life and enjoyment, how would Elesin confront a destiny 

whose fulfillment requires stringent self-discipline and social self- eni  ?” (Obiechina 

156)  

 

What Obiechina views as a release of responsibility, Ibitokun oppositely sees as an aspiration for a 

positive ch nge. He high y reg r s E esin  s   revo  tion ry fig re.  s he comments: “E esin h tes 

the idea of being called Elesin Oba, a human ram to be scarified, as it were, for the other, the late 
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king. In this wise, he is trying to make another history, break the endless cycle of feudalistic 

tradition and usher in a revolutionary ethos” (Ibitokun 49). 

     The white presence which represents the third perspective slows but does not totally impede the 

flow of the ritual activity in the Yoruba city. In his attempt to prevent the death of a single 

individual, the District Officer ironically enough caused the death of two. In fact, Elesin predicted 

the futile attempt to save him from  e th when he s i : “Yo   i  not s ve my  ife, District Officer. 

Yo   estroye  it” (Death 62),  n  contin es: “ n  not mere y my  ife   t the  ives of m ny” 

(Death 62).   so Iy  oj   nticip te  the   nger of the sit  tion when she  ep ore  Pi kings’ 

prec  tion ry  ct of ho  ing E esin in confinement: “To prevent one  e th yo  wi    ct    y m ke 

other  e ths?  h, gre t is the wis om of the white r ce” (Death 73).       

     E esin’s n t r   inc in tion to enjoy  ife is the re son  ehin  his re  ct nce to commit se f-

sacrifice. He is unwilling to offer the gift of death and is incapable of altruistically giving up what 

he might ‘esteem for the  enefit of others’, his wor   y life. Of course, Elesin is aware of his 

dilemma, but he attempts throughout the play to attribute it to external factors, the white presence. 

Soyink  throws  ight on the notion th t E esin’s f i  re to f  fi   his   ty is not necess ri y   e to 

the British Officer’s intervention,   t   so  ec  se of intern   f  ws within society, from which the 

king’s horsem n s ffers. Positioned in a space that extends over the boundaries that separate two 

realms, the world of death and the world of life, Elesin is ultimately portrayed as a human being 

torn between physical appetite and self-sacrifice, life and death, the creative and destructive aspects 

of existence. The author endeavours to avoid bias, attempting to espose the story from all sides.  

     E esin’s ten ency to defer the duty assigned to him is not attributed only to the white presence in 

an African context. He himself has this inherent desire to live his life fully. He cannot be accused of 

lacking a will, he has one but for life, not for death. Nevertheless, he lacks sufficient bravery to 

declare that he wants to feel alive. His futile attempt to lay the blame on the Pilkings will be 

discovered by the market woman, Iyaloja, and other community members. Once his intentions are 

known and his son dies, Elesin suddenly, but when it is too late, loses life motives and dies a death 

that, for certain, cannot be n me  ‘s crifici  ’.  

     Much like Death and the King’s Horseman, Ma’sat al-Hallaj (1964) (or Murder in 

Baghdad), is a play based on the real story of al-Hallaj, a controversial figure that lived in 

Iraq. Similar to Soyinka’s re  ing of Elesin Oba’s story, ‘      -     r made some changes 

to the historical accounts of the story of al-H    j. “I h ve m  e ch nges to the seq ence of 

historical events, especially that this period of history is very obscure to us” (Ma'saat al-

Hallaj Ma’sāt Al- Allaj 125). In this play, ‘      -     r employs the idea of sacrifice in 
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order to interpret the political, religious, and social forces of a judicial execution. As opinions 

were divided whether E esin’s   ter  e th w s   rit     e th or not,  ikewise, the g i  otining 

of Al Hallaj was not regarded by all as a human sacrifice. Some see Al-Hallaj just as a mere 

frenzied and trivial dervish who feigned piety and tried to show that he was a man of miracle 

(Shayb*i 257). In portraying al Hallaj as a human sacrifice, ‘      -     r liberates himself 

from the minute fetters of history and attempts to show an example of self-immolation which 

the intellectuals or the elite of contemporary society can no longer afford.  

     The play portrays the struggle and death of a Sufi man who dared to stand against the 

authorities in the tenth century. He was a religious man that divulged the Sufi secrets of his 

‘ishq
12

 or passion for God. Al-Hallaj was arrested, judged and sentenced to decapitation. The 

play starts with his tragic end showing his body onstage crucified to a tree and, in a cinematic 

technique of the flash back, the actions that led to that tragic end are retrospectively shown.     

     Al-H    j’s  e th co     e seen  s   s crifice in the  ight of Fischer-Lichte’s view of the 

concept in mo ern societies: “The s crifice w s conceive   s se f-sacrifice by the members 

of the community” (Fischer-Lichte 201). This is an individual act done willfully on the part 

of the hero. Al-Hallaj in this play is both a victim and a hero. He had more than a chance to 

change the course of his life and avoid its tragic end, but he seemed throughout the play to be 

yearning for his own death. Had he not argued so much with al-Shibli and given deaf ears to 

his advice of keeping his beliefs secret, he would not be antagonized by the state. Had he not 

ignore  I r him’s   vice when he  ske  him to tr ve  to Kh r s n where he wo     e s fe, 

he would not be caught by the officers of the state. Every single act al-Hallaj did led him 

closer to the death trap woven through his own words, and he looked indifferent to the 

suffering awaiting him.  

     Al-Hallaj’s view is that the world is full of injustice and that wherever he goes, it will be a 

thorn in his flesh. He prefers fighting a war that is not essentially his and dying as a martyr to 

living furtively in exile. He is portrayed as one of those who could die for their principles. He 

welcomes death as long as he will die as a martyr. When Ibrahim warned him of his enemies, 

al-Hallaj replied that his friends are more than his enemies. Among the friends enlisted are 

“Those who  re   ive of the  e  , the m rtyrs who are promised life everlasting” (Muder in 

Baghdad 19). To al-Hallaj, death is not the end of the journey rather a transitional stage. All 

he asks for is fortitude until he meets his friends, the martyrs. Al-Hallaj thus is a model of a 

                                                           
12

 For more  et i s on the steps of  ove, see M ssignon’s The Passion of al-Hallaj (1982) pp 157-162. 
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hero who not just wishes death but willfully seeks it. He sees in death his own salvation. 

From the beginning, he w s h  nte   y   sense of m rtyr om. “He who ki  s me f  fi  s my 

wish/ And that of God./ For he who kills me would fashion from the dust of a dead man/ A 

story with   mor  ,  n   n i e  ” (7), is his s ying. His S fi fo  owers f  fi  e  his wish  y 

letting him down  est the “wor    e  eprive  of   m rtyr?” (7).  

     Murder in Baghdad marks the beginning of ‘      -     r’s  r m tic enterprise. Written 

in 1964, the play presents the story of the tragic end of Al-Husayn ibn Mansur al-Hallaj (857-

922) in verse. It stands out as an example of using Islamic mysticism and employing religion 

in dramatic contexts to comment on contemporary secular socio-political issues. ‘      -

     r selects the last episode in the life of the mystic Sufi who was executed in Baghdad due 

to his outspoken views on the relationship between the ruler and the people. Al-H    j’s 

views may seem religious in the first instance, but their essence is basically socio-political. It 

w s Lo is M ssignon’s orient   st  ies, p rtic   rly Akhbar al-Hallaj (first p   ishe  in 

1957) th t m  e ‘      -     r turn his attention to al-Hal  j’s ro e  s   soci   reformer 

(M ’s t   -     j Ma’sāt Al- Allaj 124). His embrace of illuminating ideas that expose 

injustice and poverty generated both internal and external conflicts for him. This double 

conflict ignited his passions and led him to sacrifice himself. This same idea of sacrifice as a 

key to salvation for society was the one fo n  in Soyink ’s p  y Death and the King’s 

Horseman though in a different context. 

     In both plays, there is a story taken from history and adapted for the stage. To perform 

history is by no means an easy task. It is a venture that requires substantial effort from the 

playwright to set a balance and exercise his artistic power in the space that lies between the 

realistic and the imagined, between the factual and the intellectual, between what historically 

happened and what theatrically would happen. This is because the audience comes to the 

stage with a historical background and in most cases they are obsessed with the historical 

material of such plays as they already know how the story ends. The element of suspense is 

partially missing here and this places a dramatic burden on the author to compensate for this 

lack of suspense. ‘      -     r h s  n interesting view here: “  p  y is not   work of fiction 

distributed among characters. A good play may not contain a good story, it may not even 

contain a story at all. The purpose of a play is not to present a certain story with all its 

surprises, otherwise we could imagine the Greek theatre dying at the moment of its birth as 

all the stories it presented were already known by the audience” (Musafir Lail 107, [my 

translation]). The skilful dramatist, of course, does not present the experience as history 
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dictates as this is the job of the historian. He adds, deletes, or modifies the material used for 

writing his work. In other words, he acts creatively and freely towards it. Thus, in the two 

tragedies concerned here we are exposed to an intricate and dialectic relationship between 

religion, history and politics. 

     Of all the historical incidents in the life of al-H    j, ‘      -     r high ighte  the tri   

episo e. It seems th t wh t m ttere  to the  r m tist w s the c im ctic fin   st ge in his  ife. 

He stresse  more the soci  ist  ent in his ch r cter  n  his symp thy for the nee y  n  the 

poor. It is c e r th t ‘      - abu r reconstructed the historical story of al-Hallaj and was 

selective in his choice of what could be presented on stage. We know nothing from the play 

of al-H    j’s f mi y  ife  n  his tr ve s. We   so know  itt e   o t the seven years or more he 

spent in prison, the first court, or the detailed taslib or crucifixion, etc.
13

 As Muhammad ‘Ī  

comments: 

‘      -     r excluded what was not necessary for his work to keep it intact. He did 

not include the marriage of al-Hallaj, his pilgrimage to Mecca, and his travels to 

India. He focused on the last period in al-H    j’s  ife. He   so exc   e  the karamat 

(mir c es)  s he w s not keen on emph sizing the met physic   si e of the S fi’s  ife, 

except the one he showed in prison when he faced flagellation with a smile. This 

karama served to show the strength and bearing of the hero. Lastly, he excluded the 

deification and mahdi (awaited guide) theme as this would do more harm to the 

character than good. (Ī  16 [my tr ns  tion]) 

 

Cert in y ‘      -     r freely interpreted the historical story of al-Hallaj. This is evident 

from the play and is also supported by the comments the writer provided in the appendix. He 

explicitly states that he reconstructed the historical incidents due to the ambiguous nature of 

that period. He even made some changes to the incidents he selected. When it came to issues 

about which historians disagreed, the playwright preferred to overlook them (M ’s t   -     j 

Ma’sāt Al- Allaj 125). It seems th t ‘      -     r did not want to get involved into the 

details of al-H    j’s  ife,  n  he j st w nte  to c pt re the  r m tic moment th t co    

epitomize the political and socialist essence of his unorthodox Sufi preaching. One could say 

then that the character of al-Hallaj here is, to p t it in Sty n’s own wor s, “not  n   thor’s 

raw material: it is his product” (The Elements of Drama 163). 

     The condensation of al-H    j’s story in the tri   scene h s to  o with the   thor’s p rpose. 

Observing this point, ‘Īd comments that “‘      -     r saw al-Hallaj as a religious 

revolutionary, and a socialist preacher whose main duty was to fight injustice and poverty in 
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both senses: spiritual and physical. Thus, he focused on those aspects that show al-Hallaj as a 

man who abhors despotism and seeks justice more than a man of God” (Ī  18 [my 

translation]). Scholars who attempted a chronicle of al-H    j’s  ife common y  gree th t his 

execution was not without political motivation. This tren  is ref ecte   y ‘      -     r’s 

emphasis on the political aspect of al-H    j’s conf ict. The p  ywright p t more stress on   -

H    j’s interest in the socio-political questions of his time, an interest that simply emanates 

from his unorthodox interpretations of religious issues as a Sufi man.  

     Al-H    j’s socio-political views tell of a man aspiring for the spread of justice. However, 

his version of j stice is   person   one where the king is centre   t ’the he rt of the n tion’. 

The ethical aspect is not absent in his doctrine of politics. He stresses the importance of the 

re igio s  spect of po itics where righteo sness of the n tion  epen s  pon the king’s 

righteousness. It is clear that al-Hallaj does not believe in the sovereign immunity. The 

maxim that the king can do no wrong does not fit his thought. In the court scene when Judge 

    ‘Um r to     -Hallaj that God bestowed earthly power on the Caliph and gave justice 

into his h n s: ‘The scales of Justice, and her sword’ (57), his rep y confirmed his rejection 

of the sovereign imm nity: “These c nnot  e held in one and the same hand” (57). Justice is 

the solution for human suffering, justice for all is what he aspires to and if he was given the 

opportunity to offer people in power any advice, he wo     sk them not to “neglect to pour 

the wine of authority into the c ps of j stice” (16). Al-Hallaj believes in a nation where all 

members of society have a communal responsibility, rulers and ruled alike, where rulers will 

“grant people their rights,/ And the people will render them theirs” (16). 

     Al-Hallaj does not question the political issues of his time for their sake. He does so for 

the sake of the poor class. He expressed his concern over the spread of poverty in society. He 

equates poverty to evi . For him, evi  is “The poverty of the poor;/ The h nger of the h ngry” 

(12). As a Sufi, he also focuses on the spiritual aspect of poverty. He would envisage poverty 

 s “the soul oppressed;/ Poverty is the use of deprivation to humiliate men,/ To kill love and 

plant hatred” (69).  

     Al-H    j’s S fi morality prevented him from adopting violence as a way of protest. Not 

only this, it provided him with sufficient patience to withstand physical suffering and spiritual 

anguish. His body was immune against flogging in the prison and his soul resisted collapse in 

harsh times. However, it is the same Sufism that brought him death as he revealed his secrets 

and intervened as a Sufi in politics.   

     From the very  eginning of the p  y, ‘      -  bu r starts to build up an image of al-Hallaj 
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reminiscent of that of Jesus Christ on the cross as portrayed in the Bible. The image of a man 

crucified to a tree is very telling. Historical sources reveal that al-Hallaj was crucified twice, 

with the first one intended only as a humiliation and warning, making an example of him for 

others to consider (Massignon 90). On the second occasion al-Hallaj was beheaded, and his 

limbs were torn before his body was burnt. Massignon refers to the association between al-

H    j’s ‘t s i ’  n  the  e th of  es s. He comments: “The S fi so rces h ve this secon  

taslib lasting one whole night before the decapitation; to them this is the central image of the 

martyr connected explicitly with the crucifixion of Jesus” (Massignon 207). It is possi  e th t 

‘      -      r  rew this im ge from M ssignon’s  ppro ch to   -Hallaj. However, following 

the ancient Greek theatrical tradition of abstaining from showing vio ence onst ge, ‘      -

     r did not present the scene of al-H    j’s  ec pit tion   t s ffice  to  isp  y its 

aftermath: a man crucified on a tree. Once this image is set from the outset on stage, its rich 

significance influences the audience reception of the incidents. Thus set, this iconic image is 

intensifie    ter on  y the p  ywright’s re ying on re igio s so rces s ch  s the New 

Test ment  n  the Ho y Q ’r n. The references  erive  from these so rces m ke the p  y   

rich intertextual dramatic piece, though not necessarily a religious play in the full sense of the 

term. In Scene III, Act I, al-Hallaj addresses the people in a manner strikingly similar to that 

of Jesus: 

Come to me, O you strangers, O you poor and sick, 

O you with broken hearts and broken limbs. 

My table is set. 

Come to me to eat together the bread of our Lord and Master. 

Come to me, let me guide you to my Lord 

And that which pleases Him. (Murder in Baghdad 26)   

 

Al-H    j’s voice here echoes th t of  es s when he spoke to the crow  s ying: “Come to me, 

all who are weary and whose load is heavy; I will give you rest” (M tthew 11:28). His words 

are also reminiscent of the Last Supper which Jesus shared with his Twelve Apostles and 

disciples.
14
 The tric   y spe king, ‘      -     r complements the emblem of crucifixion set 

at beginning of the play with the vocal resonance of the voice of al-Hallaj from off stage. 

This simple theatrical device which the playwright employed allows the audience a kind of 

figurative space of cognition to construct an image of al-Hallaj before seeing him in both 

instances. The image of al-Hallaj as a Christ figure is extended in the play and one could 
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argue that the whole play is based on the trope of Christ and his disciples.  

     To give more force to this image, the playwright made other personae in the play display 

characteristics similar to those demonstrated by the companions of Jesus. Al-Shibli, with 

whom al-H    j h     ‘very gre t frien ship’  ccor ing to M ssignon
15

, is portrayed as a 

co nterp rt to     s who g i e  the crow  to  es s.   st  s     s w s one of  es s’ c osest 

disciples, one to whom he taught many hidden truths, al-Shibli was also one over whom 

“On y H    j seems to h ve exercise   n incre singly pronounced influence” (Massignon 45). 

In  n  ct reminiscent of     s’ fee ing of remorse  n  repent nce for his  etr y   of  es s’ 

innocent blood, al-Shibli sounds out his penitence to al-H    j’s cr cifie  corpse  s follows: 

My companion, my beloved: 

“H ve we not for i  en yo  the wor  ?” 

… [He   ys the re  rose on the corpse] 

God, I cannot look! 

His memory fills my soul and my thoughts. 

If I had only had such faith as you, 

I would now be crucified next to you. 

But when I faced the inquisition, I wanted to stay alive, 

And I uttered vague words 

When they brought you before the judges. 

I am the one who killed you, 

I am the one who killed you. (Murder in Baghdad 9)  

 

Al-Shi  i’s gest re of throwing   rose is mentione  in M ssignon’s  ook  n  is interprete   s 

‘ n  ct of ch   enge’. Whi e the peop e were stoning   -Hallaj to death, al-Shibli did 

something out of the norm (Massignon 289). ‘      -     r chose the co o r ‘re ’ for the 

rose, perhaps to show that al-Hallaj was so dear to his friend or simply to fit in with a scene 

full of blood. Although al-Shibli was not paid to witness against al-Hallaj, his silence over the 

former’s innocence w s rew r e  tho gh. Th t is why he is h  nte   y   fee ing of g i t th t 

makes him confess his sin here. He was saved from a similar execution when he preferred his 

own safety and let down his closest friend, an act which he himself regards as a kind of 

betrayal. Like Judas, al-Shibli fitted well for the role of letting his companion down from the 

beginning. This is shown later in their flashback conversation in which al-Shibli reveals his 

attitude of secretiveness.  

     As a matter of fact, al-Shibli and al-Hallaj seem to stand at opposite poles despite being 

portrayed as close friends. Whereas al-Hallaj voluntarily contributes his comments on the 
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injustice and poverty spreading through society, al-Shibli opts for silence over what he 

regards as worldly matters. Massignon commented on the remarkable relationship between 

the two, s ying: “The frien ship  etween Hallaj and Shibli, in spite of their differences of 

temperaments, w s very gre t....” (46). The very first words uttered by al-Hallaj to al-Shibli 

reveal the extent of closeness between both. Al-Hallaj, addressing al-Shi  i, s ys: “But, tell 

me, O best of friends” (10). I am not sure if the translation fully expresses this point. When 

tr ns  ting the  ine  s it is mentione  in the  r  ic version, it wi    e: “B t, te   me, O my 

most faithful friend”. Since this is a poetic play, every word has a specific significance that 

he ps sh pe o t the who e constr ction of the piece. The   jective ‘most f ithf  ’ is 

deliberately chosen by the playwright to sharpen with irony al-Shi  i’s st nce  n  the 

betrayal of his friend. 

     The image of the world as demonstrated by al-Shi  i’s wor s  ies in contr st to th t of   -

Hallaj. Having no existence but in his mind, al-Shi  i’s wor   seems to  e   p  tonic one. He 

sees only an ideal image of a metaphysical world and closes his eyes to the real needs of 

everyday life. Al-Shi  i’s egocentric views em n te from the w y he sees the wor  ; the 

world reaches its apotheosis only in his heart: 

I, myself, look down into my heart, 

And I regard it, and I rejoice. 

In my heart, I see trees and fruit, 

Angels, worshippers, moons, 

Green and yellow suns, rivers, 

Golden jewelry, and treasures of rubies. 

I see secrets, and images, 

Each at its best, 

Each in its most beautiful form. (Murder in Baghdad 11) 

  

The Platonism of al-Shibli is opposed by the realism of al-Hallaj who views the world 

 ifferent y. This is    ifference  etween  n ortho ox re igio s m n’s f nt sies  n    

revo  tion ry inte  ect   ’s re  ities. Inste   of the beau ideal of ‘Green  n  ye  ow s ns’,   -

Hallaj sees: 

This Sun, wrapped in the folds of time, 

Rises slowly every morning, and rubs the sleep out of her eyes- 

And with it, mercy. 

Then she continues her cruel journey along the roads, 

Across the squares, over the caravanserais, the  

 Hospitals, the bath houses. 

And, with her red fiery fingers, from the burned 

Earth she gathers 

Images and shadows, weaving from them robes 
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Where blood flows 

Through the warp and woof. (10-11) 

 

The opposition in discourse between both parallels the intellectual one. On the level of 

language structure, al-H    j’s wor s so n  m ch more re  ted to reality than those of al-

Shi  i. We know on y of ‘this’ S n, the one we see every   y. The  se of the  eterminer 

‘this’ in ic tes how c ose   -Hallaj is to the daily issues and the suffering of the people. On 

the other h n , we know nothing of ‘green  n  ye  ow s ns’ which   -Shibli describes except 

in fairy tales or fantasy stories. Al-Hallaj is thus shown as a man of the people even in the 

rhetoric of his speech. He believes that the cultured religious man has a prophet-like role to 

play in society. Explaining to al-Shibli why God illuminates the hearts of particular 

individuals, al-H    j s ys: “They  re chosen so th t they c n give     nce to/ this sick 

wor  ,/ She  ing Go ’s  ight on the poor in heart” (11). Unlike the orthodox view of Sufism, 

al-H    j’s view is th t the re igio s m n co    not rem in iso  te  from peop e, he h s to 

guide those around him. Like Jesus, al-Hallaj was destined to fulfill a mission. Al-Shibli, in 

lieu, opts for withdrawing from participation in the community as a kind of protecting his 

‘zuhd’  n  keeping his f ith int ct. He expresses his  nxiety  s th s: “I fe r th t if I sink 

among the mob,/ then I would set my sight upon the world,/ See its prosperity, and wish for 

comfort, for wealth;/ And seeing hardship, guard against it./ The Light would then die out 

within my heart” (12). It is clear that whereas al-Hallaj sees himself as one of the mob, al-

Shi i i  ooks  own  pon them. The ver  ‘sink’ expresses we   how iso  te    -Shibli is from 

others. This haughty aristocratic bent may be attributed to his pre-Sufi social status. 

According to Massignon, al-Shibli was a feudal man of fortune before embracing Sufism: 

“Shi  i’s resigning of his fief is presente  to  s  s coming  t the s me time  s his conversion 

to mysticism” (Massignon 44). That al-Shibli is a type of man who has self-centred views is 

something to which al-Hallaj spontaneously and sarcastically alluded when Ibrahim Ibn Fatiq 

enters h rrie  y with   st nne   ook on his f ce. “Be c  m”,   -H    j re ss res him, “For   -

Shibli, all is well/ As long as we are well” (15). It is also something exposed by al-Shi  i’s 

conviction th t “E ch m n m st fin  the ro   to his own s  v tion” (15).   

     To intensify our perception of al-Hallaj  s   Christ- ike fig re, ‘      -     r employs 

another incident in the play to support this trope. In the Scene III of Act I, when the police 

officers decided to arrest al-Hallaj, the poor crowd of his followers attempted to interfere to 

rescue him from their h n s. This is how ‘      -     r  escri es the inci ent: “The crow  

moves forward; they are noisy; they shake their fists, about to fight the law offices” (32). 
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There is   striking simi  rity  etween the crow s’  ttempt to  efen    -Halaj and Peter’s 

initiative to defend Jesus in the garden. While shaking their fists, the crowd echo the disciples 

shaking of their swords. Also, the situation ends with al-H    j’s  sking them to stop t king 

 ction: “No, my frien s/ Don’t worry   o t me;/ I entr st you with my words./ Go back, go 

back” (32). This se f ess  ct of s crifice rec   s the wor s of  es s in   simi  r sit  tion “No 

more of this.” (L ke 22:51) 

      It is not a coincidence that among the crowd are the characters of Lame, Leper, and 

Hunchback. ‘      -     r brought them to remind the audience of Jesus and the miracles he 

did. Of course, al-Hallaj is not shown as a man of miracles in the play and the three 

malformed men throw doubts on his ability to heal them physically but certainly they admit 

his influence on their awareness of themselves and the world around them. Whereas the 

H nch  ck c e r y expresses his  o  ts: “Yes, I  ove the reveren  Sh ykh,/ B t I won er,/ 

C n he str ighten my   ck?” (23), the L me  n  the Leper express the hi  rio s feeling they 

experience when they  re c ose to him. L me: “When I he r his wor s, I fee / Th t I c n  en  

my  eg, I c n r n, I c n p  y…/ B t  s soon  s I  e ve his presence,/ The sh  ow of  o  t, 

 o  t of my own power,/ come over me” (24). Leper: “When I see him, I feel as if the sun 

h   he r  my p e , /  n  h    ye  the h mi i ting spots on my skin…/ B t  s soon  s I  e ve 

him, I wr p myse f in my r gs/  n  hi e my sores, my  ff iction, my  ise se.” (24)   tho gh 

the deformed men are sceptical of his ability to heal them, they are the ones who first suggest 

freeing him from the po ice officers’ h n s. L me: “The officers  re serv nts of the S  t n/ 

What business do they have with  ove? / Let’s resc e him” (32). It is clear that al-Hallaj did 

not have the ability to do a miracle and to heal them, for al-Hallaj even does not ask for 

mir c es: “I  m not  sking the Lor  for   mir c e” (19),   t his wor s co     o wh t co    be 

reg r e   s  oing more th n   mir c e. He p ts     f ith in his wor s: “…  t my wor s will 

not f i / For e rs sh    come  n  receive wh t they he r” (17). For     the tr gic h r ships 

facing him, al-Hallaj had a hopeful vision that his words will be of much use one day. The 

writer wants us not to give hope and to turn our minds to the fut re. It is the L me’s  r very 

and consciousness which proved that al-H    j’s wor s r ise  the  w reness of the crow   n  

exposed the injustice of the ruler. ʻ      -     r’s use of multiple voices in the play enriches 

the text and serves to focus the light on al-Hallaj from different perspectives.         

     It is clear that the author turned to the New Testament as a reference in his portrayal of Al-

Hallaj as a Chirst-like figure. This is not just apparent in the details of the incidents 

incorporated in the play, it is clear also in the diction of the playwright. The vocabulary of the 
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classic Biblical version in Arabic could be easily recognised by the audience and vocabulary 

is very revealing here. Al-Hallaj could be regarded also in a sense, to use Eric Bent ey’s 

wor s,  s ‘the Christi n’ hero who  oes “ ive for his fe  ows” (Bentley 49).     

     As the main character in the play, Al-Hallaj could be described as a man of both 

revolutionary and submissive bents. While this may appear paradoxical, we could see the two 

attitudes co-existing uncontroversially in one character. Al-Hallaj was revolutionary in the 

sense that he stood boldly against the injustice of the authorities and did not keep silence over 

the miserable conditions and the suffering of others. He was that type of unorthodox religious 

man who felt it was his duty to take a stand and help the poor get their rights.  

     On the other side, al-Hallaj was completely submissive to his fate. He even went that extra 

step and welcomed death and physical pain. This aspect of fatalism in the character of al-

Hallaj as shown in the play could be traced in the poetry of the real Hallaj. In a surviving two 

 ine poem c   e  “M n  n  F te”,   -H    j writes: “Oh seer, wh t co    man do and his fate 

is   re  y set?/ He threw him into the se   n   ske  him not to get wet!” (Diwan al-Hallaj 19 

[My translation]). For all his revolutionary spirit, al-Hallaj surrenders to his belief in fatalism. 

This raises the question of what kind of tragic hero outline al-Hallaj fits. 

       tho gh ‘      -     r mentioned that he followed the Greek tragic frame in his play, I 

would argue that, as a protagonist, al-Hallaj falls short of fulfilling the conditions of the 

image of the Greek tragic hero. This is al-H    j’s tr gic f  w  s he  rtic   te  it: “[To 

himself]… h,   t woe  e to me, I  m  eing  e  to my  ownf    thro gh my pri e./ B t … 

how … sho    I  e ve these wor s  nspoken? [To the law officer] Listen then, and say what 

you will./ I loved Him who is just/ And He gave to me exactly as I gave to Him” (31). As the 

author comments on his hero:  

I preferred to follow the most traditional and most surviving of all tragic forms; the 

Greek one. A tragic hero and his hamartia are the subject of my play. His flaw is 

tragic as I understood from Aristotle, a flaw that results from an error he did not 

commit, but it is one in his character.... Al-H    j’s f  w is his  isc osing of his 

relationship to God and the motivation behind it is his feeling of conceit of what he 

got. (Hayātī fī al-shi'r 118 – 119 [My Translation])  

  

However, Al-Hallaj displayed a salient feature that makes him an anti-hero of the Greek 

tragic protagonist. He did not resist what seemed to be his fate, he just blindly follows what 

he reckoned to be unchangeable destined course of life. This full submission to fate creates an 

interesting theo ogic    n  po itic    e  te here. In ee , the   thor’s  n erst n ing of 

Aristotle is sound but when it comes to the representation of his hero he could not reconcile 
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the hero’s monotheistic views and belief in fatalism to Aristotelian theory. What is 

remarkable also is that al-Hallaj, a religious man as he was, is meant to be a revolutionary 

hero in the play and history tells us that any revolution cannot come out of total submission. 

 s  n rew G rr p t it “Tr ge y is      nket term which, when stretche  to cover  oth 

religion and revolution, is likely to get worn” (Critical Perspectives on WS 141). Change 

always requires a spirit of rebelliousness against the status quo. Given the political situation 

that surrounded al-Hallaj, we come to know that his execution was carried out at the time of 

al-Muqtadir (A.H. 295-320) who was a civil and religious leader of the Abbasid Caliphate, 

the Muslim state of that time. Influenced by the Sassanid
16

 idea of kingship, the Abbasids 

regarded him as a shadow of God on earth. So to challenge him or his decrees meant simply 

at that time to slide into sideways issues of defying the representative of God. From here al-

H    j’s extern   conf ict st rte , especi   y th t he w s contempor ry to po itic    n  soci   

troubles such as the Zanj revolt.  

     The dialogue between al-Hallaj and al-Shibli in Act I reveals a wide spectrum of the 

conflict he faces. As a Sufi, he is torn between following the orthodox method of mystical 

teachings which imposes a type of isolation on the practitioners of Sufism, prohibiting them 

from any kind of invo vement in peop e’s  ff irs or   i y  ife iss es,  n  his own w y of 

reasoning things which sees politics as a matter of concern to each and every member of 

society, including the Sufi. Al-H    j’s or e  s st rte  when he    owe  himse f to  e 

involved in politics and at this stage he is shown as unable to think his way through this 

impasse. The fluctuation al-Hallaj suffers is noticed when he says to al-Shi  i: “Do not fi   

my soul with disbelief, O Shibli” (14). He then contin es: “Yo  frighten me in my own 

house,/ And there, outside, the market-place frightens me;/ Your words pull me to the right/ 

And my re son p   s me to the  eft” (15). The protagonist is at a crossroad and he must 

choose one way to go through. The spatial imagery used here is not witho t po itic   

    sions, especi   y if we know th t ‘      -     r was a passionate advocate of socialism. 

Al-H    j’s re son resists the ortho ox right, known for its extremism, and he is more 

inclined to freedom, triumph for the poor, and equal treatment for all classes. It is these issues 

that preoccupied the writer himself in reality.  

                                                           
16

 The Sassanid Empire (224 AD to 651BC) was the last pre-Islamic Persian Empire. Persians helped Abbasids 

to est   ish their C  iph te  n  hence they inherite  from them the tr  ition of seeing the r  er  s the ‘sh  ow of 

Go  on e rth’. 
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For me the greatest values are those of honesty, freedom, and justice. And the worst 

vices are lying, tyranny, and injustice.... My poetry in general is a glorification of 

these values and a condemnation of their opposites, as these values are my heart, my 

wo n ,  n  my knife. I  on’t mere y fee  p in for it, I   ee . (Hayātī fī al-shi'r 88-89) 

[my translation]    

The issue of justice is very important to Soyinka as well. Injustice is the most abhorrent 

enemy of the Nigerian writer. He has always been involved in fighting for freedom and 

 g inst tyr nny  n  repression. “For me j stice is the first con ition of h m nity,” Soyink  

tells us in his prison notes (Man Died 95).  The Man Died (1972) portrays in a touching style 

and a moving tone a very detestable experience. His anti-tyranny attitude is summed up in the 

subtitle of the  ook: “The m n  ies in     who keep si ent in the f ce of tyr nny” (13). “More 

than any other member of his generation, Wole Soyinka has consistently and courageously 

spoken o t  g inst tyr nny,  r t  ity  n  inj stice in wh tever form”, Yemi Og n iyi 

comments (Before our Very Eyes 53).  

     At the end of the scene, al-H    j’s perform nce re ches   crescen o when he,    ressing 

God, undresses himself of his ‘kherka’, the symbol of Sufism, following the dictates of 

reason. Upon discarding the Sufi cloak, al-H    j’s  o y  ecomes  n o ject on the st ge. It no 

longer lies within the domain of privacy. Al-H    j’s expos re of his  o y is  r m tic   y 

significant as once exposed, it is no longer a subjective body that belongs to him  s  n 

in ivi    . The stripping of   -H    j   so  enotes th t he  ec me free from     m n-m  e 

 on s  n  tr nscen e  the imp sse he f ce . ‘      -     r attempts to stage the body on 

more than one occasion as a double object of bondage and freedom. It is his body crossed on 

the tree, flogged and detained in the prison, and decapitated by the court. It is the same body 

that resists the desire for food and makes al-H    j won er: “W s it not f sting which p t my 

wasted body/ To sleep in the trunk of a palm tree?” (20). It is the same body that does without 

the Sufi cloak.  

     The moment of discarding the Kherka is dramatically decisive in the play. It denotes the 

stage in which al-Hallaj strips himself away from being a Sufi man. Now, he is no longer the 

re igio s m n  s m ch  s he is   revo ting fig re,   m n of re son,  n inte  ect     n    

thinker. This is the ro e in which ‘      -     r is more interested. From this moment 

onwards, al-H    j’s   ng  ge  ecomes  o  er in criticising the miser   e con itions of 

society. Protesting alone will no longer suffice, he is determined now to outreach people in 

the street: “Yo   sk me, wh t  o I inten  to  o?/ I inten  to go to the peop e/ And tell them 

  o t Go ’s wi  ” (21). It is a turning point as well from the theoretical level to the practice 
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of resistance. Still, following his reason does not contradict with being religious. He just 

 ecomes free from the   r ens of the convention   view of re igion. The p r  ox in “This is 

Your Vestment,/ The mark of our servitude to You,/ I abandon it! I cast if (sic) off, so that 

yo  m y  e p e se  with me!” (22). Abandoning the cloak is an obvious mark that al-Hallaj 

achieved victory over his doubts. The audience could perceive by this symbolic undressing 

that his conflict is resolved. Of course, casting the cloak away gives the impression that the 

liberal part of him prevailed and the orthodox view of Sufism no longer had power or allure 

as long as it ignored the plights of thousands of poor people caused by injustice. 

     Al-Hallaj is portrayed as facing a series of ordeals that lead eventually to the final conflict 

between him and the authorities. At this point, the hero overcomes his inward conflict only to 

confront another. The prison ordeal highlights this new conflict through the emblematic 

actions of the hero and his dialogue with the two other prisoners. Now that the hero decided 

to outreach the crowd to move them against injustice, he has to choose which means of 

resistance serves his ideology best. He is torn between the s/word as the right means of 

forcing change. In Act II, Scene I, al-Hallaj is mistakenly flogged by the prison guard as a 

p nishment for the f ss c  se   y other prisoners. The hero’s fortit  e, p tience  n  pe cef   

resistance could foretell his inclination to use the word, not the sword, as appropriate means 

of resistance. It is true that al-Hallaj now is a promising leader of a revolution but after all, he 

is a model of a cultured man facing the state police men.  

     Whereas the second prisoner,  nother version of   c  t re  m n  n   e to f  fi  his 

 m itions, recommen s the swor   s the effective me ns of confronting the inj stice of st te, 

  -H    j seems more inc ine  to the wor . S ch  s in  ct I, where ‘      -     r presents 

two characters holding opposing ideologies and opinions, in Act II we see another opposition. 

Although al-Hallaj and the second prisoner seem to adopt the same ideology, resisting 

injustice, they differ on how to implement it. As al-Hallaj abstains from using the sword, the 

other prisoner favours it. This, I would argue, should not be construed as an indication of al-

H    j’s   ck of courage to do so. It is just the fact that he believes   swor ’s mist ke simp y 

means losing an innocent life. This is expressed in his: “I  o not fe r c rrying one,/ B t I fe r 

walking with one at my side;/ For a sword in a blind hand becomes the instrument of blind 

death” (49 – 50). Al-H    j’s wor s h ve   h ge inf  ence as the blind flogging by the guard 

still having a considerable amount of resonance in the beginning of the same scene. ‘      -

     r seems to systematically follow a dramatic technique that foregrounds the action/image 

and makes it substantively foreshadow the thesis presented.  
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     As a tragic hero, al-H    j’s essential flaw lies in his incapacity to make his own choice. 

His conviction is that the course of his life is already drawn for him by the Lord. He believes 

that all his deeds are predestined since the beginning of the world. This strong sense of 

fatalism, the inevitability of escaping something chosen by the Lord, and the complete 

surrender to that sense is paradoxical with the Western traditional view of the tragic hero. The 

tragic hero knows that he is fated but all he does is to challenge fate and to deal with the 

unavoidable as voidable. Even when he hypothetically reckons that he has the free will to 

choose, al-Hallaj remains in perplexity. Al-Hallaj clearly voices this perplexity when he says:  

...is He calling me to make my own choice? 

Suppose I do make my own choice; what would I choose? 

To raise my voice, 

Or to raise my sword? 

What would I choose? 

What would I choose? (51) 

 

Al-H    j’s view is th t m king one’s choice is   h ge responsi i ity,     r en th t  rings 

suffering. Consequently, his indecisiveness is one of the causes of his ordeal. Immediately 

after this speech delivered by al-Hallaj, the playwright gives his notes as such: [The stage 

darkens gradually until it is completely dark, to indicate the passage of time....] (51). The 

darkness of the stage does not merely suggest the passage of time in this particular dramatic 

moment, but it also offers a visual representation of al-H    j’s  ewi  erment  n  in  i ity to 

choose. The implications of darkness for al-Hallaj include punishment and suffering. He 

already expressed this by word a few lines before the st ge  ec me   rk. He won ers: “Is the 

Lor  p nishing me in my so    n  in my f ith,/ Conce  ing His  ight from my eyes?” (50). 

     The interesting aspect of the tragic hero here is that he is not completely immobilized by 

conflict and indecision. Although al-Hallaj expresses his indecisiveness, we could infer from 

the traits of his personality and his reactions in more than one incident that he is cautious not 

to disturb the peace of the state. Once al-Hallaj made his difficult choice and opted for his 

voice (the word) as the proper means of resisting injustice, he is immediately faced with 

another conflict. The new conflict is not external as much as it is embedded in his very choice 

of using his voice. He alludes to it in his dialogue with the first prisoner. One of the things al-

H    j  ss mes to  e   possi  e re son for his perp exity  ies in the  se of   ng  ge itse f: “Or 

h ve v g e i e s/  n  the c o  s of v g e  tter nces hi  en His  ight from my eyes?” (51) It 

is not surprising then that the aura of vagueness that surrounds al-H    j’s   ng  ge r ises   

big question mark over his faith in the court scene. Indeed, al-H    j’s innocence is   rie  
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under his vague language and the only judge that has a degree of sympathy with him quit the 

court,  e ving him to f ce   sentence of  ec pit tion. The prison scene en s with the g  r ’s 

telling al-Hallaj of his trial day. Al-H    j’s  e ief in f t  ism is emph size  when he 

expresses his content with the news: “This is the  est thing Go  h s given me./ God has 

chosen./ Go  h s chosen.” (52) For   -Hallaj, it is God who always chooses even if the choice 

is his,  n   fter     Go ’s choice is the  est for him.    

     Like O  n e in Soyink ’s p  y,   -Hallaj could be seen as representative of the dilemma of 

the modern Middle-Eastern intellectual. It is worth noting that the undercurrents in al-H    j’s 

dramatic dialogue reveal more of an intellectual man than a Sufi. The religious figure 

projected in the play may wear another mask, that of the intellectual who st n s  g inst the 

st te. He is the em o iment of the  i emm  of the   thor himse f. Like m ny inte  ect   s of 

his time, ‘      -     r was vulnerable to a political and metaphysical sense of anguish. He 

found in al-Hallaj the model that reflects this sense of anguish which the playwright himself 

suffered. Al-Hallaj envisaged himself as a man of high social and spiritual mission. And 

although he knew that his efforts could be doomed to defeat, he put his faith in his words. 

When al-Shibli warned him that even his friends whom he trust might let him down when 

they would come to power, al-Hallaj blamed himself for his own futility but never lost faith 

in his words. Al-Hallaj: 

Well, then I would have failed; but my words will not fail 

For ears shall come and receive what they hear, 

And through them my words shall sink into hearts; 

The hearts shall make gauntlets from my words 

To strengthen the arms; 

And throngs shall move towards the light, and 

Shall not return 

Until they have lit the souls of defeated and suffering men 

With the bright light of the sun. (Murder in Bghdad 17-18)   

 

     Like all committed intellectuals, al-Hallaj felt the urge to speak with and for others, to 

stand for the marginalized, to give voice to the mute, and to represent the unrepresentable. He 

was committed to a quarrel with authorities, to an intense antagonism, not necessarily one of 

violence. Al-Hallaj was also caught in a deeper and more complex personal conflict, he 

seemed to oscillate between the Sufi secretive way of life and the urge to reveal injustice in 

society. Massignon came across what could be seen as the motive behind al-H    j’s choice 

of divulgence. He wonders: 
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Did he (al-Hallj) really betray his Sufi brothers by giving himself over to a public    

apostolate of mysticism, in opposition to the rule, held to by Islam, of not throwing 

pe r s to swine? One piece from H    j’s Diwan, revealing a truly sarcastic irony with 

reg r  to the  iscip ine of the S fis’  rc n m, shows th t in this he w s fo  owing the 

advice of Hasan Basri, prophesising to those who do not want to be delivered of what 

they have conceived to be good, that their womb will burst open (Massignon 288).   

 

Al-Hallaj was a man besieged from all sides. If he overlooked the poverty of the poor, he 

would fee  g i ty: “Sometimes I think I re   there; ‘Now yo  see me;/ B t yo   re  fr i  to 

see me. God c rse yo r hypocrisy’” (12). If someone else other than al-Hallaj were in his 

situation, he would just lead a peaceful and quiet Sufi life. But the intellectual hero was aware 

that it was his mission to meddle in affairs that others, such as al-Shibli, saw as outside their 

ken.  

     Al-Shibli stands here for a contrary type of intellectual in the binary image the playwright 

depicts in the play. He represents the ascetic scholar with fear of death and indifference to 

human suffering. His significance is to highlight the other side of the coin, to show the 

discrepancy between those who die for their words and those who buy their lives with them. 

The playwright gives us sufficient space to compare the two scholars. Their speeches and 

actions tell what kind of intellectual life they advocated. At the end of the play, we could see 

that al-Hallaj is dead but he is shown as triumphant though on the cross whereas al-Shibli is 

  ive   t he is shown  s  efe te , s ffering with   repent nt so  . Witho t ever imposing his 

view on the    ience, ‘      -     r subtly orients them toward a feeling of pity for al-Hallaj 

and a feeling of contempt for al-Shibli. The audience are expecte  to fee  symp thy for   -

H    j  ec  se his  ife w s s crifice  for peop e  ike them. He  ie   ec  se he stoo   g inst 

 n   thority th t w s not m ch  ifferent from the one in power now. It is  s if ‘      -     r 

attacks authorities and depicts the anguish of the intellectual from outside. He used al-Hallaj 

as a shield to send his message and simultaneously avoid a direct clash with the people in 

power.   

     Al-Hallaj regards himself not only as a man with a mission, but a man with a vision as 

well. As an intellectual, he would condone one thing as a means to fight for justice and 

freedom; words. He is aware that violence begets violence and evil cannot be fought by evil. 

“I possess nothing   t wor s./ So  et the w n ering win s c rry my wor s/  n  let me 

impress them upon paper, a testimony of a visionary man” (69). The tragic irony of the play 

is  emonstr te   y the  se of ‘wor s’. Where s   -Hallaj attempted to use words to protect 

the crow ’s rights, they  se  wor s to ki   him. When the Merch nt asked the crowd if they 
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killed al-H   j with their h n s, they  nswere : “No- with wor s.” (4) Of co rse, there is   

huge difference between the words of the committed intellectual which are used with 

consciousness, and those of the crowd which are dictated to them. Al-Hallaj voiced his words 

and paid the price; his life. The Crowd said their words and received the bribe.  

Crowd: They gave us each a pure gold dinar, 

Shiny, never touched before. 

They s i , “Sho t ‘Heretic! Heretic!’” 

 We sho te , “Heretic! Heretic!” 

They s i , “Sho t ‘Let him  e ki  e , his   oo   e on o r he  s!’” 

We sho te , “Let him  e ki  e , his   oo   e on o r he  s!” 

Then they s i : “Go.”  n  we went. (5) 

 

The tragic hero risked his life for the crowd who eventually let him down. They used the very 

same means he used to protest against the state, words, but to hypocritically obey the 

authorities rather than resist them.  

     The other group that helped kill al-Hallaj with his words were his Sufi followers. Their 

motivation is, of course,  ifferent from th t of the crow . “we  ove  his wor s/ More th n we 

 ove  him,/ So we  et him  ie so th t his wor s might  ive” (6), is the re son  ehin  their   ck 

of support shown to him in the court. What the S fis  i  w s th t they “hanged him with his 

words/ And thereby raised him upon a tree” (8). Al-Hallaj, thus, is presented as a model of 

the intellectual who values words more than his own life, a model that would die wilfully and 

courageously for his words to live after him.  

     Al-Hallaj takes it as his duty to speak for others and considers himself a voice for the 

voiceless. It is not just a voice that cries out in protest, but a voice that expresses a vision. But 

al-Hallaj went through different stages before his voice could gain confidence. In the 

 eginning, it w s “O Shi  i!/ Yo  m st give me time to think; yes, I m st think.” (15), then it 

 eve ope  to “Wh t wo    I choose?/ To r ise my voice,/ or to r ise my swor ?”,   s ying 

that expresses his being caught in a crossfire, until he reaches the state of being a visionary 

man. Al-H    j’s  eve opment  s  n inte  ect    then fo  ows   p ttern which the p  ywright 

attempts to present dramatically through dialogue. The crisis of the inte  ect    is   never-

en ing one. ‘      -     r presents this theme in numerous plays. In Night Traveller, the 

p ssenger fights the con  ctor’s vio ence with poetry  n  wise s yings. In Leila and the 

Madman, the intellectual journalists differ on which means they could use to fight back 

against colonisation: words or guns. They oscillate between using violence and using art to as 

a proper act for liberation.   
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     Al-Hallaj felt the impossibility of remaining silent whatever the risk is. The urge to speak 

up, to make his voice audible, was so irresistible and morally desired. If silence means a way 

of s feg  r ing the ro   to one’s own s  v tion for   -Shibli and other Sufi men, it would 

me n nothing   t ‘hypocrisy’ in the eyes of   -Hallaj. For his is not indeed a personal 

suffering, it is the suffering of the crowd masked by his initiation to put the whole 

responsibility on his shoulders. It was he, not anyone else in the play, who decided to speak 

on behalf of the crowd. It was he who decided to take the lead and see death in the eye. It was 

he who wilfully accepted to speak in the name of the deprived. He represents the figure of the 

intellectual who refuses to acquiesce, whose patience is fathomless. He chose the way of 

protest and struggled hard to keep his dignity as a human till the end. Thus, he deserves to be 

at the centre of this tragic play and live immortally in the memory of writers, intellectuals, 

and ordinary people from different cultures. 

     In his  rtic e, “ r  ic Dr m   n  Islamic Belief-System in Egypt”, Ko e Omotoso  rg es 

that when it comes to religious plays Arab playwrights
17

 of the 1960s could be classified into 

two groups: either influenced by Western traditions in their plays or providing propaganda 

for the morality of Islam (African Literature Today 104). Omotoso’s gener   and rather rigid 

classification of Arab playwrights falls short when it comes to   writer s ch  s ‘      -     r, 

particularly when approaching his Murder in Baghdad, in which the Western influence is 

h r  y visi  e  n  yet it st rts from  n Is  mic re igio s experience  n  evo ves into   serio s 

tr ge y. ‘      -     r’s Murder in Baghdad is his theatrical debut and it stands as a different 

play from the neo-classic and realistic plays written before the 1952 Egyptian revolution. Its 

language, let alone its subject, is itself a revolution against traditional patterns of writing. 

Written in blank verse or al-sh’ir al-hur (free verse) as it is called in Arabic, the play differs 

from other plays written during th t perio  in c  ssic poetry or prose. ‘      -     r’s  re 

generally classified as literary plays, written for an educated audience. However, through the 

use of simple but powerful fus-ha (standard Arabic) in this play, he managed to both 

highlight the solemnity of its subject and reach to a wide range of audience effectively.  

     But for all the religious signs th t   o n  in Soyink   n  ‘      -     r’s  r m , we 

could perceive some scattered remarks of heresy that pervade their works as well. It is true 

that their main characters act under a powerful religious conviction, but still there are 

                                                           
17

 Omotoso mentions Tawfiq al-Hakim and Ali Ahmad Ba-Kathir as examples, both were contemporary to ʻ    

  -   ūr.  
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moments of blasphemy spotted in their lives.   tho gh the term ‘heresy’- originally from 

Greek- as Valentine Cunningham points out, meant neutral positioning of the self, a choice or 

a preference of an idea over another that is not necessarily right or wrong, it lost its neutral 

connotations to mean only wrong choice in the Christian era (Figures of Heresy 1). In Arabic 

the term is ‘hartakah’, derived as well from its Greek source. Likewise, in Islamic theology it 

has only negative associations as in the Christian theological discourse. 

     Al-Hallaj, for example, could be seen as a heretic man in his interpretation of some 

theological matters. He had a strong faith but he embarked on a conceptual revision of this 

faith on a large scale, aiming to influence the masses. He carried the burden of not only 

revising his personal faith, but that of the people as well. When al-Shibli told him that evil is 

rooted in the world and it is a part of the universe vicissitudes, al-Hallaj showed symptoms of 

  sh ken  e ief. “Do yo  me n to s y…?/ No, No./ Do not fi   my so   with  is e ief, O 

Shi  i.” (14) It is   moment which in ic tes th t   -H    ’s f ith is not imm c   te  n  is not 

free from weakness.  

      s   res  t of his frien ’s wor s,   -Hallaj indulged himself in a sweeping revision of his 

faith both in form and substance. His starting point is to think, and to take good time to do so: 

“Yo  m st give me time to think; yes, I m st think.” (15) His first act of revising the 

orthodoxy of Sufi faith is abandoning the Vestment, the symbol of obedience and faith. 

“Witness my o th O Go :/ This is Yo r Vestment,/ The m rk of o r servit  e to Yo , I 

abandon it! I cast if (sic) off, so that You may be p e se  with me!” (22) is   st tement th t 

marks the beginning of his revision.   

     Al-Hallaj is of course a symbol of dissent from the religious orthodoxy of his age. His 

approach of integrating religion and politics in order to lead the crowd for an evolution would 

not be accepted by those of traditional views. The state would not accept that and the court 

 ske  the crow  to  ec  re him  s   ‘heretic’. Crow : “They s i , “Sho t ‘Heretic! Heretic!’” 

/ We sho te , “Heretic! Heretic!” (5). But what makes the court and state accuse al-Hallaj of 

being   ‘heretic’? The  n ec  re  re sons  re of co rse po itic  . By t rning the crow  

against the state and pushing them to ask for their rights, al-Hallaj would cause troubles to the 

authorities. As an intellectual, al-Hallaj represented danger to the state, he was a source of 

i   min tion,  n   n  gent who strive  to r ise peop e’s conscio sness of their miser   e 

conditions.  

     As a Sufi, al-Hallaj describes his religious state and love for God in a language 

exclusively understood by the Sufi – wh t M ssignon c   s ‘the S fis’  rc n m’- and hence 
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ordinary people did not possess the knowledge to grasp its possible connotation and decipher 

its hidden messages. This argument between al-Hallaj and police officers throws light on how 

representatives of state would interpret his words: 

Law Officer: [Pointing to Hallaj]  

                     Do you mean that this worn out frame is part of God, 

                     And that the Almighty is scattered among the people? 

Hallaj:          Yes, a broken frame is part of Him when it is pure, 

                     And He, the Almighty, is in every man without distinction; 

                     He is Light, and this does not reduce by a single iota His light. 

Third Law Officer: Then you are a God, like Him, since you are a part of him. 

Hallaj: May God protect you, my son! Why do you stir me up 

            And make me reveal my secret?  

            Do you not know that love is a secret between two lovers? 

            It is a relationship which, if made public, defiles our honour; 

            For when the Beloved gratified us with union, we had delight: 

            We entered the secret place, 

            We were given food and drink, 

            We danced and we were danced with; 

            We sang and we were sung to; 

            We revealed our inner thoughts and inner  

            Thoughts were revealed to us; 

            We promised and were promised, 

            And when morning came, we separated. 

            But we had made a covenant that I should keep the secret 

            Until I lie in my tomb, silenced by death. 

Law Officer: Enough, old man; such speech is heresy- (30-31) 

 

Al-Hallaj fell in the web of language and could not loosen himself from its fetters. He used 

ordinary words to express sublime religious concepts. As a Sufi, Al-Hallaj was trained up in 

knowledge of religion that was not available to the folk who thought that his terms indicated 

what seemed to them to be of a heretical nature.  

     In Soyink ’s Death and the King’s Horseman, two characters show signs of heresy 

towards their religions. Simon Pilkings and Elesin Oba, portrayed as representatives of 

Christianity and Pagan Yoruba religion respectively, exhibit blasphemous attitudes in the 

play. Mr. Pilkings displays little respect for any religion whatsoever. He appears at moments 

as the representative of an anti-theological thought. He neither respects the indigenous pagan 

re igion of Yor    peop e nor Christi nity. For ex mp e, to Mr. Pik ings the ‘eg ng n’ 

costume represents nothing more than fancy-dress. He is not able to value its spiritual 

significance for the local pagans as a symbol of death and embodiment of ancestral spirits. 

Soyinka captures its significance in other plays such as The Road, Murano dies while wearing 

them and hence his death temporarily froze up. Even Amusa who is a Muslim and whom Mr. 
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Pi kings wo    pr ise  s someone who “… oesn’t  e ieve in  ny m m o-j m o” (Death 24) 

fe t shocke   t the sight of the Pi kings’   ck of respect for the costume. It is a dramatic 

moment which Soyink  c pt res in  et i : “He peeps thro gh  n  o serves the   ncing 

couple, reacting with what is obviously a long-standing bewilderment. He stiffens suddenly, 

his expression changes to one of disbelief and horror” (Death 24). Amusa knows the limits 

beyond which he cannot go and when it comes to the native religious pre-Christian, pre-

Islamic Yoruba pagan beliefs, it is respect that must be shown regardless of personal 

convictions. He translates into Nigerian English vernacular the sacred status of the ritual 

cost me: “M   m, I  rrest the ring-leaders who make trouble but me I no touch egungun. 

That egungun itse f, I no to ch.  n  I no    se ‘ m. I  rrest the ring e  er   t I tre t 

egungun with respect (Death 25). Am s ’s respect for the ‘eg ng n’ cost me c nnot  e 

merely taken from a religious point of view, that is his new religion did not drain him of the 

respect demanded for ancient religious legends, but it could be also understood at least from a 

cultural point of view  s p rt of his ‘tri    memory’. 

     When the recently converted Joseph could not tell him what the drumming was about, 

Simon won ere : “Don’t te   me     th t the ho y w ter nonsense   so wiped out your tribal 

memory” (Death 30). This instance shows c e r y Mr. Pi k ings’ o tright sec   riz tion. 

What he says subverts the role assigned to missionaries. Simon’s heretic   st tement  i  not 

pass without comment from his wife Jane who reminds him of the effort done by 

missionaries to convert the colonised: 

It’s not my pre ching yo  h ve to worry   o t, it’s the pre ching of the mission ries 

who preceded you here. When they make converts, they really convert them. Calling 

holy water nonsense to our Joseph is really like insulting the Virgin Mary before a 

Roman Catholic (Death 30-31). 

 

Soyinka skilfully moves from the particular to the general, using a single incident to 

comment on a bigger historical phenomenon. The signific nce of ‘o r  oseph’ in ic tes how 

the Pilkings position themselves in their relation to the native. Simon would apologise to 

Joseph only when Jane warned him that Joseph could possibly leave them. Even his apology 

w s s i  ‘ etween gritte  teeth’ to  isp  y how re  ct nt he w s to  o it. Simon’s ‘ nchristi n 

  ng  ge’  i    re  y foment the discontent of the head of the missionary who wrote a letter 

of comp  int to the   ministr tion. Sti   Simon wo    not c re  n  “Who the he   gives   

  mn!” (Death 32). Simon’s   ng  ge signifies the existence of  n  nti-theological discourse 

adequate to the political ambitions of the imperial venture.  
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     Like Mr. Pilkings, Elesin did not fit into religious norms. He was not quite religious as 

well from a Yoruba perspective though he was assigned to perform a religious death ritual. 

E esin’s  ttit  e was practical in the sense that theoretically he showed respect for his 

tr  ition   re igio s norms,   t when it c me to  ction, he  isco r ge  y  rew   ck. E esin’s 

problem was his lack of determination. He was simply not prepared and he was lacking a 

fe t re th t  efines tr  ition   Yor    peop e. I itok n exp  ins this fe t re  s th s: “ mong 

the Yor    …the ethic of prep re ness for any human act is deep-rooted” (Ibitokun 22). It is 

true that he killed himself at the end of the play, but in Yoruba culture this was a shameful 

death rather than one of honour.  

     It is only towards the end of the play that Elesin admits in a remarkable passage his 

blasphemy to Iyaloja:  

 It is when the alien hand pollutes the source of will, when a stranger force of violence 

sh tters the min ’s c  m reso  tion, this is when   m n is m  e to commit the  wful 

treachery of relief, commit in his thought the unspeakable blasphemy of seeing the 

hand of the gods in this alien rupture of his world. I know it was this thought that 

killed me, sapped my powers and turned me into an infant in the hands of unnamable 

strangers. I made to utter my spells anew but my tongue merely rattled in my mouth. I 

fingered hidden charms and the contact was damp; there was no spark left to sever the 

life-strings that should stretch from every finger-tip. My will was squelched in the 

spittle of an alien race, and all because I had committed this blasphemy of thought- 

th t there might  e the h n  of the go s in   str nger’s intervention. (Death 69)  

 

E esin’s wor s c pt re his heretic   experience. His phr se ‘The h n s of the go s’ echoes 

Chin    che e’s tit e ‘ rrows of go ’. Like  che e’s prot gonist who c  ime  th t the 

hardships he has brought to the village are Ulu's will, Elesin claimed that Mr. Pilkings was a tool 

for the gods who willed his failure to commit his duty, hiding within himself his internal lack of 

faith in its sacred nature. Elesin had a problem with his gods, he was not honest to himself and to 

his fellow men whom he betrayed. In other words, he was religiously and culturally inauthentic. 

From the start of the play, he was a double-masked performer, displaying false religious 

sincerity and enthusiasm to his duty, with a heart clung to life.  

     Both Soyinka and ‘      -     r th s expose ‘heretic  ’ moments in the  ives of their 

characters to show them as humans. It is true that some of their characters are of religious 

substance yet this  oes not c  sh with  eing ‘heretic  ’.  s C nningh m p t it, “By 

definition, heresy is a matter for believers.... Heresy may, arguably, lead to unbelief, but 

 oesn’t see itse f  s attacking or undermining belief” (Figures of Heresy 3). The idea is to 

present the various aspects of faith that could be found in any religion. This is done in a 
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context that defines itself dramatically rather than ideologically, showing the interaction 

between different religions, and using rich religious material as a main ingredient in their 

drama.   
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Summary 

     Chapter Three shows more suggestive dramatic parallels between ʻ      -     r and 

Soyinka. It examines the dramatisation of sacrifice in two plays: Murder in Baghdad and 

Death and the King’s Horseman. It also projects the different views of critics on sacrifice and 

the criteria that define it. These views lead us to consider other concepts linked with sacrifice 

such as martyrdom and the free choice of death as a sort of redemption in tragedy. In other 

words, death as a religious ritual is explored to show the struggle of the individual will when 

confronted with its burden. 

     The argument is that the concept of sacrifice has a mythical resonance which can be traced 

back to the myth of Dionysus. This resonance lies in the disintegration or dismemberment to 

which the protagonist is exposed. For Soyinka, sacrifice is a re-enactment of what happened 

to the Yoruba god, Ogun. For him, this god is the prototype of sacrifice in Yoruba myth. He 

even considers that the idea of scapegoat is deeply rooted in African religion. Likewise, the 

principle of sacrifice is very much rooted in the Egyptian culture. It goes back to ancient 

Egypt and anthropologists found evidence for the practice of human sacrifice.   

     In Death and the King’s Horseman Soyinka uses sacrificial death to test the wills of his 

protagonists. He also turns into a symbol of struggle, not only between the coloniser and the 

colonised, but also between the new and traditional elements in the Yoruba culture. The play 

represents the internal and external conflicts confronted by the sacrificial characters and the 

relationship between Olunde and his father Elesin. The juxtaposition of these two contrasting 

examples, a traditional father and a son educated in the West, adds to the subtlety of the 

s crifici   e ement in the p  y. One m n’s  e th is the me nt to  e the other’s  ife. E esin’s 

death means his son would remain alive. However, his natural inclination to enjoy life and his 

hesitance to perform the ritual made Olunde an ersatz form of sacrifice. Despite his Western 

education, he becomes the inheritor of the responsibility of a traditional death ritual and his 

eventual self-sacrifice provides clear evidence that he remains to the last minute faithful both as a 

son to a treacherous father and as a member of the Yoruba Oyo community. Once his intentions are 

known and his son dies, Elesin suddenly, but when it is too late, loses life motives and dies a death 

th t, for cert in, c nnot  e n me  ‘s crifici  ’. 

     In Murder in Baghdad, ʻ      -     r employs the idea of sacrifice in order to interpret the 

political, religious, and social forces of a judicial execution of a Sufi man, Al-Husayn ibn 
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Mansur al-Hallaj (857-922), who dared to stand against the authorities in the tenth century. 

ʻ      -     r exercises his artistic power in the space that lies between the realistic and the 

imagined, between the factual and the intellectual, between what historically happened and 

what theatrically would happen. He attempts to show an example of sacrifice which the 

intellectuals or the elite of contemporary society can no longer afford. 

     Al-H    j’s S fi morality prevents him from adopting violence as a way of protest, and 

also provides him with sufficient patience to withstand physical suffering and spiritual 

anguish. He is presented as a Christ-like figure and the author turns to the New Testament as 

a reference in this aspect. This is not just apparent in the details of the incidents incorporated 

in the play, it is clear also in the diction of the playwright. The vocabulary of the classic 

Biblical version in Arabic could be easily recognised by the audience and vocabulary is very 

revealing here. Eventually, Al-Hallaj is let down by his friend, the people around him, the 

public, and the judicial court appointed by the state and he welcomes death as a sacrifice, 

martyrdom, and means of salvation.  

     As the chapter demonstrates, in spite of the religious signs that abound in Soyinka and 

‘      -     r’s  r m , there are some aspects of heresy there as well. It is true that their 

main characters act under a powerful religious conviction, but still there are moments of 

blasphemy spotted in their lives. Al-Hallaj, for example, could be seen as a heretic in his 

interpretation of some theological matters. As a Sufi, al-Hallaj describes his religious state 

and love for God in a language exclusively understood by the Sufi – what Massignon calls 

‘the S fis’  rc n m’- and hence ordinary people do not possess the knowledge to grasp its 

possible connotation and decipher its hidden messages. He is trained up in knowledge of 

religion that was not available to the folk who think that his terms indicate what seems to 

them to be heretical.   so, in Soyink ’s p  y, Simon Pilkings and Elesin Oba, portrayed as 

representatives of Christianity and Pagan Yoruba religion respectively, exhibit blasphemous 

attitudes, particularly the former who displays little respect for any religion whatsoever. 

     The chapter concludes that ‘      -     r and Soyinka tend to present the various aspects 

of faith that could be found in any religion. This is done in a context that defines itself 

dramatically rather than ideologically, showing the interaction between different religions, 

and using rich religious material as a main ingredient in their drama.  
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Chapter Four 

Debating History: Aspects of Modernism 

     While it is difficult to identify precisely the roots of modernism as a literary and artistic 

movement, critics agree that it started in Europe in the late nineteenth century to be located in 

the years 1890-1930 (Peter Nicholls, Peter Childs, and Eugene Lunn). Modernism was a 

revolutionary movement of art that started in the late nineteenth century in the West. In the 

beginning of the twentieth century some Western authors recognized as canonical were 

associated with the movement: Yeats, Eliot and Pound are among them. However, the impact 

of ‘mo ernism’ re che  f r o tsi e Europe to influence writers from different parts of the 

globe and imperialism helped largely in transferring this impact. Hence, the term is often 

contextualized in colonial and post-colonial discourses, especially in the case of African 

literature. Terry Eagleton writes: 

Modernism occupies a particular moment within modernity- the moment, roughly 

speaking, of transition from classical laissez-faire to international monopoly 

capitalism, the moment of imperial wars and political insurrections, of classical crisis 

and upheaval, all of which is of course registered, either euphorically or gloomily, by 

modernist art itself (MMP 38) 

 

Surprisingly, by the time modernism as a movement was fading away in the West, it seemed 

to appeal to writers from other cultures. This is a natural phenomenon since modernism 

needed some forms of totalitarianism to fight, a phenomenon that existed in many of the 

African countreis before and after independence similarly as it existed in some European 

co ntries  efore  n    ring Wor   W rs. E g eton q otes Perry  n erson’s specifying two 

pre-requisites for modernism to thrive in a culture: political upheaval and slowness in 

digesting what is new (MMP 38).  

    The plays selected here provide a good occasion for the discussion of modernism in 

modern Nigerian and Egyptian drama. The ongoing influence of the two writers on the drama 

of their countries has not yet been fully mapped. Thus, the aim of the present chapter is to 

throw light on their responses to and interaction with European modernism and modernists 

both in drama and in criticism. To limit the scope of the chapter, the focus here will be on a 

concept often discussed in modern critical discourse: history.  

    As writers whose works attracted attention nearly since the middle of the twentieth 

century, one could say that Soyinka and ‘      -     r were at some period of their lives 

contemporary of late European modernists. After independence, African and Arab writers 

needed new forms to not just represent the new stage of history but also to undermine the 
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stereotypical Victorian and early modern European image of their relative cultures. As 

Ahmed Zaki points out: 

After the revolution of 1952 when the monarchy and the British influence were 

removed from Egypt, the leaders of the newly independent socialist state, the 

intellectuals and performers who had long been calling for the overthrow of the old 

regime, came together in a new flourishing of the theatre. (A History of Theatre in 

Africa 31)  

It was through the aesthetics of modernism that these writers managed to produce through 

experimental art a fresh image of the newly independent state. One could say that they found 

in modernism the critical tools that enabled them to revolt against the inherited image of a 

glorious past and to resist patterns of delusory thought. A close analysis of their plays shows 

that experimentation was not the aim per se from introducing new styles in theatre. Their 

principal concern was cultural and the aim was to spread a critical mode of thought among 

their audiences.  

 

4.1 Soyinka’s Critique of History and the Past 

     To start with Soyinka, it is obvious that his attitude to history is reflected in his treatment 

of the past, a treatment that varies from one play to another. For example, in A Dance of the 

Forests (1960), Soyink ’s ‘first historic   comment ry in  r m tic form’  s he h i s it (ADO 

64), he brings the past into the living present while rejecting the glorious legacy of the 

former. Yet he writes with an eye to the aftermath of independence. We witness in this work 

Soyink ’s mo ern critic   view of history and art. The play gives us an insight into his critical 

concerns as the underlying questions of the past, the present, the future, and the meaning of 

history are subtly thematised within the play itself. The action moves backwards and 

forwards in time- using the modern technique of flashback- juxtaposing present and past, 

with the characters looking forward to an unknown future. The non-linear structure of the 

p  y emph sizes the   thor’s view of the cyc ic p ttern of history. Soyink  h   chosen 

physical objects to symbolize the past but his characters are baffled as this is not the history 

they expecte  to see. Q estions s ch  s “H ve yo  no sense of history?”  n  “wh t history?” 

(CP1 11) are raised to give the characters freedom from any prerequisite sense of history as a 

series of immaculate unique events. Whereas the living initially refuse to even talk to what 

seemed to them to be the wretched deceased, in itself a symbolic rejection of a rational and 

dispassionate assessment of the past, later on as the story unfolds they ironically identify with 

the most disgusting figures of the dead. The dead man and woman who symbolize the burden 

of the past are also enemies of a history dictated by the biased historian who entirely devoted 
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himself to the court. Adenebi, the historian, shows how history could remain bonded in 

service to politics. Soyinka punishes his self-deluded characters at the altar of history but he 

never deprives them of epiphanic moments in which they achieve self-recognition and 

awareness. This notion of self-recognition occupies him even in his critical works. In his 

preface to Myth, Literature, and the African World (1976) he points o t th t the  ook is “… 

engaged in what should be the simultaneous act of eliciting from history, mythology and 

literature, for the benefit of both genuine aliens and alienated Africans, a continuing process 

of self-apprehension” (MLAW xi). This process might have started here in this play where he 

delves eight centuries back into the remote and less familiar dark past which his characters 

are not willing to nostalgically remember. He dissects the history of the Yoruba kingdom to 

display the Mata Kharibu court. However, while using the past to comment on the present, he 

hints to the future with the physical body of the Half-child who is saved by Demoke, his artist 

hero. But again, Demoke handed the Half-child to his dead mother, a symbolic image that 

history will repeat itself in a cyclic manner.    

     It is worth mentioning th t Soyink ’s notion of history did not exclusively originate as an 

offshoot of European modernism. It is inherent in Yoruba worldview, and the notion of the 

cyclic pattern of history is attributed by some critics to non-Western cultures. As Louise 

Wi  i ms points o t “Non-Western art and culture inspired the five Modernists to innovate in 

their creative work, and it reinforced their developing cyclic views of history” (Louise 

Williams 115).    

     The interesting point is th t Soyink ’s represent tion of  fric   n  the historic   treatment 

he produces was also a type of rebuttal to the strong utopian view of African history 

promulgated by the Negritude writers who stressed the importance of what they reckoned a 

glorious past. But whereas Soyinka conceives of the utopian vision of the Negritude grouping 

as a brutal contrast with the contemporary reality of newly-independent Africa, he overlooks 

its potential as a critique of this reality, a yearning for what is not there but could potentially 

exist. He only views it as a type of a ready-made lazy ideological solution. In this concern, he 

seems to con one Nietzsche’s s ying: “We nee  history,   t not the w y   spoi e   o fer in 

the g r en of know e ge nee s it” (Qt  in Illuminations 251). The thesis presented in his first 

work could be read as this: if Africa is genuinely looking forward to genuine liberation and 

independence, it needs first to liberate itself from the shackles of misconceptions many 

Africans harbour about its history. Here Soyinka appears to adopt a modern view of history 

simi  r to Nietzsche’s  cco nt of the critic   mo e  of historic    n erst n ing voice  in his 
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On Uses and Disadvantages of History for Life (1873): “If he is to  ive, m n m st possess 

and from time to time employ strength to break up and dissolve a part of the past. He does 

this by bringing it before the tribunal, scrupulously examining it and finally condemning it; 

every p rt, however, is worthy to  e con emne ” (Untimely Meditations 75-76). Soyinka 

throws every doubt on a history that can be recorded by someone like Adenebi, the historian, 

who not only intentionally falsified history but also had no honesty to accept bribes and put 

innocent peop es’  ives to   nger. B t Soyink   oes not necess ri y con emn every p rt of 

history as Nietzsche recommends. He also shows good historical figures worthy of 

admiration such as the warrior who defied the King and refused to fight an unjust war that 

wo    s crifice his men in ret rn of the Q een’s tro sse  .  

     Soyinka strives incessantly to attract his audience to the hidden facets of history to foment 

a state of historical consciousness. In Death and the King’s Horseman where history is 

related to a ritual incident, his representation of the Nigerian history is more complex and 

could be said to have reached the stage of maturity. The central concern is the ritual death of 

the horseman who must escort his king to the ancestors. The play is based on a true historical 

episode that took place in 1946 and was already dramatised in the Yoruba language by Duro 

Ladipo in his Oba Waja (1964). However, Soyinka here deals roughly with colonial history, 

breaking up and dissolving a far less remote factual past than the imagined one in his first 

play. He attempts to express the unspeakable in history by stressing the inner motive forces of 

his characters.  

     Soyink  w rns his re  ers not to interpret his p  y  s   simp istic ‘c  sh of c  t res’ story. 

I r ther see it m in y  s   c  sh within   c  t re.  s Los m e views, “Soyink  h s t rne  

death into a space of power contest tion… etween the essenti  ist  n  the syncretic e ements 

with the Yoruba cultural order” (Losambe 22). The author seems determined to unsettle the 

assumptions not only of his own characters but of the audience as well. Elesin Oba could not 

fulfil the death ritual on the ground that the British District officer interfered to block him. 

But this was the visible side of the issue and as the play unfolds we realize that Elesin himself 

was not willing to sacrifice himself, a sign of internal unrest emanating from within the 

Yoruba culture itself. While the other characters and the audience initially feel sympathy for 

Elesin, blaming the White officer for standing between him and a pivotal ritual needed for the 

welfare of Yoruba community, they eventually discover who is truly responsible for this 

dilemma. There exists a growing perception initiated by the evident division within the 
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Yor    c  t re itse f. E esin’s son, O  n e, strippe  his f ther of his s crifici    isg ise  n  

 eft him with   Ho son’s choice to event    y kill himself.  

     Soyink ’s  r m tis tion of this simp e story gives rise to scepticism,   prominent feature 

of modernism. He is subtly inviting his audience to be reluctant at taking history at its face 

value and to consider its subtleties. Olunde observed the intriguing disparity between 

historical facts and what is presented as history. Speaking to Mrs Pilkings, he refers to the 

f  sific tion of history: “In yo r newsree s I he r   efe ts, thoro gh, m r ero s  efe ts 

described as strategic victories” (Death 54). Elesin and Olunde are not merely a life celebrant 

father and a sacrificial son, they are, as Los m e p t it, “…en   ing  gents in Oyo society’s 

movement towards an African modernity” (21). Elesin attempted to break free from the 

repetitious circular pattern of history but he could not. The circular design of history forced 

him to be what from the start he was destined to be. At least he had the guts to defy traditions, 

something which Olunde lacked. Although Olunde received a sophisticated Western 

e  c tion, I ikot n reg r s him  s   m n “…more of the he rt than of the intellect” (I ikot n 

49). He embodies the dilemma of the modern African intellectual  n  to  se I ikot n’s 

wor s, “a character meant to demonstr te Soyink ’s negrit  ist vein” (49). He is educated, 

eloquent, endowed with determination, and is capable of developing strong arguments. 

However, Ibitokun sees in his education a sign of alienation from his Yoruba roots (Ibikotun 

49). Soyinka seems to attack modern alienated Africans represented by Olunde as he is, as 

Ibikotun describes him ‘  m rionette of tr  ition’.  

     However, as the half-child in A Dance of the Forests represents the unknown future, 

E esin’s  n orn chi    efers the  poc  yptic moment in hope for    etter f t re. “Now forget 

the  e  , forget even the  iving. T rn yo r min  on y to the f t re” (Death 76),  re Iy  oji ’s 

words to her pregnant daughter.  From this point of view what is at stake here is not history as 

an account of events but the historic outlook, the aesthetics of the episode or what Soyinka 

c   s the ‘historic vision’  s   wor  view th t incre ses the emotional distance between the 

audience and the events themselves.  

     Soyink ’s exemp  ry two p  ys shown here then i   str te   tr nsition from the mythic   to 

the historical thought. His critical treatment of history and the way of integrating the past into 

the present reveal that he is a creative writer who enjoys plenty of experimental verve. His 

view of history intersects with the modernist interpretations and this is voiced not only in his 

plays but also in his critical essays. He could thus be fairly regarded as the prophet of African 
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modernism in the sense that his writings illustrate the critical and cultural transition from 

traditional models of thought to modernist aesthetics. 

     In most of his works Soyinka is concerned with the relationship between ‘mo ernism’  s   

 orrowe  Western concept  n  the in igeno s ‘tr  ition’. His tr e s  ject is the  o n  ry 

area between cultures, the borders between two worlds, the dividing line between two times, 

and the sphere between two planes of existence. It is this  re  which he    e s ‘the   yss of 

tr nsition’ th t req ires further exploration as he states (MLAW 26). The aesthetic attitude he 

seems to condone is one of compromise between both, following in the process a strategy of 

‘ec ecticism’. In other wor s, Soyink  h s neither t ken Yor    ‘tr  ition’ for gr nte  nor 

who  y em r ce  ‘mo ernism’ in   str ightforw r  m nner. We co     etect th t the prime 

tenets of ‘mo ernism’ were  gree   e to the  efining m nifest tions of wh t constit tes 

modern African literature, a literature taking shape shortly after independence in an 

 tmosphere entire y  ifferent from the E rope n one in which ‘mo ernism’ first  ppe re . It 

is  n  tmosphere which force  the writer to consi er, q oting Soyink ’s own wor s, “the 

deman  of the moment”,  ffirming the ‘revo  tion ry moo ’  n  the ‘m ss  irection’ of 

society whi e sim  t neo s y neg ting himse f  s   writer. “The  rtist h s   w ys f nctione  

in African society as the record of the mores and experience of his society and as the voice of 

vision in his own time. It is time for him to respond to this essence of himself” (ADO 20). 

Here Soyinka stresses the importance of subjective experience in art and the self-conscious 

position of the artist in relation to his society, an aspect of the aesthetics of modernism. 

Bio  n  eyifo views th t Soyink ’s comment ry is  ttere  in  n  ccent th t echoes “the 

accents of the historic avant-garde in its privileging of the autonomy of the artistic process 

against the overpowering pressure of a philistine bourgeoisie and the ravages of the 

marketplace” ( eyifo 54). 

     In his ess y ‘Cross C rrents: The ‘New  fric n’  fter C  t r   Enco nters’ (1982), 

Soyinka calls for a critical examination of history and culture: 

In contemporary creative writing, especially theatre, but also through essays and 

debates, the new, progressive face of ideological encounter appears to demand as 

price the dead-end of all claims to unique cultural definitions. The tendency is not of 

course without historical basis. The glamorization of the African past; artistic 

chauvinism in all forms- an extreme historical reaction against the racist literature and 

socio ogy of E rope n ‘ fric nists’; the sh me ess exp oit tion of r ci   pri e  y 

unscrupulous leaders and the distraction from contemporary realities which it poses- 

all this bound to lead eventually to the contrary extreme. Thus the newly surfacing 

mood of negation, equally uncritical, but also self-defeating. (ADO 128)   
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Soyinka seems to adore the ancient Yoruba world of myth and oral literature as a cornerstone 

in his attempt to recognize his being and his society. He fo n  o t th t ‘the classics of 

tr  ition    iter t re … provi e the s me kin  of s sten nce,   mine for cre tive q  rrying,  s 

European and Asian writers h ve o t ine  from their c  ssics…    ition   y, they serve 

today as a corrective on the contemporary reader, whose mythological horizons are still too 

remotely stretched, except of course for the predictable folk-tales of his locality. The heroes 

may be dead, but imagination is not; their literature constitutes an essential dimension of the 

educational  eve opment of the ‘new  fric ’ (ADO 133). What is obvious in his manner of 

writing as well is that he condensed the origin of African modernity in one single figure, that 

of Og n, whose myth p  ys   cr ci   p rt in  n erst n ing the   thor’s works. In his ess y 

“The Fo rth St ge: Thro gh the Mysteries of Og n to the Origin of Yor    Tr ge y”, he 

explores the Yoruba myth, acknowledging that he is following, though not closely, the 

signposts left by Nietzsche when he attempted a journey into the heart of the Greek culture 

and art in BT. 

      Not on y  oes Soyink   isc ss ‘mo ern’  fric n  iter t re, he   so t ck es iss es re  te  

to ‘mo ern’  fric n writers. In his ess y “The Writer in   Mo ern  fric n St te”, Soyink  

provi es   n m er of essenti   tenets consi ere   y him to  e  emonstr te   y the ‘mo ern’ 

African writer. Given the conditions that usually follow newly-gained independence, he urges 

his fellow  fric n writers to get “… n  rgent re e se from the f scin tion of the p st” (ADO 

18),  n  to  irect their concern to ‘c  t re’ r ther th n ‘mytho ogy’  ec  se “  concern with 

culture strengthens society, but not   concern with mytho ogy” (ADO 20). Soyinka does 

neither negate the past nor calls for a total break with it. All he calls for is a break free from 

the constraints of the past, particularly those taken for granted, and from rejoicing in the 

whimsical notions found in its store, liberation from the inherited patterns of mythology 

which idolize and idealize history. In other words, he warns his readers from taking comfort 

in the past. However, to completely overlook the past is absolutely an act doomed to failure. 

Soyinka voices his cyclic view of history in which the past is  n integr   p rt  s fo  ows: “the 

past exists, the real African consciousness establishes this- the past exists now, this moment, 

it is co-existent in present awareness. It clarifies the present and explains the future, but it is 

not a fleshpot for escapist indulgence, and it is vitally dependent on the sensibility that recalls 

it” (ADO 18-19). He is against a past that only serves as an escape from the present world. 

P t  ifferent y, he c   s for   revision of the writer’s re  tionship to the past. Since he does 

not wish to, and indeed cannot, empty the past of its content, Soyinka invites for questioning 
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its content to sh pe wh t he c   s   ‘historic vision’. This critic    n  ec ectic  ppro ch to the 

representation of the past is one of the m in tenets of ‘mo ernism’ which Soyink  h s 

persistently emphasized. This approach conforms to the general attitude of mainstream 

modernists whose goal, as Martin Travers points o t, w s “the absorption of novelty into 

custom; they sought not the destruction of the latter, but the retention of its vital elements to 

enrich the traditions of their respective literary cultures” (Travers 107).  

     Soyink ’s critic   notions first  ppe re   t   time when other  fric n writers were 

drumming up for what they saw as the immaculate past of Africa. We can detect this 

precautionary stance in his reaction to Negritude, a group of writers he criticises for creating 

“The myth of irr tion   no i ity, of   r ci   essence th t m st come to the rescue of the white 

depravity” (ADO 19). Soyinka has always been against racializing any African claim about 

 fric n history  n  c  t re. He opposes “Reinterpret tions of history or contempor ry re  ity 

for the purpose of racial self-retriev  ”  s they “ o generate extremes of emotion” (ADO 

105). This s pports the view th t Soyink ’s  ppro ch to history is   r tion    n   isp ssion te 

one that considers history a mode of thought and being.  

     Soyink ’s h s neither inscri e  himse f  n er    e i er te   nner nor nominated one 

tendency over the others, but still his is but an autonomous project of an individual creative 

writer who enjoys plenty of experimental verve. When he was asked if it was necessary to 

h ve ‘   iter ry i eo ogy’ in  fric n  iter t re, he negated the need for frameworks and 

w rne   g inst its   ngers of ‘consecr tion’, ‘ex-comm inc tion’  n  ‘ten ency tow r s 

n rrow schem tism’. The on y  iter ry i eo ogy he sing es o t  s   s ccessf   ex mp e is 

Brecht’s epic the tre  n  this is  ec  se it had a social vision. Soyinka could be hailed as the 

Eliot of Africa in th t he,  s Wi  i ms p t it, “developed what can now be seen as an Ancient-

and-Modern position, in which unceasing literary experiment moved towards a conscious 

elite, and in which  n emph sis on tr  ition… w s offere   s in effect s  versive of  n 

intolerable because shallow and self-deceiving … soci    n  c  t r   or er” (Williams 61).  

     Wole Soyinka is thus a representative of African modernism in the sense that his critical 

writings ref ect the  i emm  of ‘Mo ernism’ in gener  . One co    o serve how Mo ernism 

t rns  g inst itse f when it  e  s with the p st.  s St n Smith p t it, “Seeking origin  ity- the 

New- in a return to origins, Modernism was a deeply contradictory phenomenon, at once 

revolutionary and reactionary” (Smith 14).  

     It co     e s i  th t m ny  n  v rio s concepts fo n  in Soyink ’s writings co     e s i  

to reflect the intellectual shadow cast by Nietzsche. Guided by Nietzsche extensively in some 
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of his texts, Soyinka has elaborately written about different Yoruba topics such as myth, 

culture, tragedy, ritual and religion. He has also written and adapted some plays that were 

tinged a Nietzsche n phi osophic    ye. For ex mp e, in “The Fo rth St ge”, the ess y in 

which he explores the Yoruba myth and culture, Soyinka explicitly acknowledges that he is 

following, though not closely, the signposts left by Nietzsche when he attempted a journey 

into the heart of the Greek culture and art in The Birth of Tragedy (1872).  

     It is more  n ike y th t Soyink ’s expos re to the writings of Nietzsche st rte  in Nigeri  

before 1954, the year in which he came to Leeds for study. Nigeria during that period, like 

many other African countries, was colonised by the British. One would argue that 

Nietzsche’s  theistic  n  po itic   st nce w s not to  e we come   y the e  c tion   po icy 

adopted and implemented by the British in the colonies at that time, though English 

tr ns  tions of some of Nietzsche’s  ooks were to  e p   ishe   s e r y  s the  eginning of 

the twentieth century. Education at that time in Nigeria was mainly sponsored by the 

Missionaries and part of their scheme was to convert the natives to Christianity, the religion 

th t w s critic   y t rgete   y   v riety of Nietzsche’s texts, rep t   e for their rejection of 

Christi n te chings. Therefore, Nietzsche’s  ooks were not e si y to  e to er te  or permitte  

by missionaries in West-African colonies.   so, tr ns  tions of Nietzsche’s  ooks were not so 

much circulating to be expected to reach these colonies at that time. Andrea Noueyeh views 

that Soyinka must have read Nietzsche, and he bases his view on the fact that Soyinka was a 

drama student. Yet, he  oes not c  rify where  s “  st  ent of  r m ” Soyinka has done so. 

As he confirms: “ s   st  ent of  r m , Soyink  s re y h s re   Nietzsche’s interpret tion of 

the Dionysian rites in The Birth of Tragedy” (165).   

     This could lead to the conclusion th t Soyink  first confronte  Nietzsche’s tho ght  n  

was exposed to his writings during his undergraduate study at Leeds. It is through his 

education at Leeds and the concomitant extensive reading he did while there that he 

developed familiarity with at  e st some of Nietzsche’s writings. Yemi Og n iyi refers to the 

important impact of Leeds on the type of writings he then produced as follows: 

Although his [Soyinka's] writing career goes back to the early 1950s when he was a 

very young undergraduate at the then University College, Ibadan, he did not embark 

upon serious writing until he went to the University of Leeds in England. Leeds, 

through contact with the renowned English scholar of Shakespeare, George Wilson 

Knight, sharpened his critical and literary sensibilities. (Before Our Very Eyes 51) 

 

It could be argued that it was Knight who first brought Nietzsche to the attention of Soyinka. 

 s Nei  Rho es points o t “Knight’s views on Sh kespe re n interpret tion   tim te y 
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converge on an ideal of synthesis …,  n  here he w s h ge y inf  ence   y his re  ing of 

Nietzsche- not just The Birth of Tragedy, but also, more crucially, Thus Spake Zarathustra 

(1887)” (Tragedy in Transition 234). What is said here of Knight in his interpretation of 

Shakespeare could be fairly said of Soyinka in his interpretation and criticism of Yoruba 

myth and culture. Soyinka opted for a trend of synthesis that would draw together sources 

from both his indigenous cultural reservoir and the Western tradition, in other words from 

‘tr  ition’  n  ‘mo ernism’. His syncretic the tre  oes offer evi ence for this tren   s we  . It 

is, to  se the term cite   y Rho es, ‘reciprocity’ which  ies  ehin  Soyink ’s  ttempt to re ch 

a modern African theory of drama and cultural criticism. Rhodes refers to Knight’s 

‘enth si sm’ for Nietzsche  n   ttri  tes his interest in the Dionysi n p ssions to the imp ct 

of the latter.  

     In his “T r z n of  thens, Dionys s in  fric : Wi son Knight  n  Wo e Soyink ”, 

Rho es  ttempts to show th t Soyink ’s ‘extensive re i nce on Nietzsche’ in “The Fo rth 

St ge” is evi ence of the inf uence of Knight on the former. Rho es’ conc  sion co     e 

used to serve the purpose of the present analysis in another way. It could be reversed to show 

that it is through Knight that Soyinka was influenced by Nietzsche. Thus, depending on the 

Soyinka-Knight re  tionship premise, I wo     rg e th t Nietzsche’s tho ght w s first 

introduced to Soyinka by Knight in his drama courses and seminars at Leeds.  

     It is also likely that Soyink  m y h ve  een inspire   y Co in Wi son’s The Outsider 

(1956). This was one of the most talked-about books of the mid-1950s, and was almost a 

must-read book for students, proto-beatniks and the like. Nietzsche plays an important role in 

the book, an   omin tes its fifth ch pter, “The P in Thresho  ”. Wi son mentions the m in 

events in Nietzsche’s  ife  n  foc ses on the q estion of the O tsi er, the m in theme of his 

book. Nietzsche,  s Wi son comments: “expressed the Outsider problems more fully than” 

(Wilson 130) any other writer he considered in his book.  Will-to-truth, skepticism, 

questioning of everything, eternal recurrence, the Superman, and overthrowing idols are all 

‘mo ern’ concepts th t wo    h ve  ppe  e  to Soyink   s    r m tist  n  critic.  

     Not only Nietzsche’s concepts wo    h ve  ppe  e  to Soyink , iss es of form  n  sty e 

have also been of great interest to the African writer. A very important point about Nietzsche 

is that all the aspects of him that infuriate other philosophers, especially those of a logical or 

rationalist bent, are likely to appeal to modern dramatists with a critical inclination. The 

posing of provocative questions, the playing with masks and personae, the inconsistency and 

unwillingness to resolve complex questions, the use of devices such as the sudden shifts in 
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voice and parable are distinguishing features of modernism that have enormous potential for 

  critic  n  p  ywright symp thetic to them. Wi son refers to the “tightrope-w  ker” p r   e 

used by Nietzsche in Thus Spoke Zarathustra.  

     Nietzsche is one of the philosophers who crossed the boundaries between philosophy and 

art. He wrote about philosophy in a literary style and with an artistic spirit, and wrote about 

art with a philosophical mind. The Birth of Tragedy was the first of his attempts at such 

interdisciplinary studies where the demarcations between art, philosophy, psychology, history 

and myth became blurred. This book in particular, for all its shortcomings detected by critics 

and admitted by its author himself later in his e ition with  n “ ttempt  t   Se f-criticism” 

(1986), w s reg r e   s the first ex mp e of Nietzsche’s  northo ox sty e of writing  n  

pattern of thought. For the purpose of this chapter, I wi   foc s on   n m er of Nietzsche’s 

key concepts and try to exp ore them in Soyink ’s critic   context.  

     The first of these key ideas is myth. Though The Birth of Tragedy is supposed to focus on 

tragedy as the title explicitly tells, a great deal of the book is dominated by the concept of 

myth and relates it to tragedy in its ebb and flow. When myth flourishes, tragedy booms in 

consequence. Tragedy nurtured on myth, a reservoir that provided the former with diverse 

themes, conflicts and stories and events of sufferings of gods and humans, the very subject 

matter without which tragedy would have lacked its power and lure. In other words, myth 

provided tragedy with the raw material upon which the latter established itself as a universal 

 rt.  s Nietzsche points o t: “The tradition is undisputed that Greek tragedy in its earliest 

form had for its sole theme the sufferings of Dionysus and that for a long time the only stage 

hero w s Dionys s himse f” (BT 73). 

     The myth that dominates The Birth is that of Dionysus, the Greek god of wine and ecstasy. 

A great deal of the book is devoted to Dionysus though Apollo and other gods and heroes are 

mentioned occasionally. He is empowered with such a force in the book that challenges that 

of  po  o for where s  po  o’s power  ies in r tion  ity  n   ogic thinking, Dionys s’s 

strength shows itself in ecstasy and mythic imagination. These opposed forces, forming two 

opposed schools of thought, represent a landmark in the history of Greek tragedy and with 

their ‘co p ing’ the  rt of tr ge y re che  its most  eve ope  st ge in the form of ‘ ttic 

tr ge y’,  s Nietzsche points o t (BT 33).   

     Throughout the book Nietzsche speaks about Dionysus and Apollo but he does not 

mention the wor  “myth” itse f  nti  in the tenth section where the term st rts to  e rec rring. 

For all his references to myth, the interrelationship of myth and tragedy, myth and music, 
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Nietzsche does not offer a clear-cut definition of the myth concept. Indeed, the book lacks a 

clear definition of the term. However, one could argue that Nietzsche has no specific diction 

when it comes to myth. It seems that he adopts the definition of myth common at his time. 

This is clear from the way he mentions the term. In the tenth section of the book where he 

speaks about the sufferings of Dionys s, “the god experiencing in himself the agonies of 

individuation, of whom wonderful myths (my italic) tell that as a boy he was torn to pieces by 

the Titans and now is worshippe  in this st te  s Z gre s” (BT 73). The sense given here by 

the wor  “myths” is not f r from the common meaning; stories that record the supernatural or 

mir c  o s  ee s of go s  n  heroes. Yet, Nietzsche’s interpret tion of the Dionysi n myth 

is surely not meant to be a literal one. For Nietzsche there is no truth; only interpretations and 

the Greek myth, like other forms of cultural texts is no more than a view of life; a mere 

perspective. He is primarily concerned with the symbolic significance of the Greek myth, and 

he extends its symbolism, relating it in the process to contemporary issues of art. Speaking of 

the symbolic significance of the Greek gods in The Birth of Tragedy, Megill goes for the 

view th t “The  po  oni n  n  the Dionysi n  re sym o s r ther th n concepts, m  tiv  ent 

centers of meaning rather than denotatively exact tokens designating    etermin te “X”  n    

 etermin te “Y.”” (Megill 38).  

     Consi ering the myth of Dionys s in the  ight of L  rence Co pe’s Myth (1997), one 

could say that this myth resists categorization into one single paradigm. All paradigms stated 

by Coupe could aptly apply to it. We cannot deny that it could be viewed as a myth of 

creation as it records how Dionysus was created and the sufferings he went through after 

 irth. It m y   so  e reg r e   s   myth of ferti ity  s n t re’s richness  n  pro  ctivity 

coinci es with Dionys s’  rriv  .  s Nietzsche puts it: ‘Under the charm of the Dionysian not 

only is the union between man and man reaffirmed, but nature which has become alienated, 

hostile, or subjugated, celebrates once more her reconciliation with her lost son, man. Freely, 

earth proffers her gifts’ (BT 37). Still, it might be approached as a myth of deliverance as 

Dionysus symbolized the force that brings freedom and liberty. The Dionysian element 

 e ivers free om to the  owntro  en. ‘Now the s  ve is   freem n’ (BT 37). Last, it is open to 

be interpreted as a myth of a dying god. Dionysus was torn to pieces by the Titans and after 

each time of disintegration he resurrects, symbolising in the process the cyclical nature of 

existence and embodying the Nietzschean concept of the eternal return. With the four 

paradigms represented in it, the myth of Dionysus is full of symbolic richness and 
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significance. Its symbolism is rich enough to appeal to a dramatist of a myth-for-drama bent 

s ch  s Soyink  to    pt E ripi es’ The Bacchae and tailor it to fit in a different context.  

  

4.2 Eternal Recurrence in Night Traveller 

 

     Likewise, Nietzsche’s mo ernist views of history fo n  its w y   so to ‘Abd al-Ṣ  ūr’s 

drama. One of the salient notions that Night Traveller to ches on is Nietzsche’s i e  of 

eternal recurrence. In the beginning of the play, the narrator expresses the notion as thus:   

                Great men can come back if you summon them from 

      The memory of history 

      To impose their greatness and dominate the humble 

      And the humble can come back, if you summon them 

      From your memory  

      To be trampled underfoot by the great! 

      It is better therefore to forget the past 

     So th t it won’t  eceive  s 

     And repeat itself! (NT 20) 

 

What the narrator says offers a good substance for a two-sided philosophical argument. Two 

iss es  rise here which  re worth mentioning,  n   oth seem to h ve p r   e s in Nietzsche’s 

thought: the view of history and the past and the idea of the eternal recurrence. As Lee Spinks 

points out: “Nietzsche i entifies three princip e forms in which m nkin  m ke  se of the 

past: monumental, antiquarian and critical history” (Spinks 81). Of all the three forms listed 

Nietzsche en orses the   st one. The mon ment   form, Spinks goes on,   opte   y the ‘m n 

of  ction’,  ims to revive the g orio s moments of the p st into the present. The  ntiq  ri n 

form, on the other hand, is adopte   y “scho  rs  n  po itic   conserv tives” who v   e the 

present in the context of continuity with the past. The third form is adopted by the critical 

histori n  n  this is the form th t ‘j  ges  n  con emns’.   critic   history is free from the 

bonds of truth, justice and fidelity to tradition (Spinks 81). However, that Nietzsche drums up 

support for the critical type of history does not mean that he would not condone the other two 

types.  s Spinks exp  ins: “Nietzsche’s point, however, is th t  espite these shortcomings we 

must preserve the monumental and antiquarian sense and supplement them with the rigour of 

critical history” (Spinks 82). Wh t  isting ishes the critic   histori n in Nietzsche’s view is 

his ability to regenerate life and offer new understanding of the past. In order for the critical 

historian do that, he must have the force to occasionally “break up and dissolve a part of the 

p st” (Spinks 81).    
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      In the  ight of Nietzsche’s view of history  n  the n rr tor’s wor s, ʻ      -     r 

cautiously approaches the past, viewing it as both intriguing and deceptive. He implies that 

when dealing with our own past, we sooner or later discover that our memories start playing 

tricks on us. Hence, it is safer to leave the past alone. So, whereas Nietzsche calls for 

possessing the ability to dismantle the past in a critical way to select what benefit us in the 

present, ‘      -     r opts for the solution that allows us to totally drop the burden of the 

past from our memory. His fear is generated by the possibility that the past could repeat itself 

or rather we may replicate it, and thus life remains preserve  witho t  eing regener te . ‘    

  -     r seems to miss a point Nietzsche often used to emphasize; being selective towards 

the p st. It is this essenti   “se ective ch r cter” of the  octrine of etern   rec rrence th t 

ren ers it,  s V ttimo  rg es, “  princip e for  estr ct ring  ct    y reigning hier rchies”  nd 

consequently helps human life regenerate (Adventure of Difference 95). ‘      -     r’s 

 ppro ch to history co     e  escri e  then  s  nexp or tive  n  ‘ nhistoric  ’. To  ive 

 nhistoric   y m y m ke  ife e sier  n  co    possi  y m ke  s  ive h ppi y. B t Nietzsche’s 

is    ifferent view. He sees th t the “ nhistoric   sense is an inadequate model for humanity 

because we are defined as a social species by our capacity for dissimulation and a degree of 

self-consciousness” (Spinks 79) It is c e r then th t where s Nietzsche w rns  s  g inst 

extremely immersing in the past or totally ignoring it, in other words, adopting a Janus-faced 

view of history, ‘      -     r calls for completely ignoring the past as, the past, and a 

meaningful and truthful understanding of it, is beyond our grasp.  

     In addition to addressing history, past and memory, he deals with another issue similar to 

Nietzsche’s i e  of the eternal recurrence. The quotation above from the play uttered by the 

narrator focuses on the circuitous nature of history which repeats infinitely itself over and 

over  g in. This is very simi  r to Nietzsche’s  octrine of etern   ret rn. Nietzsche’s view of 

the circuitous course of history appears in a number of aphorisms scattered throughout his 

books. For example, in Thus Spake Zarathustra, Nietzsche writes: “All that is straight lies”, 

m rm re  the  w rf contempt o s y. ‘    tr th is crooked; time itself is a circle’” (Thus 

Spake Zarathustra 136). Friedman argues that the doctrine of eternal recurrence is central to 

Z r th str . Exp  ining the i e , he comments: “    of this h s h ppene   efore,  n  it wi   

all happen again, exactly the same- an infinite number of times. Time and space are infinitely 

circ   r” (Frie m n 260). Sch cht comments on why Nietzsche nee s s ch  n i e  s ying: “it 

enables him at a stroke to express his complete rejection of all views according to which the 

world develops in some sort of linear, teleological manner, proceeding toward some pre-
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established final goal or end-st te” (Nietzsche 254). The i e  then is centr   to Nietzsche’s 

thought and constitutes the gist of his conception of the development of the world and human 

life.   

     Astonishingly, while ‘      -     r’s p  y  e  s with the i e  of etern   rec rrence  n  

the circularity of time, his choice of the setting for the play seems incompatible with this 

theme. The play is set in a train; a symbol that stands, in most cases, for a linear movement in 

both time and space. This might be justified if considered against his attitude towards the 

p st.  s shown   ove, ‘      -     r rejects the past and favours its non-existence in the 

present. The image of a train moving in a linear way leaving everything behind is very 

expressive of this attitude. Behin  this g oomy im ge of ‘      -     r’s tr in of  ife is 

E iot’s   e k im ge of The Waste Land. The train is relentlessly going nowhere amid 

darkness, to the unknown. It is a train in which passengers, hum nkin ,  re “Sc ttere    o t 

the carriage like cotton sacks in a/ deserted warehouse;/ ... And the carriage would be dark, 

co    n   re th ess,/ Like the insi e of    e   wh  e!” (27). It expresses the  r m tist’s 

existential view of life.  

     However, ‘      -     r presents   v ri nt of Nietzsche’s i e  of etern   rec rrence  n  

the circularity of history, time and space when the narrator says: 

The most delicious food for man, as yet, is paper! 

And the most appetizing part of it is history; 

We devour it all the time and everywhere, 

Only to re-write it on different paper, 

Still to devour it later on. (NT 35) 

 

It is c e r here th t ‘      -     r’s p  y is not free from mism tching the s  ject with the 

setting. The idea of eternal recurrence seems to be at odds with the movement of a railway 

train. This puts him in a conflicting situation when he attempts at elaborating the idea that 

things have a repeated circular course in a context of a linear nature. It is no accident then 

that he resorts more to dialogue to provide explanations to the ideas put forth in the text. 

 

4.3 Falsification of History in Now the King is Dead      

     Now the King is Dead is ‘      -     r’s last play in which he excelled in terms of poetic 

language and theatrical devices. This play is perhaps his most successful effort to fuse 

symbolic and allegorical modes of expression in a dramatic rendering of political striving for 

change. He was very experimental in this particular play through introducing a mixture of 
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dramatic devices. The play reflects a bolder theatrical approach to the text shown by the 

author. We see a more daring ‘      -     r who comes closer to stage techniques, 

p rtic   r y  ight  n  so n  effects  n   ctors’  o y movement th n the one of previo s 

works. Unlike its precedents, the play more abundantly contains music, dance and songs. The 

fact that he was under the modern vigorous influence of Meyerhold and Brecht is very clear 

where the techniques of the epic theatre are profusely used. There is a storyline similarity 

 etween this p  y  n  Soyink ’s Death and the King’s Horseman as far as pagan rituals of 

death are concerned. The play is set in an imaginary context of a royal palace where a king 

died and his spirit called for his wife to lie beside him in his death-bed. But the Queen loved 

life and was after its generation and renewal as she was after a chance of conceiving and 

birth-giving denied to her by the b rren king.     the King’s men  et her  own   t the poet. 

He was courageous enough to offer her this opportunity. Eventually, the poet fought the 

king’s men  n  g ve the q een wh t she  re mt of.       

     The play is a symbolic one in which the conflict between the word and the sword, 

presented in ‘      -     r’s theatrical debut recurs though in a different form. The struggle 

between the word and the sword experienced internally inside al-Hallaj in Ma’sat al-Hallaj 

re ppe rs here  etween the King’s entourage and the poet. This conflict also centres on the 

queen, symbol for Egypt. The representation of the homeland as a female figure is a recurring 

image in ‘      -     r’s plays. It is the queen in the play concerned here, it is Leila in Leila 

and the Madman, and the princess in The Princess Awaits. The whole atmosphere of the play 

tr nsm tes the  r m  into  n    egory of N sser’s er  in mo ern Egypt. It   so portr ys the 

human aspiration for freedom. 

     The king and his men stand for sterility and death desire while the Queen and the poet 

stand for life continuation and fertility. The King is represented as a sensual tyrannical 

shallow-minded character. He spends most of his time dancing with the courtesans who try to 

entertain him with lines of explicit ‘gh z   poetry’ (exp icit  ove poetry) compose   y the 

co rt poet. Poetry here f nctions  s   compens tion for the King’s   ck of ferti ity,  n 

alternative to a loss of masculinity. Getting bored of the same lines uttered everyday, he urges 

his poet to innovate and bring forth new poetic lines. As the poet acts as the hero of the play, 

‘Abd al-Sabūr would not also hesitate to ridiculously touch upon the traditional and mythical 

concept of the poetic creative process itself. Speaking to his protégé, the King taunts the poet 

to produce the best of his poetry:  

King: I order ink and pen and paper for you, 
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          And outings to the sea, 

          So that you could entice your muse, or demon, 

          Or spirit of inspiration, or whatever you call it. (NKD 47)  

 

In his ess y “The Poetic Creative Process According to        ‘      -     r” Reuven Snir 

 rg es th t “ n overview of the poems  n  theoretic   writings of ‘      -     r reveals that 

his poetics is   se  on cert in e ements from the  esthetics of P  to,  ristot e,  n  Nietzsche” 

(Elad 74). He   so    s th t “If they (the Greeks) h   M ses, then the e r y  r  s h  , 

according to ‘      -     r, creatures with a similar function: the jinn. Every poet had his 

own jinn- a sort of personal demon- who composed the poems, while the poet was only a 

ch nne  thro gh which the  emon m  e his poem known to m nkin ” (Elad 77-78). The 

king’s wor s   so r ise  n import nt point th t to ches  pon economic con itions which 

could make poets sell their poetry to those who pay more. The poor conditions of the poet 

made him accept the abuse of the king. At the end of the play, the poet makes an analogy 

between himself and a whore. As a whore sells her body to earn money, he sold his poetic 

talent and gift of wor s to g in the king’s m teri   f vo rs.   

     The King’s sense of   sh ttere  m sc  inity seems to h ve  n echo in the poet’s   ck of 

cre tivity  n  in  i ity to write goo  poetry. The  n  ogy is striking y s pporte   y the king’s 

description of the poet’s wor s  s “co  ”  n  “ ife ess st ff”, perh ps  n imp ic tion of the 

king’s f  ing  esires for the q een. The i e  of t rning the so emn into trivi   represents   

source of entertainment to the king- and perhaps to audience- he would find pleasure in doing 

things such marrying a woman to a herald and then divorcing them due to their body 

mism tch. “If on y my  esthetic princip es weren’t/ so strict  n   nre enting!/ The 

proportions are all wrong, completely flawed” (NKD 54), is the King’s re son for divorcing 

them. Later on when a tailor offers him a white piece of velvet, he ordered the change of the 

official colour of his kingdom from blue to white to suit the piece of cloth. To keep what 

happened unrevealed, he ordered his executioner to cut out the t i or’s tong e. This 

com in tion of f nt sy  n  re  ity perme tes the p  y’s  tmosphere from the  eginning. The 

play starts with three women who try to direct the audience’s attention to the work itself by 

informing them about the names of the author and the director. Indeed, touching upon the 

relationship between the dramatist, the director and the actors echoes the growing modernist 

debate over their dynamic links to the work of art. Olga Taxidou attributes that debate to the 

intellectual atmosphere of the early twentieth century which was permeated with a concern 

abo t ‘the concept of   thorship’ (Modernism and Performance 44).  
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     The fact that these women do not exist only as the equivalent of Greek chorus but also 

impersonate some characters on stage makes them hover on the borderline between reality 

and fiction. So they are real persons when they stand up as narrators and provide the gist of 

each act, implementing a simple technique that helps achieve Brecht's Verfremdungseffekt or 

 ist ncing effect  n  remin s  s of Meyerho  ’s ‘conscio s the tre’. It is   techniq e th t 

helps them to maintain a direct contact with the audience throughout the play. We see them 

establishing a rapport with audience by explaining in a simple and lighthearted manner some 

dramatic concepts as an attempt to stimulate their thinking. This is another aspect of the 

modern epic the tre. In  ct I for ex mp e, they exp  in  ristot e’s concept of ‘pity  n  fe r’ 

aroused by tragedy and the purgation of such feelings. They add gloating as a feeling that 

may result from tragedy. Then in Act II, they discuss the process of representation and 

 ristot e’s concept of ‘mimesis. They   so report the p  ywright’s re  ct nce to  pprove 

accuracy of the term to express the relationship between art and life. This shows the 

p  ywright’s  nti-Aristotelian theatrical penchant and his interest in modern forms of theatre. 

Fin   y, in  ct III, they  isc ss the concepts of ‘c im x’  n  ‘ nti-c im x’  n  the en ings of 

the p  y. This shows the p  ywright’s interest in eng ging the    ience  n  m king them 

think of the theatrical experience itself. 

     ‘      -     r’s treatment of history starts very early even before the action starts. He 

subjects the historian of the king to ridicule at the hands of one of the three women who 

introduce the prologue: 

1
st
 Woman:  

The manager also said, quoting the director, who had quoted the author to him, that 

the king in question ruled for ten years, and that his official chronicler or historian, 

you will meet him soon, has proved in an excellent piece of research, supplemented 

by an impressive list of references which include the Encyclopaedia Britannica, 

Mukhtar Al-Sihah, the Horoscope of the genius of astrologers, The principles of 

Home Economics, to quote only a few, and adorned with lithographs documenting the 

 eve opment of the king’s sign t re,  s we    s lithographs of his identity card, his 

f mi y c r , …etc. this wise historian has proved that this kingdom, in all its long 

history, h s never known  nother king,  n  his king’s n me h s   w ys  een,  n  in 

all times, Anobis (sic) the First, Gorgias the Ninth, the Son of Toloun the Third, Louis 

the Thirty-Fo rth,      Rh m n the Fifth, …etc. (NKD 43) 

 

In this text, ancient Greek and Egyptian myths are intertwined and issues of history, politics 

and justice are suggestively discussed. When the play starts the women “freeze  ike woo en 

m rionettes in their fin   post res”  n  the king chose the first one to   nce. When he 

finished, the woman posed again as a doll. Then when the king calls the second woman, she 
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“springs to  ife s   en y”  n  st rte  to   nce with him. The animation of the women 

characters and their shift from motionless condition to dynamic position is very suggestive in 

two aspects:  

a) at the thematic level it is reminiscent of the Greek myth of Pygmalion, illustrating the 

absolute power of the king who is portrayed as if he were a god endowing and taking life. 

b) at the theatrical level, it designates two levels of performance: naturalistic and stylized.  

     Theatrically speaking, the puppet-likeness of the women characters lies in contrast to the 

 ive iness  n  physic   strength  emonstr te   y the king’s movement: “The king abruptly 

stops and pushes the woman away” [my emph sis] (NKD 47). This abrupt movement and 

‘p shing’ req ires gestic power  n  we  iscover   ter in the p  y the contr st between this 

 pp rent physic   strength of the king’s  o y  n  the q een’s fee  e st te. The queen lies in 

 e  giving “the impression of a long sick or bed-ridden person” (NKD 65). The irony is that 

the king’s  pp rent m sc  inity rests on   rrenness. Stricken by sterility, the king is unable to 

give the queen a child. Hence, they indulge in a game in which they act as if they had a baby. 

In   scene th t remin s  s of the f nt sy chi   of M rth   n  George in E w r     ee’s Who 

is Afraid of Virginia Woolf? (1962), the queen and the king have a similar hallucination about 

  chi   th t  i  not re   y exist. It is thro gh this scene of the im gine  chi   th t ‘      -

Ṣ  ūr presents   two-sided argument on how a king should be. The queen offers an ideal 

image of the imagined child when he becomes a king as a kind-hearted king, beloved by his 

people, a king who will seek to learn wisdom and poetry. The king takes these features as 

signs of we kness. He wo     ike his im gine  ‘roy   chi  ’ to tr mp e his peop e  nder his 

feet. He imagines him to  e “  go  …in h m n form” (NKD 67). Instead of teaching him 

wis om  n  poetry, he wi   “teach him how to look accusingly into the eyes of men,/ And 

pore so long until the limbs of his opponent grow so weak/ That he collapses at his feet, and 

kisses them,/ And ask his pardon for a crime he never really did commit (NKD 68). Indeed, 

the king projects an image that reflects the relationship between him and his subjects. The 

mime used to kiss a fancied heel of an imagined baby enhances the distancing effect and the 

audience are positioned at a distance where they could judge which image expresses the 

desired king.       

     The king’s ento r ge s ch  s the vizier, the j  ge, the histori n, the poet  n  the 

executioner wear the same blue costumes to show that they are all loyal to their king. To 

distinguish between these characters, the playwright advises the director to put cardboards on 

their backs to indicate their roles in the palace in a manner signalling the influence of the 
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Epic theatre. Ahmad Mijahid views the similarity in their attire, though they have different 

jobs in the court, as a reference to the lack of identity they suffer from in the presence of the 

king. In the eyes of the king, they are reduced to a single entity (684). These characters are 

depersonalized to enhance the total image of the king which, when juxtaposed to their 

collective image, becomes more apparent. He is one, they are the mass. As Eugene Lunn 

o serves, “impersonal poetics, dehumanization in the visual arts, collective or mass 

characters in theatre, and the fragmentation of personality in the novel are important features 

of the modern cultural landscape” (Lunn 73).  Although the uniformity of their attire may 

effect a comic image in the scene, it nonetheless reveals a painful implication hidden 

 n erne th it. Th t co     e interprete   s the king’s  ttempt to  eperson  ize the mem ers 

of his court, something to be illustrated later on. As the action moves forward, the king dies 

and we see the queen who cannot suppress her instinct toward motherhood. She asks the 

king’s entourage to help her conceive. Lacking sufficient self-confidence to respond 

positively to her req est, none of them w s    e to  ct   t the poet who,  fter the q een’s 

encouragement, reluctantly consented to become engaged.  

     From this point on, the poet’s  eh vio r ch nges  n  he p  ys   crucial role in the 

regeneration of the q een’s  ife. He is no more submissive and his character started to show 

its real essence. The way the playwright puts emphasis on his change of attitude is clearly 

historically significant and it features as an aspect of the modern epic theatre. As Brecht 

explained “The epic the tre is chief y intereste  in the  ttit  es which peop e   opt tow r s 

one another, wherever they are socio-historically significant (typical)” (Brecht on Theatre 

86). It was the social and economic conditions that made the poet “… eg    ive ihoo  with 

verse” (48). When the king died, prospects for change followed. What the playwright 

presents is a dramatic attitude change even in the language of the poet. His poetry became 

gen ine poetry th t comm nic te  his own fee ings, not some o y e se’s, for the q een. The 

audience’s acquaintance with the ch nge in the poet’s  ttit  e is import nt in f  fi  ing the 

alienation effect. Brecht voiced this view when he commented on the spect tor’s ro e:  

…the spect tor is given the ch nce to criticize h m n  eh vio r from   soci   point of 

view, and the scene is played as a piece of history. The idea is that the spectator 

should be put in a position where he can make comparisons about everything that 

influences the way in which human beings behave. (Brecht on Theatre 86) 

 

It is true that ‘      -     r presented the whole play as a piece of history, but which history? 

It is a falsified one. He puts forward his idea of the falsification of history when the king tells 
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the poet that he needed his poetry as a kind of enjoyment and zest, not praise or a gift. For the 

king, history is not an objective witness to his deeds. It is what he wants to be written about 

him. The king: “I won’t sne k into the pageant of history like a beggar in tattered rags/ 

smeared with blotches of bad verses” (NKD 48). The king speaks as a source of power but his 

power emanates from his role, not from his character. As a human being, he is not impressive 

in any sense,   f ct known  y his in  i ity to express himse f proper y: “Oh! So yo   o not 

 ike my simi e!/ We  , te ch  s then the right one for something  pp   ing y fi thy” (NKD 48) 

and his shattered sense of masculinity.  

     The falsification of history is not on y pen ing on the king’s wish to h ve history written 

the w y he f vo rs,   t   so on the histori n’s s  mission to this wish. The histori n here is   

character that has no name, and hence could represent any writer that falsifies history for 

whatever reason; fear, wealth fame, etc. He is not different from the poet when he put his 

poetry to the service of the king. The relationship between the King and the historian is so 

speci    n   isting ishe  from the King’s re  tionships to his other men. To m rk this 

speci  ity, the king c   s the histori n “o r offici   histori n”,   phr se th t ref ects the sense 

of possession em e  e  in this re  tionship. This  iffers from, for ex mp e, “the j  ge of the 

co rt”  se  to c    the j  ge or “Vizier of the king”  sed to summon the vizier.  The historian 

in this p  y is the co nterp rt of   ene i in Soyink ’s A Dance of the Forests, a man of no 

sense of history and worthy of contempt. Much as Adenebi served the whims of Mata 

Kharibu, the historian here satisfies the wishes of the king. It is here that ‘      -Ṣ  ūr 

presents a profound skepticism towards the authenticity of history. His references to the 

interferences of the state in dictating which history should be shown to the masses cannot be 

overlooked in this context. There has been a lot of controversy about the extent of 

falsification the Egyptian leader,   m   ‘      -Nasir (Nasser) inflicted on Egyptian history 

(Gorman 101). The idea is that bad poetry and bad history have a similar impact, the former 

spoi s peop e’s artistic taste and the latter spoils their past. Both are unreliable and their 

danger is more horrendous than the danger of dictatorship itself.  

     To attach the history of a whole nation to the personal ideology of its ruler is pure 

absurdity. When the king asks the historian about the reason behind changing the official 

co o r of the st te, he  ttri  tes it to the ch nge of its i eo ogy. The ch nge of the st te’s 

slogan coincides with superficial ideologies fostered by the king. The author criticises 

sentimental historiography which justifies the r  er’s pench nt for ch nge. He q estions the 

assumptions which this historiography embraces, and its methods of exploiting the national 
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feelings of the masses. “To f ce  p to the ch   enge of the f ture armed with a white 

ideology” (58), “ ttire yo rse f in  rown,/   tr e p triot yo   ecome  p  n   own.” or “In 

blue dress yourself,/ Nearer the absolute you find yourself” (59). To indicate his lack of 

confidence and falsification of history, the playwright makes the historian resort often to 

‘whispering’ when he t  ks to the king. The king himse f m kes the histori n’s views the 

more  o  tf    y s ying: “No one  e ieves yo r si  y  rive   ny w y, except/ you yourself of 

course” (59). That history could be corrupted by ideological sentimentalism was something 

that was debated in Egypt at the time of Nasser. Nasser promoted Arab Nationalism and put 

all the state institutions to the service of this ideology. To give it some extra momentum, 

Nasser defamed the previous era of Farouk I and designated the king’s  s  n er  of 

corruption.  

     If anything ideology would serve, it is the throne of the king. When he decided to accept 

the white velvet from the tailor, which stands for material benefit gained, he asked the 

historian to come up with a new slogan for the state.  

King: The general purport should be 

          Something to the effect 

          That we choose white a symbol of the happy and 

          Loving extinction of the self 

          Into a state of total harmony. 

         We have sunk the self into the common good and 

         Merged into each other until we grew white and  

         Agnel-like (sic) 

         Eternally dying into the universal white absolute, 

         The Royal white absolute. (NKD 60 - 61) 

 

The irony is clearly shown in the juxtaposition of “the  nivers   white   so  te”  n  “The 

Roy   white   so  te”. It effects   comic imp ct th t is more  pp rent in  r  ic  s the two 

wor s ‘ nivers  ’  n  ‘Roy  ’ so n  re  tive y simi  r: ‘  -k  yy h’  n  ‘  -m   kyy h’ 

though the semantic distance between both is immeasurable. The king identifies himself with 

what is universal to show his power over the people.  

     To wrap a veil of secrecy around his playing with history, the king mutes witnesses to its 

incidents. He orders his executioner to behead the tailor, calling it ‘  q estion of st te po icy’ 

(NKD 62). After the tailor beseeched and pleaded for the king to pardon him, he ordered his 

executioner to cut his tongue off. The tailor is not destroyed, but he cannot speak. The trauma 

to which he was exposed is similar to that of the passenger in Night Traveller. ‘      -     r 

attempts to portray the torture of ordinary innocent people for reasons bigger than 

themselves. Those in power traumatize the ordinary individual in order to solidify their 
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ideological domination. It is worth noting that both the passenger and the tailor belong to the 

proletariat and their suffering represents the exploitation to which this class is exposed in an 

authoritative society.    

     All of a sudden the King died in Act I. It is a coincidence and perhaps the playwright 

wanted to give more space to the poet to act. However, by so doing, he made the conflict 

between the poet and the king evitable. Instead of the Helen of Troy conflict paradigm, in 

which the queen could have run away with the poet and then fought back the king, the author 

opted for an unexpected coincidental natural death of the king. As from here the focus shifts 

to the queen and the poet. In Act II of the play the three female narrators inform the audience 

about the death ritual of the people of this imaginative kingdom. Here we could perceive a 

similarity between Soyinka and ‘      -     r in their treatments of such scenes. But whereas 

Soyinka would gives more space to dance, song and all other body movements to represent a 

death ritual, ‘      -     r limits himself, rendering a very theatrical moment that could be 

exploited to high potentialities into something semi-abstract. It is worth noting here that when 

Soyinka incorporates a ritual dance in his play, he presents an ingredient part of tradition that 

is exercised by Yoruba people till present. It is also more akin to re  ity  s Soyink ’s Death 

and the King’s Horseman is based on an event that occurred in his country whereas ‘      -

     r’s play is based on an imagined mythical story.    

     In Act III, the three women narrate three different endings to the audience. The audience 

are asked to think actively of these endings and to select one of them. The solution appealing 

to most of the audience, once arrived at, will be fixed as the First Woman reports:  

 n  since the   thor w sn’t q ite s re which of his en ings yo  wo    prefer, he 

decided to show you all three of them. However, he has given us his solemn word that 

the ending you choose, that is, the one most of you feel happy with, will be the only 

one we play tomorrow. For, as the author firmly says, we are not here to teach you 

but, rather, to learn from you. (NKD 108, my italics) 

  

The author does not solely try to make the hypothetical fourth wall collapse or to break down 

the invisible barrier between actors and audience but also strives to give an active role to the 

audience and empower it as to become, in Lichte’s wor s, the “sovereign m ster over all 

possible kinds of semiosis” (Fischer-Lichte 110). Instead of making his audience follow a 

closed narrative, ‘      -     r asks the audience to think and contribute to the story 

presented on stage by choosing its ending. These multiple endings suggest that the play, to 

q ote Brecht, “is essentially dynamic; its task is to show the world as it changes (and also 
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how it may be changed)” (Brecht on Theatre 79).  Although he did not specify a method for 

surveying the audience preference, his idea of offering alternate endings to a dramatic work is 

bold and new to the Egyptian theatre. This is the kind of audience that Brecht sought to create 

for his theatre, and the Egyptian playwright was aspiring to do so as well. An audience with 

‘  critic    ttit  e’  s Brecht  escri e  it, “a collection of individuals, capable of thinking and 

of reasoning, of making judgements even in the theatre” (Brecht on Theatre 79). Indeed, the 

communication between actors and audience was a central concern for ‘      -Ṣ  ūr in the 

two plays discussed in this chapter. In Night Traveller, the n rr tor’s  irect speech to the 

audience helps to support the idea that they, like himself, witness the suffering of the traveller 

and their importance as observers is recognized. Hence, they are responsible for what 

happens on stage and could stop it if necessary. This concept of offering different endings to 

a piece of art conforms to the principle of change highlighted by modernism, for nothing is 

fixed and human beings and their history change. It also reflects an idea which Brecht well 

expresses when he writes: “The i e  is th t the spect tor sho     e put in a position where he 

can make comparisons about everything that influences the way in which human beings 

behave” (Brecht on Theatre 86).  

     However, the treatment proposed for the ending to be chosen by the audience opposes a 

basic concept in Brecht’s theory of  cting. Where s the first wom n remin s  s of Brecht’s 

The Caucasian Chalk Circle and indeed the playwright strives to achieve Brecht's 

Verfremdungseffekt, he seems  n w re th t in Brecht’s theory of  cting nothing improvise  

should be there in the  ctors’  e ivery, in other wor s the  ctors p  y o t   finishe  pro  ct. 

Brecht  escri es this techniq e of  cting  s th s: “Wh tever the  ctor offers in the w y of 

gesture, verse structure, etc., must be finished and bear the hallmarks of something rehearsed 

and rounded-off” (Brecht on Theatre 139). The  ctor’s re  tion to the text is  efinite  n  c e r 

and there is no free play of the script on stage. The second woman undermines this rule when 

she reminds the audience that the author could extend the ending they choose by giving the 

actors a ready-m  e piece to tr ns  te it into  ction or  y the  ctors’ resort to improvising 

dialogues on the spur of the moment:  

The ending you choose tonight will be the only one we play tomorrow. The author of 

course will have to write it up a little, and add a bit of padding here and there to make 

it long enough for a whole Act. Otherwise, the actors themselves will have to 

improvise scenes and add chunks of dialogue to swell it up. (120, my italics)   
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This could be attributed to the fact that ‘      -     r’s stage experience and theatre 

knowledge were more derived from books than engaging directly with theatrical projects. He 

himself admitted that he was not a punctual theater goer from early age.    

     The three women first give a brief account what happens in each ending before it is played 

out. Although this idea is theoretically affordable and could work well with a written 

material, when it comes to performance some conflicting issues arise. For the audience of 

tonight’s perform nce cert in y wi   not  e tomorrow’s    ience. This me ns imposing the 

preference of one audience on another audience. Moreover, the playwright undermines 

Brecht’s concept of theatre by giving the audience the initiative via their didactic role. By 

having multiple audience-selected endings, Now the King is Dead achieves a high degree of 

modernism and distinguishes itself from ‘      -     r previous dramatic works which have 

one ending. In this play the audience is much more engaged and given the opportunity to 

participate in choosing the ending of the play. It is obvious that the ending the audience vote 

for would express the common satisfaction and inclination of the majority.  

     The first of these there endings is based on the  ncient Greek myth of Orphe s. The king’s 

executioner captured the queen and his entourage forced her to lie beside king on his death 

bed. As they could not bring the king back to life, they sent both the king and queen to the 

underworld. The poet attempted to retrieve the queen from the underworld but first he had to 

appear before the jury of fate. In a mock representation of this jury, the author makes its 

members the same submissive characters of the vizier, historian and judge of the dead king. 

Both the king and poet claimed the queen is his woman. To reach a compromise, the jury of 

fate decreed to split the queen in half and divide her between the two. Certainly, this ending 

remin s  s of the  i  ic   story of So omon’s j  gement  n  the first wom n refers explicitly 

to this  ink. She   so re  tes this en ing to Brecht’s The Caucasian Chalk Circle. The poet, as 

the re   mother of the    y in King So omon’s story,  eci e  to  et the q een go to the king 

out of sympathy. But the third woman regrets that So omon’s wis om is no  onger  tt in   e 

nowadays, a reference to the corruption of contemporary judiciary system and lack of justice.  

     The second ending is based on the idea of waiting. The queen and poet wait till their son 

reaches twenty and return to claim his throne. The young king finds the palace obsolete and 

thus decides to build it a new. However, the vizier tells him that it is only this hall in the 

palace he could control as the prince of the western shore usurped the rest, in a reference to 

the occupation of Sinai by Israel as Fouad Dawara interprets it (Dawara 124). Moselhi 
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attributes this idea of waiting and the futility of this ending to the theatre of the absurd 

(Moselhi 161). 

     The third ending is the most promising as the queen and poet go to the palace in the 

morning, followed by the mute tailor. We co    notice   shift in the q een’s ch r cter here. 

We no longer see the queen who demonstrated fragility in the first act. We see a queen who 

has ambition to power. She claims the palace and throne for her unborn child, a symbol for 

the future. The poet he ps the q een est   ish herse f  y  sing his f  te to fight the king’s 

exec tioner  n  then  sing the   tter’s swor  to ki   him. He  sks the king’s men to get ri  of 

his corpse and remove it from the palace, a sign of his desire to forget the past. However, the 

queen keeps the mute tailor as her attendant to remind her of that past. A new era starts with 

the queen opening the gates of her p   ce to “The peop e, every one of them./ My  oor is 

open to the sick and poor/ To the lovers, the tramps, and the artisans and the hired-hands./ 

We’   pop   te this p   ce  n   ispe  its  e   y si ence/ With the noisy concerns of the living 

(124).   

     With this idealistic ending, ‘      -     r concludes not only his play but his dramatic 

career as a whole. Moselhi comments:  

Now the King is Dead seems to be the destination of al-Hallaj, a poet aspiring for the 

attainment of justice, and searching for a sword capable of distinguishing the right 

from the wrong. In this play, the poet reaches his full political maturity that enables 

him to carry the sword. It also enables him to give the child, the new king, to his 

beloved queen who opens the gates of the palace to all citizens. After that ‘      -

Ṣ  ūr never came to theatre again. (Moselhi 165 [my translation]) 

 

‘      -     r then ends his dramatic enterprise with a play that can be described as a meta-

theatre, a self-ref ection on the poet’s portr y   of the inte  ect   ’s str gg e  g inst the power 

state initiated in al-H    j’s tr ge y. When o serve  c ref   y, the p  y  s   who e seems to 

be a piece of dramatic and theatrical criticism, a mixture of theory and practice. ‘      -

     r endeavoured to put forth his dramatic knowledge, theatrical experience, and other 

  to iogr phic   thre  s into the p  y. L nn ho  s this phenomenon of ‘ esthetic se f-

Consciousness or self-Ref exiveness’  s    nifying  spect of the v rio s movements which 

come under the umbrella term of modernism (Lunn 34). He explains: “playwrights 

intentionally reveal the theatrical constructions of their dramas (e.g., Meyerhold, Pirandello, 

Brecht)” (Lunn 34). It is intended that details about his dramatic work be presented on stage 

to the audience, and by so doing ‘      -     r gave them the chance to contemplate it as a 

work of art, a creation of its own, not an imitation of reality. This is a modernist perspective 
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which L nn recognize   s “the modernist stress upon art as a self-referential construct 

instead of as a mirror of nature or society” (Lunn 41). ‘      -     r himself admitted that he 

was against the idea of art as imitation of reality. Thus he could be viewed as an anti-Lukacs 

playwright, in a sense, a pro-Brechtian one.  

     The concept of history does not only feature as a salient theme in the play, it represents its 

point of departure as well. The playwright himself referred to this point at a speech delivered 

before the first performance of the play in March 1974. ‘      -     r said: 

Every work of  rt h s   mess ge … The mess ge of this p  y is clear, and its clarity is 

derived from the historical moment in which it was written. I wrote this play in 1971 

and now it is performed. The play contains a number of themes however its main 

theme is the individual tyranny which is tantamount to the desolation of life and the 

annihilation of every hope for its fertility and regeneration. When this tyranny falls 

down, it becomes unsatisfied with surrender to history, it constantly and eagerly 

desires to take with it all the meanings of goodness, love an  regener tion … 

S  v tion  ies in the m rri ge  etween the wor   n  power…  etween view  n   ee  

and between freedom and fruitful love. (Qtd in Dawara 127 [my translation])      

 

Dawara argues that the historical moment that inspired the play is the death of Nasser in 

September 1970. The playwright was an advocate of the late president and received many 

high positions during his tenure, and it could be said that he reflected his feeling of 

contradiction in the character of the poet (Dawara 128). It seems that the poet, as many 

inte  ect   s  i , reviewe  their conviction of N sser’s i eo ogies, especi   y  fter the  efe t 

of Egypt in 1967. If the three characters of the king, the queen, and the poet stand for Nasser, 

Egypt and the playwright himself, ‘      -     r then presented a highly symbolic play of 

political ambitions that portrays an important era of modern Egyptian history.  

     Although music is not an essential ingredient in ‘      -     r’s plays in general, it plays 

a significant role here. Roger Allen remarks that unlike his predecessors, the playwright did 

not utilize music profusely in his drama, and yet managed to write plays that succeeded on 

stage (Allen 208). Unlike its previous sisters, the play contains musical pieces of various 

rhythms such as waltz, mock-funeral march, and dance rhythms. However, besides the 

application of conventional music played on stage, the playwright puts music to an 

unaccustomed use. There is silent music that only certain characters in the play are aware of. 

It is only the queen and poet that could listen to such an occult music. What is significant 

here are not the loud musical pieces such as the marches which the playwright wanted to 

introduce into the play as this is a conventional way of using music and he would not write it 

himself. The striking innovation is the manner of introducing the silent music as a language 
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of  n erst n ing  etween the q een  n  poet. The q een n mes it the ‘night’s ench nte  

m sic’. This m sic represents   co e    ng  ge sh re   y the two  n  no other ch r cter h s 

the ability to perceive it, even the king. 

     The playwright uses music as a signifier of identity. When the queen asks the king what 

type of music he loved, his answer reflects what kind of men he was. His character is shown 

thro gh the m sic he  ove . He is   f n of the “D ncing music and military marches” (NKD 

69). But the q een h s her own m sic which the king h   no sens tion of. “C n yo  he r the 

m sic p  ying now?”, the q een  ske   n  the king, o  ivio s of it,  nswere  with “Wh t 

m sic? Where?” (NKD 69). She describes to the king a very special type of music whose 

melodies had colours and danced in a circle as if in a religious rite. She then joined in with 

her voice the music tunes. It is worth noting that this music has a special effect on the queen; 

it shatters her dream of the imagined child and brings back her full consciousness of reality. It 

is with the help of the enchanted music that the queen is freed from hallucination, and 

escaped deluding herself into thinking that she has a child. The following dialogue illustrates 

this awakening influence: 

 King: …We were so happy with our imaginary child! 

Queen: The child of hopelessness. 

King: And yet, I was content. 

Queen: And so was I, 

             Until the night music took me unawares, and ripped 

             Off my illusions. 

             When she is here, I have to face her naked. 

             Oh, my mistress! Music of the night! 

             Give me back my child! 

             Oh, give him back to me! 

             Or let me have another! (NKD 71)  

 

     After the king is dead, the queen asks the poet the same q estion: “Do yo  he r the m sic 

p  ying now?”,   t the poet’s  nswer tot   y  iffers from the king’s  n  g ins the q een’s f    

attention:  

In the babble and the gabble of many tongues and voices, 

I can always recognize her distinctive language. 

I even sense her presence before she comes, I can  

Smell her in the air. 

Indeed, I summon her when I wish. (NKD 85) 

 

The disparity between the king with his sterility and inability to hear the night music and the 

poet with his sensible ears, gift of words, and fertility summons it throws light on the 

symbolic use of music in the play. Music does not only shake the queen from her fantasy, but 
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also helpes her create a new real world, the future, together with the poet. The poet’s f  te is 

not merely utilised as a musical instrument, it is also used as a weapon with which he defends 

himself and the queen. The musical instrument thwarts the military device  s the poet’s f  te 

proves mightier th n the exec tioner’s swor . Moreover,   f rther  spect of the f  te 

symbolism is added to the fertility ritual which gathers the poet and queen when they use 

sensually suggestive words to describe it. Both describe it in a manner that implies its 

phallus-like image before they enter the shack:  

Poet:    I miss my flute. 

            I want to breathe into it my love for you, 

            My yearning to sleep under your leafy boughs. 

            Its mouth is smeared with blood; 

            I’   wipe it off. 

            Oh, what a brave knight of a flute you are! 

Queen: Let me wipe it on my chest 

            That it may recover its gracious, forgiving nature 

            Oh, my loving flute! (NKD 105) 

 

This shows that ‘      -     r did not use music for mere entertainment as many of his 

predecessors did. Indeed, his is not the typical use of music used in epic theatre where it is 

used as a separate element in drama. In epic theatre the orchestra could even be visible on 

stage to help achieve the alienation effect. Yet, music here is not free from dramatic meaning. 

It has an integral dramatic function in the play. It is significant not just because it makes the 

disparity between the poet and the king and his court men more apparent, it also underscores 

certain moral values projected by the poet such as courage, love, and chivalry. Music thus 

makes Now the King is Dead a typical modern poetic play where the relationship between 

music and poetry and between the lyrical and the theatrical is strong enough to form a 

challenging response to tyranny.  
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Summary 

     Chapter Four examines aspects of modernism in some plays by ‘      -     r and 

Soyinka, focusing on history in order to throw light on their responses to and interaction with 

European modernism and modernists. After independence, African and Arab writers needed 

new forms to not just represent the new stage of history but also to undermine the 

stereotypical Victorian and early modern European image of their cultures. The chapter 

demonstrates that the two playwrights, adopting the aesthetics of modernism, attempted to 

produce through experimental drama a fresh image of the newly independent state. They 

found in modernism the critical tools that enabled them to revolt against the inherited image 

of a glorious past and to resist patterns of delusory thought.  

     The chapter shows that Soyinka presented in his plays a critique of history and the past. 

His attitude to history has put him in opposition to the writers of Negritude. He adopts a 

mo ern view of history simi  r to Nietzsche’s  cco nt of the critic   mo e  of historic   

understanding. A Dance of the Forests and Death and the King’s Horseman show that 

Soyink ’s  r m tis tion gives rise to scepticism,   prominent fe t re of mo ernism. He 

implicitly invites his audience to be reluctant at taking history at its face value and to consider 

its subtleties. In the two plays mentioned above, Soyinka illustrates a transition from the 

mythical to the historical thought. His critical treatment of history and the way of integrating 

the past into the present reveal that he is a creative writer who enjoys plenty of experimental 

verve. His view of history intersects with the modernist interpretations and shows his concern 

with the re  tionship  etween ‘mo ernism’  s    orrowe  Western concept  n  the 

in igeno s ‘tr  ition’. His subject is the boundary area between cultures, the borders between 

two worlds, the dividing line between two times, and the sphere between two planes of 

existence. It is this  re  which he    e s ‘the   yss of tr nsition’. His aesthetic attitude is one 

of compromise between both, following in the process a str tegy of ‘ec ecticism’. In other 

wor s, Soyink  h s neither t ken Yor    ‘tr  ition’ for gr nte  nor who  y em r ce  

‘mo ernism’ in   str ightforw r  m nner.  

     The chapter demonstrates that Nietzsche’s mo ernist views of history fo n  its w y   so 

to ‘      -     r’s drama. His Night Traveller touches on Nietzsche’s view of history and the 

past and his idea of the eternal recurrence. The narrator in this play puts forth the notion of 

the eternal recurrence right from the beginning. In the light of Nietzsche’s view of history  n  

the n rr tor’s wor s, ʻAbd   -     r cautiously approaches the past, viewing it as both 

intriguing and deceptive. He implies that when dealing with our own past, we sooner or later 
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discover that our memories start playing tricks on us. This is an approach which sounds 

similar to that of Soyinka. 

     Now the King is Dead presents the possibility of falsifying history by those who have 

power. The king in the play dictates how history is written to serve his interests. However, 

the falsification of history is not only pending on his wish,   t   so on the histori n’s 

submission to this wish. The historian in this play does not have a name, and hence represents 

any writer that falsifies history for whatever reason; fear, wealth fame, etc. In general, the 

play symbolically reflects a critical moment in the history of Egypt, the death of Nasser. This 

is achieved through the employment of aspects of modernism in its treatment of history.  

     The chapter demonstrates that those aspects of Nietzsche’s critiq e of history seem to 

appeal to Soyinka and ʻAbd   -     r. The posing of provocative questions about the past, the 

playing with masks and personae, the inconsistency and unwillingness to resolve complex 

questions, the use of devices such as the sudden shifts in voice and parable are distinguishing 

features of modernism that have proved to be of enormous potential for the two playwrights 

who could be said to be sympathetic to them.  
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Chapter Five 

The Post-colonial Aesthetic 

African performance has always been central to questions of social being. 

Performance was part of the anti-colonial resistance and after independence part of 

the questioning of the new postcolonial realities, with theatre becoming the site of 

str gg e for soci    emocr cy. Not s rprising y,  fric ’s perform nce w s the first to 

be assaulted by the cultural forces of colonialism to give space for a colonised being. 

The same colonised being, mutating into a neo-colonial dictator sees theatre as a 

threat, and he often sends theatre practitioners into prisons, exile, or death in some 

cases. But theatre refuses to die either as text or as practice. It becomes a crucial part 

of the entire process of decolonization and understanding of modernity. (Ngugi wa 

Thiong’o, Theatre and Postcolonial Desire xii) 

 

     This chapter locates the works of Soyinka and ‘      -     r with respect to postcolonial 

drama. The two dramatists wrote plays which belong to the realm of postcolonial discourse in 

the sense th t these p  ys ref ect   ten ency to resist the co oniser’s c  t r   hegemony and its 

repercussions.   co oniser’s  omin tion  oes not en  with  ep rt re from   co onise  sp ce, 

a trace is left behind which affects the collective memory of society. The coloniser also used 

to leave a ruling class consisting of technocrats and military persons that put their personal 

interests above those of the state. The two dramatists recognized this policy of non-

confrontational domination followed by the coloniser and their drama shows a strong concern 

with raising cultural awareness and resisting dictatorial military regimes which followed the 

imperial existence. The aim is to throw light on this concern and explore the manner in which 

it was expressed from a postcolonial perspective. Issues such as language, national identity, 

ideology, and political protest form a central concern of their dramatic output. The discussion 

and analysis of these issues represent the core of the present chapter.  

 

5.1 Power of Language / Language of Power 

     One of the most potent instruments that could be utilised to create a chasm in the structure 

of any cultural entity is language. This is the entrance through which colonizing powers 

aspiring for cultural hegemony delve into the culture of the colonised. This part of the chapter 

focuses on exploring the parallelism between the power of language and the language of 

power in some works of the two dramatists. The Kenyan writer and critic Ngugi Wa 

Thiong’o o serves two types of s  j g tion effecte   y   ng  ge  n  power: “The     et w s 

the means of the physical subjugation. Language was the means of spiritual subjugation” 

(Decolonising the Mind 9). Robert Phillipson adopts a similar view when he singles out what 
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he calls ‘ ing istic imperi  ism’  s   perv sive type  ccomp nying     other forms of 

imperi  ism. He writes: “Ling istic imperi  ism… perme tes     the other types of 

imperialism, since language is the means used to mediate and express them” (Phillipson 65). 

The question of language is central to postcolonial discourse and has been a constant concern 

for writers of all genres, particularly dramatists, from different cultures. One of the 

remarkable plays of the Irish dramatist Brian Friel (1929- ) deals extensively with language 

as a major factor of domination. His Translations (1981) is a play about language as a route 

for cultural hegemony and a sign of imperialistic enterprise. Hugh, the school master, tells his 

son Owen th t “it is not the  iter   p st, the ‘f cts’ of history, that shape us, but images of the 

p st em o ie  in   ng  ge … we m st never ce se renewing those im ges,  ecause once we 

do, we fossilize” (Friel 66). Sacred books of religion give varied examples of how powerful 

language could be. The one that clearly illustrates this is found in the Bible. Creating the 

world started with: “In the  eginning w s the Wor ” (John 1 VI).  

     In the imperial enterprise creating a world anew or subjugating it also begins with and in 

met phors, im ges, or tropes.  s Eric Cheyfitz p t it, “E rope ns  rriving in the New Wor   

had, even before they arrived, mapped it according to the trajectory of metaphor” (Cheyfitz 

142). The imperial enterprise took European languages as signposts for dividing Africa 

among the colonial powers. As Thiong’o comments:  

Berlin in 1884 saw the division of Africa into the different languages of the European 

powers. African countries, as colonies and even today as neo-colonies, came to be 

defined and to define themselves in terms of the languages of Europe: English-

speaking, French-speaking or Portuguese-speaking African countries. (Decolonising 

the Mind 5) 

 

With language humans can even create what seems later in their eyes to be the truth. As 

Nietzsche conceived it, truth is but: 

A mobile army of metaphors, metonyms, and anthropomorphisms- in short, a sum of 

human relations, which have been enhanced, transposed, and embellished poetically 

and rhetorically, and which after long use seem firm, canonical, and obligatory to a 

people: truths are illusions about which one has forgotten that this is wh t they  re…. 

(The Portable Nietzsche 46-47) 

 

 If ‘tr ths  re i   sions’,  s Nietzsche pessimistic   y viewe  them,   ng  ge then is the fr me 

through which humans could see these illusions. It is rather the abode of these illusions. 

Heidegger put it in a nutshell: “L ng  ge is the ho se of Being” (On the Way to Language 

63). 
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     As a linguistically monolithic society, Egypt does not have language diversity, a debatable 

issue that will be discussed when we come to Nigeria. One could argue th t ‘      -     r’s 

language gains its power from poetry, its very literariness, which is the most obvious aspect 

of his drama. He is one of the avant-g r e  r m tists who s  stit te  st n  r  ‘poetic’ 

Arabic for colloquial prose language that was widely used in Egyptian theatre in the early 

twentieth century. He was intereste  in the common m n’s concerns,  n   mong his 

impressive achievements is the manner he expressed these concerns using simple language, 

though exceptionally of poetic and high style. It is a language that became appealing and 

accessible to a large audience in society. This new language was set up to answer the new 

needs of the audience after independence. 

      ‘      -     r  rtic   tes his concern for   ng  ge  se  in  r m  in this comment: “  

new dramatist has to find a new theatrical language, a language that suits audience taste and 

their contemporary culture. This new language that brings audiences closer to theatre is what 

we are now searching for. It is part of a crisis that affects Arabic theatre" (Complete Works 

Al-A'māl Al-Kāmila / Ṣalāḥ ʻabd Al-Ṣabūr. Theatre and  inema 6 68 [my translation]).     

  -     r’s originality showed itself o tst n ing y in m king his ‘poetic’   -fuṣḥ   nswer the 

needs of the public theatre-goers. Besides, his efforts to develop the language of drama 

helped the Egyptian theatre get rid of the intense sentimental lyricism which was commonly 

associated with the traditional poetic language. The lyricism and flamboyance which notably 

marked, for example, the neo-classic drama of Ahmad Shawqi
18

 was not appealing to him as 

  proper   ng  ge for  r m . “Dr m   epen s on portr ying  isting ishe  ch r cters  n  

developing a conflict. Each word and line of this drama must lead to the climax of its 

conflict" (Complete Works Al-A'māl Al-Kāmila / Ṣalāḥ ʻabd Al-Ṣabūr. Theatre and  inema 

6 75 [my translation]). Here, ‘      -     r highlights the function of language in translating 

the psychology of human nature and bringing the conflict to a head. The rhetorical usage of 

words per se does not make good drama. Excessiveness in rhetoric is no longer welcomed 

and words are no longer needed to decorate the text or amuse audience but rather to provoke 

them and open their eyes to a new world. The luxuriance of expression which marked 

Sh wqi’s  r m  co    not m tch the pace of events after the 1952 Revolution.  

     What ‘Ab    -     r looked for was a simple condensed language that has the dignified 

                                                           
18

 Ahmed Shawqi (1868- 1932) was a neo-classical Egyptian poet known as the Arab Poet Laureate. He also 

wrote some lyrical plays. 
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status of a classic language and simulteanously accessible to the generality of audience. This 

was a problematic issue that ‘      -     r strove to vigorously address in his drama as well 

as criticism. Shukry ‘Ayyad argues that with the current revival of the Egyptian theatre, 

poetic drama launched on a new course through the works of ‘      -Rahman al-Sharqawi 

and        ‘      -     r, who found the medium of free verse more congenial. 

While free verse was not far removed from the rhythms of ordinary speech, putting 

the poet in closer contact with his own people, the dramatic form allowed free play to 

his conflicting love-hate sentiments towards his community. Thus, the flourishing of 

poetic drama demonstrated at least one way of restoring the long-forgotten link 

between language and action. (Ayyad 153 [my translation])     

 

It is this relationship between language and action which ‘      -     r stresses in his plays. 

He highlights the power of language and its impact on forming the consciousness of people. 

The importance given to words in his drama illustrates a deep interest in exploiting the full 

power of language. In Murder in Baghdad his protagonist gives words a power tantamount to 

the power of the sword. Over the course of the play, Al-Hallaj was hesitant between the word 

and the sword as an effective means of fighting injustice. However, his belief in the power of 

words and their lasting influence over generations made him more inclined to adopt language 

as a method of resistance. Not only this, ‘      -     r went further in showing the power of 

language. Words are portrayed as means of killing. The Sufi followers claimed that they 

killed al-Hallaj. When asked how they did that, they gave a surprising answer that surely had 

the potential to leave the audience bemused: “with wor s”.    

     ‘      -     r seemed to stand against the commonplace poetic language made up of 

clichés and regular expressions. It is a language associated in his plays with either hypocrisy 

for the ruler or manipulation of the masses. This type of language which denotes submission 

is denounced by him as his major characters indulge themselves in a constant quest for 

freedom. One could argue that the power of language itself is a motif that appears in almost 

all his plays with relative intensity. 

     In Night Traveller, the passenger uses language to please the conductor and satisfy his 

whims by memorizing lines from ancient poetry. Since his main concern is to protect himself 

from the tyranny of the conductor, he resorts to a hypocritical exploitation of language. The 

power of language protects the traveller throughout the play but this power does not last for 

long, and eventually the traveller is slaughtered by the conductor.     

     As for Soyinka, his use of English has aroused considerable controversy among critics. 
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Showing great awareness of the sensitivity of language function in cultural contact, cultural 

tension and cultural interaction in a postcolonial context, he addressed this question not only 

in his drama but in his critic   writings  s we  . In his ess y “L ng  ge  s Bo n  ry”, 

Soyink  emph sizes the pivot   ro e   ng  ge p  ys in sh ping peop e’s conscio sness. He 

refers to the ongoing interaction between humans and language. He describes language in a 

manner echoing the wor s of Frie ’s H gh: 

 language is a lived phenomenon, acted upon by human beings and acting in turn upon 

human beings- individually and as community- in millions of ways from the most 

banal to the sublime; with a simplistic directness and with the uttermost complexity. 

(ADO 86) 

 

Departing from this point, Soyinka supports a) the adoption of Kiswahili as a continental 

language, and b) the preservation of the indigenous languages spoken by African tribes and 

employing them creatively to produce native literatures. He regards these attempts as parts of 

‘   ing istic str tegy of tot    i er tion’ (ADO 86). However, the language picture of Nigeria 

resembles a mosaic of varied elements. And since the linguistic map shows a number of 

distinct tongues such as the Hausa-Fulani, Yoruba, Igbo, Nupe, Ido, Efic, and Kanuri, to 

name only a few, Soyinka would not favour one of them to be selected as the national 

language of Nigeria, even his Yoruba. He would reckon any such attempt as a parochial 

promotion of “the meaningless colonial boundaries which have created and are still creating 

such intense havoc on the continent among African nations  n  peop es” (ADO 137). If 

Eng ish h s its  r w  ck, th t is, it is the co oniser’s   ng  ge, n tive   ng  ges h ve their 

misce   neo s  is ppointing fe t res  s we  .  s Br j K chr  o serves “Where s n tive 

codes are functionally marked in terms of caste, religion, region, and so forth, English has no 

s ch ‘m rkers,’  t  e st in the non-n tive context… Eng ish, on the other h n , is not 

 ssoci te  with  ny re igio s or ethnic f ction” (Kachru 8). Adopting English as a neutral 

language could be practically functional even if it takes a period of time. Soyinka believes 

that English will not be used by African countries permanently. One day when a local 

language features as a common tongue, a unifying force that all the peoples of a state agree 

on, it wi   rep  ce Eng ish. “I h    eg n to im gine th t the mess ge h    ecome c e r to     

the world that the majority of English-speaking nations regard the language they speak as 

nothing more than a tool of convenience, to be discarded when something more self-

belonging was made viable” (ADO 85). But at present singling out one of the native 

languages as a national tongue could be a spark for sectarian or tribal conflict. Such an 
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attempt could create a discriminatory structure of culture. Each tribe would feel threatened by 

the  ing istic  omin tion of the other’s  oc     ng  ge  n  wo    consi er it   scheme of 

hegemony. So instead of being a unifying factor, such language would be a cause of discord 

and sectarianism, a source of upheaval that could shake the whole state.    

     In societies of diverse African languages, Soyinka would, ironically, condone a strategy 

teste   n  proven  y history to  e v  i  in or er to  chieve c  t r    nity:  sing ‘the imperi   

tong e’  s   ne tr    n   nifying   ng  ge. In the history of  iter t re, there  re v rie  

examples of the colonised adopting the colonial language as a medium of communication. In 

fiction, Fri  y w s t  ght Eng ish in Defoe’s Robinson Crusoe (1719). In drama, 

Sh kespe re’s C  i  n, the in igeno s of the is  n , provides a well-known example of such 

a strategy in The Tempest (1623). “Yo  t  ght me   ng  ge,  nd my profit on't/ Is, I know 

how to curse: the re  p  g e ri  yo / For  e rning me yo r   ng  ge”, (39) Caliban tells the 

foreign Prospero. This strategy of creatively adopting and adapting the language of the 

‘other’ to cre te “a synthetic revolutionary culture in place of the bastardised or eradicated 

indigenous culture of the colonised” (ADO 139) had a strong appeal to Soyinka who called 

for exposing the co oniser’s   ng  ge to    e i er te process of  ppropri tion to  nswer the 

local needs of the natives. He explains this strategy in a very articulate manner as thus:    

And when we borrow an alien language to sculpt or paint in, we must begin by co-

opting the entire properties in our matrix of thought and expression. We must stress 

such a language, stretch it, impact and compact it, fragment and reassemble it with no 

apology, as required to bear the burden of experiencing and of experiences, be such 

experiences formulated or not in the conceptual idioms of that language. (ADO 107) 

 

Soyinka then does not support using English in its native British form. What he proposes to 

 chieve is to m ke it ‘n tive’ to  fric , to expose it to ‘ fric nis tion’ in or er to express 

something which is not inherent y Eng ish.  s K chr  p t it, “The me i m is non-native, but 

the message is not” (Kachru 12).  

     The divergent  ttit  es tow r s the  se of the co oniser’s   ng  ge in  fric n writings 

triggered controversy among African writers. The absence of consensus reflected differences 

in their positions. Critics  gree th t the  fric n writers’ responses r nged from rejection to 

subversion (Ashcroft 283). Those who chose ‘rejection’ reckone  th t   ng  ge   mere 

extension of the imperial burden, an indication of a never-ending domination. Those who 

opte  for ‘s  version’ consi ere  it   so  tion to  voi   iscor   mong v ried ethnicities 

forced to be mapped in one state while lacking a common language to share. The controversy 

r ise  the q estion of how   writer co   , to  se R j  R o’s wor s, “convey in     ng  ge 
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th t is not one’s own the spirit th t is one’s own” (Kanthapura vii). By no means was the 

choice of English as a medium of writing for Soyinka a matter of luxury. He found no other 

option to reach a wider audience in his homeland and to appeal to world readers but to resort 

to the co oniser’s   ng  ge. H   Soyink  written his works in Yor   , they wo    h ve  een 

exclusively available to Yoruba-speaking community unless translated. His audience would 

have been very limited then. Moreover, Soyinka regarded the act of twisting English as a 

kind of assault on it, the first phase of liberation.   

      If there were an alternative to the colonial language to exist and be employed, and this is 

part of the second stage of liberation, it would be a common African language that the 

majority could use in communication. Soyinka would advocate the adoption of such an 

inspirational language as a counterpart to the twisted colonial one to achieve full liberation. 

He articulated his conviction as thus: 

The logical development of, or complementary phase to the revolutionary assault on 

the colonial language is however the creation of a new common medium of 

communication. The first stage of African liberation has been externally directed; it 

was the phase of liberation from. The conversionary use of the colonial language was 

logically related to this phase. The second stage, the positive, creative phase of 

liberation is the one in which we  re…c rrent y eng ge   pon; the ph se of intern   

reconstruction. The place of language should relate to this phase in as logical a 

manner as the first, namely by the adoption of a language of symbolic and practical 

unity. (ADO 143)   

 

The African language that most African writers, among them Soyinka, agreed on as a suitable 

‘continent   choice’ w s KiSwahili. This debate was triggered in the 1970s and up to this 

moment in history, the suggestion seems to be no more than an abstract notion far beyond 

application.  

     It th s seems th t Soyink ’s is   conscio s  se of Eng ish. It is     ng  ge he  i  not 

willfully choose to learn, but one that was part of a culture imposed on natives to assimilate 

them. The British interference in West Africa started in the nineteenth century with slave 

trade and the part known now as Nigeria was formally colonised in 1900. The area was 

strongly influenced by the flow of colonial educational policies set by the British Empire 

during a long period that exceeded a half-century. As a native African of that generation who 

were taught at schools supervised by the British authority, Soyinka learned the English 

language and literature while he was young: 

For generations during (and often after) imperial rule, the formal education of colonial 

subjects was circumscribed by the concerns and canons of a distant European center. 

Bec  se of its s ppose  h m nistic f nctions, ‘Eng ish Liter t re’ occ pie    
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privileged position in the colonial classroom, where its study was designed to 

‘civi ise’ n tive st  ents  y inc  c ting in them British tastes and values. (Gilbert and 

Tompkins 15) 

 

This w s p rt of wh t E w r  S i  refers to  s ‘ n  n eterre   n   nre enting E rocentrism’, 

a process of cultural subjugation that backed imperialism, served its interests, and provided it 

with manipulative ideological coverage (Nationalism 72-73). Soyinka, in an interview with 

Wilkinson, points out that the priority was given to the literature of the coloniser. He says: 

“We h ve  e rnt first of     the  iter t re of E rope  efore we even  eg n to  iscover the 

literature of the continent” (Wilkinson 95). Being fully aware that the fastest and most certain 

way to guarantee and maintain their control over the colonised subjects is through education, 

the colonial powers tailored the educational curricula in a way that fitted their interests. 

Colonial syllabi included material intended to promote and further the supremacy of the 

co oniser’s c  t re  n  re eg te the in igeno s one to   peripher   position. “Since one of the 

purposes of colonial education was to promote the history of France or Britain, that same 

education also demoted the n tive history”, S i  said (Nationalism 75).    

     The m in re son  ehin  Soyink ’s   option  n     pt tion of Eng ish, tho gh   m rk of 

Western cultural hegemony, is its status in Nigeria and other African countries as a unifying 

common language. Also, English has been adopted by Nigerian governments since 

in epen ence for m  tip e p rposes.  s Loreto To   points o t “In     the  ng ophone 

countries of West Africa, the indigenous languages are being studied and described, but 

English is the chosen language for advertising, the civil service, education, government, the 

media and much local literature” (Todd and Hancock 497). Kachru comments on the official 

use of Eng ish s ying: “For governments, Eng ish th s serves  t  e st two p rposes. First, it 

continued to provide a linguistic tool for the administrative cohesiveness of a country ... 

Second, at another level, it provides a language of wider communication” (Kachru 8). 

However, the s  t ety of  sing the co oni     ng  ge in Soyink ’s works in ic tes his 

insistence on loading it with indigenous experiences. The manner in which he manipulates 

language reveals that he focused his concentration, to put it in Bernth Lindfors’ words, on 

“Be ting the White M n  t his Own G me” (Gibbs and Lindfors 341). This is not to say that 

Soyinka intended to become English more than the Englishman, for his is again a deliberate 

and conscious use of language to bear the burden of his tradition. Indeed, his drama reveals 

that he freely uses the English language and stamps it with his native spirit. His subtle use of 

language has led some critics to accuse him of frustrating his readers by resorting to obscure 
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diction. As Kole Omotoso points out:  

It is said that . . . Soyinka is difficult to read, obscure and incomprehensible. As far as 

some Nigerian critics are concerned, Soyinka is not in fact attempting to say anything 

to anyone. Rather, he is out to demonstrate that he is able to manipulate the English 

language far better than the owners of the language, the English in England, and also 

to demonstrate his cleverness. (Omotoso xv) 

 

     But while Bio  n  eyifo  ttri  tes Soyink 's o sc rity to “c  t r   y  ifferent  n  

complicated cosmology as we    s Soyink 's priv tis tion of   ng  ge” (qtd. inOmotoso xvi), 

Omotoso relates it mainly to the attitude of educated Nigerians. This attitude makes them 

assume that knowing a writer personally presupposes easily knowing what the writer is 

saying. Knowing the writer personally seems to exempt the readers from arming themselves 

with background information. So they see that a preparation for reading an African writer 

such as Soyinka is not necessary. Hence, they find him obscure and difficult to understand 

(Omotoso xvi). On the other hand, Yemi Ogunbiyi sees Soyinka's difficult language as a 

m rk of his  spir tion for e itism: “One m jor re ction to his works which h s s rvive  

through the years is that he is a difficult and sometimes obscure writer who sets out to 

 e i er te y mystify . . .  th t he  oes not write for the  ver ge re  er” (Before our Very Eyes 

52). He  scri es it to “his comp ex concept  n   se of myth in his poetic  r m ” (Before our 

Very Eyes 53). He also suggests that in order to ease Soyinka's difficult works, one needs to 

“ oc te th t concept, “to en   e” f   er  n erst n ing of his works” (Before our Very Eyes 

53). 

     One could argue that Soyinka's language which renders many of his works sophisticated 

pieces of drama is a natural reflection of his philosophy of writing. It is all attributable to the 

depth of his thought and the weight of his work content. This may also explain the variance in 

language difficulty in his works. Not all of Soyinka's works are of the same level of 

sophistication. Some of his works lend their meaning easily to the average reader. One only 

needs to recall The Trials of Brother Jero, The Lion and the Jewel, and The Swamp Dwellers, 

works that can be described as light drama, yet not free from subtle content. Other works, like 

A Dance of the Forests and The Road, probably require a background of the Yoruba myth 

and legends in order to fully understand them because with Soyinka, as Yemi Ogunbiyi puts 

it,   ng  ge “is a vehicle of mythic meaning rather than an index of style” (Before our Very 

Eyes 53). This conc  sion coinci es with Soyink ’s neg tion of  e i er te o sc rity: “I  eny 

absolutely any attempt to mystify or to create obscurities . . . But complex subjects sometimes 

elicit from the writers complex treatment” (Conversations 35). 
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     Let us now move on to examine certain  spects of   ng  ge  se in some of Soyink ’s 

plays and see how language is utilized in the postcolonial African drama as a source of 

power.  

     In Death and the King’s Horseman there is a contest for power and language features as 

an important aspect of this contest. Soyinka in this play gives a fine example of how the 

‘empire writes   ck’. Besi es the ver      ng  ge, he  r ws he vi y on the the tric   

language of drums. Yoruba drums talk and deliver messages, and only the indigenous people 

of Oyo who are deeply rooted in their local culture can decipher its messages and understand 

its rhythms. My argument here is that by resorting to the language of the drums, Soyinka 

presents a challenge to the British characters and also entitles the native characters in the play 

a vantage position. 

      In the second scene of the play the Pilkings hear the sound of drumming but can not grasp 

its message. Even Joseph who is supposed to  e their ‘n tive g i e’ c n not offer the exact 

translation of its meaning. This nonverbal language is the exclusive domain of genuine native 

Yoruba.  

Pi kings: Let’s  sk o r n tive g i e.  oseph!   st   min te  

 oseph… Wh t’s the  r mming   o t? 

 oseph: I  on’t know m ster. 

Pi kings: Wh t  o yo  me n yo   on’t know? It’s on y two years since your 

conversion. Don’t te   me     th t ho y w ter nonsense   so wipe  o t yo r tri    

memory. (Death 30)  

 

Mr. Pilkings seems unaware that what he needs in order to understand the language of 

drumming is cultural interpretation rather than literal verbal translation. Being a convert who 

adopted Christianity and serving in the house of the Pilkings did distance Joseph from his 

Yoruba culture. The sounds of the drums have become strange to his ears. He is no longer 

able to unlock that type of esoteric language. Joseph is situated now, so to speak, in a 

borderline position where the cultural text is far from being clear in the two worlds. The 

cultural impact the Pilkings had on him can be detected in his failure to give accurate 

interpretation of the sounds of Yoruba drums. The drum language has become ambivalent to 

him as he strives to  etermine wh t it s ys: “I am not sure. It sounds like the death of a great 

chief and then, it sounds like the wedding of a great chief. It really mix me up” (Death 30). 

Simi  r y in scene fo r, O  n e, E esin’s son who j st ret rne  from Eng  n  to   ry his 

father, misinterpreted the drums’ rhythms t king them  s sign  ing his f ther’s  e th. 

Throughout the play, the drums’ language is arcane, and remains enigmatic to those who are 
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not genuinely oriented in Yoruba culture. Soyinka underlines here the link between language 

and identity. As Heidegger put it: “L ng  ge …is the foundation of human being” (On the 

Way to Language 112).         

     Yet, Olunde could still be viewe   s the co nterp rt of Sh kespe re’s C  i  n in The 

Tempest  s f r  s  sing the co oniser’s   ng  ge is concerne . The vener tion  isp  ye   y 

O  n e to his  ncestors  n  the n tive  e th rit   s is  s strong  s C  i  n’s  tt chment to his 

native land: "This island's mine by Sycorax my mother,/Which thou tak'st from me" (The 

Tempest 38). Like Caliban whom Prospero tutored in Eng ish: “Yo  t  ght me   ng  ge,” 

says Caliban to Prosper in The Tempest, “ n  my profit on't is, I know how to c rse” (The 

Tempest 39), Olunde, thanks to the Pilkings, was taught medicine, and consequently other 

things, in Eng  n . Here, Sh kespe re’s inf  ence is  pp rent,  n  the o   story of 

confrontation between the White man and the native son is retold.  But this time Soyinka 

approriates the stereotype image of the n tive. Sh kepe re’s C  i  n h s nothing to reason 

out, and hence his only recourse is ‘to c rse’. His ten ency to confront tion is limited by the 

author to an emotional, sensual one. In other words, he is divested of his rationality. As a 

n tive, his ch   enge to the co oniser,  s F non once s i , “… is not   r tion   confront tion 

of points of view. It is not a treatise on the universal, but the untidy affirmation of an original 

idea propounded as an absolute” (Fanon 33). ‘This is  n ’s mine  y Sycor x’ is C  i  n’s 

absolute but Shakespeare deprived him the rationality to claim it back. Soyinka, on the other 

hand, gives Olunde the momentum necessary to a rational discussion with Jane Pilkings and 

endows him with the ability to hold trenchant arguments both in favour of his indigenous 

Yoruba traditions and against the ambivalence of Western colonialism. As Elleke Boehmer 

o serves “postcolonial borrowing was, and is, not innocent, not merely gestural. 

Representing the present in symbols derived from the indigenous past was a decolonising 

str tegy,   t the s me w s tr e of the    pt tion  n  m t tion of co oni   E rope’s  efining 

t  es” (Boehmer 195). 

     Soyinka expresses his awareness of using language as part of a resistance strategy aiming 

at challenging the European claims of authority. As he points out:  

This brutal reversal of the enslaving role of language- prophesied by that unusual 

Elizabethan, Shakespeare- tells us all we wish to know about the possibility of 

creating a synthetic revolutionary culture in place of the bastardized or eradicated 

indigenous culture of the colonised. (ADO 88)  

 

Caliban never forgot that Prospero occupied his island, seized his property, and turned him 
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into  n economic too .   so O  n e’s speech, especi   y with   ne, is not witho t criticism of 

the White agent, something that does not  ive  p to C  i  n’s ‘c rse’, yet it h s stronger 

impact as it is dialectic. Olunde lays bare the negative aspects of the colonial culture, 

reve  ing the whims on which it   ses itse f. “Yo   e ieve th t everything which  ppe rs to 

m ke sense”, s ys O  n e to   ne, “w s  e rnt from yo ” (Death 53). He contin es: “Yo  

white races know how to survive; . . . reverting to a state of primitivism the like of which has 

so f r on y existe  in yo r im gin tion when yo  tho ght of  s” (Death 53). He finally 

concludes: I saw nothing, finally, that gave you the right to pass judgment on other people 

 n  their w ys. Nothing  t    ” (Death 54). O  n e’s power of speech made her believe that 

“it is not j st me icine yo  st  ie  in Eng  n ” (Death 53). His ability to argue with Jane led 

her   tim te y to  ring o t her r cist  ttit  e,  escri ing O  n e  s “j st   s v ge  ike     the 

rest” (Death 55). Thus, Olunde is positively constructed to resist through language. He is 

skilfully represented to undermine the distorted image of the native who, in Sh kespe re’s 

work, just uses   ng  ge to ‘c rse’ the ‘Other’.   

     Soyinka, one could argue, fell into the language trap of using different levels of English. It 

seems less convincing and paradoxical that both Joseph and Amusa, natives who are attached 

to and work with the British officer, speak broken English, whereas the other Yoruba 

characters speak impeccable English. The notion that audiences should assume that Yoruba 

characters speaking fluent English on stage were in fact talking in their native language does 

not appear to rest on solid a foundation. This shift from broken English to fluent English 

gives    eceptive impression of  fric n re  ity. Thiong’o criticise  this   ng  ge 

phenomenon in African theatre written in English. He points out “  mitte  y it is  n erstoo  

that the characters are speaking an African language. But this is only an illusion since they are 

conceived in English and they speak directly in English” (Decolonising the Mind 43).   

     In The Lion and the Jewel (1963), Soyinka mocks the superficial use of language by 

natives who try to comprehensively imitate Western culture and regard it as superior to their 

own. Lakunle, the school teacher of the village of Ilujinle, is extensively influenced by this 

culture. He tries to attract the attention of Sidi, the village girl, through voicing Western ideas 

in a well-articulated impeccable English vocabulary but with no regard to the surrounding 

cultural context. His metaphorical language, characterized by verbosity, falls short of 

competing with the local language- it is supposed that other characters speak Yoruba though 

they speak English on stage- which is loaded with indigenous experience. When juxtaposed to 

the p r  nce of Si i or B rok , L k n e’s seems  rtifici  ,   ien te ,  n  o t of to ch with 
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re  ity. To Si i, the   ng  ge L k n e  ses is   mere ‘nonsense’. It is tr e th t L k n e’s 

language is full of metaphors and fine words, but it does not bear the burden of the native 

experience. It is a language cut off from its origins and not arising from the surrounding 

reality of the village life. His language is borrowed to be imposed on the everyday life of the 

village with no consideration to the specificity of its culture. Soyinka portrays Lakunle as a 

dilettante, a parrot personality repeating the words of the dictionary he carries in his hands. 

To improve his use of, what Mpalive-H ngson Msisk  c   s ‘mech nic     ng  ge’ 

(Postcolonial Identity in Wole Soyinka 50), L k n e inten s to rep  ce his ‘Shorter 

Comp nion Diction ry’ with ‘The  onger one’. Soyink  w nts to expose   ch r cter s ch  s 

Lakunle who naively thinks that by simply using a language he believes to be dominant, he is 

to gain power over other people of the village.  

     In contrast, Baroka, the village resourceful Volpone-like headman, sharply criticizes 

Lakunle in an amusing pidgin. He is meant to show that awareness of culture and recruitment 

of genuine local images is more powerful than just imitating fine words and metaphors from 

books. Baroka uses phrases that truly express the spirit of the village community and its 

traditions.    

Baroka:   Akowe. Teacher wa. Misita Lakunle.  

Lakunle  A good morning to you sir. 

Baroka:   Guru morin guru morin, ngh-hn! That is 

                  we get from ‘   kowe’. Yo  c     t his ho se 

              Hoping he sends for beer, but all you get is 

               Guru morin. Will guru morin wet my throat? (CP2 16) 

 

 s M rtin B nh m comments “Soyink  exp oits the f n th t ‘pi gin’ Eng ish c n offer,  n  

est   ishes the person  ity  n    thority of the B  e in s ch simp e  itt e exch nges….” 

(Banham 12). B t this is not j st innocent ‘pi gin’  se  here  y Soyink , it is m ch more 

than that. When he uses a question such as ‘Wi   g r  morin wet my thro t?’ he is in f ct 

attempting to transfer something typically Yoruba into English. It is a language style which 

Loreto Todd in his ess y “The Eng ish L ng  ge in West  fric ” c   s ‘re exific tion’,   

process in which   writer ten s “ to re exify one’s mother tong e,  sing Eng ish voc     ry 

but indigenous structures and rhythms (English as a World Language 298). Un ike L k n e’s, 

B rok ’s ‘re exifie ’ Eng ish is   m rk of   thenticity  n  power. Th s, Soyink  resorte  to 

the polarization of his characters on the basis of the language they use, which also reflects 

their identity. He is comp ete y  w re th t “verbal communication is the most penetrating 

means of identity within a community” (ADO 84). Doing so, he tries to subvert the colonial 
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language and to express indigenous Yoruba culture in a new language that seems to be 

English but in fact it is not a typical one.   

     In the mime scene in which Lakunle is forced to act the strange Western Traveller, Sidi 

exposes and confronts him with his reality:  

You are dressed like him 

You look like him 

You speak his tongue 

You think like him 

Yo ’re j st  s c  msy 

In your Lagos ways- 

Yo ’    o for him! (CP2 14) 

 

Here, Soyink  ri ic  es wh t Homi Bh  h  c   s ‘the mimic m n’. The mimic m n is that 

type of person who is n tive in ‘  oo   n  co o r’   t Western in morals and intellect (Of 

Mimicry and Man 128). Lakunle is portrayed as an Anglicized character which imitates all 

that is Western. He is a person alienated from his essence and this is mainly clear in the very 

language he uses. He alienates himself from the cultural norms of community and considers it 

inappropriate. The menace that such a character poses emanates from his position in society. 

He could influence the generations of young children he educates and acts as a model for 

them. Si i is  w re of s ch   men ce  n  high ights it when she s ys: “I won er th t they  et 

yo  r n the schoo ./ Yo   n  yo r t  k. Yo ’   r in yo r p pi s too/  n  then they’    tter 

madness just like you” (CP2 10). 

     Not everything from the West is judged by Sidi as incompatible with the norms of the 

village life. Sidi was happy that the Western magazine photographer put her picture on cover, 

but she did not accept Lakunle to marry her with no dowry. When it comes to issues such as 

marriage dowry, cultural differences do not seem to be minor. Lakunle attempts to use 

m nip   tion to  voi  p ying Si i the price    ri e wo    t ke  ccor ing to tr  ition. “To p y 

the price would be/ To buy a heifer off the m rket st   ./ Yo ’   e my ch tte , my mere 

property,” he exp  ins his re  ct nce to p y the  ri e price (CP2 9) His excuses are well-

articulated but not convincing to her. His true stingy nature will be revealed later on in the 

play. When Sadiku asks him to pay for the local dancers to perform before him, he describes 

their tr  ition   perform nce  s ‘o scenity’. S  ik   etects his   ck of generosity on the spot: 

“Don’t  e miser. Wi   yo   et them go witho t giving yo    speci   perform nce?” (CP2 51).  

     Although the play combines a mixture of English, immaculate and broken, and Yoruba 

language, Soyinka opted for ending it with a Yoruba song with translation provided. If there 
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is any significance in this choice, it would be that there are things in indigenous culture that 

c nnot  e  ttere  except in the n tive   ng  ge in or er to  chieve their f    imp ct. Thiong’o 

finds it incongruent that the African dramatist resorts to the expression of songs in African 

language while his characters speak English. He explains “these characters speak English but 

when it comes to singing they quite happily and naturally fall back into their languages. So 

they do know African languages! The realism in theatre collides with the historical reality it 

tries to reflect. It is only petty-bourgeois characters- those who have been to schools and 

universities- who normally and quite freely mix English with African languages in the same 

sentence or speech (Decolonising the Mind 43). Thiong’o’s foc s on the e ement of ‘re  ism’ 

which modern theatre tends mostly to dispense with made him overlook other possible 

re sons  ehin  Soyink ’s reco rse to n tive songs in his native language. This attempt on the 

part of Soyinka could be attributed to either his interest in emphasizing his folkloric heritage 

of Yoruba, and songs, in a sense, are titles for this heritage or could be an attitude based on 

his st tement th t “What is cogitated in one language can never be repeated in the same way 

in another” (Qtd in 232). In addition to the spoken language, Thiong’o mentione  e ements 

that constitute the language of African theatre in his view, foremost among which are mime 

and dance. One could argue that these elements are the most    n  nt in Soyink ’s  r m tic 

works and they are less alienating in their effect than using English. This could possibly make 

the e ement of ‘re  ism’, discarded by quite a few theories of modern theatre though, not very 

much relevant. 

     Thiong’o’s argument about the constituents of the theatrical language leads to the question 

of the difference between the written language of the text or the script and the spoken 

language on stage. Drama is primarily an oral art. Unlike a narrative, a play is intended to be 

presented on stage for an audience to view movements and action, and to listen to sounds 

created and speech uttered by dramatic personae. Whereas the novel keeps its link with the 

reader in silence, drama wants to break that silence, provokes its audience, and speaks the 

unspeakable. The placid nature of the world of the fiction turns at the hands of drama into a 

tumultuous world of action and speech. In other words, the language of theatre has its own 

sophistications and peculiarities which make it pass beyond the limitations of the written 

wor . In her ess y “  The tre of L ng  ge”,  e n V nnier o serves th t the ter witnesse    

revolution in its language after World War Two. The avant-garde movements of theatre 

effected an aesthetic transformation in language use from entertainment to provocation. This 

ch nge w s   conseq ence of  nother ch nge in the mo ern  r m tist’s  ttit  e to    ience. 
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She explains:  

It is no longer a question of his beguiling the spectator by a realistic or amusing 

portrayal of the human heart, but rather of provoking, of acting physically upon him 

by disturbing his rapport with the world. Hence the promotion of a new language, 

dense enough in its own right to transform the spectator magically, to snatch him from 

his accustomed universe and oblige him to enter the exaggerated world of the theatre. 

(Vannier 180) 

 

 

5.2 Postcolonial Nation and National Identity 

     In his ess y “Wh t is   n tion?”, Ernest Ren n  efines ‘n tion’  s “…    rge-scale 

solidarity, constituted by the feeling of the sacrifices that one has made in the past and of 

those that one is prepared to make in the future” (Nation and Narration 19). This solidarity is 

determined by two things: a common heritage from the past and present consent of co-

habitation and determination to preserve that heritage. The freedom of certain people to form 

  n tion is the cr ci   point in Ren n’s  rg ment. Some ex mp es of mo ern n tions were 

founded on the negation of its peop e’s wi  . This w s p rt of   po icy fo  owe   y co oni   

powers. Creating nation-states and imposing them in reality was a common imperialistic 

pr ctice. “Imperi  ism- the  cc m   tion of  iverse ‘n tions’  n er   sing e f  g- may be seen 

as an almost sem ntic imper tive; ‘force’ rep  ces ‘n t re’ in forging    i nce; se ective 

assimilation, rather than aggressive exclusion, allows the national concept to survive, despite 

the relative distance between concept and reality” (Nation and Narration, James Snead 233), 

started on maps and then applied to hard geography regardless of the cohesion among, and 

the consent of the ethnicities existing in these nations. Underdevelopment and internal 

conflicts, incurable crises of many ex-colonised states, particularly in Africa, is often 

attributed to that imperialistic scheme. This is a clear description of how the scheme went: 

Borders were artificially imposed, nations created and named by imperial fiat. Peoples 

of different language and culture, often knowing- or wishing to know- little or nothing 

of each other, were forcibly yoked together and, when it was decided in distant 

capitals that the winds of change were blowing in a direction that pointed to political 

independence, were expected henceforth to behave as if they had originally evolved 

as liberal capitalist democracies. (Crow and Banfield 78) 

 

The populations of present Nigeria are no exception. They encompass different ethnicities, 

speak different languages, and embrace Christianity, Islam and other traditional religions of 

polytheism. What the British imperial power did was bringing them together under one flag 

 n  n ming them  n in epen ent ‘n tion’. Before the British came to that region in Africa, 
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no such name existed. 'Nigeria' was a mere creation of the late nineteenth-century British 

colonialism, an example of a land made into a state, based not on the natural integration of its 

peoples, but on man-m  e geogr phy. They cre te  “a syncretic union of some 250 tribes 

with over 200 languages and dialects” (Kohn and Sokolsky 46). With such diverse ethnicities 

in the background, it is difficult- hopefully not impossible- to retain the feelings of harmony 

and belonging necessary for a nation to be stable and progressive. This brings then a post-

colonial 'nation' such as Nigeria under increasing challenge. A few writers in Nigeria 

attempted to promote in their writings the sense of integration and nationalism. They believed 

in the notion of one nation as a perennial strategy for fighting colonialism and achieving 

liberalism.  

     Soyinka started to establish his status as a distinguished writer during a crucial period in 

the history of his homeland, a period that marked the transition of Nigeria from a protectorate 

to an independent state. His A Dance of the Forests was first presented especially for the 

occasion of Nigeri n in epen ence in 1960. It is worth  ppro ching Soyink ’s  ttit  e 

towards the question of nation and national identity in the light of the ideological scene of 

that time or the historical and political context of the negritude movement. 

     It was Aimé Césaire (1913 – 2008), the Martinique black poet, who first used the term to 

refer to the movement. Abiola Irele writes: 

In its immediate reference, Negritude refers to the literary and ideological movement 

of French-speaking black intellectuals, which took form as a distinctive and 

significant aspect of comprehensive reaction of black man to colonial situation, a 

situation that was felt and perceived by black people in Africa and the New World as 

a state of global subjection to the political, social and moral domination of the West. 

(Irele 67) 

 

The birth of Negritude thus coincided not only with the call for African independence but 

also with the urge for the    ck m n’s  i er tion wor  wi e. Wh t m  e the movement g in 

momentum and fame were the contributions of the first president of Senegal, Léopold Sédar 

Senghor (1906-2001), a talented poet and writer as well. For all its contribution, the ideology 

of Negritude rested on a differentiation between black man and white man. It was meant to 

cherish and celebrate everything African, and to develop the consciousness of African 

identity and its peculiarity. The notion that the black man has a personality different from that 

of the white man is what the movement strove to promote. By doing so the movement 

engaged in the dialectic of discrimination that had already been posited by the colonial 

powers. The French existentialist philosopher Jean-Paul Sartre (1905-1980) was the first to 
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 n erscore this  spect of Negrit  e in his ess y “Orphée Noir” which serve   s   pref ce to 

Senghor’s co  ection of African and Malagasy poetry. Sartre referred to the movement as 

‘racisme antiraciste’ (Senghor and Sartre xiv) or ‘ nti-r ci   r cism’. To  n ermine the 

European/White racial project, Negritude writers adopted similar tools of priding on things 

such as origin, history and culture, and hence fell in the trap of the same ideology they 

intended to attack.   

     The Negritude movement then cherished the notion that in order to resist the White-

culture hegemony, Africans need to take pride in their pre-colonial past. Césaire defended 

negritude and highlighted its accomplishment in defining the African in a positive language: 

It must not be forgotten that the word négritude was, at first, a riposte. The word 

nègre had been thrown at us as an insult, and we picked it up and turned it into a 

positive concept. . . . We thought that it was an injustice to say that Africa had done 

nothing, that Africa did not count in the evolution of the world, that Africa had not 

invented anything of value. It was also an immense injustice, and an enormous error, 

to think that nothing of value could ever come out of Africa. Our faith in Africa did 

not result in a sort of philosophy of the ghetto, and this cult of, this respect for, the 

African past did not lead us to a museum philosophy (Qtd in Jules-Rosette 34-35).19 

 

Cés ire’s wor s  n er ine   str tegy to ch nge the im ge promoted by colonialism about 

Africa and Africans. Adopting a defensive stance, negritude sounded more as a reaction 

rather than an initiative feat. What helped negritude gain momentum was that the currents of 

that time were to create a sense of black self-appraisal. These currents were coincidentally 

prevalent in the black culture of America as well. For example, the Harlem Renaissance 

st tement “I  m    ck  n   e  tif  ” we   expresse  this sense. Soyink ’s p  ys negoti te 

those currents and offer what can be seen as alternative ways of constructing African 

identities rather than resting on the sentimentalisation of African heritage. 

     These alternative ways are to be found in a literature that can freely represent African 

society in all its strengths and weaknesses. It is only through this kind of literature that 

dedicated writers could impartially portray indigenous identities. Unlike the Negritude 

writers, Soyinka did not place the African past on a pedestal of idealism. His works show that 

he is keen to lay bare the inevitability of the delusions of such practices. He sees that the 

representation of the African history as utopian and immaculate is downright deceptive and 

gives the new generations of Africans mixed delusory messages. J. Z. Kronenfeld observes 

th t “Soyink ’s p  ys  o not m ke ‘h m nity’  n inherent possession of  fric ns, nor  o they 
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  This was a tape-recorded presentation delivered at the Maison Helvétique in Paris in 1967.   
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 ssoci te the ethic    ife exc  sive y with tr  ition   w ys” (Research on WS 315). Soyink ’s 

anti-negritude stance began in the 1960s. In an interview, Soyinka clearly articulates his 

 ttit  e to the movement: “I'm not   negrit  inist; in f ct, I  m co nte   mong the 

antinegritudinists . . . negritude is a historical phenomenon. It had to happen in the period that 

it had to happen . . . but as with most movements which begin on the café sidewalks, it is 

  rge y  rtifici  , rhetoric  ” (Conversations 9-10). Soyinka did not particularly advocate the 

sentimental approach of the movement. His criticism of the movement can be summed up in 

his witty ri ic  e: “the tiger  oes not go  bout proclaiming its tigritude but merely lives and 

acts it” (Qtd in Jeyifo 2).  

      In its scheme of identity construction, Negritude refers to a collective identity of the 

African Diaspora born of a common historic-cultural experience of subjugation. The term and 

the subsequent literary and cultural movement that ensued both emphasised the possible 

negation of that subjugation via concerted actions of racial affirmation. First initiated as a 

reaction to colonialism, the movement has equally rejected the political, the social and 

cultural domination of the West. Based on the simple recognition of 'blackness' and the 

acceptance of this fact, it aspired to alert the consciousness of those who belong to the black 

race and subsequently generate in them an overwhelming pride in their black heritage and 

culture.      

     As far as literature is concerned, Negritude spans the writings of black writers who affirm 

black character and redefine the collective experience of blacks. A preoccupation with the 

black experience and a passionate reverence for the black race provide a common base for the 

black writers' imaginative expression. In succeeding decades, the term became a focus for 

ideological disputes among the black intelligentsia especially in the wake of decolonisation.  

     As mentioned earlier, Soyinka's adverse reaction to negritude dates back to the 1960s. His 

first reaction had its roots in his contention that negritude is no more than an imported 

colonial ideology. For him, negritude- typical of all colonially inspired theories- gives a 

defensive character to any African ideas. He further argues that negritude’s “… reference 

points took far too much colorings from European ideas even while its Messiahs pronounced 

themse ves f n tic   y  fric n” (MLAW 127). He continues his criticism, explaining that 

negrit  e tr ppe  itse f within   “pre-set system of Eurocentric intellectual analysis both of 

m n  n  society” (MLAW 136).  

     Soyinka sees that, in its aesthetic response to the denial of humanity foisted on Africans by 

Europe, negritude adopted a mutilated form of Rene Desc rtes’ Cogito. He comments: 
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To Desc rtes’ ‘I think, therefore, I  m,’ they respon e  on  eh  f of the B  ckm n: ‘I 

fee , therefore, I  m.’ R tion  ism essenti   y E rope n, they c  ime ; the B  ckm n 

is emotive and intuitive. He is not a man of technology, but a man of dance, of rhythm 

and song. (ADO 125) 

 

He also sees it as giving the African group a false identity that so radically differs from that of 

Europeans that it comes to represent emotion and irrationality. He thinks that the advocators 

of negritude accepted the European claims of supremacy and instead of refuting them, they 

simp y he pe  s st in their r cist pretensions. He writes: “It [negrit  e]  ccepte  one of the 

most commonplace blasphemies of racism, that the black man has nothing between his ears, 

and proceeded to subvert the power of poetry to glorify this fabricated justification of 

E rope n c  t r    omin tion”(MLAW 129).        

     Soyinka believes that the representation of Africa by the negritude movement is 

inauthentic and is not relevant to reality. For Soyinka, negritude is something like “opi m 

 re m of met physic     str ctions” (ADO 18). For him, the movement is mere propaganda, 

only a label that is a far cry from real poetic creation. He also regards it as an obstacle, a 

deception that blinds the writer to the present circumstances of society by immersing him into 

wh t  ppe rs to  e the m gnificence  n  gr n e r of the p st. “They [negrit  inists] move  

to construct   rom ntic e ifice,” he writes (MLAW 129). Maduakor detects in Soyinka's 

adversary attitude to Negritude the early seeds of his “  ter  version to  iter ry i eo ogy in 

gener  ” (Research on WS 266), something which Soyink   ec  res in his st tement: “  soci   

vision, yes, but not a literary ideology” (MLAW 61). He considers literary ideology a threat to 

communication among cultures, not to mention the negative suffocating toll it has on the 

creative process itself. The only literary ideology that has been approved so far by Soyinka is 

Brecht’s  s it co    s ccessf   y coinci e with   soci   vision. For him, “Brecht’s i eo ogy of 

theatre and dramatic literature is the most successful example” (MLAW 61).       

     “ s satirist, Soyinka sees the potential for exploitation in the older societies as well as the 

new- that is, he portrays humans” (Research on WS 315). In his presentation of the conflict 

between the values of the old society and those of the new one, he constantly attacks both and 

also continuously seeks to shed light on the bright aspects of both. He takes into account the 

imperfections of the past, which he accepts as inseparable from the human condition and 

which he interprets as an invitation to question the present. He offers, for example, a 

withering portrayal of the ancient king, Mata Kharibu, in A Dance of the Forests. He exposes 

the false beliefs of the old religion in The Swamp Dwellers, and he acknowledges in The 

Death and King’s Horseman that the flaws could be from within as well as from without. By 
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so doing, Soyinka brings something important to the idea of Africanism which he finds 

missing in Negritude. For him, Africanism is not utopian, and it should acknowledge that 

African identity is not ideal. During the colonial period, he argues, the innocence of Africa 

had to be stressed, but the new generation of African writers and intellectuals has been freed 

from the fetters of colonialism and should now express African reality in a way that 

represents wh t is, not wh t w s or sho     e. This is the st ge of ‘ isi   sionment’  s he c   s 

it (ADO 16).   

     Rooted in his culture, Soyinka populates his dramatic works with creatures that belong to 

the world of Yoruba mythology. For him, this world provides writers with fruitful material. 

This h s prompte  some critics to see Soyink ’s  r wing on the  fric n myths, inc   ing 

those of his own Yoruba culture and on the past experience to understand and express the 

present black man's situation as a reinforcement of negritude. In Myth, Literature, and the 

African World, Soyinka discusses the creation of the universe by Yoruba deities as well as 

Ogun, king of the Yoruba gods, thus yielding, as they say, to the dominant ideology of 

Negritude- pride in African history. These critics construe this as a contradiction in his 

attitude towards the movement. Thus, according to them, Soyinka denounces the ideas of 

negritude but embraces them for the subject matter in many of his works.   

     In order to explain Soyinka's ambivalence towards negritude, one has to admit that beyond 

all this, the iss e rem ins th t Soyink ’s disagreement with the negritude advocators was not 

that they were not pro-Africa but that their representation or for that matter misrepresentation 

of Africa was not based on life as it is lived in Africa. He saw the negritude recourse to 

narcissism and self-centeredness as being itself the problem. He did not give up the idea, 

which negritude pursued, of an African world view that could stand against European 

negative representation of Africa. Against this negative representation, he set out in pursuit of 

self-retrieval that gave heed to the positive and negative aspects of the everyday life of the 

African. He took this African world as it is, not as its inhabitants wish it to be. Upon closer 

inspection, one may venture to say that the exponents of negritude and Soyinka appear to 

have the same goal, namely, standing against the European mis-representation and freeing 

themselves from the burden of its yoke, their methods or strategies are different though. In his 

essay "The Essential Soyinka", Jones voices a similar view: 

In many minds, particularly minds unfamiliar with his work, Soyinka installed as the 

arch opponent of negritude, while in fact his work exhibits all that negritude was 

essentially about, bar the shouting . . . Perhaps the essential difference is in the 

amount of reverence with which the two use the African heritage. There is in the 
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negritude writers a kind of worship of Mother Africa which is absent in Soyinka's 

work. For him the 'ancients' were no better than the 'moderns' even though the former 

built great empires. (Introduction to Nigerian Literature 113-14)     

 

     Soyinka's aim seems to be the rehabilitatation of the African values of his ancestors that 

have been handed down through ages. In his works, he strives to preserve the unique 

personality of his Yoruba heritage, to conserve its own culture, and to show the real worth of 

its civilization. Apparently, this seems to be related to negritude, yet he does not tend to 

i e  ize the history or the c  t re of his n tion. “I  ccept this herit ge, I  ti ize it, I m ti  te it, 

I twist it,  istort it. I  ct comp ement ri y tow r s it”, Soyink  exp  ins (Wilkinson 100). In 

his essay: "The Island Writes Back: Discourse/Power and Marginality", Harry Garuba calls 

attention to this point in his examination of Soyinka's The Swamp Dwellers. He comments: 

And home, in an ironic twist, is not the paradise of harmony, bliss, and repose, from 

where the womb-warmth of the mother-land beacons, as the image features in the 

international imaginary of Negritude and nativist/nationalist discourses. Home in this 

play, is where the hurt is. And for Igwezu, the central character, it becomes the place 

from which to flee, not because of external agency but because of the internally 

conflicted nature of the society and the contradictions with which it is riddled. 

(Garuba 66) 

  

Soyink ’s  se of  fric n mytho ogy is p rt of  n  ctive  gen   of po itic    ssertion.  s  n 

artist, he commits himself to social awareness, seeing his African heritage as a background in 

which to express the  fric ns’ str gg e with the present environment of socio-political 

disintegration and the colonial legacy of corruption. He comments:  

The African writer needs an urgent release from the fascination of the past. Of course, 

the past exists, the real African consciousness establishes this - the past exists now, 

this moment, it is co-existent in present awareness. It clarifies the present and explains 

the future, but it is not a fleshpot for escapist indulgence, and it is vitally dependent on 

the sensibility that recalls it. (ADO 18-19)  

 

From the above quotation, one could say that Soyinka is not against the past, but against the 

misuse of its influence. A writer in his view should not be an imitator of the past experience 

in its n rrow scope   t sho    represent  n ex mp e of   “vision ry writer”,   type he sees the 

writer in modern African society needs to be. The prima facie evidence his dramatic works 

offer  n  which testifies to his  eing   “vision ry writer” is th t in his p  ys we fin  “  

creative concern which conceptualises or extends actuality beyond the purely narrative, 

making it reveal realities beyond the immediately attainable, a concern which upsets orthodox 

 ccept nces in  n effort to free society of historic   or other s perstit tions (sic)” (MLAW 66).  
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     From the beginning, Soyinka focused on a particular line of thought that distinguished 

itself from the mainstream nationalist tendency. He has been regarded as a prominent figure 

 mong ‘ issenters’ who oppose the convention   rhetoric of n tion  ism. Lee   G n hi 

argues: 

For Soyinka, the postcolonial nation needs to be re-imagined along the lines of its 

original conception, as a revolutionary and dissident space from which-indeed, 

through which- it was possible to refuse the totalitarianism and violence of colonial 

governments. (Gandhi 121) 

 

S rprising y eno gh, ‘the  ines of its origin   conception’ were the s me  ines  r wn  y 

European nationalism. As the above quotation indicates, Soyink ’s notion of   n tion 

intersects with F non’s conception of n tion  ism. Likewise, Soyink  is  g inst wh t F non 

conceives  s   ‘ o rgeois n tion  ism’.   n tion nee s not on y to  i er te itse f from   

‘co oni   government’,   t from    o rgeois government  s we  . The   tter is represente   y 

a class of natives, foremost among them are president-for-life and their ministers, a class 

Soyinka  eno nces  n  c   s the ‘ eg cy’ of co oni  ism. In The Wretched of the Earth Fanon 

m  e this c  ss the   tt of his criticism. He writes “The n tion   mi   e-class which takes 

over power at the end of the colonial regime is an under-developed middle-class. It has 

practically no economic power, and in any case it is in no way commensurate with the 

bourgeoisie of the mother country which it hopes to replace” (Wretched 126). Failing to 

fulfill its mission as a typical bourgeoisie, this immature middle-class forced nationalism to 

switch its course and instead of being a progressive factor for homeland, it turned into a 

retrogressive one. “The n tion    o rgeoisie, since it is str ng  p to  efen  its imme i te 

interests, and sees no further than the end of its nose, reveals itself incapable of simply 

bringing national unity into being, or of building up the nation on a stable and productive 

basis. The national front which has forced colonialism to withdraw cracks up, and wastes the 

victory it has gained” (Wretched 129). 

     In Soyink ’s  r m , one fin s th t his p  ys consist in   somewh t schem tic  ttempt to 

construct a national synthesis from various ingredients. In his plays, there is no single model 

of identity. There is a variety of identities ranging from the ethnic to the universal, passing 

through the national. For example, Baroka of The Lion and the Jewel, and, Elesin of Death 

and the King’s Horseman are Yoruba identities grounded in their ethnic culture while 

adopting a syncretic approach of subtle change. Demoke of A Dance of the Forests Road and 

O  n e, E esin’s son, exemp ify h m n s ffering in their  oc   pre ic ment. Em n of The 
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Strong Breed and Igwezu of The Swamp Dwellers stand for hybrid identities aspiring for 

immediate change of the status quo.  

     The first thought that comes into mind when considering Baroka and Elesin is their 

yearning for young women. Baroka never left the village of Illjuinle in which he grew up and 

became its chief and Elesin is supposed to perform a death ritual to accompany the king in his 

afterlife journey. Both stand for typical Yoruba identities firmly grounded in tribal traditions. 

Baroka represents traditions in terms of his appearance, language, mentality, attitude to 

women. It is traditions that keep such identity influential. Although Baroka is portrayed as 

tribal traditional identity, he does not act as a static identity. He knows exactly how to deal 

with the practice of every day modern life. He uses his vigorous masculine power to impress 

Sidi, the village belle, and simultaneously uses his cunning and linguistic ability to ridicule 

Lakunle, the westernized identity. Baroka is a dramatic example of an identity that resists the 

rapid change that usually accompanies independence. It is true that there is a school in the 

village but Baroka will accept changes only as long as he keeps his control intact. When it 

came to his land, Baroka succeeded in pushing the railway line away from the village through 

bribing the surveyor. As Jibbs comments, “He is, in his own w y, respon ing to the win s of 

change which are blowing by trimming his sails” (Wole Soyinka 52).  

     In Death and the King’s Horseman, Elesin, like Baroka, desired a young woman and 

wanted to marry her.  s the King’s horsem n, E esin is s ppose  to perform    e th rit    to 

accompany the spirit of the dead king. Elesin seems approving of one part of the duty, the 

ritual dance, but not the ritual killing. He engaged himself into the trance dancing but delayed 

the death part until he was arrested by the British district office, Pilkings. The death of Elesin 

Oba to the tenets of Yoruba traditions is sustained, throughout the play, as an inheritance 

fundamental to his identity as a Yoruba man and more significantly as a member of a family 

 tt che  to the king. This ro e p sses from one gener tion to  nother  n  E esin’s son O  n e 

is to inherit it as we know later. What Elesin wanted to achieve was to subtly revise the 

values of death in Yoruba tradition. ‘Is it worth to  ie simp y  ec  se the king is  e  ?’ w s 

a question he thought of but dared not to overtly ask. Elesin saw that celebration of death lies 

at odds with the pleasures of life. Life is full of intricacies and the hierarchical set of values 

of the Yoruba world should not be held intact in the death realm as well. The link between 

Elesin and Baroka is that both are identities grounded in their ethnic roots who desired a 

change of traditions but they strived to do it through subtle maneuvers.  

     In The Swamp Dwellers, Igwezu, like his elder brother, leaves the small village and moves 
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to the city which he initially perceived as a home away from home. However, life there is 

more complex and demanding than the simple life of the village. The city is represented as a 

space of traumatic experiences to the young generation, and he moves back to the village in 

search of his lost identity. It is obvious that home is one of the foundations of identity 

construction, where parents, relatives and ancestors contribute to the formation of identity. 

Yet, Soyinka makes Igwezu moves between two spaces both of which are by no means places 

where his character could easily find solace. The play portrays the proletarianisation and 

alienation of the people living in villages and the transformation of the agricultural society. 

Both the city and the village are portrayed as dwellings that fall short of nurturing its 

dwellers.  

     Igwez ’s exi e from the ho se of his p rents to the city  n  the tr  m tic experience he 

faced there helped him reassess his relationship to the traditions of the village. This journey 

effected a change in his identity and in order to achieve self-reconciliation, Igwezu had to go 

for identity reconceptualisation. The journey symbolises a movement from the innocent 

spirituality of the village mythical beliefs to a confrontation with misconceptions. In his study 

of the postcolonial identity in Soyink ’s works, Msiska writes: 

Wo e Soyink ’s work exhi its   p ssion te concern with  efining  fric n 

postcolonial identity through a conceptual framework that is situated in a constant 

questioning of orthodox conceptions of identity. He thus offers a new idiom or 

language of apprehending postcolonial African identity. His particular mode of 

cognition is animated by a commitment to the historicisation of the postcolonial 

contemporary and a relocation of its problematic within a symbolic order grounded in 

an indigenous mythopoesis, but one that is equally engaged dialectically with Western 

culture and knowledge. (Postcolonial Identity in Wole Soyinka xv) 

 

This process of identity reconfiguration started with questioning the mythical foundations on 

which the economic stagnation and exploitation in the village rests. The market liberalisation 

of the city lies at odds with the closed and inert system of values in the village. In either case, 

Soyink   ttempts to criticise wh t w s known   ter  s the ‘po itics of the  e  y’. The term w s 

used by Jean-François Bayart in his book The State in Africa: The Politics of the Belly 

(1993), but as he admitted he borrowed it from Cameroonians to both refer to and criticise 

corruption that causes economic crisis (Bayart ix). Soyinka even uses a very similar term in 

the p  y to refer to K  iye, the priest of the sw mp. M k ri  escri es the m n  s “The pot-

bellied pig!" (CP1 97), indicating his predatory nature in exploiting myth for his self-

enrichment. 

     Igwez ’s p rents notice  the imp ct the city  eft on their son when he spoke of K  iye: 
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Igwezu: Ay, he is fat. He rolls himself like a fat and greasy porpoise. 

Alu: Son, you must speak better of the holy man. 

Makuri [tut-tutting.]: The city has done him no good. No good at all (CP1 101).  

 

Igwez ’s i entity met morphosis st rte  with wh t the o   gener tion conceive   s 

irreverence shown towards the man of religion in the village. Igwez ’s  isrespectf    ttit  e 

to Kadiye in the presence of his parents would not have happened had he not visited the city. 

The city, with its m teri  ism, h     consi er   e imp ct on the yo ng m n’s conscio sness. 

There he lost both his wife and his innocence. Although the city denied Igwezu the chance to 

make his fortune and deprived him of things dear to his heart, it nonetheless opened up his 

mind and helped him solve the puzzle surrounding the serpent priest. To Igwezu, the city is a 

p  ce m rke  with ‘h rshness’  n  ‘hosti ity’. It is there th t he “met with h rshness … fe t 

the n ke ness of its hosti ity … s w its knife sever the ties  n  the  ove of kinship,  nd turn 

brother against brother” (CP1 103). The city to the parents is a remote alien place, a 

metropolis where people are overburdened and lose their memory. This is shown when 

Igwez  te  s his mother th t her other son is sti    iving. “He  ives. Wh t  oes it m tter th t he 

 re thes   foreign  ir. Perh ps there is something in the p  ce th t m kes men forget” (CP1 

103), she remarks. The identity of Igwezu becomes torn between the hostile materialism of 

the city and the false spirituality of the village.  

     The play embraces diverse identities from different backgrounds and ethnicities. The blind 

Beggar is strange to the place and this is clear from his attire. The author meticulously 

describes his appearance: 

[The blind man is tall and straight. It is obvious from his dress that he is a stranger to 

these parts. He wears a long, tubular gown, white, which comes below his calf, and a 

little skull cap. Down one ear hangs a fairly large ear-ring, and he wears a thick ring 

on one of his finger. He has a small beard, which, with the skull cap, accentuates the 

length of his face and emphasizes its ebony-c rving n t re ….] (CP1 88) 

 

From the above description, it is obvious that the Beggar is not only of a different ethnicity, 

  t   so em r ces  nother re igion, Is  m. The m n’s re igion is first presented audibly 

offst ge: “    h protect yo ” (CP1 88). Here, religion is closely associated with the ethnical 

 n  the region  . K  iye: “    h? Is he from the north?” (CP1 94). In societies where 

regionalism, religion and ethnicity are intertwined, conflicts highly possibly arise. However, 

Soyinka is very careful not to present these dimensions as causes of rivalry. Rather, he 

presents the diversity in ethnic identities as a constituent in nation building. Soyinka here 

touches upon the importance of the secular nation-state and the necessity of assimilating 
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diverse ethnic groups. For the new nation-state to survive and to thrive, mixing of identity 

groups is a must and they have to coexist in peace. On no occasion does the Beggar show a 

desire to argue about religion, and he expresses this clearly to M k ri, Igwez ’s f ther, “I 

have not come to question your faith” (CP1 93). Throughout the play, the Beggar often 

expresses his wish to work hard and p  nt f oo e    n ,  n  he is “willing to give his soul to 

the soi ” (CP1 92). 

     The Beggar (ironically the name does not match his identity) refuses to take alms from the 

K  iye’s serv nt. When the   tter  ppro che  him to give him money, he t rne  his ‘ ow  

 psi e  own.’ When the serv nt  i  not get   c  e what to do from the Kadiye, he took the 

money for himse f. By ‘s ipping the money into his pockets’, the serv nt ref ects   s  ient 

characteristic of the personality of his master whom Igwezu challenges and eventually 

uncovers his hypocritical and exploitative identity. Through the act of his servant, we could 

catch a glimpse of the identity of the Kadiye. Although the Beggar and Igwezu are of 

different ethnicities, their calamity is the same, both lost their crops due to intolerable climate 

conditions. The Beggar was in exile from his home village as well. His journey charted a 

movement along the river from north to south. But whereas Beggar lost his crops due to both 

drought and locust sweeping of his field, Igwezu lost his crops due to the floods Kadiye 

promised to stop.      

     In a moment of high drama Igwezu barrages Kadiye with a stream of fiery hypothetical 

questions to which he seems to know the answers.  

Igwezu: If I slew the fatted calf, Kadiye, do you think the land  

              Might breathe again? If I slew all the cattle in the land and  

             sacrificed every measure of goodness, would it make any 

             difference to our lives, Kadiye? Would it make any  

             difference to our fates? (CP1 110) 

 

Igwez ’s r tion   tho ght he ped him see the real beneficiary position which Kadiye keeps 

for himself in the village. With these questions he wanted merely to embarrass the Kadiye 

and to expose his hypocrisy. Igwezu knows that the serpent is the Kadiye himself. It is he 

who takes the peop e’s offerings  n  s crifices for himse f.  s he  cknow e ges “I know th t 

the floods can come again. That the swamps will continue to laugh at our endeavours. I know 

th t we c n fee  the Serpent of the Sw mp  n  kiss the K  iye’s feet- but the vapours will 

still rise and corrupt the tassels of the corn” (CP1 110). The Beggar spotted this when he 

greets Igwez   s “s  yer of serpents” (CP1 111) in reference to both his allegorical slaying of 

Kadiye by exposing his true nature and his rough manner of shaving his beard. Soyinka 
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 escri es this m nner in his  irecting notes  s fo  ows: “[Igwez  s   en y sh ves off the fin   

smear of lather with a rapid stroke which makes the Kadiye flinch. Releases him and throws 

the r zor on the t   e]”(CP1 110). Igewzu is no longer the innocent villager and hence the 

vi   ge is no  onger   s it   e p  ce to  ccommo  te him. He h s to esc pe the vi   gers’ 

revenge for their priest. He must leave for the city again to find his salvation in spite of its 

hostility. In the village, it is “On y the chi  ren  n  the o   st y here,  on sm n. Only the 

innocent and the dotards” (CP1 112). The p  y en s with Igwez ’s  ep rt re  n  the 

Begg r’s p e ge to rem in in or er to keep the vi   gers’ memory   ive  y sh ring the story: 

“I shall be here to give account” (112). The end of the play is far from being clear. We do not 

know whether the vi   gers wi   fo  ow in Igwez e’s steps  n  q estion the exp oit tion of the 

Kadiye or stay submitting their wills to these superstitious beliefs. We do not know if Igwezu 

has reached a point of no return and hence the village for him has become now something 

th t  e ongs to the p st.  s  i  s points o t “The en ings of Soyink ’s p  ys   most   w ys 

pose problems. They do not provide resolutions or finales so m ch  s ‘new  eginnings’ or 

moments of temporary quiet after acts of violence or explosions of emotional tension” (Wole 

Soyinka 44-45). If there is any hope for land reclamation, it is provided by the Beggar who 

 eci e  to st y to ‘scoop  p the soi ’ in his hands. It is a decision that represents an ultimate 

return to the sources, a journey he started from the beginning searching for the sources of the 

river.     

     When considering ‘      -     r’s approach to the issue of national identity, one could 

argue that there is no ideological project that aims at constructing an Egyptian national 

identity on the basis of territory. With the exception of the personae in Leila and the 

Madman, all his characters are either drawn from Islamic history or purely the product of the 

writer’s im gin tion with no roots in re  ity or persons with no  istinct n tion   i entity. The 

reason to which this could be attributed is that the movements that emerged in Egypt after 

independence envisioned the Egyptian identity within a broader project. Some Egyptian 

nationalist initiatives were taken by national Egyptian figures during the preceding century, 

Ahmad Urabi (1841-1911), Mustafa Kamil (1874-1908), and S ’  Z gh ul (1859-1927) to 

name a few, the Islamist movement and Arab nationalism came to the foreground. The 

former conceived of the Egyptian identity as part of a bigger Islamic world and the later saw 

it as part of the Arab territory. The Islamist movement strived to construct a Muslim identity 

while the Arab nationalism movement attempted to construct an Arab identity. Feelings of 

Egyptian identity were confused with those of the Muslim and Arab identities but in general, 
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there w s no s ch thing  s ‘crisis of i entity’.     

     Of all ‘      -     r’s five plays, Leila and the Madman is the only play in which the 

playwright highlights the Egyptian national identity. The need to put emphasis on the national 

identity of the characters of this play emanates from its subject. The play addresses the 

struggle for freedom and resistance to colonisation.  

      In this play, the struggle depicted is to free the country from colonisation and the 

domination of the royal palace. The play is permeated by a national aspiration for freedom 

from the outside enemy and internal censorship. The characters of the play share a patriotic 

national project and all feel betrayed by the spying incident committed by their colleague, 

Hossam. It is the only play as well in which female characters stand alongside their male 

counterparts in their striving after freedom. The tradition goes back to the 1919 Egyptian 

Revolution, a nationwide revolution in which women stood alongside men in streets 

demonstrations against the British occupation. It is true that the queen stood by the poet in 

Now the King is Dead, but that was an individual endeavour in a mythical atmosphere. But 

here the atmosphere is historical and the play directions recreate the historical incidents of 

Cairo Fire and Declaration of Martial Law in 1952, known also as The Black Saturday, 

through the voice of newspaper vendors heard in the background in Act III, Scene II. The 

reference to the incident in newspapers could be regarded as an authentic intertext in the play.  

     The interaction between the journalists in the play reaches its peak in the play within the 

play. They share language, history, and feeling of belonging to the same nation they aspire 

for its freedom. In other words, they share the same culture, though not necessarily the same 

religion. Salwa is Christian, but still an active member of the team.  

     ‘      -     r’s ch r cters here show   high  egree of  iter cy. They spe k imm c   te 

poetic Arabic rich in imagery and metaphors. They also quote poetic lines from Arabic 

herit ge to emph size their competence.  s Mij hi   rg es, “The   yere  poetic   ng  ge 

spoken by the characters reveals the intellectual level of the Editor and journalists. It also fits 

in with the hero  eing   poet  n  with the p  y’s intertex   ity with Sh wqi’s p  y which 

theatricalizes poetry. It also indicates that ‘      -     r speaks through the mouths of his 

ch r cters” (Mijahid 431 [my translation]). Mij hi ’s comment reve  s th t ventri oq ism is   

feature of ‘      -     r’s  r m . He,  s   poet, w nts to tr nsmit his voice to the    ience 

through the text. Ventriloquism is commonly associated with poetic dramatists. Eliot used 

this art technique in drama as well as poetry (Modernism and Performance 86). Eliot’s 

influence on ‘      -     r can be discerned in this respect.  
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     Un ike Soyink ’s ch r cters,     ‘      -     r’s ch r cters spe k one  n  on y one 

language, Arabic. There are no bilingual identities here. Speaking one particular language 

may suggest lack of variations in identity. Language has played a pivotal role in preserving 

the Egyptian culture and in the construction of national Egyptian identity. Egypt is one of a 

few colonised countries which kept its language intact after colonisation. Arabic stood as a 

truly national language that unified Egyptians against colonisation.     

     The play underlines the challenges that these intellectual characters faced during that 

period such as censorship, prison, political turmoil and despotism. These challenges provided 

inconvenient atmosphere that rendered them vulnerable to punishment. Mijahid observes that 

the imme i te re son  ehin  the n tion   inte  ect   ’s crisis  t the perio  to which the text 

refers is the political change that occurred before independence. Intellectuals used to play a 

leading political and social role (1946 Labourers  n  St  ents’ committee). However,  fter 

the 1950s, other categories took the lead such as army officers. During the occupation, 

conditions enabled intellectuals to have distinguished national features in order to challenge 

the colonial power. At that time, methods of resistance were mainly delivering speeches and 

journal writing. These were the methods which intellectuals mastered and were effective at 

that time. After the 1950s, the Egyptian liberation movement faced the problem of class 

division. This problem was associated by the appearance of public movements whose 

methods were based on violence and troubles (Cairo Fire as an example). Egyptian 

intellectuals started to face duties which were not fit for them in form and content and from 

which they felt alienated. Social classes started to determine the common interest and to give 

it momentum by public action, something which intellectuals rarely practiced (Mijahid 647-

48 [my translation]).  

     Of all the characters in the play, Hossam demonstrates signs of opportunism. Political 

opportunism existed in that period of colonisation in Egypt. Hossam agreed to spy on his 

fellow journalists for a personal advantage in return, guaranteeing his safety. By coming to 

terms with the political system Hossam dismantles and transforms his national identity. He is 

portrayed as a person preying on others. He lured Leila into his house and sexually exploited 

her. He is presented as an antithesis of S i , the p  y’s hero, who tr  y  oves Lei  ,   t co    

not prevent Hoss m’s vio  tion of her. Lie   st n s  s   sym o  of the occ pie  home  n ,   

colonised nation severed by those who have power and devastated by the enemy within. At 

the end of the play, Said hit Hossam hard with a statue in the head, leaving him between life 

and death. 
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     As a nation, Egypt has long been allegorized through feminized iconography. The visual 

representation of the nation as a mother taking care of her sons and all the kith and kin- 

M hm   M kht r’s  ig st t e Egypt Awakening (1928) is an example from sculpture- shifted 

to all genres of writing in the colonial period. This feminised version of the nation can be 

related to concepts of love and family honour. The image is cognitively oriented by virtue of 

  ng  ge. In  r  ic, most wor s referring to ‘n tion’ / ‘umma’, or home  n / ‘balad’ are 

feminine. So language itself helped to promote this feminised image of the nation. To 

Egyptian nationalists, the colonisation of the nation was tantamount to raping the woman; it 

meant dishonoring her feminine virtues. The Egyptian mother or lover had to be the 

personification of the nation in order to generate a collective feeling of resistance. It was used 

as a weapon of national opposition to the coloniser.         

 

5.3 Syncretism in Theatre 

     There is no literature uninfluenced by other literatures. It cannot keep itself isolated from 

outside influence, nor can it be separated from human experiences whether indigenous or 

extraneous. At least, as Abiodun Adetugbo argues: "Any great literary work must have an 

appeal beyond the culture in which it is rooted. This probably partially accounts for the 

choice of English as the medium of expression by many Nigerian writers" (Introduction to 

Nigerian Literature 173). Thus one can say that African literature written in English is not an 

autonomous entity unconnected with other literatures. It is part of a continued chain of 

relationships that relate all world literature. Despite having its own traditions, its own culture 

and history, and its salient features that are distinct from those of the Western literature of the 

empire, African literature written in English has long been liable to the overseas impact and 

the unmistakable influence of Western traditions.  

     However, African literature in English (the most dominant among European languages) is 

not English. The African writer writing in English finds himself in a complex situation, using 

a foreign language to express a native experience that reflects an indigenous cultural context. 

 s R j  R o p ts it, s/he  ttempts to “convey in     ng  ge th t is not one’s own the spirit 

th t is one’s own” (qtd. in Empire Writes Back 39). In an interview, Soyinka gives voice to 

this quandary, calling to mind what Rao has alrea y s i : “For writers  ike me, there h s 

always been a resentment, an underlying resentment, that I have to express myself and create 

in  nother   ng  ge, especi   y     ng  ge th t  e ongs to the conq erors” (Wilkinson 94-95).    
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     Inevitably, the colonialism which plagued Africa back in the nineteenth century must have 

left some indelible traces particularly on the elite of the former colonies. It could be argued 

that colonialism leads to a hybridization of cultures. As Henry Gates argues: 

In the case of the writer of African descent, her or his texts occupy spaces in at least 

two traditions: a European or American literary tradition, and one of the several 

re  te    t  istinct    ck tr  itions. The ‘herit ge’ of e ch    ck text written in   

Western language is, then, a double heritage, two-toned, as it were. Its visual tones are 

white and black, and its aural tones are standard and vernacular. (Gates 4) 

   

African writers set an example of this blending of two traditions otherwise known in other 

c  t r   circ es  s ‘syncretism’. Syncretism, or for th t m tter, ‘the tric   syncretism’ 

involves the combination and amalgamation of indigenous forms within the framework of the 

Western notion of theatre. It is a process in which culturally heterogeneous signs and codes or 

originally different forms are merged together. This process is, by common critical consent, 

one of the s  ient  spects of ‘post-co oni  ’  r m  (B  me 1). The concept of ‘the tric   

syncretism’  enotes in most c ses,   conscio s, programmatic strategy to fashion a new form 

of theatre in the light of colonial and post-colonial experience (Balme 2). The term 

‘syncretism’ w s first  se   y histori ns of re igion in the nineteenth cent ry,   t its 

application to theatre and drama is a recent phenomenon. It designates some form of 

“po yc  t r   perform nce sty e” (B  me 13). The tre theorists see in it   socio-political 

functionality. For them, it serves a socio-political purpose and cannot be grasped purely as an 

aesthetic phenomenon. Blame contends that  

Syncretic theatre is one of the most effective means of decolonizing the stage, because 

it utilizes the performance forms of both European and indigenous cultures in a 

creative recombination of their respective elements, without slavish adherence to one 

tradition or the other. (Balme 2) 

 

B  me’s contention gives    ro   sign   th t the syncretic the ter is m rke   y cre tivity  n  

innovation. In other words, it is not a slavish imitation of the experience(s) it represents, 

which is very much in  ine with C rsten Co pe’s notion of syncretism  s inte  ect    

reshaping (Balme 9).   

     ‘Syncretism’ is  t the core of Soyink 's  r m tic oe vre. H ving  een schoo e  into the 

ways of the western world through an early exposure to European culture and tradition, 

Soyinka finds himself in an epistemological quandary; torn between his nature as African and 

his nurture in Europe. The only safe haven, for him, has always been to embrace 

‘Syncretism’. Commenting on Soyink ’s syncretic  ppro ch, Co in T y or says: 
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In his visionary projection of this [Yoruba] society, Soyinka has adopted a syncretic 

style- fusing the disparate elements of Yoruba song and dance, proverbs and 

mythology, elements from an ancient tradition of mask and folk-operatic drama, 

interaction with an anthropomorphic pantheon of gods- in the service of a central 

controlling viewpoint, aimed at shedding light on the dynamics of a society in 

transition (Taylor 36).  

 

Taylor indicates here some main aspects of syncretic theatre such as the fusion of elements of 

tradition and performance styles, utilizing ritual and mythic elements to present a vision of a 

post-colonial society in a state of transition. This said, one can conclude that the use of 

indigenous cultural texts is the defining feature of syncretic theatre; an aspect that represents 

a distinctive characteristic of the theatre of Soyinka.   

     In his writing Soyinka is not strictly and exclusively bound by indigenous traditions 

though it represents a rich and large store for him. Through his Western education and wide 

experience, he has come under the influence of Western traditions. This may provide answers 

to the    nting q estion  s ‘how, on e rth, c n   writer  e n tion    n  intern tion    t the 

s me time?’ Sotto steps with this point further by underscoring the fact that certain texts of 

Western origin p  y   signific nt p rt in re  tion to some of Soyink ’s works, the s me works 

that look towards the native environment for their idiom and character (Sotto 8). During his 

stay and study at Leeds, Soyinka has come in direct touch with European culture. Seeing the 

plays of the classics and coming in close contact with the Royal Court Theatre also have 

helped his aesthetic horizon broaden. Isidore Okepewho o serves th t “Whi e Soyink  m y 

be a broad-based humanist who explores the common ties that bind the human race, he is 

primarily a nativist in the sense of seeing his indigenous culture as the starting point of any 

s ch Univers  ist gest res” (Okepewho 51). 

     Soyinka has never been an isolationist. He believes in the universality of all human 

endeavors. He has never been of that realm of literary isolationists who enthusiastically 

protect their art against what they see as outside or alien influence. There can be no doubt that 

his art derives mainly from the soil of indigenous traditions, however, he follows a strategy of 

combining these traditions with new artistic approaches and tries a creative assimilation of 

the experiences of others. The end result is not emulation but creation and regeneration and 

the subsequent enrichment of his art and the native environment it gives expression to. This 

harmonious blending of two essences- indigenous and foreign- has always marked his art and 

gives it the recognition it now enjoys.  
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      The central concern of this part of the chapter is to examine Soyinka's Opera Wonyosi 

(1981), an adaptation of Brecht's The Threepenny Opera. It is interesting to note that Soyinka 

is selective when it comes to choosing a dramatic text to adapt from the Western canon. As 

Andrea Nouryeh points out: "Soyinka has never chosen to adapt plays from the English 

c non   t r ther h s chosen those th t ch   enge the st t s q o” (Nouryeah 163), the aim 

being to reveal the impact of  Western literary traditions on the man, the manner in which his 

indigenous cultural texts are incorporated into Western dramatic works, and how far he 

s ccee s in ‘ fric nizing’  n  giving    oc   st mp to one of the mo ern E rope n texts 

which, to  se No ryeh’s wor s, “ch   enge r ther th n re ffirm i eo ogies of their times” 

(Nouryeah 164). An examination of this adaptation helps to illustrate how Western material 

and Yoruba sources have been, consciously, fused to shape this particular text. Putting into 

consi er tion th t Soyink ’s  ppropri tion of the Western texts is  e i er te y me nt to 

convey a Yoruba perspective, the adaptation represents an opportunity to posit the contention 

why an African playwright like Soyinka chooses to adapt and revise prominent Western 

dramas to express a vision of his own and speak for his own culture.  

     It seems that theatrical adaptations are an effective tool for Soyinka's main concerns, a 

tool, he uses, to encourage the building of cultural bridges and promote the exchange of ideas 

and experience. Yet again, it is instructive to point out that his adaptation is not mere 

imitation. Soyinka lays bare the structures of the original text and builds it anew, stamping it, 

in the process, with his artistic dexterity and with the indigenous Yoruba tradition and 

wor  view. To p t it no higher, he  ttempts to ‘ fric nize’ the    pted Western text.   

     Opera Wonyosi is a play betraying the influence Western tradition has had on Soyinka. It 

was first performed to mark the occasion of the University of Ife Convocation in December 

1977 but was not published until 1981. The play is an adaptation of adaptation, that is, it is 

Soyinka's Africanized version of Bertolt Brecht's masterpiece The Threepenny Opera, a play 

based on John Gay's The Beggar's Opera (1728). Gay's ballad opera was meant to satirise the 

London underworld and corruption of the social and political climate of the age. In it, Gay 

violated the traditional five-act norm and set the play in three acts. Gay's original play 

consists of forty five scenes. Adapting the play, Brecht retained the same number of acts, but 

he cut the scenes to only nine. He also retained the original settings and most of its 

characters. It is to be noted that Brecht's play, though generated from Gay's original play, 

stands as the source for Soyinka's Opera Wonyosi.      
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     Here again, as in The Bacchae, the adaptation discussed in the first chapter of this study, 

Soyinka attacks military regimes but in a satirical mode, not a tragic one. This is apparent in 

the title of the play which gives the impression that the audience are in for music and singing. 

The “Wonyosi” of the tit e refers to   very expensive cost me worn  y rich Nigeri ns  t the 

seventies of the twentieth cent ry. “The Nigeri n society which is portr ye , witho t one 

redeeming feature, is that oil-boom society of the seventies which every child knows only too 

we  ” (Forewor ). This cost me sym o izes the economic  n  soci   tr nsform tions 

Nigerian society experienced because of the oil boom and boosting industrialization at that 

period. By and large, these transformations led to many political and social diseases such as 

tyranny, dictatorship, corruption and blackmailing. The play reflects on the situation of post-

war modern Nigeria and as Gibbs comments “Soyinka sought a framework for his satirical 

bombardment on the numerous vices of oil- oom Nigeri ,  n  fo n  it in Berto t Brecht’s 

early masterpiece The Threepenny Opera (1928), itse f  n    pt tion of  ohn G y’s The 

Beggar’s Opera (1728)” (Wole Soyinka 129). 

     Soyink ’s    pt tion ret ins   gre t  e   of the Brechti n str ct re. It is divided into two 

parts, the first part is one scene longer than the second, and it is divided into five scenes. 

Brecht’s origin   p  y is compose  of three  cts  n  e ch  ct cont ins three scenes. So, the 

total number of scenes is the same, however Soyink ’s innov tions m ke them  ifferent to   

considerable extent. Lindfors makes the observation that Soyinka borrowed profusely from 

Brecht’s p ot  n  th t he   most fo  owe  the seq ence of scenes  se  in Brecht’s p  y 

(Research on Wole Soyinka 151). Nevertheless, despite keeping the archetypal pattern of the 

play, Soyinka has his notable contributions. He inserts two new scenes, one in each part.  

     In the first scene, Dee-Jay, the onstage narrator, presents the opera and gives it a name: 

“C    it the Begg rs’ Oper  if yo  insist-th t’s wh t the who e n tion is  oing-begging for a 

s ice of the  ction” (1). These wor s   y  own the tone of the p  y from the o tset  n  

disclose its theme. Thus, the audience could realize at once that the rotten aspects of life in 

the n tion sh     e to che  on. Chief  nik r , King of Begg rs  n  co nterp rt of Brecht’s 

Mr. Pe ch m,  ppe rs  s the owner of  n est   ishment c   e  “Home from Home for the 

Home ess” which recr its  egg rs  n  provi es them with     possi  e me ns to “in  ce 

ch rity in others” (6). This org niz tion is  oc te  in the Nigeri n q  rter in B ng i,   p  ce 

in the Central African Republic. Commenting on the setting of the play, Lindfors says: 

“In ee , tho gh     the  ction is presente   s t king p  ce in the Central African Republic, it 

is not  iffic  t to i entify specific t rgets of his s tire” (152). The first of these t rgets is the 
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Nigeri n Civi  W r of Bi fr .  hme ,   new n me for the ch r cter of Fi ch in Brecht’s p  y, 

is one of the many victims of the Civi  W r. He comes to  nik r ’s to get permission to 

pr ctice  egging in one of the  istricts th t  ie  n er the org niz tion’s  omin nce. He h s 

lost home and family and has become completely destitute. Ahmed is just an example of 

thousands of people who had been beggared by the war and left homeless. From the very first 

scene, Soyinka gives the play a local Nigerian resonance and relates it to real incidents that 

have taken place in the Nigerian society. This is done through providing certain details in the 

dialogue. Exposing the dismal status quo in the aftermath of the Civil War, Ahmed, in his 

di  og e with  nik r , reve  s: “I  m tot   y  estit te; my p rents’ ho se w s   rnt over o r 

head during the Civil War. My father lost his life and my mother is sti   missing” (4). On his 

part, Anikura hints at the   ckw sh of the ‘ ec  ent, rotte   n er e  y of society’ whi e he 

displays the five models of beggars to Ahmed:  

Anikura: (in formal lecturing voice) These represent the five types of misery most 

 ike y to to ch peop e’s he rts. The sight of them  rings   o t th t  nn t r   st te of 

min  in which peop e  re  ct    y wi ing to give money  w y. (Se ects one.) Th t’s 

the cheerful cripple- victim of modern road traffic. We call it the Nigerian special. 

The next model- W r C s   ty. C n’t stop twitching yo  see… . The thir  mo e - we 

call it the Taphy-Psychotic…. N m er Fo r. Victim of Mo ern In  stry. Co   pse  

chest. That sits down well with the business tycoons. Remember the Cement 

Bonanza? (Opera Wonyosi 7-8) 

 

It is inferre  from  nik r ’s  isp  ying of the five mo e s of  egg rs th t it is not the  egg rs 

who are being satirised as much as the system in which they operate, a system that generates 

s ch types of physic   y  n  ment   y  eforme  poor victims. “Opera Wonyosi is an 

exposition of levels of power in practice-  y   s tirist’s pen” (Foreword) as Soyinka declares. 

Anikura is helped in running the business by his wife, known as De Madam. The King of 

Beggars and his queen have one daughter and her name is Polly. 

     The second scene is a celebration of the wedding night of Polly, the only daughter of the 

Anikuras, who ran off to marry Captain Macheath. The scene is set in one of the stables of 

the Polo Club in the Nigerian Quarter. All the gang members are present with the couple and 

they are joined by both Jeru, one of two religious figures in the play and the Police 

Commissioner, Tiger Brown, who is an old friend and was a war-mate to Mack in the Civil 

W r. Brown is presente   s   sec rity   viser for Boky (Bok ss ), Presi ent of ‘Centr friq e 

Rep   ic’. In this scene the corr ption of the po ice officers- bribery tops the list of police 

abuses - is revealed when Mack boasts of the strong bond that ties him and Brown together. 

Mack admits:  
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This friendship is mutual. Never, never have I in my humble capacity as safe-breaker 

and multiple murderer failed to share the proceeds of my adventures with Tiger 

Brown. And never, never, well, almost never- has he organized a raid without giving 

me just that little hint in advance. Give and take, give and take is what it takes is how 

to live. To Tiger Brown! (Opera Wonyosi 21) 

 

  so in this scene, there is   reference to the ‘B r Be ch show’,   p   ic exec tion  ren  in 

Lagos for Nigerian armed robbers.  

     The Third Scene- one of Soyinka's contributions- is a sarcastic scene in which Emperor 

Boky criticizes his ally, Idi Amin for daring to wear more medals than Boky himself does. He 

also drills his goon squad in violent disturbance. The scene is replete with irony, the very first 

words uttered by Boky are very sarcastic: 

  

Boky:  Listen you fools. I am a revolutionary. You know the motto of my mother 

country- (Lifts h t  s he  oes e ch time he mentions Fr nce or ‘mother co ntry’)- 

France. Liberte. Egalite. Fraternite. I am an egalitarian. If I were not an egalitarian I 

wo    not  e  mong yo   regs, yo  sc m, yo  resi  e  e  i et! B t I’m  n 

egalitarian. I have the common touch. I am a commoner. But I am not common. Get 

that clear. You are clearly common. I am not. Better let that distinction sink into your 

he    n  seep   w ys onto yo r tong e. I  on’t  e ieve in s ips. S ips of the tong e 

and things like that. It may cost you your tongue or worse. (Opera Wonyosi 23-24) 

 

Soyink ’s ironic rem rks convey  n inten e  me ning. He m kes Boky unconsciously 

criticize himse f  n  the peop e  ike him. He portr ys “  m n whose j m  e  wor s and 

twiste  i e s reve   the monstro s t ng e of his min ” (Wole Soyinka 131). Boky is indirectly 

depicted here as one of the exponents of the colonial legacy. He shows great respect for 

France, the ex-coloniser of his African country. His reverence for France could have been 

 ccepte  if it is inspire   y  n   mir tion for its c  t re. However c   ing it ‘my mother 

co ntry’, shows how f r he h s steppe  o t of  ine  n  reve  s his hi  en  gen    s   

profiteer. The deflation of the resonant mottos he declares  t the  eginning s ch  s ‘I  m   

revo  tion ry’  n  ‘I  m  n eg  it ri n’ imme i te y fin s its w y in his ‘I  m   commoner. 

B t I  m not common… Yo   re c e r y common. I  m not.’ How co    one  e eg  it ri n 

when he separates himself from his people as far as lexicon is concerned? Moreover, he 

uncovers his true nature when he warns of slips of tongue.  

     The Fo rth Scene is set once  g in in  nik r ’s est   ishment. In this scene 

Commissioner Brown is attempting to execute what is necessary to secure the possession of 

the emperor by sorting out Anikura and locking up his beggars for the duration of the 
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ceremony. But Anikura uses a subtle device to coerce Brown into arresting Makheath whom 

he regards as a dangerous abductor that lured his daughter into m rri ge.  nik r ’s thre t is 

th t the  egg rs co     ist r  Boky’s coron tion  n  spoi  the ceremony. Brown seems to 

resign to  nik r ’s req est especi   y  fter De M   me offers her he p in fin ing M che th.  

     The Fifth Scene takes place in the club stable which is now used by Macheath as the 

headquarters. Polly, who overheard the conversation between her father and Brown, warns 

her husband of their scheme and advises him to run away. She takes over as the boss of the 

gang, now called the firm, during the course of the scene. In this scene Mack wears the 

Wonyosi, the expensive costume which stands as the symbol of transformation. With the end 

of this scene the First Part is over. 

     The Second Part comprises of four scenes, all permeated with direct satire. Scene Six 

occurs in a Whore-House in Bangui, also known as Play-Boy Club. Mack, still on the loose, 

heads for the brothel in which his favourite tart, Sukie, stays. But De Madame bribes Sukie to 

let Mack fall in the trap and be arrested. In Scene Seven we see Mack, now the prisoner, on 

hold. In his Wonyosi outfit, he is negotiating with one of the guards, a fellow compatriot 

named Dogo, to help him escape. This involves bribing Dogo who, ironically speaking, 

“wo   n’t t ke s ch   risk for  nyone. B t   oo  is thicker th n w ter” (54). The ch pter 

 e rs on in igeno s Nigeri n h  its s ch  s  ig my. M ck  sks Dogo: “Yo  h ve   f mi y?” 

 n  the   tter rep ies: “Two wives, seven chi  ren” (52).  g in, L cy, first wife of M ck, 

regards his marriage to Po  y  s impro    e: “I knew yo  co   n’t commit  ig my” (58). 

     The New scene in Part Two is Scene Eight which is the scene of Colonel Moses' trial, the 

Nigerian Legal and Security adviser of Emperor Boky. Here, Soyinka again departs 

completely from Brecht’s text. In this scene, Co one  Moses is mocking y trie   y  nik r ’s 

beggars and is found guilty of belonging to a Secret Society, the very thing he seeks to 

undermine by using military force. The irony here is that the Secret Society to which Colonel 

Moses is accused of affiliating with is the Army itself, which is condemned for using 

excessive violence to attain its targets whether legal or not. Commenting on this scene, 

Lindfors comments: 

Here Soyinka is having fun with the same kind of paradox that had intrigued his 

predecessors: that people high and low, powerful and powerless, were equally corrupt, 

the only difference being that those at the bottom of society often got punished for 

their crimes. (Research on Wole Soyinka 151)     
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     Soyink ’s choice of Brecht’s p  y shows his   mir tion for the Germ n p  ywright  n  his 

epic the ter. The   tter’s techniq es r ther than his themes are found in profusion in many of 

Soyink ’s p  ys. However, in this p  y one m y vent re to s y th t  oth Brecht’s techniq es 

and his themes are sources of inspiration for Soyinka. Through the techniques and irony of a 

Western drama, Soyinka manages to allude to the monopoly of power and the tyranny of the 

suffocating military regimes of modern Africa. Lindfors argues: 

 Soyinka seems content to pour local palm-wine into European receptacles rather than 

devise wholly new containers for his home-brewed spirits. Opera Wonyosi is a very 

topical Nigerian satire, but it gains much of its thrust and momentum by delivering its 

message in a dependable, racy vehicle of foreign manufacture. Indeed, at times 

Soyinka looks more like a hitchhiker than a trailblazer. (Research on Wole Soyinka 

150) 

      

     However, though retaining a great deal of Brecht's play, Soyinka reinvests the play with 

new dimensions through introducing indigenous African elements. As Derek Wright points 

out: 

Soyinka transposes the eighteenth-century London of Gay's Beggars' Opera and the 

Victorian Soho of Brecht's Threepenny Opera to a Bidonville of Bangui, capital of the 

former Central African Republic, on the eve of the imperial coronation of Jean-Bedel 

Bokassa, who was to be overthrown two years later when his involvement in the 

murder of schoolchildren became widely known. (Wright 27) 

 

     The p  y th s is one of Soyink ’s s tiric   shotg ns  ime   t po itic   corr ption in  fric . 

In the original text, the celebration going in the background is a royal one since the play is set 

in England. This is what Gay did and Brecht, who retained the same setting for his play, kept 

the s me ce e r tion. The ce e r tion in Soyink ’s version is s ight y ch nge  to s it the 

emperor. He changed the setting of the play and located his adaptation in Africa. This 

necessitates changing the celebration going on in the background. The matter was a sort of a 

problem for the dramatist in the beginning, but he timely- with no effort on his part- found 

the solution. Soyinka expressed “his indebtedness to His Imperial Diminutive Emperor 

Bokassa I of Central Africa, who solved the geographical dilemma of this opera by taking a 

timely stride backward into pre-history, and being crowned” (Qtd in Gibbs 130).      

     Soyink    so ret ins the origin   songs  s ‘M ck the Knife’  n  ‘Pir te  enny’.  s 

Lin fors point o t: “There is no evi ence th t  ny tr  ition    fric n songs or in igeno s 

musical instruments were utilized. Musically Opera Wonyosi was an eclectic Western 

me  ey” (152). Yet, Soyink  gives the songs in igeno s f  vo r  y intro  cing  oc   words 

th t hints to inci ents known to the Nigeri n    ience. Lin fors comments: “He  orrowe  
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K rt Wei  ’s f mo s score for the theme song, the “Morit t of M ckie the Knife,”   t 

ch nge  Brecht’s  yrics to s it his Nigeri n    ience; he   so ret ine  Wei  ’s m sic for 

“Pir te  enny” in     ter scene. Simi  r y, the Eng ish        “Who Ki  e  Cock Ro in?” 

 ec me tr nsforme  into “Who Ki  e  Nio-Nig ?” (152). Gi  s   so o serves th t the 

m sic   e ement in Soyink ’s    pt tion is not comp ete y s tisfying though some criticism is 

incorpor te  in its songs. He fin s th t the p  y gener   y   cks   ‘coherent sty e’  s f r  s 

music is concerned (Gibbs 133).  

       Soyinka seems to hold up a mirror to reflect the defects of the society or as Mario 

Relich's expresses it “There seeme  to  e no  re  of Nigeri n p   ic  ife  eft  nto che ” 

(Critical Perspectives on Wole Soyinka 129). As Diedre L. Badejo comments: 

In Opera Wonyosi, Soyinka unmasks a cast of African gods and demagogues, and 

again the powerful, the power-hungry, and the powerless appear. In this work, 

however, power resides in the ability to dominate through money rather than through 

ritual, which in effect, reduces the populace to beggars who now must placate 

“powerf  ” money controllers in order to survive. (Badejo 672)    

 

     Opera Wonyosi exposes, in a satirical manner, manipulation, repression, police corruption, 

blackmailing, bribery, the exploitation of the underprivileged, and the problems of the 

underworld. All these are universal deformities that could be found in any society at any time 

 n  Brecht’s p  y s ve  no effort to criticize s ch phenomen . However, Soyink ’s p  y 

comprises several local topics in its agenda. Foremost among which are the monopoly of 

power, “Presi ent for Life”. The p  y gener   y s tirises the mi it ry  ict tors of  fric   n  

ridicules their megalomania, however its lampoon is particularly aimed at the despotic rulers 

of the Republic of Central Africa and Ghana, Bokassa and Idi Amin. The aftermath of the 

1965 Nigerian Civil War is displayed. There also found references to real incidents and 

accidents committed by men of power and their hoodlums such as assassinations, arsons, etc.  

      Although Soyinka agrees that the function of art is to manifest the positive aspects of the 

society, nevertheless he contends that it is, to the same degree, important for art to reflect the 

defects of the same society. Thus, introducing the play, he writes:  

In ee , I  m  efinite y in  greement: ‘ rt c n  n  sho    ref ect, with the “ omin nt” 

temper of the age, those vital, positive points which, even in the darkest times, are 

never tot   y   sent.’ Eq    y is it necess ry th t  rt should expose, reflect, indeed 

magnify the decadent, rotted underbelly of a society that has lost its direction 

jettisoned all sense of values and is careering down as fast as the latest artificial boom 

c n t ke it.” (Forewor ) 
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This hints to the lack of pessimistic attitude which some attribute to Soyinka. But it also 

shows his strong concern for unmasking the sordidness of the society, a concern that accords 

with his revolutionary attitude. It is in Opera Wonyosi that Soyinka obviously exposes the 

flaws of the Nigerian society and criticises the abuse of power by military rulers. Thus, he 

managed to explode something that could arrest the attention and interest of his people to 

effect a positive change.  

     To conclude, the play proves that Soyinka has sought and found inspiration without and 

within the framework of Yoruba tradition and that among the most important non-African 

sources of inspiration is the Brechtian epic theatre. Like The Bacchae of Euirpides, the 

adaptation is of a text that do not belong to the mainstream of the English, though originally 

the story borrowed from The Beggars Opera, canon but rather a text that was meant to 

challenge a status quo. Soyinka managed to give the text an African flavour to tackle local 

issues. Again, like The Bacchae of Euirpides, the play attacks sovereignty, tyranny, 

dictatorship, and monopoly of power but in a satirical tone. It contains ritual elements but of 

course, figurative ones, the who e n tion p rticip tes in wh t Msisk  c   s “p   ic rit   s of 

state  r t  ity” (Wole Soyinka 27). 

 

5.4 Western Influence on ‘ bd al- abu r’s Drama 

     To Arab societies, theatre is considered a relatively modern art phenomenon though some 

forms of performance go back to the thirteenth century such as shadow plays. Ewa Machut-

Mendecka argues that: 

The Medieval Arab world up to the 19
th

 century, was not familiar with drama as a 

written literary genre. This phenomenon is frequently attributed to religious reasons, 

and, less frequently, to social and cultural factors. In fact, Islam, especially orthodox, 

demonstrated reluctance towards figurative arts, particularly the fine arts. This 

stemmed from the fear of a return to paganism and idolatry. (Machut-Mendecka 119) 

 

Men eck ’s   ove wor s echo the common opinion th t Is  m is the c  se  ehin  the  r  s’ 

reluctance to embrace the art of theatre for long time. In my view, Islam is not the factor 

behind this phenomenon but rather social and cultural factors. It is a historical fact that even 

before Islam, the Arabs did not know the art of literary drama or theatrical performance. Even 

in Egypt where one of the most ancient civilizations existed, theatre was not part of the 

cultural life of the ancient Egyptians. The only theatrical monument one could observe is left 

by the Romans in the city of Alexandria where they stayed for long periods in ancient times. 

The ancient Egyptians are known for their ability to erect great structures to commemorate 
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kings, noble personalities and great events. If theatre was an important phenomenon in their 

life, they would have left traces of this at least on the temples walls where everyday life 

activities were scripted. To put this no further, the ancient Egyptians and also the Arabs did 

not know the theatrical forms which the ancient Greeks are known to have established and 

the absence of this art in Arab culture preceded Islam. The reasons behind this could be a 

subject for anthropologists and the limits of my study do not allow an analysis of them.   

     The fact remains that Arab writers, or for the purpose of this study, Egyptian ones, had to 

wed local content and foreign form. They resorted to importing an already established mould 

to express their content and their drama did not originate in an indigenous form. As for ‘    

  -     r’s p  ys, they  etr y the inf  ence Western the tric   tr  ition h   on the Egypti n 

playwright. As Sakhsoukh argues “Wh t m  e ‘      -     r more mature than the 

playwrights who preceded him was the influence of contemporary European poets and 

dramatists, particularly T.S.Eliot, whose influence is apparent in Murder in Baghdad, and 

Eugène Ionesco, whose presence is felt in Night Traveller. Still, ‘      -     r could not 

dispense with local heritage as shown in The Princess Awaits” (Sakhsoukh 61 [my 

translation]). ‘      -     r acknowledged his debt to a few Western conventions in theatre.  

     A close reading of Night Traveller reveals that it assumed the absurd form. As the play 

criticises the dictatorial military regime of that time, ‘      -     r found it convenient to 

hide behind the mask of the Absurd theatre. The events of the play are already discussed in 

detail in the second chapter of this study. It is sufficient here to examine the influence of 

Western theatre tradition.  

     Among the techniques of the theatre of the Absurd which ‘A     -     r employs is the 

transformation of the train conductor. He endows this character with limitless capability to 

change his form and role when he wants. He acts freely as a conductor, a historical figure, a 

police investigator, and a military officer. He also performs meaningless actions starting with 

e ting the p ssenger’s ticket  n  en ing with st   ing him.  

     However, in a similar manner, the playwright uses Brechtian techniques to counterbalance 

the effects of the   s r . The n rr tor’s f nction in the play is to achieve the alienation 

effect. Since music is absent in this play, and the placards are not used, alienation is achieved 

through the character of the narr tor. Mose hi o serves th t “the narrator has a big part in the 

p  y’s events for no apparent necessity. He describes the theatrical event at the time it 

h ppens” (Moselhi 140 [my translation]). The n rr tor’s  ig ro e here is   m nifest tion of 

the p  ywright’s intention to  pp y ‘ -effect’  evices of the epic the tre. In the play, the 
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narrator is supposed to stand on stage speaking directly to audience, commenting on the 

events taking place, and sometimes reminding them of the fact that what they see is a 

theatrical performance. As Brecht explains: In order to produce A-effects the actor has to 

discard whatever means he has learnt of getting the audience to identify itself with the 

ch r cters which he p  ys” (Brecht on Theatre 193).  

     Leila and the Mad Man is rich in dramatic gestures that function in a Brechtian mode. 

Brecht had a broader perspective of gesture than the literal meaning of the word. He explains: 

“‘Gest’ is not s ppose  to me n gestic   tion: it is not   m tter of exp  n tory   nguage or 

emph tic movements of the h n s,   t of over     ttit  es” (Brecht on Theatre 104). Walter 

Benjamin sees epic theatre as essentially gestural and that interruption of action generates 

more gestures (Understanding Brecht 20). The characters of the play are involved in acting a 

play-within-the play and their actions are often interrupted by one another. When some 

journalists let themselves go into a trance in the enacted play, their fellows interrupt them, 

and hence they- of course audience as well- get away from identifying with these characters. 

At no point in the play did ‘      -     r give the journalists a chance to delve into the 

ch r cters they  re representing. In Brecht’s view, i entific tion with ch r cters is the 

 ntithesis of the    ience’s inc in tion to think,  n  the tre for him w s me nt for ch nge 

through understanding. It is clear that ‘      -     r adhered to the rules left by Brecht in this 

area of theatrical maneuvers.   

     The similarity with Brecht cannot be reduced here to just the way the journalists act in the 

play, it reaches out to their attitude. They aspire for the independence of their country and 

struggle to change the colonial relationship between Britain and Egypt. That is, they want to 

ch nge the wor    ro n  them  n  ‘ch nging the wor  ’,  s M nfre  Wekwerth p t it, is the 

“key to Brecht’s the tre”. The w y to this ch nge is thro gh the tre  y me ns of   

transformation in social relations (Re-interpreting Brecht 21). When the Editor came with the 

idea of acting the classic text of Laila, he wanted first and foremost to change the social 

relations between the team of journalists working with him. Their relationships with one 

another are strengthened as the action unfolds.   

     This is the only play in which ‘      -     r uses the flashback technique and jumps 

backward in time to show a scene from the early life of Said, the poet. This scene which takes 

the story   ck in time he ps  re k i   sion  n  hence contri  te to the  chievement of the ‘ -

effect’. It  re ks the i   sion of the seq enti   str ct re of the story  n   re ks the  ine r 

progress of its account.     
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     ‘      -   u r’s  se of ‘free verse’ is m in y  ttri  te  to E iot. However, Brecht’s 

inf  ence co     e  etecte  here  s we  . Brecht  isc sse  the s it  i ity of  sing ‘rhyme ’ 

verse in theatre and he found out that it cannot be up to the standards of everyday expressions 

needed in theatrical dialogue. He explains:  

Rhyme seemed to me to be unsuitable, as it easily makes a poem seem self-contained, 

lets it glide past the ear. Regular rhythms with their even cadence fail in the same way 

to cut deep enough, and they impose circumlocutions; a lot of everyday expressions 

won’t fit them; wh t w s nee e  w s the tone of  irect  n  spont neo s speech. I 

thought rhymeless verse with irregular rhythms seemed suitable. (Brecht on Theatre 

120)  

In addition to the irregularity of rhythms of the verse language used in the play, ‘      -

     r shifts occasionally between monologue and dialogue, interrupting the flow of speech 

presented in the play and conseq ent y ri  ing it of  ny tr ce of the kin  of ‘even c  ence’ 

which Brecht cautions against in the above quotation. The variation in the language rhythms 

is given more emphasis through the meta-language component or meta-theatrical dimension 

of the play. Interrupting Said while acts Qais, Editor gives directions to him:  

Let your voice vacillate,                                                                                                

Wavering between utterance and silence;                                                                      

Impregnate your stops with meaning.                                                                                  

Make the rhyme words variously suggestive. (Leila and the Madman 39-40) 

 

While speaking the directions aloud here could be part of the alienation process itself, it also 

high ights the import nce of ch nging the vo  me of  ctor’s voice on st ge. ‘V ci   tion’ in 

the tone of the  ctor’s voice  e ongs to the re  m of ‘gest’  ccor ing to Brecht. He points out: 

“The re  m of  ttit  es   opte   y the ch r cters tow r s one  nother is wh t we c    the 

realm of gest. Physical attitude, tone of voice and facial expressions are all determined by a 

social gest: the characters are cursing, flattering, instructing one  nother,  n  so on” (Brecht 

on Theatre 198). In addition to breaking up the flat cadence, Mijahid observes that the 

language rhythm in this play was kept under constant change to suit the mood of speech 

(Mijahid 482).          

     In Now the King is Dead, the Brechtian influence continues to nourish ‘      -     r’s 

vision of theatre. Here, Brecht is more apparent than in any previous play. As the play 

addresses the issue of how a king rules his people, it falls into the category of political 

theatre. Hence, the epic theatre seemed a suitable frame to put the play in. In his book Hayati 

fi al-shi’r (or My Life in Poetry), ‘      -     r shows an awareness of contemporary trends 

in the tre  n  criticism, Brecht’s the tre inc   e  (217).  
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     At the end of the play, the playwright gives audience three different ends to recommend 

one of them for the next performance. Giving the audience the opportunity to participate in 

putting a suitable end to his play was a remarkable gesture of his concern about audience 

interaction. Doing this, ‘      -     r here strives to make the audience take up a critical 

attitude towards the play. The audience had always been a concern for Brecht and he was 

always interested in bringing a change to both the way audiences see a dramatic work and the 

way the tre f nctions. Brecht w nte  the tre    ience to  e ‘experts’ (Brecht on Theatre 44). 

Brecht’s  w reness of the potent power of the m sses in effecting po itic   ch nge m  e him 

intereste  in the    ience’s  ttit  e to the tre. The simi  rity which ‘Abd a -     r has with 

Brecht here is that he wanted to pass judgment of how the play could end to the spectators 

and hence, allowing them a detachment from the events they see. 

 

5.5 Soyinka’s Drama: Two Worlds of Influence 

     There can be no question that every culture has its own store of literary traditions whether 

oral or written. In many cultures, oral tradition shapes the memory of the nation and almost 

always survives all attempts at dismissing and excluding it as the byproduct of a far flown 

decadent past. The oral elements of Soyinka's Yoruba culture are a good example in this 

regard. The Yoruba cultural heritage has vigor and vitality, which is capable of not only 

surviving but influencing modern writings as well. Yoruba culture has a rich store of both 

oral and written traditions. However, on the oral side much less has been said and done. Only 

recently more scholarly interest has been given to oral literature which is now regarded a 

significant source of and an indispensable key for a better understanding and appreciation of 

many modern and distinguished African literary writings. However, to say that African 

writings are exclusively influenced by local oral traditions- of which the Yoruba is but one 

example- is far from accurate. There are other foreign influences that proved as influential.    

     The plurality opinion asserted that oral tradition furnishes African writers with material 

for their subject matter. For so long and for so many people, it has been regarded as a weapon 

with which the African natives can protect their indigenous character and cultural heritage 

against the erosive influence of invading European written forms of literature. However, Ruth 

Finnegan makes the observation that talking about oral and written forms as if they are totally 

separate and mutually-exclusive spheres is a myth that has to come to an unlamented end. 

She contends that there is not such a rigid distinction between oral and written forms and that 
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these two media can each depend on the products of the other. Oral forms could be adopted 

or adapted in written literature and vice versa (Ruth 20). 

      J.A.Adedeji defines oral tradition as: 

That complex corpus of verbal or spoken art created as a means of recalling the past 

and based on the ideas, beliefs, symbols, assumptions, attitudes and sentiments of 

peoples. It is acquired through a process of learning or initiation and its purpose is to 

condition social action and foster social interaction. (Adedeji 134) 

 

The “comp ex corp s” of or   tr  ition which   e eji points o t in his  efinition represents 

wh t c me to  e known  s the “co  ective memory of society”. By  efinition, this kin  of  rt 

is oral; it is transmitted from mouth to ear down through ages. It conveys and subsequently 

preserves the history of its own African society. No example can be more telling of the 

preservative power of oral  iter t re th n knowing th t “the Yoruba language remained 

 nwritten  nti  the 1840s” (L w 12).  

     In a society like that of Yoruba where the history of writing is relatively short, the role of 

the spoken word has always wielded such uncontested power and influence in the lives of 

people. The various relationships in society would rely heavily on the value of the unwritten 

word. Speech, moreover, functions not only as a communication tool but also as a means of 

sustaining the wisdom of ancestors. Oral tradition, (including what is now called 'oral 

literature') therefore, has been looked upon as   mess ge th t “p sse   own wor  for wor  

from generation to generation and thus reproduced verbatim from memory throughout the 

cent ries or…  rises comm n   y, from the peop e or the ‘fo k’  s   who e” (R th 14). 

      The term ‘or   tr  ition’ is  n  mbrella whose ingredients and components are so varied. 

It covers myths, legends, tales, rituals, epic, folk poetry, cultic chants, incantations, dirges, 

songs, dancing drumming, proverbs, riddles, etc. Again, in this wide array of genres the 

spoken word forms the nerve centre. In fact, using these devices in modern African drama is 

not new and playwrights in the Yoruba language had profusely used them. However, 

integrating them to the African English-language Theater is a modern phenomenon that is 

primarily credited to Soyinka.  

     As mentioned earlier, in addition to the Yoruba influences, there are other Western 

influences that Soyinka found informative during his formative years. Two worlds, we are 

told by critics, have influence on Soyinka and his writing. These two worlds are the 

indigenous world of Yoruba culture and the world of the European culture. 
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     The foreign cultural influence came with colonialism. In order to guarantee full dominion 

over the colonised, colonial powers have tailored educational curricula to serve their colonial 

agendas. Yorubaland, for one, was an assemblage of established political kingdoms that came 

under British colonisation from 1906 to 1960. During this long period Yoruba culture was 

relegated to the background of the Nigerian scene. Its advocates, coerced into the satisfaction 

of playing in the minor leagues of superstition and savagery, had to leave the stage 

completely for European culture and its colonially aided influences.  

     Of all the known sources of foreign and colonial indoctrination, language has always 

proved to be the most influential. English, in consequence, was taught on a wide scale in 

Nigerian schools and universities. As Jean Herskovits remarks: "The British expected these 

men and women of Yoruba to become a homogeneous group of Black Englishmen" (Africa 

and the West 79). The Yoruba attitude to the British conquest and its concomitant cultural 

hegemony was one of rejection and resistance at the beginning. This resistance - due to the 

overwhelming pressure and coercion- st rte  to me t  own, ‘opening the g te to the white 

m n’, so to spe k,  n  foreign inf  ences soon infi tr te  the co onise  king om. Conscio s 

of the perils ahead if they continue to bow down to the increasing pressures, Nigerians 

welcomed a compromise that would keep their cultural heritage and simultaneously introduce 

them to the culture of the coloniser. For the Nigerians, embracing the culture of the white 

man was a strategy of resistance. The Yoruba cultural response to the European influences is 

best described in the words of Herskovits: 

The possibilities of cultural response to the West ranged along a continuum, 

paralleling intellectual responses. At one end was the complete intellectual rejection 

of Western culture. At the other was imitation of Western ways by the staunchest 

advocates of Europeanization. In between came a range of "syncretisms," both 

practiced and prescribed, with varying cultural mixtures. Such syncretisms by 

definition merged Yoruba and western thought. (Africa and the West 81) 

 

     Most Yoruba people chose a middle way between those two extremes, and their attitude 

had echoes of syncretism. According to Omotoso,  

Yoruba began to insist on combining things Yoruba with things British in order to re-

create their society anew. Thus Yoruba school children marched into their classrooms 

in the mornings singing: 

A o so ´yinbo, Yes! 

A o so ´de wa, Are! 

[We shall speak English, Yes, 

We'll speak our Tongue, Hurrah!] 

The syncretism implicit in this position is an aspect of modern Yoruba culture and 

forms a major aspect of Wole Soyinka's writing. (Omotoso 10) 
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In his capacity as western-educated African, Soyinka found that attitude very appealing. 

English, the medium of expression used by Soyinka, is regarded as one of the legacies 

inherited from European culture. Soyinka's English proficiency is no less than that of a native 

speaker of the language. He knows its secrets and knows how to amuse his readers with an 

eloquent style that has enabled him to, to put it in Chinua Ache e’s wor s, “ e t the white 

m n  t his own g me” (Qtd in Gibbs and Lindfors 352). Yet, the reference points of the form 

of his style lie with the local expressive tradition as it expresses the spirit of his indigenous 

culture. One of the reasons that made him write in English is his aspiration for laying a claim 

to a wider audience, a reason that really tempted many other African writers to follow suit. 

Needless to say that a wide spectrum of people in Nigeria uses English in their everyday life 

and it is also the official language of the state. Soyinka reveals his interest in using English as 

his medium of expression:  

English of course continues to be my medium of expression as it is the medium of 

expression for millions of people in Nigeria, Ghana, Sierra Leon, Gambia, Kenya, 

who I want to talk to, if possible. And I want to talk also to our black brothers in the 

United States, in the West Indies. I want to talk also even to Europeans, if they are 

intereste  in  istening… So I fin  no contr  iction, no sense of g i t in the f ct th t I 

write and communicate in English. (Conversations 127)  

 

Soyinka tries here to defend himself against the wave of criticism he was under because of 

using English. Reaching a wider audience far beyond Africa is the main reason behind opting 

for the language. As an international language of a worldwide appeal, English is regarded by 

Soyinka as the language that serves his aims best.   

      Religion had equally been one of the main aspects of European influences on Yoruba 

culture. Yoruba people found themselves invaded not only by armed troops bent on gobbling 

up their wealth, but also by missionaries sent to win their hearts and minds and convert them 

to Christianity down the road. Confronted with a new religion, the Yoruba struggled to find a 

balance between the sudden influx of this new religion and the eroding influence of their 

native pagan values. Kole underlines this sort of compromise s ying “In the  re  of 

traditional Yoruba religions, the compromise was seen in terms of the following words made 

into song: Igbagbo ko ni k'awa ma s'oro/ Awa o s'oro ile wa o! [Christianity will not prevent 

us/ We shall worship also the gods of o r  ncestors” (Omotoso 10). Ake, the town where 

Soyinka was born and bred, mingled Christianity with Yoruba rituals: "It has a big church . . . 

just outside our walls" (Aké 47) and as, for example, a thanksgiving prayer is held in the 
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church, the "egúngún procession passed while the service was in progress" (Aké 8). This 

mingling must have left its marks on Soyinka's works. Tanure Ojaide observes this influence 

of Christi nity on Soyink : “He w s  o n  to come into cont ct with the Bi  e  n  

Christianity in his elementary and secondary schools, since Religious Knowledge was a 

common s  ject” (Ojaide 771). He also gives expression to the sort of compromise 

 n er ine   y Ko e: “Soyinka has doses of both traditional African and Judeo-Christian 

religions which come out in his work now and then. Judeo-Christianity affords him materials 

for allusions and metaphors, and does not appear as a force against which he struggles . . . he 

does not satirize Christi nity” (Ojaide 772).       

     To return to indigenous tradition, it is not difficult to observe in the plays of Wole Soyinka 

the intense influences of oral tradition. In his plays Soyinka suggestively uses the various 

elements of oral tradition of his Yoruba culture. As Jones comments: 

He makes the fullest use of Yoruba mythology, the Nigerian landscape- mountain, 

stream and forest- as well as its steel bridges, power stations, night clubs and 

tenement houses. The local pantheon of deities, the shrines in which they were and are 

worshipped, the animals, the plants, the rocks, all form the environment against which 

Soyinka treats his subject, homo sapiens, in his constant struggle of adjustment to this 

changing environment (Introduction to Nigerian Literature 113).  

 

Adjustment, as the above words indicate, is what Soyinka attempts to achieve in his works. In 

spite of the influence of Western literary culture, he never loses contact with the oral tradition 

of his homeland. In his plays, he, as O iechin  points o t, is “drawing on West African 

folklore, traditional symbols and images, and traditional turns of speech to invest (his) 

writing with a truly West Afric n sensi i ity  n  f  vo r” (Obiechina 26). In his works 

Western influences force themselves throughout the works and merge into Yoruba ones. 

  e eji comments: “he [Soyinka] brings together disparate elements to cohere and form a 

meaningful whole. But this 'whole' is a 'gestalt', that is to say, the totality of theatrical product 

is more th n the s m of the  isp r te p rts” (Before Our Very Eyes 104). Soyinka's plays thus 

make a synthesization of disparate African and Western theatrical and performance styles and 

idioms. To better appreciate Soyinka's contribution to theatre and performance, one should 

read and see his p  ys  g inst the   ck rop of this  rtist’s gen ine  ttempts to forge 

reconciliation between the 'disparate elements' of Yoruba and Western traditions.     

     Soyinka's interest in his native Yoruba culture was first triggered by an opportunity he was 

given as a Rockefeller Research Fellow to journey all over the country. During that year-long 

study tour, he remarked, took down notes, and sometimes shared personally in festivals of the 
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Yoruba gods and in community various rituals. This golden opportunity to do practical 

research on Nigerian traditions and culture broadened Soyinka's literary horizons and left him 

very conversant with native tradition. Katrak observed that much of the material gathered 

during this research year was incorporated in Soyinka's later drama (Katrak 6).  

     Soyinka is particularly fascinated by the Yoruba body of myths. According to Biodun 

Jeyifo, Soyinka depends in his dramatic works on myths and ritual beliefs that impart 

symbolic richness to the non-rational and mystical aspects of reality and experience 

(Conversations X). Myth is  efine   s “  story   o t   go  or some other s pern t r    eing; 

sometimes it concerns    eifie  h m n  eing or   r  er of  ivine  escent” (Makaryk 596). 

Soyinka takes myth as a rich source to draw upon and Yoruba mythology represents the 

backbone for the structure of many of his plays. In drama, myth is able to impress the 

imagination of the    ience  n  h s the power of renewing peop e’s  w reness of their 

heritage. It presents a different view and usually has been interpreted as a flash light to an 

understanding of an otherwise unexplored, dimly-lit area of experience. As Claude Lévi-

Strauss put it “myth is unsuccessful in giving man more material power over the 

environment. However, it gives man, very importantly, the illusion that he can understand the 

universe and that he does understand the universe. It is, of co rse, on y  n i   sion” (Lévi-

Strauss 17). 

     Soyinka has made extensive use of the mythology of his Yoruba culture. As Katrak 

comments: 

In most ancient cultures (Greek, European, and Japanese), drama developed out of 

religion and ritual without any individual artist drawing connections between ritual 

and theater. Soyinka is remarkable, in part, because he consciously formulated these 

connections between Yoruba religion and myth, and his modern drama in English 

language. (Katrak 17) 

In fact, by exploiting the oral potentialities of his indigenous culture, especially myth, 

Soyinka provides a new genuine structure within which to express his content. According to 

Adedeji, Yoruba myth belongs to the historical category of oral tradition. Adedeji 

distinguishes two main categories of oral tradition used in contemporary Nigerian theatre: 

literary and historical. Poetry, proverbs, parables and incantations belong to the literary 

categories. Historical categories, however, comprise narratives taken from myth, legends, or 

those of popular origin. Unlike many artists of the Yoruba Theater such as Fagunwa, Hubert 

Ogunde and Duro Ladipo who used to utilise both the bones and flesh of Yoruba oral 

tradition, Soyinka- using English as his medium of presentation- colours the Yoruba raw 
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material with a personal tinge that emanates from the writer's vision. As Abiola Irele 

comments: 

If the relationship between the work of Fagunwa and Tutuola to the Yoruba narrative 

tradition and world-view can be considered direct, due to the close situation of the 

two writers to the well-springs of the culture, no such link can be said to underlie the 

work of Wole Soyinka, in which elements of the traditional system are integrated into 

the writer's vision through the mediation of a highly conscious art. This means that in 

the case of Soyinka, the relationship of the work to the communal spirit passes 

through a process of personal rediscovery of traditional values and the progressive 

approximation of the individual artistic personality to the determinations of the 

collective consciousness. (Critical Perspectives 59) 

 

As the above comment indicates, Soyinka makes full use of the elements of Yoruba tradition 

such as myth, ritual and other expressive forms which belong to the heritage indigenous to 

Yoruba society. Whereas Nigerian playwrights of Yoruba Theatre write their plays in the 

native language of the Yoruba community, Soyinka, with aspirations to target a wider 

spectrum of audience, has opted for English as a medium of expression. In this last sense, his 

plays are said to miss one important element of oral tradition, namely the language that kept 

that tradition. Nevertheless, Soyinka, through deriving his raw material from his Yoruba 

culture, though indirectly and through a process of filtration, could be described as, to use 

Ire e's f mi i   im ge, “the spirit    heir of F g nw ,  n  spirit     rother of T t o  ” (60). 

     To turn again to European influences, the influence of many European literary figures on 

Soyinka cannot be overlooked. Critics argue that Soyinka is influenced by a number of 

European dramatists, starting from writers of ancient Greece up to modern writers. 

Sophocles, Euripides, Shakespeare, Synge, Beckett and Brecht are said to have considerably 

influenced Soyinka. Ojaide comments:  

The curriculum of the English Departments at the Universities of Ibadan and Leeds in 

Soyink ’s  n ergr    te   ys wo    h ve inc   e  Sh kespe re  n  the 

Elizabethans, the Metaphysical poets, Jacobean dramatists, and the twentieth-century 

writers such as W. B. Yeats, Ezra Pound, T. S. Eliot, Dylan Thomas and James Joyce 

. . . Soyinka has also taught literature at Lagos, Ibadan, and Ile-Ife, and this would 

have exposed him to many literary figures and schools. (Ojaide 772)      

 

Oj i e wor s in ic te th t Soyink ’s  e rning  n  te ching experiences in diverse 

universities, home and abroad, exposed him to various influences. His teaching experience in 

particular was much contributing to the enrichment of his drama with foreign influence, 

p rtic   r y th t his is   te ching th t is not confine  to  fric n  iter t re. Soyink    mits: “I 

 on’t  e ieve in te ching j st  fric n the tre exc  sive y, th t’s   ft, it j st  imits the 
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horizons of o r st  ents” (Wi kinson 94). Soyink    so fin s it interesting to re   works of 

E rope n writers. He   so   mits: “I  o know th t I enjoy works of  iter t re from the 

European work, I'd be a liar if I said I didn't” (Conversations 127). He acknowledges being 

culturally nurtured on the works of distinguished European writers from early childhood. He 

s ys: “I grew  p,  s m ny of  s  i , on the f re of E rope n  iter t re. Even in school we 

didn't have too much problem understanding the worlds of William Shakespeare, Bernard 

Shaw, Galsworthy, Moliere, and Ibsen” (Conversations 131).  Soyinka's interest in the 

metaphysical and supernatural world is partially incited by the influence of the English 

metaphysical poets on him. He admits his great appreciation of the poetry of the metaphysical 

poets, especially that of John Donne. Soyinka explains: 

I  o h ve   gre t fee ing for poets  ike  ohn Donne  n  the Met physic  s… poetry 

which seems to penetrate the surface reality of things, or at least attempt to explore 

the not so apparent realities which are however very real, especially within my own 

world-view (Conversations 154). 

Whi e  n  ysing Soyink ’s  r m tic works to show how oriented they are in the cultural 

heritage of the Yoruba, the influence of the above-mentioned prominent European literary 

figures will be explored as well.  

    The Strong Breed (1964) and Death and the King’s Horseman (1976) are by far the most 

interesting of all Soyinka's plays for my purpose in this part of the chapter. These plays are 

extensively shaped by what they inherit from the indigenous tradition of performance and 

what they borrow from Western theatrical tradition.       

     The Strong Breed is one of the well-written tragedies of Soyinka. The action of the play 

takes place in an African village on New Year's Eve. In a ritual performed annually to cleanse 

the village of sin and guilt, the villagers choose a stranger and make a scapegoat of him, a 

‘c rrier’ of their sins committe  thro gho t the ye r. The chosen person is s ppose  to 

deliver them of their collective burden of guilt. He is to be hard beaten, cursed and expelled 

from the village. The person chosen, as described above, should be a stranger and this is part 

of the tradition. If the scapegoat returns to the village after this ceremony, he will be stoned to 

 e th. Oroge, one of the vi   gers, s ys to Em n, the tr gic hero of the p  y, “B t yo  o ght 

to know that no carrier may return to the village. If he does, the people will stone him to 

 e th. It h s h ppene   efore” (CP1 129).   

     The chosen scapegoat this year (the year of the play incidents and events) is a mentally 

retarded boy called Ifada. He is not aware of the lurking heavy burden awaiting him. 

Incautious as he always is, Ifada is captured by the villagers, but he manages to escape and, 
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he takes refuge with Eman. Eman is, likewise, a stranger to this village where he acts as both 

a teacher and a physician. He volunteers to be the substitute of Ifada and offers himself 

willingly as this year's carrier. However, like Ifada, he runs away from the villagers, but 

finally he is hunted in a trap and he dies hanging from a sacred tree.  

     In this play, Eman could be regarded as an earthly representative of Ogun. Like Ogun, 

Eman offers himself willingly as a sacrifice for the rest of the village community. His is an 

attempt to offer a chance of progressing, a wholly spiritual one, to the villagers. Every year 

this ceremony of purifications is performed, but the collective spiritual state of the village 

remains unchanged and is all the more characterized by stagnation. The villagers believe that 

they have been purified of their guilt, which is sadly enough not true. According to Eman, the 

reason behind this is that the carrier plays his part unwillingly. If the carrier is not forced into 

it and in full awareness of the responsibility and burden s/he bears on her/his shoulders, this 

ceremony of purification will have a meaning and great significance.  

     If this is the core of Eman's view and belief, one wonders why Eman escapes half-way 

through the proceedings from the villagers and switches to this inconsistent behaviour. 

Eman's seemingly inconsistent behaviour could be explained if one assumes that Eman wants 

to give the villagers a lesson and teaches them something of spiritual value before he dies. If 

he had merely played the part of the scapegoat exactly as expected, no spiritual rejuvenation 

would have been possible. In this case, the ceremony would be normal, with no spiritual 

validity accorded it.   

     One more thing that brings Eman closer to Ogun is his preference for solitude. According 

to Yoruba myth, Ogun willingly serves the group to which he belongs, but does not live 

within the confines of society. He prefers to be a recluse; however he is always there when 

people need him. "Ogun sets the example: /Virtue wears the strangest/ garb-comradeship in/ 

strife, meditation in/ Solitude (my italic), the hardy route of/ self-sacrifice" (Seven Signposts 

13). Eman, too, is, and prefers to remain, a stranger to those whom he helps. Eman works as a 

teacher and clinician in a village that is not his. He carries within him the aptitude of self-

sacrifice, yet he is a remote and inscrutable fellow withdrawn into his cavern of social and 

psycho ogic   so it  e. He is  nwi  ing to    ow  nyone to sh re his  ife. “Those who h ve 

m ch to give”, Em n s ys to S nm , “f  fi  themse ves on y when they  o so in tot   

 one iness”,  n  procee s “I fin  consummation only when I have spent myself for a total 

str nger” (CP1 125). 
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     Besides, one could find in Eman a similar duality of life-giving and causing death like that 

of Ogun. This paradoxical nature is found also in the 'strong breed' to which Eman belongs; 

people who have been brought into the world to carry the spiritual burdens of others, thus 

making it possible for them to lead a better life. Yet, when one of them is born, his mother 

m st  ie. O   M n (Em n's f ther) te  s his son Em n: “Om e  ie  giving birth to your 

chi  …Don't yo  know it w s the s me with yo ?  n  me? No wom n s rvives the  e ring 

of the strong one” (CP1 133). Eman's paradoxical nature appears also in other situations. 

Although Eman is prepared to sacrifice himself for strangers, he appears inconsiderate to 

those near him. This is manifested in Sunma's complaint about his insensitivity to her needs. 

S nm  s ys to Em n: “ n  yet if  nything, I nee  more kin ness from yo . Every time my 

weakness betrays me, you close your mind against me” (CP1 118).  

     In a nutshell, Soyinka appears here to be an iconoclast in his attack on the malfunction of 

the villager's practice of the custom of the carrier. Thus, he, dramatically speaking, endows 

the character of Eman with a number of qualities that make him a tragic hero of the Ogunian 

model; that is a protagonist with sufficient sacrificial bent to serve as the tragic victim of the 

carrier custom but with a willing spirit. 

     To turn to European influences in this play, one finds that Christianity is an aspect of 

European influences that show the dramatist's growing interest in major themes of 

multiculturalism and multiple realities. It shows that his dramatic works hope to achieve 

harmonies among cultures. Soyinka himself acknowledges the influence of Christianity on art 

when he s ys: “Of co rse Christi nity c n inspire,  n  h s inspire  signific nt  rtistic 

expression” (Conversations 124). This inspiration could be obviously discerned in Eman's 

death in the trap at the end of the play which subtly alludes to Jesus's crucifixion. Soyinka 

portrays Eman as a noble-minded and innocent Christ-like figure who takes upon himself the 

burden meant for an idiot and who undertakes to save the community from its annually-

accumulated sins. He wants to cleanse a community whose excessive cruel approach to the 

custom of 'carrier' leads to his death. 

     However, Sophocles' influence is revealed through Soyinka's adoption of the concept of 

determinism. In this play, predestination reigns supreme. There is no doubt in the audience's 

mind from the first moment they see Eman that he is heading for his inevitable death. In Oyin 

Ogunba's reading of the play, each step in Eman's career, from his very first refusal to listen 

to Sunma's warnings at the beginning right through to his final submission, is taken to be 'part 

of the making of a man who is destined (or chosen) to suffer' (Ogunba 104). The destiny of 
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the breed to which Eman belongs is woven into their profession. In other words, the members 

of that lineage, namely the strong breed, are predestined to be carriers. It is the same as in the 

case of Sophocles' Oedipus, the very steps that Eman takes to avoid being a carrier are the 

very steps that lead him to play his sacrificial role. Determinism also finds expression in the 

curse that has dogged Eman's lineage such that no woman may survive giving birth to a 

member of the strong breed. Omae dies in giving birth to Eman's child and so did the mothers 

of Old Man and Eman. 

     One could notice also that sort of ‘soci   ch nge’- inspire   y Brecht’s the tre- in The 

Strong Breed. In this play, the death of Eman effects a change in the village towards the 

custom of the carrier. The villagers, contrary to custom, become unable to curse him as they 

usually do with previous carriers. Eman made self-sacrifice but only after giving the people 

of the village a lesson of how a proper self-sacrifice should be done willingly. Thus, the tools 

of the Epic theatre have become an excellent medium for Soyinka. Like Brecht's theatre, 

Soyinka's has little to do with giving a meaning or moral lesson. Its purpose is to set a riddle, 

not to tell a story. 

     Borrowing the Brechtian devices of manoeuvring time, Soyinka makes a transition 

between past and present, between Eman's life in the trance-like visions and his present 

conduct as a carrier. In this play there are three flashbacks on Eman's past.      

     The Strong Breed is a tragedy founded on ritual. Of all the elements of ritual in this play, 

the carrier rites stand out as the most important. This element is associated with the festivities 

of the New Year. But unlike the festivities found, for example, in A Dance of the Forests 

which Soyinka dramatizes, the festivities of the New Year in The Strong Breed are not 

dramatized. Eman's fulfilling of the rituals of carrier in this play promises communal 

improvement. There are obvious signs in the play that Eman's death will lead to reforms in 

the carrier rites and an eventual revision of the religious custom in the village. Oroge reports 

on the reaction of the villagers to Eman's death saying: "Not one could raise a curse" (146) at 

Eman's hanging corpse.     

     Music, song, and dance are among the formal elements of ritual in Yoruba tradition. The 

employment of these elements in dramatic works is not new for the Nigerian theatre. 

“  tho gh p  ywrights in the Yor      ng  ge h    se  these  evices,” K tr k cre its 

Soyink  for  eing “the first  r m tist to incorpor te them into his Eng ish-language theater. 

At climactic moments in tragic drama meaning is conveyed not through dialogue but through 

m sic  n    nce” (30). Soyink   ses Yor    song,   nce  n  mime in   me ningf   w y. 
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One could observe that he uses these devices in his plays as part of the exposition and 

revelation process. This view is supported by Adetugbo who argues that: 

Soyinka brings together in his plays many technical devices and it is a measure of his 

geni s th t he c n integr te     these  evices: his   nce…is most often intro  ce  to 

express comment upon characters and events; his music has a place in the drama for, 

apart from its providing some relief, the drums talk to the actors and audience; his 

mime is most often used within the flashback technique to illuminate the 

present…Soyink  rem ins the  est poet-dramatist in Africa. (Introduction to Nigerian 

Literature 188)  

 

     On the formal level, A Dance of the Forests is replete with elements of oral tradition. 

From the outset, Aroni initiates the play with telling the story of the dead husband and wife 

who are sent for to  tten  the “G thering of the Tri es”. This tri    g thering is inevit   y 

accompanied by procedures that denote a celebration. Drum, songs and dance play a pivotal 

role in the play. Actually dancing represents the nerve center of the play. Suffice it to mention 

th t the wor  ‘  nce’ is p rt of the tit e of the p  y.  ccor ing to Isi ore Okepewho  

Dancing is indeed closely related to dramatization in the oral performance; it is a way 

of making the performance a thoroughly attractive spectacle. Dancing has an appeal 

of its own, of course and no doubt every African community has a number of 

traditional dance groups who sing and dance on a variety of occasions purely as 

entertainment. But certain dance movements are specifically aimed at giving vivid 

emphasis to actions expressed in a song and may indeed suggest those actions without 

any need for words. (Okepewho 47) 

 

Again, the play abounds with indigenous proverbs. Proverbs are common in Yoruba oral 

tradition. The Yoru   h ve   s ying th t “prover s  re the horses of speech; if 

comm nic tion is  ost, we  se prover s to fin  it” (Gibbs and Lindfors 25). Proverbs are 

“wi e y  se  p rt y  ec  se of their effectiveness for persuasive purposes and partly for the 

 e ight they  ffor  the    itors” (Oyek n Owomoye   16).  g oreko, E  er of Se  e  Lips, 

provides a proverb almost in every utterance he makes. "Every time he opens his mouth, 

ponderous proverbs tumble out followed by tag lines such as "proverbs to bones and silence" 

or "Oracle to living and silence," which identify them as wisdom of traditional wisdom" 

(Gibbs and Lindfors 26). Commenting on Soyinka's use of proverbs, Lindfors says: 

“Soyink 's prover s  re c p   e of c rrying  s to the he rt of his  r m ” (Gibbs and Lindfors 

23). In fact, the use of proverbs is a salient feature of Soyink ’s p  ys in gener  . The Yor    

usually speak in proverbs and illusions in their everyday life, especially in rural communities. 

Often they find it sufficient to articulate the beginning of a proverb—they can assume that 

their learned audience is able to complete the phrase and will know immediately how to 
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apply this to the situation at hand. This cultural phenomenon is prominent in Death and the 

King’s Horseman, where m ch of the text is prover i  . It co     e o serve  th t Soyink ’s 

play incorpor tes prover s  s  sef   met phoric    evices: “When the horse sniffs the st   e 

 oes he not str in  s the  ri  e?”(Death 9). Soyinka relates the play to Yoruba culture 

through the inclusion of proverbs in his drama and explores the ability of an older, wiser 

character to convey wisdom. The proverbs that feature in the play are voiced by the Praise-

Singer, E esin,  n  Iy  oj ; ch r cters of o    ge  n  wi e experience: “When time is short, 

we  o not spen  it pro onging the ri   e” (Death 16),  n  “The w ters of a bitter stream are 

honey to   m n/Whose tong e h s s vo re     ” (Death 22), are just a few examples.     

     Also, dirges form an important component in oral tradition. They are part of the festivities 

of funeral ceremonies. Dirges are sung when lamenting the dead and praising their memories. 

Soyinka introduces the dirge-man in A Dance of the Forests to heighten the funereal 

atmosphere surrounding the dead man and his wife. The basic style of the play is the dirge. 

The dirge-man accompanies action with song. He, out of respect for the dead, asks the living 

to “Le ve the  e   some room to   nce”. Pr ise-Singer in Death and the King’s Horseman 

assumes an equivalent role. He also accompanies action with song.   

     Thus, it becomes clear from the above analysis of Soyinka's selected plays that he tries to 

doctor an ailing Nigerian society with a mixed medicine made up of Yoruba and European 

ingredients. He thus puts oral traditions to a creative use and successfully applies Yoruba 

mythology to contemporary beliefs and events. His plays are shaped by myth and imagery 

and the narratives move back and forth in time. The events are powerful and the language 

filled with witty wordplay and allusions.  

     To conclude, ‘      -     r and Soyinka neither wholly reject the Western culture nor 

wholly accept the indigenous traditions. Both bring the indigenous values and traditions 

under close and critical scrutiny, believing that if there is a solution to societal problems, it is 

not just an indigenous solution. They recognize the historical fact of cultural ties with Europe. 

Thus, they have searched for a synthesis that partakes of both cultures. The two sources of 

influence; native and European, are integrated in one and the two give their works variety and 

vitality.  
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Summary 

     Chapter Five locates some of the works of Soyinka and ‘      -     r with respect to 

postcolonial drama. It does so through addressing a number of postcolonial aesthetics issues. 

The first section provides an analysis of the key issue of language. Language is debated to be 

an indispensable means for all types of subjugation.  

     ‘      -     r’s   ng  ge g ins its power from its poetic nature which is the most obvious 

aspect of his drama. He w s intereste  in the common m n’s concerns, and among his 

impressive achievements is the manner he expressed these concerns using simple language, 

though exceptionally of poetic and high style. It is a language that became appealing and 

accessible to a large audience in society. This new language was set up to answer the new 

needs of the audience after independence. He highlights the power of language and its impact 

on forming the consciousness of people. The importance given to words in his drama 

illustrates a deep interest in exploiting the full power of language. In Murder in Baghdad his 

protagonist gives words a power tantamount to the power of the sword. Over the course of 

the play, Al-Hallaj is hesitant between the word and the sword as an effective means of 

fighting injustice. However, his belief in the power of words and their lasting influence over 

generations makes him more inclined to adopt language as a method of resistance. Not only 

this, ‘      -     r goes further in showing the power of language. Words are portrayed as 

means of killing. The Sufi followers claim that they killed al-Hallaj “with wor s”.    

     As for Soyinka, language remains a controversial issue. In a society of diverse African 

languages such as Nigeria, Soyinka, ironically, condones a strategy tested and proven by 

history to  e v  i  in or er to  chieve c  t r    nity:  sing ‘the imperi   tong e’  s   ne tr   

and unifying language. However, Soyinka does not support using English in its native British 

form  n  he exposes it to ‘ fric nis tion’. He reg r s this  ct  s   kin  of  ss   t on Eng ish 

and in his view this is the first phase of liberation until an indigenous alternative is found.  

     In Death and the King’s Horseman there is a contest for power and language features as an 

important aspect of this contest. Soyinka also resorts to the language of the drums to present a 

challenge to the British characters and entitle the native characters a vantage position. In The 

Lion and the Jewel, Soyinka mocks the superficial use of language by natives who try to 

comprehensively imitate Western culture and regard it as superior to their own. Lakunle is 

extensively influenced by this culture. When juxtaposed to the parlance of Sidi or Baroka, 

L k n e’s seems  rtifici  ,   ien te ,  n  o t of to ch with re  ity. It is tr e th t his language 

is full of metaphors and fine words, but it does not bear the burden of the native experience. 
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Soyinka portrays Lakunle as a dilettante, a parrot personality repeating the words of the 

dictionary he carries in his hands. He ridicules him because he naively thinks that by 

mechanically using a language he believes to be dominant, he is to gain power over other 

people of the village.  

     The chapter then tackles the issue of the postcolonial nation and national identity. The two 

playwrights started their writing careers at a transitional stage in the history of their countries. 

It was a stage in which they searched for new forms and new aesthetics of art particularly 

after independence from colonisation. Soyink ’s  ttit  e tow r s the q estion of n tion  n  

national identity is explored in the light of the negritude movement. In its scheme of identity 

construction, Negritude refers to a collective identity of the African Diaspora born of a 

common historic-cultural experience of subjugation. This attitude has not met the approval of 

Soyinka and he tended show an adverse reaction.  

     In Soyink ’s  r m , there is a schematic attempt to construct a national synthesis from 

various ingredients. There is no single model of identity but rather a variety of identities 

ranging from the ethnic to the universal, passing through the national. Baroka of The Lion 

and the Jewel, and, Elesin of Death and the King’s Horseman are Yoruba identities grounded 

in their ethnic culture while adopting a syncretic approach of subtle change. Demoke of A 

Dance of the Forests Road  n  O  n e, E esin’s son, exemp ify h m n s ffering in their 

local predicament. Eman of The Strong Breed and Igwezu of The Swamp Dwellers stand for 

hybrid identities aspiring for immediate change of the status quo.  

     ‘      -     r’s approach to the issue of national identity differs from that of Soyinka. 

There is no ideological project that aims at constructing an Egyptian national identity on the 

basis of territory. With the exception of the personae in Leila and the Madman, all his 

ch r cters  re either  r wn from Is  mic history or p re y the pro  ct of the writer’s 

imagination with no roots in reality or persons with no distinct national identity. The reason 

to which this could be attributed is that the movements that emerged in Egypt after 

independence envisioned the Egyptian identity within a broader project. Of     ‘      -

     r’s five p  ys, Leila and the Madman is the only play in which the playwright highlights 

the Egyptian national identity. The need to put emphasis on the national identity of the 

characters of this play emanates from its subject. The play addresses the struggle for freedom 

and resistance to colonisation.  

     The ch pter   so  isc sses ‘syncretism’  s  n  ppro ch   opte   y Soyinka. As this 

section of the ch pter shows the concept of ‘the tric   syncretism’  enotes   conscio s 
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strategy to fashion a new form of theatre in the light of colonial and post-colonial experience. 

The main aspects of syncretic theatre detected in his plays are the fusion of elements of 

tradition and Western performance styles and the use of ritual and mythic elements to present 

a vision of a post-colonial society in a state of transition. Soyinka's Opera Wonyosi is 

examined to explore how Western material and Yoruba sources have been, consciously, fused 

to shape this particular text.  

     The chapter then discusses the Western inf  ences on ‘      -     r as shown in his plays. 

A close reading of Night Traveller reveals that it assumed the absurd form. As the play 

criticises the dictatorial military regime of that time, ‘      -     r found it convenient to 

hide behind the mask of the Absurd theatre. His play Leila and the Mad Man is rich in 

dramatic gestures that function in a Brechtian mode. In Now the King is Dead, the Brechtian 

influence continues to nourish ‘      -     r’s vision of the tre. Here, Brecht is more 

apparent than in any previous play. As the play addresses the issue of how a king rules his 

people, it falls into the category of political theatre. Hence, the epic theatre seemed a suitable 

frame to put the play in.  s for his   ng  ge, ‘      -     r’s  se of ‘free verse’ is attributed 

to the influence of Eliot whose style of poetry attracted the attention of the Egyptian 

playwright.  

     The final section of this chapter discusses in more detail the two worlds of influence to 

which Soyinka has been exposed throughout his writing career. In addition to the Yoruba 

influences, there are other Western influences that Soyinka found informative during his 

formative years. The section explores the history of these influences and how they are 

compromised in A Dance of the Forests, The Strong Breed and Death and the King’s 

Horseman. The aspects of the European influence on Soyinka include language, Christianity, 

concepts of the tragic, and certain dramatic devices and forms. These aspects interact 

harmoniously with the Yoruba elements of myth, rituals, history, oral literature, drums, dance 

and songs.   

     The chapter concludes that ‘      -     r and Soyinka neither wholly reject the Western 

culture nor wholly accept the indigenous traditions. They recognise the historical fact of 

cultural ties with the European culture. They have searched for a synthesis that partakes of 

both cultures. The two sources of influence; native and European, are integrated in one and 

indeed the two give their works variety and vitality. This throws light on the postcolonial vein 

which is part of the general poetics in their drama. 
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Chapter Six 

The Public Intellectual’s Dilemma 

     Edward Said was one of the critics who became interested in the ongoing debate about the 

intellectual, attempting in his critical writings to define the term according to its relative 

settings. Referring to the intellectual in the Arabic setting, he wrote:  

the two words used for intellectual are muthaqqaf, or mufakir, the first derived from 

thaqafa or culture (hence, a man of culture), the second from fikr or thought (hence, a 

man of thought) (Qtd in Small 21)  

The two wor s ‘muthaqqaf’  n  ‘mufakir’ g ine  increased popularity after the independence 

of the Arab states, particularly Egypt which became a centre for different ideologies. Modern 

Egypti n writers  ec me concerne  with the re  tionship  etween the ‘muthaqqaf’  n  the 

authority as shown in the play under discussion.   

     In his ess y “Wh t is  n Inte  ect   ?”  rth r Me zer s ms  p the f nctions   p   ic 

inte  ect    is expecte  to perform.  s he st tes, “The p   ic inte  ect    … se f-consciously 

rejects the contemplative ideal of withdrawal and detachment, and is vitally concerned to 

“m ke    ifference,” to “t ke   st n ,” to “he p society” (Melzer 5). While Melzer focuses on 

what the intellectual is expected to do, he seems to overlook the base the intellectual needs to 

depart from, that is, the vision. Said, on the other hand, provides a more inclusive speculation 

of the intellectual. I am quoting his words as they touch on a great deal of what distinguishes 

at least one of the known characters of ‘Abd al-     r, al-Hallaj, the hero of Murder in 

Baghdad. Said, in his 1993 Reith Lectures Representations of the Intellectual, said: 

… the inte  ect    is  n in ivi     en owe  with   f c  ty for representing, 

embodying, articulating a message, a view, an attitude,  philosophy or opinion to, as 

well as for, a public. And this role has an edge to it, and cannot be played without a 

sense of being someone whose place it is publicly to raise embarrassing questions, to 

confront orthodoxy and dogma (rather than to produce them), to be someone who 

cannot easily be co-opted by governments or corporations, and whose raison d’etre is 

to represent all those people and issues that are routinely forgotten or swept under the 

rug. The intellectual does so on the basis of universal principles that all human beings 

are entitled to expect decent standards of behavior concerning freedom and justice 

from worldly powers or nations, and that deliberate or inadvertent violation of these 

standards need to be testified and fought against courageously. (Representations 11-

12) 

 

 Looking closely at al-Hallaj in ‘      -     r’s Murder in Baghdad, one could argue that he 

attempted wholeheartedly to carry out the functions named by Melzer while formulating the 

interests of the public and est   ishing his ro e on wh t S i  s w  s   ‘view,  n  ttit  e  n  
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phi osophy’.  

     As a tragedy, Murder in Baghdad stands out as an example of the use of Islamic heritage 

in a dramatic context in order to comment on contemporary secular socio-political issues. 

‘      -     r selected the last episode in the life of the mystic Sufi who was executed in 

Baghdad due to his outspoken views against the Abbasid Caliph, al-Muqtadir. Al-H    j’s 

views may seem religious in the first instance, but their essence is basically socio-political. It 

w s Lo is M ssignon’s orient   st  ies, p rticularly Akhbar al-Hallaj (first published in 

1957) that made ‘      -     r turn his attention to al-H    j’s ro e  s   soci   reformer 

(Murder in Baghdad 124). His embrace of illuminating ideas that expose both the injustice of 

authority and the public poverty generated internal and external conflicts for him. This double 

conflict ignited his passions and led him to stand in the face of power to speak on behalf of 

the public.  

     The story of al-Hallaj is the story of a Sufi man who divulged the secrets of his ‘ishq20 or 

passion for God. He was arrested, tortured in prison, and then judged and sentenced to 

decapitation. The play starts with his tragic end, showing al-H    j’s  o y onst ge cr cifie  

onto a tree and, in the cinematic technique of the flash back, the actions that led to that tragic 

end are retrospectively shown.     

     From the very start of the play, the author gradually exposes the features of his main 

character as a public intellectual. Al-Hallaj was a man of the people, something which we 

recognise from comments uttered by other characters who were close to him. Take al-Shibli’s 

speech in the opening scene, lamenting his dead friend, he reveals al-H    j’s inc in tion to 

free himself from living in the ivory tower of speculation. Talking to the corpse, al-Shibli 

bursts out: 

My companion, my beloved: 

“H ve we not for i  en yo  the wor  ?” 

You did not heed; 

You were a fragrance latent in a rose; 

Why were you poured fourth? 

You were a pearl hidden deep in the sea; 

Why did you reveal yourself? 

Is the world worth of your sacrifice? 

Your blood that you shed for it? (Murder in Baghdad 8-9) 

 

The above quotation shows that al-H    j resiste  his comp nion’s w rnings  g inst cont ct 

                                                           
20

 For more details on the steps of  ove, see M ssignon’s The Passion of al-Hallaj (1982) pp 157-162. 
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with the public. It appears that there were two alternative paths available to him, either to 

detach himself and live a contemplative spiritual life of isolation, a typical orthodox Sufi 

way, or to engage in a public life and risk the potential trouble it could bring upon him. He 

chose the second path, but he paid dearly for his choice as it cost him his life. There is a high 

degree of authenticity in these words as they are addressed to al-H    j’s corpse at a moment 

when there are no other characters around to hear them, so his speech is directed only to the 

audience.   

     Throughout the play, Al-Hallaj was preoccupied with changing the miserable conditions 

of the p   ic. He w s  spiring for ‘m king    ifference’  n  ch nging the st t s q o. 

However, the question he faced was how an individual co    ‘m ke    ifference’ whi e he is 

 et che  from the p   ic. “S ppose we m n ge to  voi  the wor  ./ How sh    we  e   with 

evi  then?” (Murder 12), al-Hallaj stresses the inevitability of confronting the world in order 

to fight evil. Al-Hallaj is resisting the temptation to turn off his moral sense. Until this stage 

in the play, the conflict is purely moral with no reference to politics. After all, al-Hallaj is 

supposedly a religious man, a Sufi, a theological scholar.    

     Here, a key question arises as whether al-Hallaj, as a Sufi presented as a Christ-like figure, 

is a good candidate for the figure of the public intellectual.
21

 Influenced by Massignon, the 

playwright highlights the image of al-Hallaj as a Christ-like figure. In a highly dramatic 

moment, al-Hallaj takes off the 'khirqah', a cloak that Sufi men wear, to indicate that he freed 

himself from the dogmatic orthodox views of Sufism which may stand between him and the 

public. The 'khirqah' is not merely plain clothing covering the body, it is highly regarded as 

an iconic image of Sufism. It is, as al-Hallaj put it, "The mark of our servitude to You [God]" 

(Murder 22). While casting it off, he reckons that God will be satisfied with his deed. 

Although this sounds as a paradoxical discourse, it reveals a more subtle understanding of 

Sufism adopted by al-Hallaj. It is an understanding that bases itself on the essence of religion 

rather than its form. "Witness my oath O God: This is Your vestment,/ The mark of our 

servitude to you,/ I abandon it! I cast if (sic) off, so that You may be pleased with me!" 

(Murder 22). But this paradox could be related to the problematic nature of the Sufi language.  

      This matter raises the issue of language used by intellectuals. The type of language 

utilized by the intellectual could often be a barrier between him and the public. The play 

                                                           
21

 Said argued that al-Hallaj captured the attention of the French orientalist, Massignon, because he found in 

him a Christ-like figure. He also added that Massignon used al-Hallaj to circumvent Islamic rejection of 

incarnation. (Cf. Orientalism pp.104, 209, 273) 
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touches on this theme in several situations. The artistic use of metalanguage that characterizes 

the p  y high ights the inte  ect   ’s p ight in formulating his message and the public struggle 

to interpret its content. In prison, the first prisoner admits that al-Hallaj is a good man though 

“He s ys things I  on’t  n erst n ” (Murder 41). In the same scene, al-Hallaj wonders if the 

‘v g e  tter nces’ he m kes are the reason for his perplexity. In the first scene when al-Shibli 

was talking to al-H    j, he   so    me  himse f for the ‘v g e wor s’ he  ttere   efore the 

judges. In the court scene, Ibn Surayj  egs     Um r to stop fi  ing “this courtroom with 

obscure expressions/ That would lead justice astray” (Murder 56). Each intellectual here 

emp oys   ‘v g e’   ng  ge to serve   p rpose. Where s   -H    j’s v g e   ng  ge co    

be attributed to the Sufi esoterism, al-Shi  i’s v g e wor s were  n in ic tion of his fear for 

his  ife,  n exp  n tion th t m tches his princip e of ‘in ivi     s  v tion’. M ny inte  ect   s 

resort to this method as a strategy to escape oppression. Even writers sometimes use devices 

such as allegory and symbolism departing from their concern about their safety and 

censorship. As for Abu Umar, he just gives an example of how the intellectual could find 

pleasure in language games. It is examples like these that made Edward Said state that 

“Knowing how to  se   ng  ge we    n  knowing when to intervene in language are two 

essential features of intellectual action” (Representations 20). 

     With this scene, al-H    j’s perform nce re ches   crescen o when he  n resses himse f 

of the symbol of Sufism, the 'khirqah'. Upon discarding the Sufi cloak, al-H    j’s  o y 

becomes an object on the stage. His body no longer lies within the domain of privacy. This 

act is dramatically significant as once exposed, his is no longer a subjective  o y th t  e ongs 

to him  s  n in ivi    . The c o k  i  not mere y cover his  o y, it covere  the esoteric 

know e ge of S fism. The  ction   so  enotes th t he  ec me free from     m n-m  e  on s 

 n  tr nscen e  the imp sse he f ce . ‘      -     r attempts to stage the body on more than 

one occasion as a double object of bondage and freedom. It is his body ultimately crossed on 

the tree, flogged and detained in the prison, and decapitated by the court sentence. It is the 

same body that resists the desire for food and makes al-H    j won er: “W s it not f sting 

which p t my w ste   o y/ To s eep in the tr nk of   p  m tree?” (Murder 20). 

     The moment of discarding the Kherka is dramatically decisive in the play. It denotes the 

stage in which al-Hallaj strips himself away from being an orthodox Sufi man. Now, he is no 

longer a religious man as m ch  s   revo ting fig re,   m n of free ‘fikr’ or tho ght, in other 

wor s,  n inte  ect   . This is the ro e in which ‘      -     r was more interested. From this 

moment onwards, al-H    j’s   ng  ge  ecomes  o  er in criticising the miser   e con itions 
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of society. Protesting alone will no longer suffice, he is determined now to reach out to 

people in the street:  

You ask me, what do I intend to do? 

 I intend to go to the people 

 n  te   them   o t Go ’s wi  . 

I sh    te   them, “Go  is mighty, O chi  ren of God. 

Be  ike Him.” 

I sh    te   them, “Go  is cre tive, O chi  ren of Go . 

Be  ike Him.” 

I sh    te   them: “Go  is Omnipotent, O chi  ren…” (Murder 21) 

 

     This also marks a turning point from the theoretical level to the practice of resistance. 

Abandoning the cloak is an obvious mark that al-Hallaj achieved victory over his doubts. The 

audience could perceive by this symbolic undressing that a change is taking place here as far 

as the dramatic conflict is concerned. Of course, this act gives the impression that the liberal 

part of him overweighed, and that the orthodox view of Sufism no longer has power or allure 

as long as he ignores the plights caused by injustice to the public. It is no longer the internal 

conflict the intellectual suffering he experienced when he had to choose between his 'own 

house' and 'the market place', between 'living for himself only' and 'living for humanity'. One 

could say that by casting off the cloak, al-Hallaj frees himself from the exclusive world of 

Sufism to identify with the inclusive world of the public community. From now on al-Hallaj 

is involved in a direct conflict with the authority, and the consequences of his hamartia are to 

follow.     

     It is worth noting that the moment al-Hallaj casts off his 'khirqah' was preceded by a long 

debate between him and his companion, al-Shibli. Here, the author presents to us a 

comparison of two minds that resist a chance of meeting though they are twins in Sufism. 

Both h ve,  s M ssignon st te , “ ifferences of temper ments” (Passion of al-Hallaj 46). In 

a flashback, al-Shibli and al-Hallaj had an exchange of ideas that remind us of the role a 

public intellectual is expected to play in the community. Speaking in favour of wrenching 

oneself from the grip of worldly life, this is how al-Shi  i conceives the wor  : “O H    j, 

listen to me./ We are not of the world, that the world should distract us” (Murder 10). But al-

Hallaj has other conceptions and speaks a language different from that of al-Shibli:   

Al-H    j:    … I  m exp  ining to yo  

                   Why the Merciful Lord chooses particular people, 

                   Singles them out and distributes among them 

                   Glimmers of His light. 

                   They are chosen so that they can give balance to 

                   This sick world, 
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                   She  ing Go ’s  ight on the poor in heart. (Murder 11) 

 

However, we should examine what difference al-Hallaj was looking forward to making while 

he was alone facing a powerful authority. As a man of fikr or thought, he never intended to 

use force in his struggle against the state injustice, not because he sided with the weak and 

poor against the ruling power, but because he preferred to use a peaceful way of resistance. It 

is also a strategy that well befitted his image as a Christ-like figure. He wanted his ideas to 

survive and to influence generation after generation. That 'people die but ideas never do' 

epitomizes his firm  e ief in the power of i e s or  s Fo c   t expresse  it, ‘the power of 

know e ge’.   -Hallaj knows that he is alone, but his ideas could recruit him a limitless 

number of those who could feel for the people and sympathize with them. As Said observed 

"the intellectual voice is lonely, but it has resonance only because it associates itself freely 

with the reality of a movement, the aspirations of a people, the common pursuit of a shared 

ideal" (Representations 75). 

     In the middle of the scene, one of al-H    j’s  iscip es comes in  nd interrupts their 

conversation. It is Ibrahim who heard the news that the ruling elite are thinking badly of al-

H    j. I r him  ske  him to  e ve B gh     n  go to  ive in Kh r s n,   region in to  y’s 

Iran. But al-Hallaj refuted the notion believing that Khurasan will not alleviate his feeling of 

injustice. Here, the author evokes exile as a potential source of distress to the intellectual. For 

the inte  ect   ,  s S i  writes “Exi e… is rest essness, movement, constantly unsettled” 

(Representations 53).     

     Al-Hallaj is portrayed as facing a series of ordeals that eventually lead to the final conflict 

between him and the authorities. In this phase, the hero overcomes his inward conflict only to 

confront an outward conflict. The playwright stresses the suffering an intellectual could face 

in j i . The C  iph’s men  rreste    -Hallaj and put him in prison. The prison ordeal 

highlights a new conflict through the emblematic actions of the hero and his dialogue with 

the two other prisoners. Now that the hero has decided to reach out to the crowd to move 

them against injustice, he has to choose which means of resistance serves his ideology best. 

He is torn between the sword  n  the ‘wor ’ as the right means of making a change. In Scene 

I, Act II, al-Hallaj is mistakenly flogged by the prison guard as a punishment for the 

commotion c  se   y other prisoners. The hero’s fortit  e, p tience  n  pe cef   resist nce 

indicate his inclination to use the word, not the sword, as the appropriate means of resistance. 

     In contrast, the second prisoner, a version of the intellectual who is unable to cause any 
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change with words, recommends the sword as the effective means of confronting the injustice 

of state, but al-Hallaj seems more inclined to the word. Similar to Act I in which ‘      -

     r presents two characters holding opposing ideologies and opinions, Act II displays 

another opposition. Although al-Hallaj and the second prisoner seem to embrace the same 

goal, resisting injustice, they differ on how to implement it. It is worth mentioning that al-

Hallaj abstains from using the sword not because he lacks the courage to do so, but because 

he believes that a swor ’s misp  y or drawback simply means losing an innocent life. This is 

expresse  in his: “I  o not fe r c rrying one,/ But I fear walking with one at my side;/ For a 

sword in a blind hand becomes the instrument of blind death” (Murder 49-50). Al-H    j’s 

words proved to be influential with the blind flogging by the guard still having a considerable 

amount of resonance in the beginning of the same scene.  

     As an intellectual, al-H    j’s p ight  ies in his inc p city to m ke his own choice. His 

conviction is that the course of his life is already drawn for him by God. He believes that all 

his deeds are predestined from the beginning of the world. This strong sense of fatalism, the 

inevitability of escaping something chosen by God, and the complete surrender to that sense 

is paradoxical with the revolutionary spirit he is supposed to have. In classical drama, the 

tragic hero knows that he is fated but all he does is to challenge that fate and to deal with the 

inevitable as voidable. Even when he hypothetically reckons that he has the free will to 

choose, al-Hallaj remains in perplexity. Al-Hallaj clearly voices this perplexity when he says:  

...is He calling me to make my own choice? 

Suppose I do make my own choice; what would I choose? 

To raise my voice, 

Or to raise my sword? 

What would I choose? 

What would I choose? (Murder 51) 

Al-H    j’s in ecisiveness is one of the c  ses of his or e  . Imme i te y  fter these wor s, 

the playwright gives his notes as: [The stage darkens gradually until it is completely dark, to 

indicate the passage of time] (Murder 51). The darkness of the stage does not merely suggest 

the passage of time in this particular dramatic moment, but it also offers a visual 

representation of al-H    j’s  ewi  erment  n  in  i ity to choose. The imp ic tions of 

darkness for al-Hallaj include punishment and suffering. He already expressed this a few 

lines before the stage became dark when he wondered: “Is the Lor  p nishing me in my so   

 n  in my f ith,/ Conce  ing His  ight from my eyes?” (Murder 50).  g in, ‘      -     r 

seems to systematically follow a dramatic technique that foregrounds the action/image and 

makes it foreshadow the thesis to be presented.  
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     As an intellectual, al-Hallaj had the courage to live out what he believed in. He believed in 

the import nce of  w kening the m jority to st n  in the f ce of the r  ing c  ss.    s, it’s the 

same majority which not only let him down, leaving him alone to stand against the authority, 

and even condemning his thought and intellectual attitude. Al-H    j’s p ight st n s for the 

dilemma facing most modern Arab intellectuals in their homeland states. They often find 

themselves in an intensively unbalanced confrontation with a brutal regime that starts to 

harass and defame them while mobilizing the masses against their views, in order to 

eventually execute these intellectuals. What puts them in a state of more pain is not lack of 

support from the community of people they are defending, but the tacit consent of the crowd 

to what the state power does to the intellectuals. Before executing al-Hallaj, the ruling class 

was desperate to show him as a heretic. 

     The play is a political play in the first instance in spite of its religious atmosphere. Writing 

po itic   p  ys w s   s  ient phenomenon in Egypt fo  owing the 52 Revo  tion.   i R ’i 

argues that the subject of the political plays of that period was either related to the present 

moment or incidents drawn from the Arab history which writers used to reconstruct or 

reinterpret in a way that enabled them to reflect the contemporary conditions of Arab 

societies. Al-Sharqawi and ‘      -     r are exemplary of this trend (al-Ra'i 98). This trend 

could be attributed to the different ideologies influencing Egypt at that time. It is not possible 

to detach the play from the surrounding context in which it was written. Also, the biography 

of the author himself contributes to our understanding of his work. Following the 1952 

Revolution and the decline of feudalism, the Egyptian cultural and political atmosphere was 

permeated by Communism, Capitalism, Socialism, and religious fundamentalism. These 

ideologies were competing with each other and searching for their patrons among the 

intellectuals while ordinary people found it difficult to extract their meaning. While this was 

going on at the societal level, Nasser founded an absolute rule based on the combination of 

the Arab Nationalist Movement and National Socialism. Confronted with these waves of 

ideological theories, genuine intellectuals found themselves in a difficult position to 

formulate the interests of the downtrodden classes in society.  

     Part of Al-Hallaj's dilemma could be attributed to him. In a sense, he is also to blame for 

discouraging the public from taking action. The lack of action on the part of the people to 

support al-H    j’s wor s  eprive  them of their validity. Without action, his words are no 

more than a utopian discourse uttered in the wilderness. When the police officers arrested 

him, he asked the people who wanted to interfere to release him to stand back. He is taken to 
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prison where he meets two other prisoners. It is noteworthy to mention that prison seems to 

be a must-visit place for committed intellectuals in Arab states, in particular the ones 

governed by military regimes. It is the stage that follows defaming the intellectual and 

presenting his ideas in a way that makes the public reluctant to approach, let alone accept 

them. The state could even manipulate the masses so that they reject the intellectual on the 

basis of religion or nationalism. The example of Mohamed al-Baradi, an Egyptian law 

scholar and diplomat, who was awarded 2005 Nobel Peace Prize, comes to mind. He was also 

awarded the Greatest Nile Collar in 2006, but when he decided to settle in Egypt and engage 

into politics, the regime that was praising him, suddenly started to portray him -in 

government-affiliated newspapers- as an ally of foreign powers.  

     In the final scene, al-Hallaj is now in the court after the prison stage in which he was 

tortured (it was common at the time of writing the play to torture political oppositionists in 

jails of Egypt, and even crucifixion was used as a method of torture as is commonly 

mentioned in prison notes of famous Egyptian writers).
22

 In Act II, Scene II of the play, the 

author gathers a multitude of different intellectuals in one context in which a court hearing in 

Baghdad was held for the man. Here, he juxtaposes al-H    j’s response to the inj stice of the 

authority with those of other intellectuals. By using the literary technique of juxtaposition, the 

author is trying to disting ish  etween the ‘tr e’  n  ‘f  se’ inte  ect     ctivity. The scene is 

set to offer a debate among intellectuals belonging to two opposing sides: those belonging to 

the ruling elite are represented here by the two judges Abu Umar and Ibn Sulayman, and 

those outside are represented by Ibn Surayj, al-Shibli and of course al-Hallaj. In fact, this 

scene is a microcosm of the world of intellectuals existing in modern Arab societies. Their 

diverse attitudes range from the absolute loyalty to the regime, partial support with some 

restrictions, to avoidance of confrontation and ultimately the complete denial of its 

legitimacy.  

     Starting with Abu Umar, a judge described as "well dressed and stout", his features signify 

a comfortable life. From his speech we know that he represents an absolute advocate of and a 

mouthpiece for the ruling authority. He is that sort of intellectual who would not mind 

twisting the law to prove certain preconceived notions. This is how he names al-Hallaj even 

before starting the case: "Bailiff!/ Why have they not yet brought the culprit?" (Murder 53). 

Abu Umar's language exposes the biased and prejudiced nature of court judges co-opted by 
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 Cf Mostafa Amin: First Year in Jail. Cairo: Akhbar El Yom, 1975.  
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the state. Instead of being a neutral institution, the court passes judgment on a man before it is 

not known whether he is innocent or guilty. How far the judge is aligned with the authorities 

is shown by these words: "Are the riff-raff turning out in the streets/ Just because the Enemy 

of God and the Sultan/ Is being brought to justice?" (Murder 53). In Abu Umar's view, the 

Sultan derives his authority from God, not from people. This is the rationale of many 

religious scholars who the state uses to calm the masses down in case of disturbance or 

uprising. One could recall a very recent example of putting religion to the service of 

authoritarian regimes. At the outset of Egypt's revolution in 2011 when people were taking to 

the streets, some Muslim scholars, particularly those appointed by state in public posts, called 

on people to stay at home as standing against the president, though he was a dictator 

president, not a King, is haram (a sinful act) because such action would be considered 

khorouj ‘ala al-hakim (dissent against the ruler). Christian Scholars had a part to play as well. 

The late Pope Shenouda III of Coptic Orthodox Patriarchate of Alexandria urged Christians 

to refrain from protesting against Mubarak).
23

 This was a clear example of the manipulation 

of the masses by the state, using all means available, including religion. These scholars 

turned the source of power upside-down, where in their view, people come last whereas 

presidents obtained their power from God. Although ‘      -     r was restaging a religious 

story that belonged to the ninth century, the politicisation of its content made its characters 

not so much reflect reality as reconstitute it a new. Here, the function of theatre is highlighted 

as, in Olga Taxidou’s wor s, “the civic space that not only partakes in but also, crucially, 

provides the conceptual and practic   too s for ‘wor  -  i  ing’ (Modernism & Performance 

181-82). The imaginative world built here combines echoes from two worlds: the historical 

world of al-Hallaj and the contemporary world of Egypt.     

      Returning to the judge Abu Umar, whose view is: an enemy of the Sultan is an enemy of 

God, one could say that he uses and abuses religion to give the Sultan all the excuses to rule, 

and hence makes the public follow him unquestioningly. Since absolute authority imposes 

itself upon people, it often relies on force. Abu Umar is not concerned with the people 

gathering outside the court in support of al-Hallaj since “They c n’t  o m ch  g inst the 

soldiers” (Murder 53). The most serious notion raised by Abu Umar in the court scene is 

re  te  to the power  ssigne  to the r  er: “God most high/ Has put in the hand of our 

righteous Caliph (may God preserve him)/ The scales of Justice, and her sword” (Murder 57). 

                                                           
23
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Here, the judge is promoting the idea that the ruler holds in his hand both the legislative and 

executive authorities together. However, al-Hallaj denies the practicality of such a concept. 

He already constructed a figurative counter-discourse to the oppressiveness of holding a 

sword and simultaneously achieving justice by the same hand when the two prisoners voiced 

a similar idea.   

     Another model of the intellectual is represented in the court by Ibn Surayj, who stands for 

the rejectionist intellectual. This intellectual usually attempts first to follow a course of 

objectivity towards societal issues but when he fails, he holds himself back. He knows the 

boundaries of criticism. Unlike al-Hallaj, Ibn Surayj cannot criticise the Sultan because he is 

a judge appointed by the authority. That is, he is a public employee and economically 

speaking he does not have the autonomy necessary to confront that authority. This is common 

in modern Arab societies since most cultural institutions are run by the state. The author 

himself worked in cultural institutions run by the authorities.   

     One more type of intellectuals is the opportunist, represented here by the judge Ibn 

Sulayman. He is portrayed as a blind follower of Abu Umar. Ibn Sulayam unreservedly 

praises Abu Umar for all what he says: “How  m sing yo   re, my  or ./ No won er the 

Caliphs choose your company,/ And the Viziers seek your friendship” (Murder 57). The 

danger that this type of intellectual can impose lies in putting his knowledge to the service of 

the authority with no restriction, even at the expense of the innocent public. He is motivated 

by loyalty to those who are higher in rank. This is how he uses his knowledge of law in 

judging al-Hallaj: 

Ibn Sulayman:  

Hallaj, for us, is a case, not a person. 

The governor is asking us: 

What is the stipulation of the Law 

In the case of a man who spreads sedition, 

And sows the seeds of rebellion in the land? (Murder 60) 

 

However, Ibn Surayj uncovers his crooked rationale and explains to the court the noble 

mission which judges are dedicated to. I am quoting his words because they highlight the 

relationship between authority and law and the power of knowledge as viewed by Foucault: 

Ibn Surayj:  

No, no, Ibn Sulayman. 

Yo r  rg ment is   t    evi ’s p ot. 

A judgment that prescribes the sword is the sword.  

The judge does not stipulate; 
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He sets up the scales of justice 

And judges not ghosts, but God-created lives 

That must not be taken except through justice. 

The governor and the judge are venerable symbols 

Of power and justice 

The horses of power do not approach their goals, 

Nor reach their aims, 

Unless the knights of justice hold their reins. (Murder 61)        

 

Speaking about law in Europe in the middle- ges, Fo c   t  oes not see th t   w w s j st “  

m sk for power”. In his view, “L w w s  n effective instr ment for the constit tion of 

mon rchic   forms of power in E rope… the princip   mo e of represent tion of power ( n  

representation should not be understood here as a screen or an illusion, but as a real mode of 

action)”( Power/Knowledge 140-41) . 

     Another type of the intellectual portrayed in the play is the escapist, represented here by 

al-Shibli. This type of intellectual retreats from confronting the authority, he finds solace in 

alienation from society. He would prefer isolation over integration with the public or, in other 

words, he would rather be marginalised than erased. His is a quest for personal salvation: 

“E ch m n m st fin  the road to his own salvation;/ So if by chance you find that road, then 

t ke it./ B t keep it   secret;  o not  isc ose yo r secret” (Murder 15). Here, he finds his 

salvation in his own way of Sufism. But this type of intellectual is often saddened by the lack 

of courage to stand against oppression. He prefers silence over struggle and finds pleasure in 

detaching himself from the suffering of the public which he metaphysically interprets as 

simp y Go ’s wi  . This ten ency often c  ses   fee ing of g i t,   so   form of  i emm  th t 

is hard to resolve. When asked in the court about his opinion of al-Hallaj, al-Shibli could not 

speak freely and he insisted on silence. But his is a silence that denotes compliance. That is 

why in the st rt of the p  y, he   mitte  “I  m the one who killed you” (Murder 9). 

     The court received a grant of pardon from the Caliph, but he gave the court the choice to 

judge al-H    j for the ‘heretic  ’ beliefs he voiced about God. (The idea of incarnation on 

which Said commented). At the end of the play, Judge Abu Umar asks the public for their 

opinion of a man who claimed to have God incarnated into his body. The public called him a 

‘heretic’  n   ske  for his  e th. This is wh t the Crow  s i  in the first scene of the p  y: 

Crowd:  

             They lined us up, row upon row.   

             The tallest, loudest one 

             Was put in front; 

             Those with soft voices, and the hesitant, 
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              Were sent to the back rows, 

              They gave us each a pure gold dinar, 

              Shiny, never touched before. 

              They said, “Sho t ‘Let him  e ki  e , his   oo   e on o r he  s!” 

              We sho te , “Let him  e ki  e , his   oo   e on o r he  s!” 

              Then they s i : “Go.”  n  we went. (Murder 5) 

 

As we observe, this is an extremely severe example of how a circumspect authority could 

find an excuse to avoid the responsibility of killing the intellectual. It falsified the truth, 

manipulated the masses and bribed them to assume responsibility for shedding his blood. 

This shows that the committed intellectual is not to blame alone for his own dilemma, he is 

fought by the authority and is let down by the public who could be deceived by other types of 

intellectuals.      

     One could detect in the play a reflection of the personal intellectual dilemma which the 

  thor himse f experience    ring the N sser er . Moreover, the p  ywright’s criticism of the 

contemporary ruling regime could be found in some of his poetry though not as shrewdly as 

in his drama. In his hal ‘aada zul wajh al ka’eb, a poem he published in 1954, ‘      -     r 

criticised Abu al-Hul or the Sphinx, the famous ancient Egyptian monument which stands 

symbolically in this poem for Nasser. In spite of this critical attitude, ‘      -     r was an 

officer in the ministry of c  t re. He co     e n me  ‘the inte  ect    officer’,  n    tho gh 

this may seem oxymoronic, one could possibly find an explanation for the complex 

relationship between ‘      -     r and the authority in the words of an Egyptian critic. It is 

hard to find an intellectual who is dependent on a state for his income, and simultaneously 

critical of its practices. However, Raja al-Naqqash sheds some light on this complex 

relationship. He argues that Nasser did not clash with intellectuals on the basis of their 

adverse points of view. He used to treat them well as long as they did not engage into a direct 

power struggle with him (al-Naqqash 184). 

     It could be said that the playwright strived to represent in a poetic drama the intellectual in 

the Arab-Islamic context. The list presented in the play does not exhaust the types of 

intellectuals existing in Arab societies. But ‘      -     r’s concern with the mo ern 

intellectual and the role he or she could play in society made him choose to focus on the 

identity of al-Hallaj as a mask to hide behind. As shown, of all the intellectuals in the play, 

al-H    j is the c osest mo e  to S i ’s view of the gen ine p   ic inte lectual. The symbolic 

autobiographical element in the play makes it more appealing when read against the modern 

context of 1960s Egypt. The exile, the prison, the torture, and the court are all dramatic 
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gestures used to extend the realm of representation to echo the circumstances of modern Arab 

states.  At the end, al-Hallaj was executed, the question of power was unresolved, but at least 

it remained debatable. 

     In Leila and the Madman (Laila wal-Majnoun) 1971, the fourth play written by ‘      -

     r, the intellectual is engaged in a struggle against both the colonial power and the corrupt 

palace. Their aim is no different from that of al-Hallaj: seeking freedom and justice. In a 

carefully structured, seemingly realistic play, the events were set in Cairo in the late colonial 

era. This period has a remarkable significance in the modern history of Egypt. Mijahid 

o serves th t “Using this time reference point    ows the    ience to im gine the po itic   

conflicts during that particular period between colonialism and liberation on one hand and 

 etween the mon rchy  n  the rep   ic imme i te y  efore the Revo  tion of 23    y 1952” 

(Mijahid 395 [my translation]). The transitional period chosen by ‘      -     r existed on a 

dividing verge that defines two frames of time and political rule in the Egyptian life in which 

the inte  ect   s were  eep y concerne  with the co ntry’s in epen ence.  

     A team of journalists working for a Cairene magazine meet weekly with their manager to 

discuss the relationship between the intellectual and power and debate the dominant political 

issues. They meet in the office of the E itor where “photographs of some leaders of the 

nationalist movement in Egypt on the walls; and a painting of Don Quixote by Du Maurier 

hangs on the wall opposite the central table” (Leila and the Madman Leila and the Madman 

11). Said, Hassan, Zeyad, Hana, Salwa, Leila, Hossam, and their manager named Editor (al-

Ostaz) represent different types of the modern intellectual. Like Don Quixote, some of them 

follow idealist ideologies. However, others are like the leaders of the Egyptian nationalist 

movement who were guided by pragmatic politics. Yet,    ,  s Mij hi  comments, “undertake 

  simi  r essenti  ist jo rney: ‘ n etern   i e   conf ict  oome  to f i ure for the sake of a 

 e  sion’” (Mijahid 406 [my translation]). This intellectual journey seems to be ideal, even 

for those who follow pragmatic politics, hence the painting of Don Quixote appears to 

occupy a central position on the wall.  

     Those who follow idealistic ideologies are best represented in the play by Said, the poet. 

Said sees that in order to fight for liberty and justice, the intellectual must only use words. 

Hassan, a model for the man of praxis, believes in the necessity of action as the best option 

for the inte  ect   . We c n h r  y ho    ny p rtic   r ch r cter  s the   thor’s mouthpiece in 

this play. The objectivity of the dramatic form makes us exclude the notion that any one 

character is the voice of the dramatist. His true voice is represented by all the voices which 
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make up the play and there is no one voice that could be singled out as dominant. It seems 

that ‘      -     r treated all the voices in the play with relative equality as there is little 

variation in the resonance accorded to each one. If anything this treatment could tell, it would 

be that the author himself was torn between idealism and reality, theory and praxis, word and 

action, or ideas and deeds. This was a major concern for the playwright in all his plays. 

Mij hi  o serve  the   thor’s interest in this topic:  

The state in which the intellectual finds himself undecided about dependence solely 

on words or shifting to the revolutionary action in his conflict with the authority in his 

search for freedom and justice represents a central issue in the theatre of       -

     r, particularly in this play. (Mijahid 437 [my translation])  

 

In fact, this state was a phenomenon in the 1960s, particularly in the aftermath of the1967 

defeat. This was a general state that affected a whole generation of young Egyptian writers, 

‘      -     r included, whom Shukry 'Ayyad refers to  s   “ ost gener tion” ('Ayyad 41). 

     In the play, we know from the conversation that their colleague Hossam was recently 

 et ine   n  th t “The po ice  re p  ying with Hoss m,/ As a madman plays with a puppet” 

(Leila and the Madman Leila and the Madman 16). The indirect reference to torture by using 

the ver  ‘p  y’ p ints   pict re of the po ice  s weir  men fin ing p e s re in the s ffering of 

their victims. The intellectual is opposed here by   ‘m  m n’ who   in  y fo  ows or ers 

from the authority.  

     In its entirety, the play is almost a play-within-the-play. In order to change the 

monotonous style of their work and create a relaxing atmosphere, Editor suggested enacting a 

play about love. He chose Sh wqi’s p  y Majnoun Leila, hence, the n me of ‘      -     r’s 

play. The play-within- the- play features  s   common  evice in ‘      -     r’s the tre. B t 

here, this is a real play the dramatist chose to intertextualize and perform parts of it in the 

meeting room which functions as a stage. The intertexualized play is meant to help the 

characters of the main play to gain a better understanding of themselves and, as Editor 

expresse  it, “know one  nother  etter!” (Leila and the Madman Leila and the Madman 27). 

     Each of the intellectuals of the main play is assigned a role by the Editor to play in the 

secondary play. But the only scene enacted is the one played by Laila and Qais. The 

interesting thing is that Leila of ‘      -     r acts as Laila of Shawqi. The parallelism 

between the two plays lies not only in the poetic language used in both, but also in the love 

story which develops through acting between Leila and Hassan, the poet who plays Qais, 

L i  ’s  over. Wh t m  e L i  , the inte  ect    jo rn  ist, simi  r to L i  , the  e ove  
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Be o in, w s th t she w s,  s E itor expresse  it, “   ost so  , torn  etween i   sion  n  

re  ity!” (Leila and the Madman Leila and the Madman 32). It is not only Laila that could be 

described as such, all       -     r’s gen ine inte  ect   s  re i e  istic in ivi    s  et down 

by the real world. As for the intellectuals of this particular play, who are in one way or 

another, representative of a wide sector of the Egyptian intellectuals before the 1952 

Revolution, their ordeal was doubled by frustration caused by lack of freedom under the 

foreign colonisation on the one hand and the corruption of the local royal palace on the other. 

This frustration was voiced by Said in his dialogue with Laila:  

Freedom is the kind of lightning 

That the clouds of dark days may not engender, 

It’s the kin  of  ightning 

That may never be seen by my eyes 

Or the eyes of my weary generation! (Leila and the Madman Leila and the Madman 

51)  

 

 The Editor acts as both an intellectual leader of the group and as a director of the secondary 

play. His strong belief in the power of words lines him up with Said and Ziyad, and puts him 

in contrast with Hassan, an intellectual who believes in action more than words. His quotation 

from Brecht in Scene II, Act I., though the German writer was not yet translated at the time of 

the play into Arabic, indicates that he has a strong interest in theatre directing. Moselhi 

 rg es th t there is no evi ence th t Brecht’s poems were known to the characters of Cairo 

before 1952, and most probab y it is essenti   y ‘      -     r ’s know e ge of the Germ n 

writer expressed through them (Moselhi 152). In f ct, the e r iest tr ns  tions of Brecht’s 

works into Arabic were published in the 1960s.  

     What is also interesting in the play is that it gives a remarkable place for the intellectual 

female. Salwa, Hanan and Laila, the three female characters in the play, were journalists 

working alongside their colleagues in the magazine. They showed no less enthusiasm in the 

search for freedom than their male counterparts. Like Said, Salwa had a poetic talent though 

she did not show this talent except in some few lines in the dialogue. She is a devoted 

Christian who seeks power from religion, not from ideology. Hanan also was an active 

journalist and an intellectual of a sharp sense of criticism. Laila is the most pitiful character in 

the play. Her beauty, more than her ideas, attracted the men around her. She was torn 

between a pure romantic love and a burning physical desire. She wholeheartedly loved Said 

but gave her body to Hossam who lured her with beautiful words and good material life. But 

since she en cte  Sh wqi’s L i  , she  ec me  ike her, th t is, she w s me nt to  e  ove   y 
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someone, and to have love with another. 

     Ziyad discovers that Hossam was recruited by the police to spy on his colleagues. He tells 

 oth S i   n  H ss n who r n off to Hoss m’s ho se. H ss n ch se Hoss m,  n  S i  w s 

shocked to find Laila there in his bedroom. After a while, Hossam returns home to find Said 

who hit him hard on his head with a small statue. The play ends with Said in prison waiting 

for prosecution, Hossam in hospital, Ziyad going for a nursery school with Hanan, Salwa 

going for a cloister, and the Editor closing down his magazine. 

     The p  y en s with S i ’s   st  ine which  enotes his w iting for   s vio r: “I – I’m 

waiting for him that will come” (Leila and the Madman Leila and the Madman 132). As the 

p  y i   str tes, ‘      -     r’s intellectuals are torn between two worlds: the utopian and 

the real. They found in the world of acting what is denied to them in the real world, a chance 

to freely voice their ideas and feelings. However, acting turned into two real stories of love, 

one of them was doomed to failure and the other was promising. As a whole, the play is 

clouded with a sense of frustration, with little glimpse of hope in future.  

    Turning to Soyinka, it can be said that the playwright himself is a public intellectual in the 

wi e sense of the wor   ccor ing to S i ’s explanation of the definition. On more than one 

occ sion he jeop r ize  his own s fety  n  riske  his  ife to open y spe k ‘the tr th to 

power’. Hence, he h s  een preoccupied in his works with the role the public intellectual 

could effectively perform in society. From the beginning of his career, Soyinka went through 

different experiences which only typical committed intellectuals would meet. He stood firmly 

against the corrupt establishment, and the military regime which seized power in Nigeria for 

long decades was quite tough with him. He has aligned himself with the public sphere. There 

are memorable deeds carried out by Soyinka that form an accreditation for him as a genuine 

public intellectual, the most memorable of which is his active role to stop the Nigerian civil 

war. During one of the darkest periods of Nigerian history in which the Biafra war (1967-

1969) erupted, Soyinka was personally involved in a campaign that that spoke out the war. In 

his prison notes, he refers to the circumstances that led to his arrest; all sound to tell of how 

dedicated an intellectual he is: 

My  rrest… w s prompte   y the fo  owing  ctivities: my  en nci tion of the w r in 

the Nigeri n p pers, my visit to the E st, my  ttempt to recr it the co ntry’s 

intellectuals within and outside the country for a pressure group which would work 

for a total ban on the supply of arms to all parts of Nigeria; creating a third force 

which would utilize the ensuing military stalemate to repudiate and end both the 

secession of Biafra, and the genocide-consolidated dictatorship of the Army which 

made both secession and war inevitable. (Man Died 18) 
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Thus, the represent tion of the inte  ect    in Soyink ’s p  ys co     e s i  to rest on   first-

hand experience lived through and by the author himself.  

     In his drama, Soyinka skillfully represents those who claim to be intellectuals and those 

who are true ones. In The Lion and the Jewel, yo ng L k n e’s voice  c  ims th t he is  n 

intellectual caring for modernising the traditional life of the village are posited against the 

astonishing wordless wit of old Baroka, the Bale (Chief) of Ilujinle. From his pompous 

speech, the audience could grasp that his education is based on a superficial reading of 

western culture and a misunderstanding of his native tradition. Although Soyinka confirmed 

that this character was never meant to represent western culture, many critics viewed him so. 

In a conversation with Gibbs in 1981, Soyinka points out what type of character Lakunle 

represents as such:  

What you have is a misconceived, very narrow, and very superficial concept of 

Western c  t re  s st te   y L k n e … L k n e is not a representation of Western 

culture, he is a representative, of a sort, of Biblical gleanings, the occasional 

magazine, low-brow/middle-brow magazine, poorly digested! (Conversations 92) 

 

L k n e’s is   se fish en e vo r me nt to yie   person   g in  n  p e s re.  

     Lakunle is an articulate semi-intellectual who lacks both the will and power to act. He 

sounds as an outsider to the community in which he lives. Although his job as a 

schoolteacher offers him a great opportunity to shape the minds of the young generation, 

influence the community and work for a real improvement, he only pursues his personal 

interest. Throughout the p  y, he j st  ttempts to win Si i’s he rt  n  convince her to marry 

him and reduce the bride-price, but he never captivates her. Soyinka exposes this type of 

intellectual to severe ridicule. On more than one occasion, for example in the flashback 

scenes, the author makes of Lakunle a subject of laugh for everyone. Commenting on 

L k n e, Soyink   escri es him  s   ‘c ric t re’. He  nno nces:  

For me he is a caricature. We have caricature like that in our society; there are 

walking caricatures all over the p  ce. The “ een-tos”  re c ric t res! … L k n e is   

poor, struggling schoolteacher, hundreds of whom I know, who think they can match 

a character like Baroka with imperfect weapons, with half understood weapons, with 

notions of what a modern city should be. Of course Lakunle is a caricature. 

(Conversations 87-88) 

 

As the above quotation indicates, the character of Lakunle is derived from the personal 

experience of the dramatist and real life in Nigerian society. He is just a specimen of many 

individuals whose arrogance makes them claim that they are intellectuals. They just want to 
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 e seen  s  e onging to the e ite. “Oh Si i, vow to me your undying love/ And I will scorn 

the jibes of these bush minds/ Who know no better” (CP1 7), Lakunle tells Sidi. The dramatic 

irony is that it is Lakunle who was scorned at the hands of both the playwright and the 

traditional characters in the play.  

     It is interesting to comp re L k n e’s re  ct nce to respect  n   ccept tr  ition   c stoms 

related to marriage with the sacrifice offered by Olunde - I will discuss his role later as a 

genuine intellectual- to s st in his tri e’s rit    re  ted to death. However, for all his failings 

to represent a genuine committed intellectual in the dramatic text, Lakunle has a lively 

theatrical persona. The playwright allows quite a lot of potential theatrical investment in this 

role on the boards. As Soyinka points out: 

… L k n e is   performer. He enjoys his ro e. Th t is why  t the en  of the p  y I 

made sure that he is not a tragic character. In the final dance he is already creating for 

himself a new madonna. He responds to the provocative dancing of a beautiful girl 

and we can see another madonna in the making, for Lakunle is never down for long. 

(Conversations 99) 

  

Soyink ’s words are more associated here with the performance rather than the text. He is 

describing the theatrical potentialities latent in the Lakunle of the stage, not the Lakunle of 

the text. His comment indicates that a playwright could ridicule a certain character, but still 

endows the actor with a chance to make the role far from dull or lacking in liveliness. It also 

highlights what Taxidou refers to  s “the tension  etween the script  n  the st ge” 

(Modernism and Performance 69). By the tric   y investing in L k n e’s st ge ro e, Soyink  

attempts to ease this tension and put to use the possibilities offered by dance in his poetic 

drama. At the end of the play, Lakunle, not a genuine intellectual, is left empty handed, so to 

speak, losing the contest with Baroka who won the jewel.       

     In The Road (1965), Professor, the protagonist of the play, is obsessed with the Word, 

dedicating most of his efforts to capturing it. For him, the Word is the metaphysical essence 

of death, an experience beyond the grasp of humans. In his quest, he is interested only in his 

own re emption  n  person   interest.  g in,  ike L k n e’s, his semi-intellectual 

nonsensical endeavours to encounter death are posited against the real efforts of illiterate 

people who try spontaneously to contact the sacred spirits in ritual performances. As Katrak 

put it:  

Professor is stuck on his academic, rational paths which lack a satisfactory 

explanation of death such as traditional religion provides. He remains an outsider who 

w nts to  cq ire this know e ge thro gh shortc ts… Tr  ition    e ievers 
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exemplified in the drama through Murano are able to grasp the essence of death 

intuitively. (Katrak 69-70) 

 

He gives a bad example of how a lettered individual exploits a poor class in society, the 

uneducated drivers. Professor is a leech that preys on the victims of road accidents, both 

living and dead. He gets profits from a store in which he sells the spare parts collected from 

motor accidents. He is also the head of a network of corruption and has connections with a 

policeman, a politician, and thugs. 

     Professor was dismissed from his position in a church as a Sunday school teacher for acts 

of profanation such as drunkenness and misappropriation of church funds. After that, he 

turned to profiteering from road accidents and counterfeit documents. He traded in death and 

this trade led him to use Murano, previously a driver, for the purpose of capturing the 

moment of death. He chose Murano because he was on the verge of death. Murano saw death 

in the eye when he had an accident on the road from which he survived with the loss of 

speech. Moreover, at the time of the accident, Murano was participating in an Ogun ritual. 

Since Og n, “g  r i n of the ro  ” (ADO 38), is worshipped by some Yoruba as god of the 

ro  , th s, M r no w s possesse   y the go . When he w s hit  y Koton ’s  orry, he w s  eft 

in wh t is known to them  s ‘ gemo ph se’,   st te in which the in ivi     represents the 

go ’s spirit. Professor now keeps both the victim and the victimizer around him in the store 

to complete a metaphysical try out.  

     In a sense, the road stands in the play for the road of the Nigerian life, full of bends and 

lacking guiding posts. Katrak establishes a link between the road and the transitional state of 

Nigeria at the time of the play. She comments, “Thro gh the sym o  of the ro   Soyink  

captures the transitional stage of his country, its precarious sociopolitical state, which in 1965 

was on the verge of the Civi  W r. The  rtist’s premonition of the m ss s   ghter of 

Nigerians during that war is embodied in the symbol of the road, which is itself the scene of 

death” (Katrak 64). Even the right sign posts on the road, are removed from their right spots 

to misguide drivers and lead them to accidents. Soyinka sees the semi-illiterate intellectuals 

in Nigeria like Professor as a life-threatening class jeopardising the safety of the community 

for the sake of personal profits. This intellectual is, as Katrak describes him: 

the type of Westernized Yoruba who is caught between two worlds. Christianity has 

failed him in his quest, and he is alienated from traditional religion ... He does not 

wish to participate in any community ritual, but rather wishes to profit from it merely 

as a spectator. (Katrak 67) 
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In the final scene of the play, Professor lured Kotonu into forcing Murano to wear the 

egungun ritual mask in order to, as he imagined, meet death face to face. Other drivers saw 

this as  n  ct of  esecr tion of Og n’s m sk.  s the scene  eve ope ,  r m tic tension 

gradually mounted and, outraged, Say Tokyo killed Professor. As Katrak comments, 

“Professor    ses  oth inte  ect     n  spirit    powers  v i    e to him in his se rch for the 

meaning of death. True to his name, Professor displays the characteristics of an academic by 

approaching a spiritual issue such as death analytically” (Katrak 63). 

     The two ch r cters ex mine    ove c n  e viewe   s ‘exhi itionist inte  ect   s’ whom 

Soyinka either ridicules, as in the case of Lakunle, or deprives of redeeming features, as he 

did to Professor. However, Soyink ’s represent tion of the inte  ect    is not   w ys   

representation of those who serve no purpose but to seek personal redemption. His drama is 

rich with genuine intellectuals who are committed to grapple with the communal problems of 

society. These intellectuals represent, as Said put it: 

an individual vocation, an energy, a stubborn force engaging as a committed and 

recognizable voice in language and in society with a whole slew of issues, all of them 

having to do in the end with a combination of enlightenment and emancipation or 

freedom. (Representations 73) 

 

     Of     committe  inte  ect   s who fig re in Soyink ’s  r m , O  n e of Death and the 

King’s Horseman and Eman of The Strong Breed are singled out here as typical examples. 

Olunde was a doctor who just arrived from England where he studied medicine. He just 

arrived to attend the funeral of his father Elesin, the horseman, who was supposed to perform 

a death ritual to accompany the spirit of the late king. Olunde was grief-stricken to find his 

father still alive, and incapable of fulfilling his duty due to the interference of Mr. Pilkings, 

the District Officer and representative of colonial authorities in the region. Mr. Pilkings’ 

attempt to prevent Elesin from performing what is considered as a sacred death ritual by 

Yor    remin s  s of F non’s im ge of co oni  ism  s   protective ‘mother’ (Wretched 170). 

Courageously and willingly, Olunde distracted the colonial mother and offered himself 

inste   of the re   n tive f ther. The story  eg n  n  en e  on the s me   y with O  n e’s 

sacrificial death.   

     Olunde is a talented personality who had an accumulated experience of studying and 

practicing medicine. He is also articulate, and has a sense of history and the courage to freely 

express his views. Again, his image as an intellectual is drawn from the real life of native 

Yoruba. As the playwright  nno nces in the   thor’s note, the play is based on a real story 
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that occurred in Oyo, a city in Yoruba land, in 1946 during the British colonization (Death 5). 

Soyinka gives us snapshots of a story th t high ights the inte  ect   ’s s crifice to resc e his 

community.   

     Although Olunde owes the opportunity to get distinctive education largely to the Pilkings, 

he nevertheless disapproves of their desecration of the native egungun ritual and costumes. 

He also argues with Jane Pilkings about the death ritual that should be performed by his 

father. As Fanon points out: 

 When we consider the efforts made to carry out the cultural estrangement so 

characteristic of the colonial epoch, we realize that nothing has been left to chance 

and that the total result looked for by colonial domination was indeed to convince that 

colonialism came to lighten their darkness. The effect consciously sought by 

co oni  ism w s to  rive into the n tives’ he  s the i e  th t if the sett ers were to 

leave, they would at once fall back into barbarism, degradation and bestiality. 

(Wretched 170) 

 

Wh t Mrs Pi kings sees  s ‘a barbaric custom’, is defended by Olunde as a sacrificial deed, a 

hero’s  ction nee e  to p rify  n  to  ring     nce to comm nity. In the p  y, O  n e 

embodies, not the loud voice, but the actual voice representing his culture. Olunde could be 

reg r e   s   represent tive of the Gr msci n ‘org nic inte  ect   ’ who, origin ting in  n 

oppressed colonised native community, attempts to emphasize the existence of his culture 

and establishes ‘c  t r   hegemony’.  ntonio Gr msci  ivi es inte  ect   s into two 

categories: organic and traditional.  He writes:  

The “org nic” inte  ect   s which every new c  ss cre tes   ongsi e itse f  n  

elaborates in the course of its development, are for the most p rt “speci  is tions” of 

partial aspects of the primitive activity of the new social type which the new class has 

brought into prominence. (Gramsci 6) 

 

His own view is that all individuals of society are intellectuals, but he believes that not all of 

them in fact can function as such. The criterion here is how the person directs his or her 

 ctivity, whether tow r s ‘inte  ect    e   or tion’ or ‘m sc   r-nervo s effort’. To p t it in 

his wor s, “ homo faber cannot be separated from homo sapiens” (Gramsci 9).  

      Despite Soyink ’s hint in the   thor’s note that the play should not be interpreted as a 

clash of cultures or a clash “between western methods and African traditions” (Death 5), 

attempts of cultural dominance by the Pilkings cannot be overlooked. The Pilkings negate 

essential aspects of the indigenous culture of native Yoruba. For Mr. Pilkings, egungun ritual 

is   ‘non-sense’,   ‘m m o-j m o’.  g in,  s F non  rg es “Co oni  ism is not s tisfie  

mere y with ho  ing   peop e in its grip  n  emptying the n tive’s  r in of     form  n  
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content. By a kind of perverted logic, it turns to the past of the oppressed people, and distorts, 

disfigures and destroys it” (Wretched 170). 

     O  n e’s is   tale of an agonised native young intellectual told against a background of 

profound political and colonial turmoil. His homeland was colonised, the whole world was on 

the verge of war- Soyinka changed the time setting of the story to the time of the Second 

World War. Though he is endowed with a healing capacity as a doctor, his duty is to perform 

  rit     e th. O  n e’s fig re  s   gifte  m n with  oth constr ctive  n   estr ctive   i ities 

is   so reminiscent of Og n, Soyink ’s f vo rite Yor    go . “Og n is the em o iment of 

Will and the Will is the paradoxical truth of destructiveness and creativeness in  cting m n”, 

Soyinka explains (ADO 32). With his creative spirit, Olunde acted genuinely as an 

intellectual and sacrificed himself willingly for the sake of the stability of his community. 

      Likewise, Eman of The Strong Breed is one of the young genuine agonised intellectuals 

in Soyink ’s  r m . In this p  y, the  ction t kes p  ce in an African village on New Year's 

Eve. In a ritual performed annually and supposed to purge the village of guilt, the villagers 

choose a person who the make a scapegoat of, a so-c   e  ‘c rrier’ of their sins committe  

throughout the year. He is to be beaten hard, cursed and expelled from the village. According 

to the vi   ge tr  itions, the ‘c rrier’ sho     e   str nger  n  if he ret rns to the vi   ge  fter 

this ceremony, people stone him to death.  

     The inten e  ‘c rrier’ this ye r is   ment   y retarded boy, an idiot called Ifada. He is not 

aware of the lurking burden awaiting him. Ifada is captured by the villagers, but he manages 

to escape and takes refuge with Eman. Likewise, Eman is a stranger to the village where he 

works as both a teacher and a physician. He volunteers to be the substitute of Ifada and offers 

himself willingly as this year's carrier. However, like Ifada, he runs away from the villagers, 

but finally he is hunted in a trap only to die hanging from a sacred tree.  

    Like Olunde, as an intellectual, Eman could be regarded as a figure reminiscent of Ogun. 

Like Ogun, Eman offers himself willingly as a sacrifice for the rest of the village community. 

His is an attempt to offer a chance of progressing, a wholly spiritual one, to the villagers. We 

understand from the dialogue that every year this ceremony of purifications is performed, but 

the collective spiritual state of the village remains unchanged and is all the more 

characterized by stagnation. The villagers believe that they have been purified of their guilt, 

which is sadly enough not true. According to Eman, the reason behind this is that the carrier 

plays his part unwillingly. If the carrier is not forced into it and in full awareness of the 
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responsibility and burden expected, this ceremony of purification will have a meaning and 

great significance.  

     If this is the core of Eman's view and belief, one wonders why Eman escapes half-way 

through the proceedings from the villagers and switches to this inconsistent behaviour. 

Eman's seemingly inconsistent behaviour could be explained if one assumes that Eman wants 

to give the villagers a lesson and teaches them something of spiritual value before he dies. If 

he had merely played the part of the scapegoat exactly as expected, no spiritual rejuvenation 

would have been possible. In this case, the ceremony would be normal, with no spiritual 

validity accorded it.   

     One more thing that brings Eman closer to Ogun is his preference for solitude. According 

to Yoruba myth, Ogun willingly serves the group to which he belongs, but does not live 

within the confines of society. He prefers to be a recluse; however he is always there when 

people need him. "Ogun sets the example: /Virtue wears the strangest/ garb-comradeship in/ 

strife, meditation in/ Solitude (my italic), the hardy route of/ self-sacrifice" (Seven Signposts 

13). Eman, too, is, and prefers to remain, a stranger to those whom he helps. Eman works as a 

teacher and clinician in a village that is not his. He carries within him the aptitude of self-

sacrifice, yet he is a remote and inscrutable fellow withdrawn into his cavern of social and 

psycho ogic   so it  e. He is  nwi  ing to    ow  nyone to sh re his  ife. “Those who have 

m ch to give”, Em n s ys to S nm , “f  fi  themse ves on y when they  o so in tot   

 one iness”,  n  procee s “I fin  cons mm tion on y when I h ve spent myse f for   tot   

str nger” (CP1 125). 

     Besides, one could find in Eman a similar duality of life-giving and causing death like that 

of Ogun. This paradoxical nature is found also in the 'strong breed' to which Eman belongs; 

people who have been brought into the world to carry the spiritual burdens of others, thus 

making it possible for them to lead a better life. Yet, when one of them is born, his mother 

m st  ie. O   M n (Em n's f ther) te  s his son Em n: “Om e  ie  giving  irth to yo r 

chi  …Don't yo  know it w s the s me with yo ?  n  me? No wom n s rvives the  e ring 

of the strong one” (CP1 133). Eman's paradoxical nature appears also in other situations. 

Although Eman is prepared to sacrifice himself for strangers, he appears inconsiderable to 

those near him. This is manifested in Sunma's complaint about his insensitivity to her needs. 

S nm  s ys to Em n: “ n  yet if  nything, I nee  more kin ness from yo . Every time my 

weakness betrays me, you close your mind against me” (CP1 118). 
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     In a nutshell, Eman appears here to be an iconoclast in his attack on the malfunction of the 

villager's practice of the custom of the carrier. Thus, Soyinka, dramatically speaking, endows 

him with a number of qualities that make him a tragic hero of the Ogunian model, i.e. a 

protagonist with sufficient sacrificial bent to serve as the tragic victim of the carrier custom 

but with a willing spirit. 

     Like Al-Hallaj, Eman died as a Christ-like figure. His death in the trap at the end of the 

play subtly alludes to Jesus's crucifixion. Soyinka portrays Eman as a noble-minded and 

innocent person who takes upon himself the burden meant for an idiot and who undertakes to 

save the community from its annually-accumulated sins. He wants to cleanse a community 

whose excessive cruel approach to the custom of 'carrier' leads to his death. It could be said 

th t Em n’s  e th effecte    ch nge in the vi   ge tow r s the c stom of the c rrier. The 

villagers, contrary to custom, become unable to curse him as they usually do with carriers. 

Eman made self-sacrifice but only after giving the people of the village a lesson in how a 

proper self-sacrifice should be done willingly.  
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Summary 

     Chapter six explores the image of the public intellectual in some dramatic works of ʻAbd 

  -     r and Soyinka in the light of the different definitions provided by critics such as 

E w r  S i   n   rth r Me zer. S i ’s Representations of the Intellectual in particular 

occupies a central position in the debate here. As shown in the chapter, ʻAbd   -     r’s 

intellectuals come from different walks of life, have different ideologies, and not all of them 

can be said to be committed. 

      Al-Hallaj is portrayed as the most genuine intellectual in ʻAbd   -     r’s  rama. He is 

the one who suffered most for a public cause and sacrificed himself to stand for common 

peop e’s c  se. He had the courage to live out what he believed in. He believed in the 

importance of awakening the majority to stand in the face of the ruling c  ss.    s, it’s the 

same majority which not only let him down, leaving him alone to stand against the authority, 

and even condemning his thought and intellectual attitude. His plight stands for the dilemma 

facing most modern Arab intellectuals in their homeland states. They often find themselves in 

an intensively unbalanced confrontation with a brutal regime that starts to harass and defame 

them while mobilizing the masses against their views, in order to eventually execute these 

intellectuals. What puts them in a state of more pain is not lack of support from the 

community of people they are defending, but the tacit consent of the crowd to what the state 

power does to the intellectuals. Before executing al-Hallaj, the ruling class was desperate to 

show him as a heretic. 

     Other types of intellectuals who serve the interests of the state and those of power in 

return of some privileges are also shown. Yet, the list presented in the play does not exhaust 

the types of intellectuals existing in Arab societies. ‘      -     r’s concern with the mo ern 

intellectual and the role he or she could play in society made him choose to focus on the 

identity of al-Hallaj as a mask to hide behind. As shown, of all the intellectuals in the play, 

al-Hallaj is the closest mo e  to S i ’s view of the genuine public intellectual. The symbolic 

autobiographical element in the play makes it more appealing when read against the modern 

context of 1960s Egypt. The exile, the prison, the torture, and the court are all dramatic 

gestures used to extend the realm of representation to echo the circumstances of modern Arab 

states.   

     Again, in Leila and the Madman (1971), ‘      -     r focuses on the state of the 

intellectuals during a critical period in the modern history of Egypt. The intellectuals of this 
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particular play are representatives of a wide sector of the Egyptian intellectuals before the 

1952 Revolution. Their ordeal is doubled by frustration caused by lack of freedom under a 

foreign colonisation on the one hand and a corruption of the ruling regime on the other. What 

is interesting in the play is that it gives a remarkable place for the intellectual female. In their 

search for justice and freedom, the intellectual females show no less enthusiasm and courage 

than their male counterparts.  

     Likewise, the representation of the intellectual is of central importance to Soyinka. Being 

a public intellectual himse f, Soyink ’s representation of the intellectual rests on a first-hand 

experience lived through and by the author himself. He skillfully represents those who claim 

to be intellectuals and those who are genuine ones. Lakunle in The Lion and the Jewel, and 

Professor in The Road stand for the former type and their characters are derived from the 

personal experience of the dramatist and real life in the Nigerian society. Their semi-

intellectual nonsensical endeavours are posited against the real efforts of traditional people 

who try spontaneously to respect the positive aspects of tradition in their everyday activities.   

     As shown in the chapter, of all the inte  ect   s who fig re in Soyink ’s  r m , O  n e of 

Death and the King’s Horseman and Eman of The Strong Breed are singled out as the 

genuine and committed examples. Both are talented characters who had an experience of 

studying and practicing medicine. They are also articulate, and have a sense of history and 

the courage to freely express his views. Though they are endowed with a healing capacity as 

doctors, their duty is to perform a ritual death that was not meant for them in the first place.  

 

     The ch pter conc   es th t ‘      -     r  n  Soyink ’s inte  ect    ch r cters  re  r wn 

from their own c  t r   herit ge. However, where s ‘      -     r resorts to the Egyptian 

and Islamic history, Soyinka resorts to the real Nigerian life. Yet, his genuine intellectual 

figures are modelled on Yoruba mythical figures. They are young men gifted with both 

constructive and destructive abilities. In other words, they are reminiscent of Ogun, 

Soyink ’s f vo rite Yoruba god. Like Ogun, they offer themselves willingly as a sacrifice for 

the rest of the village community.  

     The common link between the two playwrights here is the representation of their genuine 

intellectuals as Christ-like figures and the existence of similar aspects of theological 

intertextuality found in their dramatic texts. Again, this is regarded as an additional aspect of 

their attempt to frame local cultural issues within Western tradition. 
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Conclusion 

     ‘      -     r an  Soyink ’s interest in  eve oping  n in igeno s form of  r m  appears 

to rest on both an act of exploration of local resources and experimentation with western 

forms of drama. This is one of the salient features of the linkage between the two 

playwrights. Throughout their writing career, both have been engaged with the question of 

finding a drama that could truly answer the needs of their audience particularly after 

independence. The syncretic approach discussed in the thesis is crucial to understanding their 

dramatic works. The fusion of various ingredients into the fabric of their dramatic works 

enriched them and made them appealling to heterogenous audiences, particularly in the case 

of Soyinka whose plays have been performed on stages worldwide since the 1960s.  

     The ingredients deployed in their drama come mainly from indigenous sources, however 

the Western contribution can also be detected. But for all the variety which these sources 

have, they can be seen through two main elements: religion and history. Throughout this 

study I have argued that ‘      -     r and Soyinka tended to appropriate these elements in a 

way that fits in with modernism. In their drama, they deploy religious material to allude to 

contemporary issues. They also question the historical past to comment on the present. While 

doing this, both also introduced an artistic reflection on contemporary dramatic and theatrical 

discourses.  

     The syncretic perspective which links the two playwrights helped them to reach out to 

writers from different cultures. Nietzsche, I argue, features as the most salient example with 

which the two dramatists had a dialogical relationship in their works. The dialogue with 

Nietzsche which takes place in the dramatic text centres mainly on theological and 

metaphysical issues in the case of ‘      -     r and on aesthetic views of art in the case of 

Soyinka. As the thesis demonstrates, the posing of provocative questions, the playing with 

masks and personae, the inconsistency and unwillingness to resolve complex questions, the 

willingness to provoke the reader, the use of devices such as parable, and the sudden shifts in 

voice: all of these Nietzschean aspects proved to have potential for ‘      -     r and 

Soyinka who seem to be sympathetic to them. All these aspects of style that distinguish 

Nietzsche’s writings  re ref ecte  in one w y or  nother in their  r m . 

     Ch pter one foc ses on one of Soyink ’s    pt tions to show Nietzsche’s inf  ence on 

him. Through re-intro  cing E ripi es’ The Bacchae, Soyinka discourses on the different 

aspects of the tragic, dyeing the play in the process with African colour through language 

style, additions of two scenes, change in characterization, and the modification of its end. He 
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invested into the multifaceted nature of the deity and through metamorphosis introduced him 

as a similitude of Ogun. He also unearthed the potential capacity of the original text to be 

adapted to a new environment and to contemporary events, making use of ritual theory in 

explaining the origin of tragedy. His ability to  se E ripi es’ play in exploring new territories 

in African myth is one of the m nifest ions of Nietzsche’s presence in his work. 

     Nietzsche’s inf  ence h s not  een  imite  to Soyink ’s  r m tic experiment tion.  s   

critic, Soyinka, in his approach to Yoruba myth and tragedy, follows the path mapped out by 

Nietzsche in his approach to Greek myth and tragedy. He appropriates the method utilized by 

Nietzsche in his interpretation of the Greek myth, and he applies it to the Yoruba mythology, 

establishing in the process his own theoretical enterprise of African tragedy. In his essay 

“The Fo rth St ge”, Soyink  sets a comparison between the two Greek gods, Apollo and 

Dionysus and the Yoruba duo, Obatala and Ogun. He claims that the similarity between 

Dionysus and Ogun in particular is so strong that they could be regarded as twins. His 

theoretical views are put into practice when dramatised in The Bacchae of Euripides. 

     Whereas Soyinka resorte  to Nietzsche’s discourse on tragedy and strived to use it as a 

point of departure in order to establish a critical discourse for African tragedy, ‘      -     r 

contented himself with some of his theological notions. His Night Traveller, the dramatic text 

discussed in Chapter Two, posits itself as a modern drama that tests the human spirit in its 

struggle for survival in an imagined narrow and limited world turned into a tangled web 

without God. ‘      -     r criticises the state while hiding behind the Nietzschean mask. 

The political events in the 1960s and the war defeat led him to find in Nietzsche’s tho ght 

and philosophy a temporary outlet as well as inspiration for his writing at that period. 

However, ʻ      -     r was not a pro-Nietzschean apologist all along. Nietzsche’s influence 

is strongly visible only in Night Traveller which reflects his philosophical notions of the 

death of God, master morality, and slave morality. These notions pose some difficulty to 

recruit in a dramatic text and feature as a controversial subject particularly in a conservative 

society. 

     With such a controversial subject, ʻ      -     r framed his work into the form of the 

Absurd drama. He resorted to the devices commonly used by writers of the Absurd. 

However, defining the play as a drama that belongs to the theatre of the Absurd is debatable 

as the chapter shows. The play, as I argued, did not fit well with and was even paradoxical at 

some points to the characteristics which identify the Absurd plays. This appears to be mainly 

attributed to the problematic nature of its highly intellectual language and its conscious, 
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articulate and communicative dramatic personae. ‘      -     r’s exuberant usage of a 

figurative language free of clichéd expressions contrasts with language usage for which the 

theatre of the Absurd is known where language use as an instrument of communication is 

kept to the minimal. Indeed, the imposition of an alien notion and a borrowed structure left 

the play at stake on a local dramatic path well-charted by ‘      -     r when he first 

introduced his tour de force Murder in Baghdad.  

     As the exploration of the common thematic continues, it becomes clear that the 

engagement with religious beliefs, discussed in Chapter Three, refelects another aspect of the 

affinity between them. As demonstrated in the thesis, both ‘      -     r and Soyinka dug 

deep into the traditions of their societies, searching for tragic heroes as models of sacrifice. 

‘      -     r searched the Islamic history and found his model in al-Hallaj, the Sufi scholar 

of Baghdad. Soyinka explored the Yoruba pantheon and found it in the figure of Ogun. 

Religious sacrifice had origins in both Egyptian and Nigerian societies, and the two 

playwrights found it a good material for tragedy. The treatment of sacrifice in the works of 

the two dramatists underlines their aesthetics of the tragic. The metaphysical confrontation 

which Soyinka refers to in his Death and the King’s Horseman is a feature that links him and 

‘      -     r. In Soyink ’s play, the sacrificial tragic hero is supposed to see death in the 

eye before going through a metaphysical journey. Likewise, in ‘      -     r’s Murder in 

Baghdad, al- Hallaj welcomes death as a metaphysical journey which brings him closer to 

truth in the absolute sense. Nevertheless, the scope of sacrifice is extended at the hands of the 

two playwrights to touch on issues of politics. However, while ‘      -     r uses death as a 

political protest, Soyinka uses it in a ritual manner as a contest for power.  

     Furthermore, the influence of modernism highlights the link between the two playwrights 

in Chapter Four. It had a profound impact on them, and as one of the repercussions of the 

political upheavals and a part of the modernisation versus tradition conflict, it found a 

spacious room to prove itself in their works both thematically and technically. While 

thematically it propelled itself through the theme of history and its multiple forms, its tools 

were indispensable to portray such forms with force and rigour. Despite some moments of 

failure in applying these tools competently or completely, the two dramatists were 

enthusiastic about projecting their art in ways that could match the changing conditions of 

their societies. Their societies witnessed a long period of colonisation and after independence, 

serious writers responded to the requirements of the period. They started to revise history not 
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as a record of facts, but as a worldview. They attempted to go beyond the traditional view and 

provide a critique of history in order to present their historic visions. 

     ‘      -    r  n  Soyink  are preoccupied with history and the questioning of the past 

from a modernist perspective is of central importance to its use as a substance in their plays. 

In their drama, the authenticity of history is at stake. ‘      -     r is against the falsification 

of history much the same as Soyinka stands against the beautification of the past. Their 

common attitude is that the writer needs a release from fascination with the past.   

     However, while they are interested in history as a good material for drama, each treats it 

dramatically in his own way. Whereas Soyinka resorts to using symbolic objects and enacted 

events to refer to the past, ‘      -     r makes his characters indulge in philosophical 

discussions about it and use dialogue as his main tool. Soyinka invests his spectacular drama 

with historical flashback scenes which help the audience visually relate the past to the 

present. ‘      -     r keeps his dramatic commentary on history limited to a conversational 

level and this makes his drama more akin to the drama of ideas.  

     In addition, a postcolonial reading of their plays allows us to throw more light on 

interrelation between politics and poetics in their drama. Most of their dramatic texts were 

published when African independence was well underway if not in full swing and they appear 

to be haunted by the postcolonial theme of the struggle of the native for freedom or by 

problems arising in the postcolonial society. The thesis took up particular threads from these 

dramatic texts, seeking to explore how the two playwrights tackled the contemporary issues 

in their postcolonial societies such as issues of language, nation and national identity, cultural 

contact, and the reception of Western influences. The drastic changes that swept across their 

societies after independence necessitated a new language capable of expressing their dramatic 

aspirations. One of those aspirations was to undermine the cultural hegemony of the coloniser 

through blending the Western elements and the indigenous sources.  

    The two daramtists have been concerned with subverting the traces left by colonisation in 

their societies. They have sought to defy this hegemony through questioning the stereotypical 

image of the native and criticising the dictatorial regimes left as a legacy. They attempted to 

address a gap that existed and they could not remain caught in the language, tropes, images, 

and motifs of dramatic writing that was prevalent at the time. Each started to renew the 

language used for the dramatic text. ‘      -     r refrained from being caught in the 

Egyptian dramatic language of the 1950s, mostly colloquial, lyrical or rehetorical, and started 

to present a serious poetic drama in simplified standard Arabic. Indeed, though his language 
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was simple, it affirmed itself anew. This was due to the free verse style he adopted and the 

nontraditional use of words. His language helped the Egyptian theatre get rid of the intense 

sentimental lyricism which was commonly associated with the traditional poetic language. He 

strived to resolve a problematic issue of using standard Arabic to express the concerns of 

ordinary people. His is a simple condensed language that has the dignified status of a classic 

language and simulteanously accessible to the generality of audience.  

     Soyink ’s eng gement with   ng  ge iss es is  ifferent.   tho gh he chose to write in 

English, one of the traces left by the coloniser, he insisted on appropriating it rather than 

conserving it. He felt no apology in fragmenting and reassembling English so that it could 

reflect the native Yoruba experiences. Soyinka has acted freely towards English to the extent 

that his style could easily register in the re  ers’ min s. S yings s ch  s “A tiger does not 

proc  im its tigrit  e” or “The m n  ies in     who keep si ence in the f ce of tyr nny”  re 

never easy to forget. Soyink ’s choice of Eng ish  s his me i m of  r m tic expression w s   

choice determined by issues related to audiences. Moreover, English stood as a neutral 

language that could both be available for a wider audience and serve as a unifying force in a 

society of various native languages. 

     The postcolonial nation and national identity represented postcolonial themes which ‘Abd 

a -     r and Soyinka continued to explore in their plays. The notion that Africa was at its 

magnificent apotheosis before colonisation is one of the reasons that made Soyinka enter a 

critical dialogue with the Negritude movement. Soyink ’s p  ys  re meant to combat the 

beautification of pre-colonial Africa. As the thesis demonstrates, Soyink ’s st nce tow r s 

the construction of African identities seems to lie between two extremes: a colonial/European 

current that was biased and, in most cases, misrepresented Africa and Africans, and an 

African /Afrocentric current that was also not objective and represented Africa and  Africans 

in a sentimental positive manner. He attempted to defend African identities against the two 

types of currents and tried to present a balanced image that truly reflects the everyday life of 

Africans.      

     As for ‘      -     r, the construction of an Egyptian national identity cannot be said to be at the 

centre of his drama. However, considering the ideological atmosphere during the time in which he 

wrote his plays, one finds that it was permeated by movements that sought to relate the Egyptians to 

worlds bigger than their homeland. Simply said, he did not have an obvious scheme to construct 

an Egyptian national identity on the basis of territory. With the exception of the personae in 

Leila and the Madman, all his characters are either drawn from Islamic history or purely the 
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pro  ct of the writer’s im gin tion with no roots in re  ity or persons with no  istinct 

national identity. These movements that appeared in Egypt after independence, foremost 

among which were the Islamist movement and Arab nationalism, envisioned the Egyptian 

identity within a broader project. Feelings of Egyptian identity were confused with those of 

the Muslim and Arab identities however, in gener  , there w s no s ch thing  s ‘crisis of 

i entity’. Leila and the Madman is the only play in which the playwright highlights the 

Egyptian national identity. The need to put emphasis on the national identity of the characters 

of this play results from its subject as it addresses the struggle for freedom and resistance to 

colonisation.  

      s   m jor tren , ‘      -     r and Soyinka reco rse  to wh t is known  s   ‘syncretic’ 

approach in their drama. They made use of both the indigenous and European resources 

available to them and sought to achieve a compromise between these resources. Soyinka 

employed the Yoruba and European material and ‘      -     r utilised Arabic heritage and 

European forms. This hybrid form of dramatic art is what helps their plays appeal to 

audiences from different cultures.  

     As intellectuals, the two playwrights could not ignore the problems that face this person in 

their societies. They reflect on the role of the intellectual and the role which is supposed to be 

performed by such a public figure. As the thesis demonstrates, Soyink ’s gen ine 

intellectuals are closely modeled on the ritual figure of Ogun, but the false ones are characters 

which Soyinka ridicules in a caustic satirical tone. Unlike ‘      -     r’s, Soyink ’s 

intellectuals are not essentially poets or writers, though they speak a poetic language. What 

also distinguished them is that they are not gripped by the state of confusion in which ‘    

  -     r’s inte  ect   s  ive. The  tmosphere which s rro n s Soyink ’s inte  ect   s is 

mostly ritual in nature and the village is the arena of their struggle to keep a balance between 

tradition and modernity.   

     The two playwrights sought to effect a remarkable development in Arabic and African 

drama. Their relationship to European influences and resources reveals a process of 

appropriation, dialogical approach, compromise, and innovation. This relationship presented 

a challenge to their creative talent rather than a comfortable abode for dramatic 

representation. Their plays will remain as a constant reminder of the incessant effort of 

African writers to produce avant-garde theatre pieces worthy of continuous review and 

inviting reinterpretation.  
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